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Abstract  

Peripheral nerves are regenerative, with Schwann cells (SCs), the main glial cells of the 

peripheral nervous system, orchestrating multiple aspects of the multicellular regenerative 

process. A regenerating nerve resembles tumours that form in this tissue in patients with 

Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) and in a mouse model we have developed, we have 

identified a key role for the injured microenvironment in stimulating tumour formation derived 

from adult Nf1-/- myelinating Schwann cells (mSCs). 

Here, we have investigated the homeostatic turnover of peripheral nerve and how this 

changes following injury in order to understand how the injured microenvironment could 

contribute to tumour formation.  We find that mSCs do not turnover in adulthood. Following 

injury however, all mSCs proliferate and dedifferentiate to progenitor-like SCs, which 

contribute to the nerve regeneration process without the requirement for a distinct SC stem 

cell population. Moreover, lineage analysis, demonstrated that mSC derived cells retain the 

SC lineage but can switch from a mSC to a non-myelinating SC fate during nerve 

regeneration. In contrast, during tumourigenesis, Nf1-/- mSCs lose this lineage restriction.  

To identify the microenvironmental pro- and anti- tumourigenic signals involved in the early 

stages of tumourigenesis, we have characterised the early stages of tumour formation in our 

mouse model to identify the point of divergence between tissue regeneration and tumour 

formation. We subsequently performed a molecular analysis at this time-point that identified 

several potential pro- tumourigenic signals at the injury site.  

This work provides a further illustration of the distinct mechanisms that tissues use to 

maintain and repair themselves. Moreover, it provides insight into links between tissue repair 

and tumourigenesis and how studying these processes may provide new approaches for the 

treatment of this disease. 
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Impact statement 

The PNS differs from the CNS, in that the PNS has much greater regenerative potential. Key 

to the regenerative process is the major glial cell of the PNS, the SC, which orchestrates the 

regeneration of this tissue.  

In the first part of this thesis, using a combination of long-term labelling studies and lineage 

analysis, we have addressed the homeostatic state of adult peripheral nerve and how this cell 

state changes during and after regeneration. Importantly, we find that peripheral nerve uses a 

distinct mechanism, compared to the CNS and compared to other tissues, in order to maintain 

itself and repair following injury in that both processes are independent of a stem cell 

population and instead involve the remarkable plasticity of the mature cell types within the 

nerve. These mature cell types rarely turnover, if at all, in the homeostatic state, whereas all 

cell types in the tissue proliferate and contribute to the repair of the damaged nerve. Our 

findings also highlight the remarkable stability of glia in the PNS, despite retaining the ability 

to efficiently convert to a progenitor-like SC following injury, thus providing a further illustration 

of the diversity of stem/progenitor cell phenotypes that exist in mammalian tissues.  

This work therefore has broad implications for our understanding of tissue homeostasis and 

repair and also provides insights into the different requirements of CNS and PNS 

environments in terms of plasticity and regenerative capability. 

A regenerating nerve has similarities to tumours that form in this tissue in patients with NF1. 

Research in the NF1 field has mainly focused on investigating the tumour driving SCs and on 

targeting Ras signalling pathways, however, treatment options are very limited emphasising 

the great need for new therapeutic approaches. More recently, the importance of several 

other cell types within the tumour microenvironment has been recognised and it has been 

suggested that targeting the TME could be an alternative therapeutic approach for neoplasms 

including neurofibroma.  

In the second part of this thesis, I have generated a powerful in vivo mouse-model to study 

the early stages of NF1 tumour formation and to elucidate the role of the microenvironment in 

neurofibroma formation. I have used this in vivo mouse-model to perform a RNA seq. analysis 
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at a defined timepoint at which the earliest tumourigenic changes can be observed. The RNA 

seq data once fully analysed will be deposited in order to make it publicly available. The 

differential expression analysis of our dataset should identify signalling pathways responsible 

for creating a pro-tumourigenic environment at the site of injury in contrast to signalling 

pathways providing an anti- tumourigenic environment in a normal nerve microenvironment. 

Identification of either signals may identify new molecular targets which may be important for 

the development of therapeutics for this disease, some of which may be used 

prophylactically. Moreover, we demonstrated that neurofibromas arise from multiple Nf1-

deficient SCs indicating that the loss of Nf1 and the contribution of the injury environment is 

sufficient for tumour formation.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

1.1. Glial cells in the peripheral nervous system  

The nervous system consists of the central and the peripheral nervous system (Figure 1.1A) 

and its glial cells were long thought to be passive components, acting solely to support 

neuronal function. Only recently have glial cells moved to centre stage with an 

acknowledgment of their multiple roles in controlling and regulating nervous system 

development, plasticity and disease (Fields et al., 2015).  Consequently, glial cells have been 

described as master regulators of the nervous system (Barres, 2008) (Zuchero and Barres, 

2015). 

In the adult peripheral nervous system (PNS), glial cell types can be divided into three major 

categories: Schwann cells (SCs), enteric glial cells, satellite cells and olfactory ensheating 

glial cells. SCs are by far the most abundant glial cell type and are found closely associated 

with axons throughout the PNS. SCs can be divided into three classes, myelinating Schwann 

cells (mSCs), non-myelinating Schwann cells (nmSCs) and perisynaptic Schwann cells (also 

called terminal SCs or teloglia) (Jessen and Mirsky, 2005). The majority of SCs are mSCs and 

nmSCs, which reside within peripheral nerve trunks, where they ensheath axons (Figure 

1.1B).  

mSCs ensheath and myelinate larger diameter axons (>1µm) in a 1:1 ratio (Taveggia et al., 

2005). This is distinct from oligodendrocytes in the CNS, which are the comparable cell type 

to mSCs, that generally myelinate several axons (Bercury and Macklin, 2015; Nave and 

Werner, 2014). mSCs form a compact myelin sheath, which is composed of layers of SC 

membrane, that provides electrical insulation to the axons and allows rapid, saltatory 

conduction of action potentials over long distances. 

In contrast, nmSCs individually ensheath several small calibre axons forming a structure 

known as a Remak bundle and these nmSCs appear to metabolically support the small 

calibre axons in order to maintain axonal integrity (Viader et al., 2011). Compared to mSCs, 

nmSCs are much less studied due to the lack of specific mouse models, as lineage specific  
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Figure 1.1. The nervous system and its glial cells 
A) The nervous system consists of the central nervous system and the peripheral nervous 
system. Peripheral nerves consist of sensory, motor and autonomic nerves that connect 
tissues and organs to the central nervous system and transmit signals back and forth from 
tissues and organs to the CNS. B) Schematic representation of the spinal cord from which 
peripheral nerves emanate. The cell bodies of sensory neurons reside in the dorsal root 
ganglion (DRG) within the PNS, in contrast motor neuron cell bodies remain in the CNS. 
Spinal peripheral nerves are mixed nerves consisting of motor neurons that emanate from the 
ventral roots and sensory neurons that emanate from the dorsal roots. The main peripheral 
nerve glial cells (nmSCs and mSCs) that reside within peripheral nerve trunks are depicted 
within this box. Figure is adapted from AP biology, 2015 retrieved from 
http://carignanapbio.weebly.com/nervous-system1.html  
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drivers have not been identified (Harty and Monk, 2017; Jessen and Mirsky, 2005; Jessen et 

al., 2015).  

Perisynaptic SCs (tScs) cover the axon terminal at the skeletal neuromuscular junction (NMJ) 

and have active roles in the formation, function, maintenance and repair of the NMJ (Barik et 

al., 2016; Feng and Ko, 2008; Kang et al., 2014; Ko and Robitaille, 2015; Smith et al., 2013). 

Each perisynaptic SC is associated with more than one synaptic site at the NMJ, and these 

specialised SCs provide a substrate for the regrowing axons to re-enter the former synaptic 

sites following nerve injury (Kang and Lichtman, 2013; Kang et al., 2014). 

Less common than SCs are the enteric glia of the enteric nervous system that reside in the 

intestinal wall (Grubisic and Gulbransen, 2017), where they maintain the intestinal barrier 

(Savidge et al., 2007) and support enteric neuron function and survival (Coelho-Aguiar Jde et 

al., 2015; Ruhl, 2005). Ablation of enteric glia cells in the gut leads to increased permeability 

of the intestinal epithelia and loss of enteric neurons, demonstrating the critical role of enteric 

glia in maintaining intestinal homeostasis (Bush et al., 1998; Coelho-Aguiar Jde et al., 2015).  

Satellite cells ensheath neuronal cell bodies in the sensory ganglia, (Ohara et al., 2009) 

(Figure 1.1A) control the neuronal environment within the ganglia and their close interactions 

with the neurons appears to regulate neuronal activity (Hanani, 2012; Suadicani et al., 2010; 

Takeda et al., 2009). Recent studies suggested a role for satellite cells in gastrointestinal pain 

by promoting the excitability of DRG neurons that innervate the colon (Hanani, 2012; Ji et al., 

2013).   

Olfactory ensheathing glial cells are found associated with non-myelinated axons both within 

the CNS and PNS (Barraud et al., 2010; Ramon-Cueto and Avila, 1998). These glial cells 

have been shown to be phagocytic (Nazareth et al., 2015; Panni et al., 2013) and play an 

instrumental role in the constant regeneration of the olfactory system (Chehrehasa et al., 

2012). 

 

1.1.1. Schwann cell development 

The different stages of SC development have been intensively studied and have been shown 

to strongly depend on axonal signals. Three transient cell populations have been identified  
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Figure 1.2. The different stages of Schwann cell lineage development  
Peripheral glial cells originate from neural crest cells, which progressively differentiate to 
produce SCPs (Zurkirchen and Sommer, 2017). SCPs are the second transient SC precursor 
cell population and are tightly associated with axons. SCPs can also give rise to non- glial 
cells such as melanocytes (Adameyko et al., 2009), enteric neurons (Uesaka et al., 2015), 
endoneurial fibroblasts (Joseph et al., 2004) and parasympathetic neurons (Dyachuk et al., 
2014; Espinosa-Medina et al., 2014). SCPs then differentiate into immature SCs, which 
undergo radial sorting. The process of radial sorting leads to the 1:1 association of large 
calibre axons with pro-myelinating SCs and the remaining small calibre axons are bundled 
together to form Remak bundles by nmSCs. Figure is adapted from (Jessen et al., 2015) 
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during embryonic SC development: the migrating neural crest cell population, Schwann cell 

precursor cells (SCPs) and immature SCs (Jessen and Mirsky, 2005; Jessen et al., 2015) 

(Figure 1.2). Molecular differentiation markers have been identified, which can be used to 

differentiate the transient cell populations throughout embryonic SC development (Jessen and 

Mirsky, 2005; Monk et al., 2015) such as the exclusive expression of glial fibrillary acidic 

protein (GFAP) by the immature SC population that allows characterisation of this transient 

SC population.  

 

1.1.2. Neural crest cells 

The neural crest forms at the border between the neural plate that will give rise to the central 

nervous system and the non-neuronal ectoderm, which will develop in the epidermis. Neural 

crest cells are located within the dorsal most regions of the neural tube, where they undergo 

an epithelial to mesenchymal transition into migratory neural crest cells, which delaminate 

from the neural tube around E8.5 in the mouse. Migrating neural crest progenitor cells can be 

classified according to the neural tube region from which they migrate and the region has 

been shown to determine their subsequent development (Bronner and Simoes-Costa, 2016; 

Smith M.M., 1993; Zurkirchen and Sommer, 2017).  

The majority of neural crest cells are multipotent, with only a few neural crest cells found to be 

lineage restricted progenitors (Baggiolini et al., 2015). Neural crest cells migrate in two 

streams: The dorsolateral stream that gives rise to melanocytes and the ventral stream that 

gives rise mainly to dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neurons and SCs, but also to enteric neurons 

(Uesaka et al., 2015), satellite glial cells (Jessen and Mirsky, 2005), melanocytes (Adameyko 

et al., 2009), endoneurial fibroblasts (Joseph et al., 2004) and parasympathetic neurons 

(Dyachuk et al., 2014; Espinosa-Medina et al., 2014; Le Douarin and Teillet, 1974; Weston, 

1963; Zurkirchen and Sommer, 2017).  

Moreover, neural crest cells also give rise to boundary cap cells that are a secondary 

transient multipotent cell type that can differentiate into both neuronal and glial cells. These 

cells produce almost all SCs within the dorsal and ventral nerve roots and a substantial 

number of glial cells within the skin (Gresset et al., 2015). Boundary cap cells can be 
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identified in the mouse embryo around E10 by for example the expression of the transcription 

factor Krox-20 and transiently reside at the dorsal root entry zone and motor exit points of the 

embryonic spinal cord (Maro et al., 2004). The markers that identify boundary cap cells during 

early embryonic development, are also expressed by other cell types after E15.5, hence 

although boundary cap cells are thought to be a transient cell population, it remains to be 

shown whether some boundary cap cells persist into adulthood and provide a reservoir of 

multipotent neural cells in the PNS (Gresset et al., 2015; Hjerling-Leffler et al., 2005; Zujovic 

et al., 2011).  

 

1.1.3. Transition from neural crest cells to Schwann cell precursor cells 

Several factors have been shown to control neural crest differentiation, however these factors 

mainly act to suppress neuronal or glial cell development, whereas signals that solely drive 

glial cell lineage differentiation remain to be determined. Neuregulin 1 (NRG1) is known to be 

a major regulator of SC development, as ablation of NRG1 leads to an almost complete loss 

of SCs (Adlkofer and Lai, 2000; Esper et al., 2006; Garratt et al., 2000; Meyer and Birchmeier, 

1995; Morrison et al., 1999). NRG1 is expressed by axons and binds to SCs via the 

ErbB3/ErbB2 receptors (Birchmeier and Bennett, 2016; Newbern and Birchmeier, 2010). 

Migrating neural crest cells also express ErbB3/B2 (Meyer and Birchmeier, 1995) and 

ablation of NRG1, ErbB2 and ErbB3 severely decreased their number (Britsch et al., 2001; 

Meyer et al., 1997; Morrison et al., 1999; Riethmacher et al., 1997; Woldeyesus et al., 1999). 

In addition to the prominent role of NRG1 at later stages of SC development that is discussed 

in more detail below, it was also shown to be involved in neural crest cell specification as it 

suppresses neurogenesis and thereby increases gliogenesis (Riethmacher et al., 1997; Shah 

et al., 1994).  

The transcription factor SRY-related HMG-box 10 (Sox-10) a factor required for SC identity 

(Bremer et al., 2011; Finzsch et al., 2010), seems to be expressed by all migrating neural 

crest cells (Britsch et al., 2001; Paratore et al., 2001) and is required for the generation of 

SCPs by inhibiting neurogenesis (Kuhlbrodt et al., 1998). However, neither Sox-10 nor NRG1 

is sufficient to drive glial cell differentiation, but appears to require cooperating factors such as 
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Notch-1 and Pax3. Similarly to NRG1 and Sox10, Notch1 supresses neurogenesis but is only 

transiently upregulated upon glial cell differentiation in neural crest cells (Morrison et al., 

2000; Wakamatsu et al., 2000). Furthermore, neural crest cells express the transcription 

factor Pax3 that was recently shown to be essential for neural crest cell differentiation by 

sustaining Sox10 expression and initiating the transcription of SC lineage genes (Jacob et al., 

2014).  

 

1.1.4. Schwann cell precursor cells (SCPs) 

Neural crest cells give rise to Schwann cell precursors (SCPs) around E12/E13 in mouse 

(E14/E15 in rat) and the NRG1/ErbB2/B3 signalling pathway is critical for SCP differentiation 

as homozygous ErbB3 mutant mice lack SCPs and exhibit severe degeneration of peripheral 

nerves (Figure 1.2) (Riethmacher et al., 1997). Similarly to neural crest cells, SCPs are 

migratory and proliferative but are distinguishable from neural crest cells by the expression of 

differentiation markers such as myelin protein zero (P0) and desert hedgehog (Dhh). 

Moreover, these cells are tightly associated with axons and their survival depends on axonal 

neuregulin 1 type III signalling (Dong et al., 1995; Dong et al., 1999; Meier et al., 1999). 

Moreover, neuronal survival is highly dependent on SC signals emphasising the 

interdependence of glial-axonal signalling. 

SCPs further differentiate into immature SCs at around E15/16 in the mouse (E17/18 in rat) 

(Jessen et al., 1994), but they can also give rise to melanocytes, which migrate out from the 

developing nerve into the skin and this transition is known to involve the transcription factor 

FoxD3, which is downregulated upon melanocyte development (Adameyko et al., 2009; 

Nitzan et al., 2013). Moreover, SCPs also give rise to endoneurial fibroblasts (Joseph et al., 

2004), enteric neurons (Uesaka et al., 2015) and parasympathetic neurons (Dyachuk et al., 

2014; Espinosa-Medina et al., 2014) (Figure 1.2).  

 

1.1.5. Immature Schwann cells  

The transition from SCP cells into immature SCs is not understood completely, however 

Notch1, which upregulates ErbB3 receptor expression in SCP cells is thought to be essential, 
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as loss of Notch 1 decreased SCP proliferation and prevented immature SC formation 

(Woodhoo et al., 2009). Importantly, SCP differentiation to immature SCs is a cell intrinsic 

process that occurs even when SCPs are cultured without neurons in vitro (Jessen and 

Mirsky, 1991; Jessen et al., 1990). Furthermore, this transition appears to be irreversible and 

involves extensive changes in gene expression such as elevated expression of the pan SC 

marker S100 in immature SCs (Jessen et al., 1994). 

In contrast to SCPs, which require axonal signals such as NRG1 for their survival and  

proliferation (Dong et al., 1995), immature SCs maintain their own survival by secreting 

autocrine signals (Monk et al., 2015). These autocrine secreted signals include insulin growth 

factor 2 (IGF2), leukemia inhibitory factor, platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) and 

neurotrophin3 (NT3) (Dowsing et al., 1999; Meier et al., 1999). In adulthood, following an 

injury and prior to axonal regrowth SC survival likely depends on these autocrine signals and 

thus may be important in ensuring SC survival while axons regrow.  

Immature SCs surround groups of axons forming a so called axon-Schwann cell unit, which is 

covered by basal lamina and further enclosed by extracellular matrix (ECM) (Webster et al., 

1973). From this unit, radial sorting takes place around E19/20 and proceeds until postnatal 

day P10 in rodent nerves (Figure 1.3) (Feltri et al., 2016). This process sorts the axons 

according to their size and is strongly dependent on axonal neuregulin1 type III signalling, 

which determines the ensheathment fate of the axons. Large diameter axons express higher 

levels of neuregulin1 type III and consequently will become myelinated during development 

(Taveggia et al., 2005). Axon-SC units usually consist of about 3-8 immature SCs, which 

surround axons of mixed calibre. Immature SCs insert cytoplasmic processes into the axonal 

bundles to select and segregate the larger diameter axons to the periphery of the axon-SC 

unit. Due to the extensive proliferation of the immature SCs and further segregation of the 

axonal bundles, the large diameter axons are able to establish a 1:1 relationship with a (pro-

myelinating) Schwann cell, which forms its own basal lamina around this axon-SC unit 

resulting in its defasciculation from the immature axon-SC structure. The pro-myelinating SCl 

will further develop into a mSC and establish its characteristic myelin sheath around the large 

calibre axon. Within the immature Schwann cell-axon structure, SC proliferation and axonal  
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Figure 1.3. Radial sorting  
Immature SCs undergo a process called radial sorting. Initially, an axon-SC unit is formed, 
which consists of several immature SCs and mixed calibre axons that are surrounded by a 
common basal lamina. The immature SCs insert cytoplasmic processes into axonal bundles, 
which recognise large calibre axons and segregate them to the periphery of the axon-SC unit. 
A 1:1 relationship between a pro-myelinating SC and a large calibre axon is established and 
this large calibre axon will become myelinated after deposition of the (pro-myelinating) SC 
basal lamina. Due to subsequent SC proliferation and large calibre axon segregation, the 
remaining axon bundles become smaller and will become Remak bundles. Figure is adapted 
from (Feltri et al., 2016).  
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segregation continues until it solely contains small calibre axons, which subsequently become 

Remak bundles (Feltri et al., 2016; Jessen and Mirsky, 2005; Jessen et al., 2015). 

SC differentiation into both nmSCs and mSC is dependent on cell cycle exit, which is 

controlled by several molecular mechanisms such as Jun activation domain-binding protein 

(Jab1) that regulates the expression levels of cyclin kinase inhibitor 1b (p27) (Li et al., 2011; 

Porrello et al., 2014; Stevens and Fields, 2002). Furthermore, SC cell cycle exit is also 

controlled by cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels (Morgan et al., 1991; Stevens 

and Fields, 2002).  

Immature SCs also control the developing architecture of the nerve by secreting signals that 

promote the formation of connective tissue sheaths that form around the nerve fibers. 

Moreover, signals from immature SCs promote arteriogenesis within the developing nerve 

(Mukouyama et al., 2005; Parmantier et al., 1999). Subsequently, the developing nerve will 

undergo further organisation steps such as the establishment of the perineurial sheath that 

surrounds mature nerves, in order to give rise to a mature functional peripheral nerve (Figure 

1.4). Adult peripheral nerves consist of groups of axons that are ensheathed by SCs (mSCs 

or nmSCs) and these axon-SC bundles are embedded in a collagen-rich, vascularised ECM, 

termed as endoneurium (Zochodne, 2008) (Figure 1.4). Several other cell types reside within 

the peripheral nerve such as resident macrophages and endoneurial fibroblasts. The 

endoneurium is enclosed by specialised fibroblasts that form the perineurial sheath and this 

unit is defined as a nerve fascicle. Larger peripheral nerves contain several fascicles that are 

surrounded by a common epineurium.  

 

1.1.6. Non-myelinating Schwann cells (nmSCs) 

The benefits of myelination decrease with reduced axonal diameter and according to 

biophysical calculations no velocity advantage is obtained with axons < 1μm in diameter. 

Three quarters of mature axons are at or below this size and are not myelinated in the human 

PNS (Ochoa and Mair, 1969). Most of these axons are fully ensheathed by non-myelinating 

Schwann cells (nmSCs) that ensheath several small calibre axons to form Remak SC 

structures, except for some sensory nerves called C-fibers, which have free nerve endings  
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Figure 1.4. Structure of the peripheral nerve 
The peripheral nerve is composed of bundles of nerve fibers enclosed by connective tissue 
sheaths. Small calibre axons are surrounded by the cytoplasm of nmSCs and form a structure 
termed Remak bundle. Axons with a larger diameter are wrapped by mSCs in a 1:1 ratio that 
form a myelin sheath around these axons. These axon-SC units are surrounded by the 
endoneurium composed of connective tissue and enclosed within a perineurial sheath. This 
entity is called a nerve fascicle. Nerve fascicles are bound together by fibrous tissue known 
as epineurium. The nerve endoneurium also contains other cell types such as tissue 
fibroblasts and macrophages and is well vascularised with the presence of numerous blood 
vessels.  
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that are not associated with SCs, within the epidermis (Hsieh et al., 1994). Furthermore, at 

the neuromuscular junction, non-myelinating terminal SCs (tSCs) cover the axonal surface but 

do not surround the axons in the region, where the synaptic “gutters” or regions with a high 

concentration of acetylcholine receptors are located (Griffin and Thompson, 2008; Lee et al., 

2017). 

Both adult SC types, mSCs and nmSCs, express many of the same markers such as 

cytoplasmic S100 that is known as a pan SC marker. However, nmSCs lack myelin protein 

expression but do maintain the expression of cell adhesion molecules and cell surface 

receptors, which are downregulated in mSCs, such as the cell adhesion molecule L1, neural 

cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) and the neurotrophin receptor p75 (Jessen and Mirsky, 

2002).  

In contrast to mSCs, the function of nmSCs is poorly understood mostly due to a lack of 

mouse models as nmSC lineage specific drivers have not been identified.  However, recent 

studies reported that nmSCs metabolically support small calibre axons and SC mitochondrial 

function was shown to be critical for this process (Beirowski et al., 2014; Viader et al., 2011; 

Viader et al., 2013). Consistent with this SC-specific mitochondrial dysfunction resulted into 

progressive axonal degeneration, particularly in small unmyelinated axons, indicating that the 

metabolic support of axons by nmSCs is critical for long term axon maintenance.  

Up until now, the signals that drive nmSCs generation are yet to be identified, however a 

recent study reported that mice with a targeted ablation of laminin at the immature SC stage 

lack nmSCs, suggesting that basal lamina deposition is required for the successful generation 

of nmSCs (Yu et al., 2009). Nevertheless, it remains to be shown if these effects are due to a 

direct defect in nmSC differentiation or merely due to an abnormal radial sorting process. 

Furthermore, abnormal numbers of axons per Remak bundle were observed in NRGI Type III 

deficient nerves indicating that NRGI may, in addition to regulating mSC development, also be 

required for the proper function of nmSCs (Fricker 2009, Taveggia 2005). In line with this, 

disruption of ErbB signalling in adult nmSCs results in a progressive sensory neuropathy with 

the loss of numerous unmyelinated C-fibers axons indicating that nmSCs are critical for the 

survival of these axons (Chen et al., 2003).  
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As described above, SC differentiation into nmSC and mSCs requires exit of the cell cycle, 

however it was postulated that nmSCs provide a reservoir of potentially mitotic glial cells 

within the adult peripheral nerve, as although associated with small calibre axons, nmSC 

were reported to undergo mitosis in the adult nerve (Murinson et al., 2005).  

 

1.1.7. Myelinating Schwann cells (mSCs) 

Large calibre axons (> 1um) require myelination to increase membrane capacitance in order 

to allow the propagation of action potentials without decreasing conduction. To allow the rapid 

propagation of action potentials, myelinated axons use a process called saltatory conduction 

that transports the action potential along myelinated axons from one unmyelinated axon 

region (Node of Ranvier) to the other (Salzer, 2015). As the axon is isolated from the 

extracellular milieu by the myelin sheath and far from the nucleus, mSCs likely nurture the 

axons. This process is thought to involve the non-compact myelin that transports metabolites 

from the glial cytoplasm close to the periaxonal space (Nave and Werner, 2014).  

The signals that drive axonal myelination and that determine mSC fate are well characterised 

and involve complex morphological and genetic changes. These changes involve the 

downregulation of several genes such as the neurotrophin receptor p75, whereas 

upregulation of genes known to be involved in the regulation of SC myelination and formation 

of the myelin sheath such as the transcription factor Krox-20, myelin protein zero (PO), myelin 

associated glycoprotein (MAG) and myelin basic protein (MBP) and periaxin (Jessen and 

Mirsky, 2002). The changes are regulated by complex signals, which are discussed below, 

that cause SCs to adopt a mSC fate (Chernousov et al., 2008; Salzer, 2012). 

 

1.1.8 Molecular signals mediate the myelination programme 

Myelination involves complex extracellular signals that need to be properly coordinated in 

order to drive the initial phase of myelination. In turn, these extracellular signals activate 

intracellular signalling pathways that transmit signals via downstream effectors. Ultimately, 

this results in the initiation of a sequential feed forward cascade of pro-myelinating 
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transcription factors that induces the transcription of genes required for myelination. The 

different levels of myelination regulation are discussed separately in the subchapters below.   

 

1.1.8.1. Transcriptional control of mSC differentiation 

The transition of immature pro-myelinating SCs to a mSC cell fate involves the upregulation of 

pro-myelinating transcription factors, which initiate a complex genetic program regulating this 

process (Pereira et al., 2012; Salzer, 2015; Svaren and Meijer, 2008). This genetic program 

involves the regulated balance between negative and positive regulators of myelination and 

the proper coordination of these two opposing transcriptional programmes mediates the onset 

and termination of myelination during development (Figure 1.5).  

The positive regulators of myelination consist of the transcription factors Krox-20, octamer 

binding transcription factor-6 (Oct-6), Sox-10 and Brn-2 and the interplay of these positive 

regulators drive the transition from a pro-myelinating into a mSC. (Svaren and Meijer, 2008) 

(Figure 1.5). At the onset of myelination, Krox-20 is activated by a feed-forward loop, in which 

Sox10 induces Oct6 expression and Oct6 and Sox10 synergistically induce the expression of 

Krox-20 in mSCs (Jagalur et al., 2011; Svaren and Meijer, 2008). Krox-20 is considered a 

master regulator of PNS myelination, as it is sufficient to induce the transcription of myelin 

genes such as P0, MAG, PMP22, MBP and connexin32 (Cx32) and of biosynthetic 

components of myelin lipid synthesis, even when expressed in non-SC cell types such as 

fibroblasts (Parkinson et al., 2004). Several of the Krox-20 regulated genes such as PO, MBP 

and Cx32 also have binding sites for Sox10 in their enhancer region, demonstrating a 

synergistic regulation of these genes by these two transcription factors (Lopez-Anido et al., 

2015; Srinivasan et al., 2012; Svaren and Meijer, 2008). The loss of Krox-20 causes SC 

differentiation at the pro-myelinating stage and consequently results in the complete loss of 

myelin formation (Topilko et al., 1994), whereas the loss of Sox-10, that is expressed at high 

levels at all stages of SC development, leads to the complete loss of peripheral glial cells 

(Britsch et al., 2001; Schreiner et al., 2007). In contrast, the loss of Oct-6 does not prevent 

peripheral glial cell differentiation but transiently stalls SC development at the pro-myelinating 

stage and ultimately leads to a delayed onset of myelination, hypomyelinated nerves and the  
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Figure 1.5. Transcriptional programme that initiates Schwann cell  myelination 
A simplified transcriptional network controlling SC myelination is depicted in this scheme. 
Positive and negative regulators of SC myelination regulate the initiation of the transcriptional 
programme. The positive regulators (eg. Krox-20, Oct-6 and Sox-10) are depicted in yellow 
and the negative regulators (eg. c-Jun, Sox-2 and Notch intracellular domain (NCID) are 
depicted in red. The epigenetic regulators such as BAF complex and HDAC1 and HDAC2 are 
displayed in green.  
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continuous existence of pro-myelinating SCs into adulthood (Bermingham et al., 1996; Jaegle 

et al., 2003). 

In addition to its role during SC development, the continuous expression of Krox-20 in adult 

mSCs is essential for myelin maintenance, as its loss is associated with SC dedifferentiation 

and myelin sheath degeneration, which results in a progressive demyelination phenotype 

(Decker et al., 2006). Similarly to Krox-20, Sox-10 is not only required for SC development but 

also for the maintenance of mSCs, as its loss in adult SCs also results in demyelination and 

subsequent axonal degeneration (Bremer et al., 2011). In contrast to the continued 

expression of Sox-10 and Krox-20 in adult mSCs, Oct-6 is only highly expressed during the 

transition of pro-myelinating SCs to mSCs, then after ~p14 Oct-6 expression is downregulated 

indicating that the timely control of Oct-6 expression may be important for myelination (Arroyo 

et al., 1998; Feltri et al., 2016). 

In addition to Krox-20, Sox-10 and Oct-6, the transcription factor NF-κβ was shown to 

positively regulate myelination in vitro (Nickols et al., 2003) but decreased activity of NF-κβ 

only transiently reduced myelin gene expression and did not prevent myelination in vivo, 

suggesting NF-κβ is dispensable for myelination in vivo (Morton et al., 2013).  

Known negative regulators of myelination include the transcription factors Notch, c-Jun and 

Sox2 that are expressed during early SC development, whereas their expression needs to be 

downregulated by Krox-20 dependent signalling at the onset of myelination (Feltri et al., 2016; 

Jessen and Mirsky, 2002, 2008; Parkinson et al., 2004; Pereira et al., 2012; Roberts et al., 

2017; Salzer, 2015; Woodhoo et al., 2009). Consistent with this, both c-Jun and Sox2 

suppress the activity of Krox-20 demonstrating the cross-inhibitory effect of these two 

transcription factors (Jessen et al., 2015; Parkinson et al., 2008).  

The most studied of these negative regulators is c-Jun, which is known to prevent SC 

myelination and drives the dedifferentiation of pro-myelinating SCs to immature SCs 

(Parkinson et al., 2008; Parkinson et al., 2004). In addition to c-Jun, Sox-2, which is well 

known for its role in the maintenance of stem and progenitor cell populations, was identified 

as a negative regulator of SC myelination in vitro and in vivo (Le et al., 2005; Roberts et al., 

2017) (Figure 1.5). In agreement with the role of Sox-2 in maintaining stem cells, it was 
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shown to prevent SC myelination and maintains SCs in a non-differentiated state (Roberts et 

al., 2017). Similarly to the role of c-Jun and Sox-2 in SC development, the re-expression of c-

Jun promotes SC dedifferentiation and the sustained expression of c-Jun and Sox-2 

decreases SC myelination following nerve injury (Fazal et al., 2017; Roberts et al., 2017). 

Moreover, Notch signalling also negatively regulates SC myelination and was shown to 

promote demyelination following nerve injury (Woodhoo et al., 2009).  

Recently, epigenetic regulators have been demonstrated to be critical for successful 

myelination (Figure 1.5). The regulation of PNS myelination involves epigenetic modifiers 

such as the Braham associated factor (BAF) complex, which is a chromatin remodelling 

complex that regulates access to DNA. The BAF complex interacts with Sox-10 and this 

interaction was shown to direct the recruitment of BAF complexes to Sox-10 target genes 

such as Oct-6 and Krox-20 which ultimately results in their enhanced expression (Weider et 

al., 2013).  

In addition to the BAF complex, histone deacetylases (HDACs), which are major epigenetic 

regulators, have been shown to be critical for SC myelination (Jacob et al., 2011b). HDAC1 

and HDAC2 positively regulate Sox10 expression. Moreover, Sox10 recruits both HDAC 1/2 

to regulatory regions of Krox-20 and Sox10 loci at which HDAC2 in synergy with Sox10 

initiates the myelination transcription program. HDAC1 is dispensable for the transcriptional 

initiation of myelination, but it controls SC survival by regulating the levels of β-catenin. 

Although HDAC1 and HDAC2 perform distinct functions, the loss of either is compensated for 

by the other and consequently, only the loss of both blocks SC differentiation at the immature 

or the pro-myelinating SC stage (Jacob et al., 2011a).  In addition to the role of HDAC1 and 

HDAC2 in regulating the myelination transcriptional programme, a recent study from our lab 

has identified HDAC3 as a positive regulator of myelination that is critical for myelin 

maintenance in adulthood. In contrast to HDAC1/2, HDAC3 is dispensable for myelin 

formation during development, however it is required for the transition to the homeostatic 

state, which is associated with the downregulation of myelin gene transcription. 

Consequently, SCs that have lost HDAC3 failed to exit the biogenic state and maintain high 
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levels of myelin transcription, which resulted in a progressive neuropathy in adulthood that is 

associated with severe myelination defects (Rosenberg, Cattin et al, Manuscript submitted). 

Similar to our study, He et al also investigated the role of HDAC3 in SC myelination and 

showed that the loss of HDAC3 in SCs both during development and after injury resulted in 

increased myelination (He et al., 2018). However, they have interpreted their data differently 

to us, in that they proposed that HDAC3 acts as a negative regulator of myelin transcription. 

Together, these studies imply a crucial role of epigenetic regulators in SC differentiation and 

myelination but the exact mechanisms of action are not yet well understood and further 

studies are required. 

 

1.1.8.2. Extracellular signals that regulate myelination 

The intracellular signalling pathways and the transcriptional programme that drive SC 

myelination are activated by extracellular molecular mediators such as the axonal signal 

NRG1. In addition to axonal derived mediators, extracellular and basal lamina mediators 

initiate myelination, either independently or in cooperation with the axonal signal NRG1. All 

these different classes of extracellular mediators are outlined in this Subchapter: 1. Mediators 

that establish the initial contact between SCs and axons. 2. Axonal signals. 3. Basal lamina 

mediators.  

1. After the initial contact of SCs with axons, SCs extend processes to associate with axons 

and the adhesion molecule N-cadherin that is highly expressed at the SC-axon interface was 

thought to mediate the contact between axons and SCs (Wanner and Wood, 2002) (Figure 

1.6). In line with this, the loss of N-cadherin prevents SC process extension and alignment 

with axons in in vitro co-culture systems. However, N-cadherin loss in SCs in vivo only causes 

a minor delay in myelination and does not cause defects in myelin sheath formation (Lewallen 

et al., 2011). These studies suggest that N-cadherin may be involved in controlling the time of 

myelin initiation but is dispensable for the formation and maturation of the myelin sheath. 

Moreover, another adhesion molecule, Nectin-like protein-4 (Necl-4), which is expressed by 

SCs and binds to the axonal receptor Necl1 was shown to be involved in establishing initial 

axo-glial interactions (Maurel et al., 2007; Spiegel et al., 2007) (Figure 1.6). The disruption of  
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Figure 1.6. Extracellular signals that regulate Schwann cell myelination 
The scheme depicts the major extracellular signals that control initiation of myelination. N-
cadherin mediates axon-SC interactions and regulates the timing of myelination and probably 
also contributes to SC polarisation. In addition to N-cadherin, another adhesion molecule 
Necl-4 that binds to axonal Necl-1 contributes to the initiation of myelination. The polarised 
localisation of Par3 at the axo-glial site of contact is required for myelination initiation. 
Importantly, the interaction between axonal NRG1 and ErbB2/B3 expressed by SCs is 
involved in many aspects of SC development, including myelination. ErbB2/B3 signalling was 
shown to regulate both myelination initiation and myelin sheath thickness. The basal lamina 
protein laminin binds to integrins, dystroglycans and Gpr126 to promote SC myelination. For 
simplification, the SC nucleus is not depicted. 
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this SC-axon interaction was shown to inhibit myelination initiation demonstrating that 

adhesion molecules are key players that mediate SC-axon interactions. However, the 

relevance of Necl4 for axonal myelination in vivo is disputable, as the loss of Necl4 did not 

cause any defect in PNS myelination but this may be due to the compensation of Necl4 

function by another unknown adhesion molecule, (Zhu et al., 2013).  

After SCs have established an initial contact with axons, subsequent myelination events occur 

due to the asymmetrical distribution of some proteins such as Partitioning defective-3 (Par-3) 

protein that is asymmetrically localised at the sites of contact of SCs and axons. 

Strikingly, the disruption of this asymmetrical distribution by either knockdown or 

overexpression of Par3 inhibits myelination (Chan et al., 2006) (Figure 1.6). Although SC 

myelination is a highly polarised process, the mechanisms that initiate and regulate SC 

polarity are not well understood. To determine how the asymmetrical distribution of Par3 is 

regulated, studies investigated whether the homotypic interactions of N-cadherin at the site of 

axo-glial contact may be involved in this process. However, homotypic interactions of N-

cadherin at the SC-axon sites of contact do not appear to play a significant role in the 

asymmetric localisation of Par3 (Lewallen et al., 2011). It may be that other adhesion 

molecules such as the nectin like proteins compensate the loss of N-cadherin but this remains 

to be shown. This demonstrates that although SC-axons interact with each other through 

adhesion molecules, successful myelination is a complex process, which requires the 

coordination of many signals.  

2. Factors that mediate axon-glial interactions are key players throughout SC development 

and are instrumental for SC myelination. Amongst them, neuregulin-1 (NRG1), a member of 

the Neuregulin family of growth factors that share sequence similarities with epidermal growth 

factor (EGF), is the most well known. From the NRG1 gene at least 16 distinct gene products 

are produced by alternative splicing and the usage of different promoters with the membrane 

bound NRG1 Type III being the most abundant form on peripheral nerve axons (Falls et al 

2003, Esper et al 2005). NRG1 acts as ligand for ErbB2/B3 heterodimer receptors that are 

expressed by SCs and it is well established that this signalling complex regulates many 

aspects of SC development such as the radial sorting of axons, as described above 
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(Birchmeier and Bennett, 2016; Birchmeier and Nave, 2008; Cohen et al., 1992; Jin et al., 

1993). Furthermore, the conditional loss of NRG1 during late SC development leads to 

hypomyelination of peripheral nerves demonstrating that NRG1 is absolutely required for 

peripheral nerve myelination (Garratt et al., 2000). Subsequently, the role of NRG1-ErbB 

signalling in myelination was widely studied and was shown to regulate the initiation of 

myelination, axonal ensheathment fate and myelin sheath thickness (Figure 1.6). However, it 

is dispensable for myelin maintenance in the adult (Atanasoski et al., 2006).  

In addition to NRG1, other axonal signals have been shown to control SC myelination such as 

brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) which binds to the neurotrophin receptor p75 that is 

recruited by Par3 to the site of SC-axon contact (Chan et al., 2001; Cosgaya et al., 2002). 

Following BDNF binding, p75 and Par3 form a complex, which induces intracellular signalling 

that is instrumental for myelination. Consequently, BDNF depletion, disruption of the 

asymmetrical distribution of Par3 and the functional inactivation of p75 was shown to inhibit 

myelin sheath formation (Chan et al., 2006).  

Besides neurotrophins and adhesion molecules, A disintegrin and metalloproteinase (ADAM) 

22 has recently been discovered as a key axonal signal that promotes myelination. SCs 

secrete Lgi4 that binds to axonal Adam22 and this interaction leads through unknown 

mechanisms to the induction of Krox-20 and consequently is required for SCs to progress 

beyond the pro-myelinating SC state (Bermingham et al., 2006; Kegel et al., 2013) (Figure 

1.6).  

Moreover, secreted semaphorins act as axon guidance molecules during development and 

have also been shown to be involved in myelination. Semaphorins bind to a complex of 

neuropilin and plexin receptors that are expressed by SCs (Chen et al., 1997; Kolodkin et al., 

1997; Takahashi et al., 1999) (Figure 1.6).  Initially, semaphorin 3A and F were found to be 

highly expressed in transiently demyelinated plaques in multiple sclerosis mouse models 

indicating that they may play a role in remyelination in the CNS (Williams et al., 2007). 

Additionally, work from the Lloyd laboratory demonstrated that activation of the Ras/Raf/ERK 

signalling pathway in SCs results in the dissociation of SC-axon interactions and this was 

shown to be mediated by the Ras/Raf/ERK mediated downregulation of semaphorin 4F. 
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Restoring semaphorin 4F expression levels restablished axon-SC interactions demonstrating 

that its expression is required for proper association and alignment of SCs to axons. 

Consequently, semaphorin4F was identified as a mediator of SC-axon interactions implying 

potential roles for myelination and neurofibroma formation (Parrinello et al., 2008).  

3. SCs secrete ECM components such as laminins and collagen, which are major 

components of the SC basal lamina and function as autocrine signals essential for axonal 

ensheathment and myelination. Several studies have shown recently that proper assembly of 

the basal lamina is required for myelination (Bunge et al., 1986; Chernousov et al., 2008). The 

main basal lamina mediator of SC myelination was identified as laminins, which are 

heterotrimeric proteins consisting of a α,β and γ chain that bind to SC integrin and 

dystroglycan receptors (Bunge et al., 1986). Initially, the role of laminins in SC myelination 

was observed in a mouse model of muscular dystrophy, which carried mutations in the 

laminin α2 gene and exhibits a defect in peripheral nerve myelination (Madrid et al., 1975). 

Furthermore, the SC-specific loss of laminin γ1, the most abundant chain, was shown cause 

peripheral neuropathy that is associated with impaired myelination (Chen and Strickland, 

2003; Yu et al., 2005). Moreover, a more recent study demonstrated that reducing expression 

levels of laminin γ1 leads to an axonal sorting defect that is connected with hypomyelination 

(McKee et al., 2012).  

Recently, a genetic screen in zebrafish identified the G-protein coupled receptor Gpr126 as 

an important mediator for SC myelination (Pogoda et al., 2006). Mechanistically, it was shown 

that the extracellular domain of Gpr126 undergoes autocleavage to produce a N-terminal 

fragment (NTF) and a C-terminal fragment (CTF) with the latter functioning as a tethered 

agonist that initiates Gpr126 signalling (Liebscher et al., 2014). Gpr126 was demonstrated to 

mediate SC-ECM interactions by binding via its NTF domain to the basal lamina ligand 

laminin 211 (Petersen et al., 2015). The binding to laminin 211 was shown to modulate the 

availability of the tethered CTF agonist with increased concentrations of laminin 211 activating 

downstream signalling and initiating myelination. This indicates that elevated levels of laminin 

211 induce a conformational change in Gpr126 that leads to activation of its downstream 
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signalling and importantly this highlights that the proper establishment of the basal lamina is 

absolutely critical to induce myelination.  

Gpr126 was shown to drive SC myelination via induction of cAMP signalling (Mogha et al., 

2013; Monk et al., 2009; Monk et al., 2011) demonstrating that Gpr126 signalling regulates 

intracellular cAMP levels in SCs, which is further discussed in the subchapter below (Figure 

1.6) (Mogha et al., 2013). Moreover, a recent study has shown that the loss of Gpr126 

prevents remyelination after nerve crush, but whether this defect in remyelination is correlated 

to altered cAMP levels has not been studied yet (Mogha et al., 2016).  

In addition to laminin 211, collagen type IV also binds to Gpr126 indicating that collagen type 

IV likely acts as a secondary ligand for Gpr126 (Paavola et al., 2014). The identification of the 

critical role of basal lamina assembly for myelination correlates with previous in vitro studies 

that showed abscorbic acid, which is a co-factor required for the post-translational 

modification and assembly of collagen IV, promotes SC myelination (Carey et al., 1986; 

Eldridge et al., 1987). 

 
1.1.8.3. Intracellular signals that regulate myelination  

Following the early events establishing the SC-axon interactions that are required for the 

initiation of axonal ensheathment, multiple pathways are activated by axonal, extracellular 

and basal lamina mediators, which ultimately drive myelin sheath formation. The activation of 

these multiple pathways leads to the initiation of a transcriptional program that promotes the 

final stages of myelination.  

In earlier studies, it was shown in vitro that the addition of cAMP was sufficient to induce SC 

myelination (Glenn and Talbot, 2013; Lemke and Chao, 1988; Morgan et al., 1991; Shuman 

et al., 1988; Sobue and Pleasure, 1984; Sobue et al., 1986). These studies showed that 

cAMP promotes myelination by inducing myelin gene protein expression (Figure 1.7). Recent 

studies discussed in the subchapter above, demonstrated that Gpr126 is the long-sought 

receptor that regulates cAMP levels in vivo (Monk et al., 2009; Monk et al., 2011). 

In addition to GPR126 signalling via cAMP, binding of axonal NRG1 type III to ErbB2/B3 

receptors on SCs is also essential. The activation of this complex initiates complex  
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Figure 1.7. Intracellular signalling pathways that regulate Schwann cell myelination 
The interplay between several signalling pathways regulates SC myelination. The activation 
of ERB2/B3 by NRG1 leads to the downstream activation of PI3K/AKT, MAPK and PLC-γ 
which all contribute to drive myelin sheath formation. The role of the PI3K/AKT signalling 
pathway has been studied in more detail and it was shown that the extent of PI3K activation 
correlates to NRG1 expression levels and determines the ensheathment fate of axons. 
Furthermore, in addition to ErbB2/B3 downstream signalling pathways, elevated levels of 
cAMP are essential for myelination initiation. The activation of these (and more) signalling 
pathways ultimately results into activation of the transcriptional programme that regulates SC 
myelination. For simplification in this scheme, the SC nucleus is not depicted. 
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downstream signalling pathways that are crucial for successful myelination. Among these 

signalling pathways are the phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase (PI3K/AKT), ERK and PLC-γ 

signalling pathways (Nave and Salzer, 2006; Newbern and Birchmeier, 2010; Pereira et al., 

2012) (Figure 1.7).  

The levels of axonal NRG1, as discussed above, were shown to be absolutely critical to 

determine the ensheathment fate of axons. Ensheathed axon express low levels of NRG1 

type III, whereas myelinated axons high levels and the artificial expression of NRG1 type III 

was sufficient to induce myelination in axons, which are normally unmyelinated (Taveggia et 

al., 2005). Low and high levels of NRG1 type III expression was shown to correlate with the 

extent of PI3K activation demonstrating that PI3K activation is graded to the levels of NRG 

type III.  

In line with this, the conditional deletion of PTEN, a negative regulator of the PI3K kinase 

pathway, results in aberrant activation of PI3K, which causes enhanced SC wrapping and 

hypermyelination (Goebbels et al., 2010). These defects in SC development were found to be 

mainly due to the extensive activation of AKT by PI3K and subsequent downstream signalling 

to mTOR. Consequently, the effects of loss of PTEN can be alleviated by treatment with the 

mTOR inhibitor rapamycin (Goebbels et al., 2012). 

Moreover, NRG1 signalling activates the PLC-γ signalling pathway that leads to increased 

intracellular calcium and activation of the phosphatase calcineurin B. Activation of calcineurin 

B in turn results in dephosphorylation of the cytosolic nuclear factor of activated T-cells 

(NFAT) proteins, which accumulate within the SC nuclei and induce the transcription of myelin 

specific genes such as Krox-20 and myelin protein zero (PO) (Kao et al., 2009) (Figure 1.7).   

In contrast to PI3K/AKT and PLC-γ, the ERK signalling pathway was shown to have a dual 

role in myelination. On the one hand, high levels of ERK signalling prevent myelin gene 

expression and consequently inhibit myelination as shown in vitro (Harrisingh et al., 2004; 

Ogata et al., 2004; Syed et al., 2010) and in vivo (Napoli et al., 2012). On the other hand, the 

ERK signalling pathway also positively promotes SC myelination, as severe hypomyelination 

was observed in the Dhh-Cre:Erk-/-:Erk2fl/fl mouse model, in which ERK1 and ERK2 were 

ablated during SC development (Newbern et al., 2011). Moreover, moderate elevation of ERK 
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was shown to increase myelin thickness during SC development (Ishii et al., 2013; Sheean et 

al., 2014). These studies demonstrated that ERK activation is required for the initiation of 

myelination (Figure 1.7), but the expression levels of ERK have to be regulated as high levels 

of ERK prevent mSC differentiation. Recent studies showed that these opposing effects are 

regulated by the strength and duration of MAPK signalling with moderate levels of MAPK 

required for SC myelination whilst high levels of MAPK inhibit SC differentiation and induce 

demyelination in adulthood (Ishii et al., 2016; Napoli et al., 2012). Furthermore, other 

signalling pathways may interact with ERK signalling and may thereby influence its effect on 

myelination (Newbern et al., 2011). 

 

1.1.9. Myelin structure and function  

The myelin sheath results from the circumferential wrapping of the SC plasma membrane and 

consists of 40 or more lamellae that wrap around axons with a large diameter (≥1µm) (Peters, 

1991). The organisation of the myelin membrane involves two biochemical and structurally 

different areas. These two areas are the compact myelin regions and the regions of non-

compact myelin (Figure 1.8).  

The structure of the myelin sheath is highly polarised both longitudinally from node to node 

and radially from the axon to the SC basal lamina (Pereira et al., 2012; Salzer, 2003) (Figure 

1.8). The overall organisation of the SC into nodal, paranodal, juxtaparanodal and internodal 

compartments demonstrates its longitudinal polarity with the internode being the largest 

compartment, in which the membrane of the SC and axon are in close contact. Radial polarity 

is apparent by the distinct membrane surfaces present on opposite sides of the SC; the 

abaxonal (outer) and adaxonal (inner) membrane surfaces. The compacted membranes of 

the myelin sheath are localised between these two distinct membrane surfaces (Figure 1.8). 

The mSC adaxonal membrane is separated from the axonal membrane by the periaxonal 

space (~15nm), which contains adhesion molecules and receptors that mediate interactions 

with ligands on the axon (Salzer, 2003, 2015)  

The SC basal lamina surrounds mSCs and several of its proteins such as laminin mediate the 

direct contact with the abaxonal membrane proteins (eg. α6β4 integrin and β-dystroglycan) of  
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Figure 1.8. Myelin structure and organisation 
Schematic representation of a mSC (depicted in blue) that is surrounding an axon (depicted in 
grey). On the left a longitudinal transverse section is shown and on the right the mSC is 
displayed “unwrapped”. SC basal lamina (shown on the left) is surrounding the mSC and is in 
direct contact with the abaxonal compartment, which contains the SC nucleus. The periaxonal 
space (highlighted in yellow) separates the axonal membrane from the abaxonal membrane. 
The compact myelin (depicted in pale blue) is interrupted by regions of non-compact myelin 
such as the Schmidt-Lantermann Incisures (SLI), which are cytoplasmic incisures that 
connect the myelin sheets with the paranodal region that is adjacent to the Node of Ranvier. 
At the Node of Ranvier the SC microvilli are displayed and the adjacent paranodal junction 
are depicted in red. Figure adapted from (Salzer, 2015).  
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the mSC and these interactions, as discussed above, are essential for SC myelination. In 

addition, to impaired SC myelination, ablation of SC dystroglycan or mutations in laminin-2, 

were shown to cause abnormal myelin sheath folding, disorganised microvilli, reduced sodium 

channel density and disrupted cytoplasmic compartmentalisation indicating that these 

proteins are also instrumental for the proper compartmentalisation and elongation of the 

myelin sheath (Court et al., 2009). Furthermore, deficiency of α6β4 integrin in SCs results in 

abnormal myelin sheath folding in aged mice suggesting that this integrin is crucial for myelin 

stability (Nodari et al., 2008).  

The compact myelin is mainly composed of lipids (~70%) (Saher and Simons, 2010) and is 

enriched in several proteins such as P0, MBP and tetraspanins such as PMP22 (Kidd et al., 

2013). P0 makes up more than half of the PNS myelin protein (Lemke, 1988) and possesses 

a key role in myelin stabilisation and compaction (Kirschner and Ganser, 1980). Myelin 

compaction is mediated by specialised adhesive proteins and proteins that prevent myelin 

compaction are downregulated at the onset of the process (Nave and Werner, 2014; Snaidero 

and Simons, 2014). As shown in Figure 1.9 compaction of the SC cytoplasm is mediated by 

electrostatic interactions of MBP with the lipid bilayer and with the intracellular domain of P0 

(Aggarwal et al., 2011; Min et al., 2009). Myelin sheath compaction is mediated by 

extracellular homotypic interactions of PO tetramers on one membrane with P0 tetramers on 

the opposing membrane (Filbin et al., 1990; Harauz et al., 2009; Martini et al., 1995a; Shapiro 

et al., 1996). In line with the key role of P0 in myelin compaction and stabilisation, mutations 

in the P0 protein are associated with demyelinating diseases such as Charcot Marie Tooth 1B 

(CMT1B), congenital hypomyelination and Dejerine-Sottas Syndrome in humans (Hayasaka 

et al., 1993a; Hayasaka et al., 1993b; Warner et al., 1996). Furthermore, studies in mice 

showed that the complete loss of PO causes severe SC differentiation defects and abolishes 

myelin sheath compaction (Giese et al., 1992), whilst P0 protein reduction leads to instability 

of the compact myelin indicating that both P0 alleles are required for the long-term 

maintenance of myelination (Martini et al., 1995b; Shy et al., 1997).  

Non-compact myelin is found at the inner and outer periphery of the myelin sheath, at the 

paranodal loops, the Schmidt Lantermann incisures (SLI), the Cajal bands and the nodal  
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Figure 1.9. Compact myelin sheet organisation 
LHS: Illustration depicts the loose wraps of uncompacted myelin that are formed initially. 
RHS: Following the beginning of myelination, myelin proteins (eg. P0, MBP and PMP22) are 
upregulated. For simplification in this scheme, P0 tetramers are displayed as P0 dimers. As 
shown in the scheme, myelin compaction is achieved by the interaction of P0 tetramers 
(depicted in green) on one membrane with P0 tetramers on the opposing membrane. 
Furthermore, compaction of the cytoplasm is mediated by electrostatic interactions of MBP 
(depicted in blue) with the phospholipid bilayer and binding to the cytoplasmic domain of PO.  
Figure is adapted from (Salzer, 2015). 
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microvilli. The SLI incisures are cytoplasmic inclusions that are present in each myelin layer 

and that provide a pathway to transport metabolites from the adaxonal to the abaxonal SC 

compartment (Arroyo and Scherer, 2000; Salzer, 2003, 2015; Scherer, 1999). The paranodal 

loops form specialised junctions with the axon and flank the Nodes of Ranvier (Salzer, 2003, 

2015). The abaxonal compartment is interrupted by periodic appositions that flank a network 

of cytoplasmic channels, termed Cajal bands (Sherman et al., 2012), between the abaxonal  

membrane and the outer turn of the compact myelin (Nave and Werner, 2014; Salzer, 2015). 

These cajal bands transport proteins and RNA from the SC nucleus to the paranodal regions 

(Court et al., 2004) and thereby provide the means for the SCs to nurture the axons with 

metabolites.  

Axons are myelinated along their entire length, except of at the Nodes of Ranvier, which are 

small (~1 micron) gaps between myelinated SCs and are highly enriched in voltage-gated 

sodium (Na+) channels (Rasband and Peles, 2015; Salzer et al., 2008) (Figure 1.10). The 

nodes of Ranvier are the only compartment, in which ions are exchanged across the axon 

membrane, and together with the increased resistance and reduced capacitance of the 

myelinated regions allows for the rapid saltatory conduction of the action potentials. The 

proper functionality of the nodes of Ranvier is supported by its surrounding specialised 

regions: The paranodal region that surrounds the Node of Ranvier at both sides and the 

juxtaparanodal region that is located between the paranodal region and the internode (Figure 

1.10). In the paranodal region, SCs form membrane loops that connect to the axonal 

membrane (axolemma) by specific axo-glial junctions, the so called-paranodal junctions. 

These paranodal junctions promote the tight attachment of axons and glial cells and 

presumably maintain the composition of the nodes by acting as a kind of barrier preventing 

the lateral diffusion of its proteins (Eshed et al., 2005; Poliak and Peles, 2003; Rios et al., 

2000; Rios et al., 2003). Adjacent to the paranodal region and the internode is the 

juxtaparanode that contains specialised K+ channels that likely contribute to maintain the 

resting potential of the internode and stabilise action potential conduction (Rasband, 2010; 

Vabnick and Shrager, 1998; Wang et al., 1993). The nodes of Ranvier contain many SC 

microvilli that emerge from the outer ends of the cell and were demonstrated to play important  
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Figure 1.10. The Node of Ranvier  
A) Scheme depicts an axon that is surrounded by mSCs that are connected with each other 
through Nodes of Ranvier. Furthermore, SCs are surrounded by a basal lamina layer. B) 
Scheme depicts longitudinal organisation of two mSCs that are intersected by the Node of 
Ranvier. mSCs are organised longitudinally into internode, juxtaparanode, paranode and the 
Node of Ranvier. C) The Node of Ranvier is surrounded by the paranodal region in which SCs 
interact with axons through paranodal junctions. SC microvilli emerge into the Node of 
Ranvier and are known to contribute to node formation and function. Furthermore, these 
microvilli intersect the basal lamina of neighbouring SCs to form a continuous tube. Figure is 
adapted from (Poliak and Peles, 2003). 
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roles in node formation and function (Salzer, 2015) (Figure 1.10). Among these functions, SC 

microvilli expand the SC basal lamina across the node and enable the fusion of neighbouring 

SC basal laminas in order to form a continuous tube.   

 

1.2. Regeneration following nerve injury 

In contrast to the CNS, the PNS is able to regenerate efficiently (Figure 1.11) and underlying 

this regenerative capacity are SCs, which are thought to be central organisers of the 

regenerative response (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016; Zochodne, 2008) (Figure 1.12).  

There are two main types of peripheral nerve injuries (Burnett and Zager, 2004): 1. 

Axonotmesis, which transects the axons but the SC basal lamina and the enclosing 

connective tissue sheaths remain intact. Axonotmesis can be modelled by nerve crush in 

animal models (eg. rodents). 2. Neurotmesis, which transects the axons, SC basal lamina and 

the connective tissue sheaths, is the more severe form of peripheral nerve injury. 

Neurotmesis can be modelled by sciatic nerve transection in animal models.  

Following both nerve transection and nerve crush, Wallerian degeneration (WD), which is 

defined as axonal degeneration distal to the injury site, is initiated (Figure 1.11A), 

nevertheless the extent of a successful repair process varies depending on the type of injury 

(Conforti et al., 2014). Axonal regeneration is effective and nerve function is restored after 3-4 

week following a sciatic nerve crush, whereas functional recovery is quite poor after sciatic 

nerve transection (Jessen et al., 2015). The recovery after sciatic nerve crush is fostered by 

the intact SC basal lamina that supports nerve regeneration by providing a directional non-

neuronal tube for axonal regrowth (Nguyen et al., 2002). Strikingly, it was shown that the 

regrowing axons remain within the same tubes and reconnect to the same muscle fibres that 

they originally reinnervated prior to sciatic nerve crush (Nguyen et al., 2002). In contrast to 

sciatic nerve crush, following sciatic nerve transection a new tissue, termed the nerve bridge 

is formed to join the two stumps together (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016) (Figure 1.11B). SCs rapidly 

dedifferentiate to progenitor-like SCs that possess key roles for successful nerve repair. 

Downstream of the injury site, axons degenerate and SCs and macrophages clear the axonal 

and myelin debris to provide a conducive environment for axonal regrowth (Figure 1.11B).  
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Figure 1.11. Peripheral nerve regeneration  
Following nerve injury, the proximal and the distal stump retract (A) and a new tissue is 
formed to join the two stumps, the so-called nerve bridge. B) Initially, the nerve bridge is 
composed mainly of matrix and inflammatory cells and becomes hypoxic due to the lack of 
vascularisation. Macrophages primarily respond to the hypoxic environment and release 
VEGF-A that promotes angiogenesis. Downstream of the injury site, the axons degenerate in 
an active process known as Wallerian Degeneration. SCs dissociate from the degenerating 
axons and perform many crucial roles for a successful nerve repair process. C) In the distal 
stump, SCs together with macrophages clear the myelin and axonal debris in order to provide 
a conducive environment for axonal regrowth. SC form Bands of Büngner creating directional 
tubes, which provide a substrate for axonal regrowth back to the distal targets. After 
vascularisation of the bridge, SCs migrate along the vasculature and guide the regrowing 
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axons across the nerve bridge into the distal stump. D) In the final stages of nerve 
regeneration, the inflammatory response resolves and upon axonal regrowth, SCs re-
differentiate to their mature form. Figure adapted from (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016) 
 

Initially, the nerve bridge is a hostile environment for axonal regrowth that requires 

vascularisation, which is initiated by VEGF-A secreting macrophages, for axonal regrowth. 

Following vascularisation of the nerve bridge, SCs migrate in cords (Parrinello et al., 2010) 

along blood vessels and take the regrowing axons across the nerve bridge into the distal 

stump (Cattin et al., 2015). (Figure 1.11C). Within the distal stump, SCs form Bands of 

Büngner that provide directional tubes to facilitate axonal regrowth back to their original 

targets (Figure 1.11C). Overall, dedifferentiated SCs orchestrate a complex multicellular 

response, which is discussed in detail below and upon successful repair of the nerve will 

resolve to restore normal nerve function (Figure 1.11D) (Hall, 2005; Reichert et al., 1994).  

 

1.2.1. Axonal degeneration 

The axolemma and cytoskeleton of the axons rapidly commence to degenerate downstream 

of the site of injury (Figure 1.11). Axonal degeneration is an active process that is mediated 

by the activation of calcium dependent axonal proteases such as calpain (Glass et al., 2002). 

Furthermore, the ubiquitin-proteasome system was shown to be involved in this process, as 

preventing proteasome activity delayed axon degeneration in vivo. (Ehlers, 2004; Hoopfer et 

al., 2006) and in vitro (Gerdts et al., 2011; MacInnis and Campenot, 2005). 

Although studies of Wallerian degeneration slow (Wlds) mice (Mack et al., 2001) provided 

major insights into the mechanisms of WD, the molecular mechanisms that initiate axonal 

degeneration following nerve injury have not been identified. Wlds mice exhibit delayed WD, 

as axons within the distal stump persist for one or two weeks following nerve injury without 

any obvious signs of fragmentation (Abbott et al., 2006). These mice overexpress a fusion 

protein of the first 70 amino acids of Ube4b, which is an evolutionary conserved protein 

involved in protein polyubiquitination, and the full-length nicotinamide mononucleotide 

adenylyltransferase 1 (Nmnat1), which is an enzyme that aids NAD synthesis. Axonal levels 

of Nmnat decrease rapidly after injury in vitro, whilst preventing this decrease protects axons 
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from degeneration indicating that Nmnat may be the key enzyme that mediates axonal 

degeneration (Araki et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2005). However, studies in vivo have shown 

that overexpression of Nmnat is not sufficient to protect axons from degeneration. Instead, the 

Ube4b derived sequence and the Nmnat enzyme activity are required, the former probably 

targeting the fusion protein to specific subcellular sites, at which the Nmnat enzyme then 

exerts its activity (Conforti et al., 2009; Jia et al., 2007; Yan et al., 2010). Strikingly, SC 

dedifferentiation was shown to correlate with delayed axonal degeneration in WldS mice 

indicating the requirement of axonal signals for the initiation of the SC dedifferentiation 

process (Brown et al., 1992). 

To date, the exact mechanisms that link axonal degeneration and SC dedifferentiation and 

demyelination remain poorly understood (Rotshenker, 2011). NRG1 may act as an early 

axonal signal that mediates myelin breakdown, as ErbB2 phosphorylation is observed at the 

paranodes within minutes after nerve injury (Guertin et al., 2005). In line with this, treatment 

with the ErbB1/B2 tyrosine kinase PKI-166 inhibitor delayed demyelination, although axonal 

degeneration occurred normally following nerve injury. This suggests that that the temporal 

activation of ErbB2 in SCs is sufficient to induce SC demyelination. However, as the inhibitor 

also acts on the EGFR, which is also expressed by SCs upon injury, it is not clear if the 

observed effect is solely through NRG1-ErbB2 signalling or if alternative signalling pathways 

are involved. In agreement with Guertin et al., other studies demonstrated that high levels of 

GGF (NRG1 type II) induce demyelination in vitro (Zanazzi et al., 2001) and in vivo 

(Huijbregts et al., 2003), which further supports the proposed role of NRG1 as an initiator of 

the SC response following injury.   

 

1.2.2. Schwann cell response after injury 

SCs are highly specialised cells in the adult peripheral nervous system, however following 

injury, as axonal degeneration commences, SCs lose their contacts with axons and rapidly 

dedifferentiate into progenitor-like SCs (repair SCs). Recent studies, from us and others, have 

greatly contributed to the knowledge of the signals and transcriptional programs that control 

both the SC response after injury and remyelination. Several molecular signalling pathways 
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and transcription factors which were active throughout SC development (“associated with 

immature SCs”), are reactivated following nerve injury (Hall et al., 1997; Jessen and Mirsky, 

2008; Jessen et al., 2015; Svaren and Meijer, 2008; Taniuchi et al., 1986; Trapp et al., 1988). 

For example, the expression of molecular markers that are characteristic of the immature SC 

stage are upregulated, such as L1, NCAM, p75NTR, c-Jun, Sox2 and glial fibrillary acid 

protein (GFAP). On the other hand, the expression of Krox-20 and other myelin-associated 

genes (eg. P0, MBP) are downregulated in line with the gradual degradation of the myelin 

sheath. Once axons regrow, SCs upregulate Krox20 and Oct-6 expression to induce 

remyelination. However, during SC development Oct6 needs to be downregulated for 

successful SC differentiation, whereas Krox20 expression remains stable (Ghazvini et al., 

2002; Monuki et al., 1990; Scherer et al., 1994; Zorick et al., 1996). Although, several 

molecular pathways and transcription factors are consistent between immature SCs and 

progenitor-like SCs (repair SCs), the transcriptional profile of these two SC populations is 

distinct, as progenitor–like SCs express Olig1, Shh and GDNF at high levels, whereas 

immature SC express them at a low level (Arthur-Farraj et al., 2012). In addition, progenitor-

like SCs differ in length to immature SCs and to SC precursors (Gomez-Sanchez et al., 2017).  

However, it is not clear from these studies, whether immature SCs and progenitor-like SCs 

are intrinsically distinct from each other, or these cells are different because they are exposed 

to a different nerve environment (development vs. injury environment), which may influence 

their transcriptional profile and cell morphology, whilst maintaining their cell identity.  

Several studies from others and us have shown that, remarkably, the activation of some 

signalling pathways in mSCs is sufficient to induce SC dedifferentiation and to trigger 

demyelination. A study from the Lloyd lab (Napoli et al., 2012) has demonstrated the central 

role of the Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway in driving SC dedifferentiation (Figure 1.12). 

Within 20 minutes following nerve injury, ERK was shown to be rapidly activated in mSCs 

both at the site of injury and along the distal stump. Moreover, this ERK activation is 

maintained for several days following nerve injury (Harrisingh et al., 2004; Sheu et al., 2000). 

This rapid activation of ERK following injury induces SC dedifferentiation in vivo and in vitro 

(Harrisingh et al., 2004; Napoli et al., 2012; Ogata et al., 2004). Using a tamoxifen inducible  
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Figure 1.12. Schwann cells act as orchestrators of peripheral nerve regeneration  
The activation of the Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway regulates key events in SC biology and 
importantly, plays a major role during the regenerative process. The strong activation of this 
pathway occurs after injury and has both (LHS) cell autonomous and (RHS) non-cell 
autonomous effects. The cell autonomous effects drive SC dedifferentiation to progenitor- like 
SCs. The non-cell autonomous effects initiate the opening of the Blood Nerve Barrier and the 
induction of the inflammatory response. All these components contribute to the regenerative 
nerve environment.  
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Raf-kinase/estrogen receptor fusion protein (RafTR), the Lloyd laboratory demonstrated that 

activation of the Raf kinase specifically in mSCs is sufficient to induce SC demyelination in 

vivo, although axons remained intact (Napoli et al., 2012). Importantly, this study showed that 

prior to structural changes of the nerve, myelin genes (eg. P0 and MBP) were downregulated, 

whereas the SC dedifferentiation marker such as p75 were upregulated. This shows that a 

transcriptional programme associated with the switch of SC state, similar to that following 

nerve injury, occurs that is initiated by the activation of Raf in mSCs. Furthermore, it was 

shown that SCs remain in the dedifferentiated state for as long as Raf activation was 

maintained. Upon withdrawal of tmx treatment, the activation of the Raf kinase ceased and 

SCs rapidly redifferentiated and remyelinated axons, which highlights the reversibility of this 

process. Strikingly, Raf activation in mSCs not only has SC autonomous effects, it also has 

SC non-autonomous effects, as it was shown to induce the break down of the Blood Nerve 

Barrier and leads to the recruitment of inflammatory cells to the injured nerve (Figure 1.12). 

Treatment with the MEK inhibitor PD0325901 was shown to inhibit both SC dedifferentiation 

and initiation of the inflammatory response following injury (Napoli et al., 2012). These 

findings demonstrate that the activation of Raf in SCs via the ERK signalling pathway not only 

drives SC dedifferentiation, it also initiates the SC non autonomous effects such as the 

recruitment of the inflammatory response to the nerve. Overall, the activation of Raf in mSCs 

mimics the response of the nerve following injury, even in the absence of axonal 

degeneration. 

The upstream activator of Raf has not been identified, although it was suggested that NRG1 

likely activates the Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway in SCs following injury. However, in vitro 

NRG1 only transiently activates the Ras/Raf/ ERK signalling pathway in SCs (Echave et al., 

2009), implying that there are likely other upstream signals that are responsible for sustaining 

the activation of the Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway. Fibrin, that is deposited within injured 

nerves, was postulated as an additional upstream activator of ERK, as it was shown to induce 

phosphorylation of ERK and increased the expression of p75 in SCs (Akassoglou et al., 

2002). In line with the crucial downregulation of ERK activation in order to allow SC 

remyelination, fibrin clearance was shown to correlate with the onset of re-myelination.  
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In addition to the instrumental role of the Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway in driving SC 

dedifferentiation, other studies showed that c-jun, which negatively regulates myelination 

throughout SC development, is upregulated in SCs following nerve injury (Arthur-Farraj et al., 

2012; Fontana et al., 2012; Parkinson et al., 2008). The loss of c-jun was shown to impair 

neuronal survival and leads to defects in axonal regeneration and reduced functional 

recovery. Furthermore, it was shown that the expression of c-Jun is involved in the 

downregulation of the myelin genes MBP and P0 and actively contributes to the repair 

program by upregulating the expression of neurotrophic factors (eg. Artemin, GDNF, BDNF) 

that support axonal regrowth (Arthur-Farraj et al., 2012; Fontana et al., 2012). Moreover, c-

Jun, which is a known downstream effector of the Raf/MEK/ERK signalling pathway, was 

found upregulated following Raf activation in mSCs implying that its activation is regulated by 

Raf (Napoli et al., 2012).  

Following ERK and c-Jun activation, SC dedifferentiate to progenitor-like SCs that contribute 

to regeneration by performing multiple distinct roles. Work from our laboratory has shown the 

mechanism that induces a change in SC behaviour from repulsion to attraction is needed for 

the collective migration across the nerve bridge (Parrinello et al., 2010). Following nerve 

transection, SCs come into close contact with fibroblasts at the injury site and this interaction 

induces a dramatic switch in SC behaviour. This switch is mediated by the activation of Ephrin 

type-B receptor 2 (EphB2) on SCs by ephrinB expressing fibroblasts. The activation of EphB2 

in SCs results in modification and stabilisation of Sox-2 that initiates the relocalisation of N-

cadherin to cell-cell junctions, which was shown to mediate SC clustering into cords. Whilst 

Sox2 is a known negative regulator of myelination that maintains SCs in their dedifferentiated 

state (Roberts et al., 2017), as discussed above, our study further suggests that Sox2 is 

required following nerve injury to induce gene expression changes that are necessary to 

obtain long-term modifications of cell behaviour. Moreover, consistent with previous studies 

(Chen et al., 2005; McDonald et al., 2006), we found that SCs enter the nerve bridge prior to 

axonal regrowth. Importantly, SCs cord formation is necessary for the guidance of axonal 

regrowth across the nerve bridge, as loss of EphB2 resulted in aberrant axonal regrowth. In 

line with our study, previous work demonstrated that abolishing SC mitosis and migration at 
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the site of injury leads to a severe reduction in axonal regrowth (Chen et al., 2005; Pellegrino 

and Spencer, 1985). Importantly, these SC cords are unable to migrate within a 3D matrix 

indicating that an additional mechanism is required to allow SC migration into the nerve 

bridge (Cattin et al., 2015). 

A recent study from the Lloyd lab identified the mechanism by which SCs migrate across the 

hostile environment of the nerve bridge following nerve transection (Cattin et al., 2015). 

Initially, the nerve bridge is filled with ECM and inflammatory cells and is not vascularised 

resulting into tissue hypoxia, which is specifically sensed by macrophages within the nerve 

bridge. In turn, these macrophages produce VEGF-A that is sufficient and required to initiate 

vascularisation in this region (Figure 1.11B). Importantly, Cattin et al. demonstrated that the 

newly formed blood vessels provided a substrate for SC migration across the hostile 

environment of the nerve bridge. Consistent with this, the loss of VEGF-A in myeloid cells was 

sufficient to block both blood vessel growth and SC migration into the nerve bridge. Moreover, 

SC migration was found to be independent of focal adhesion formation, whilst dependent on 

actomyosin contractility. Importantly, despite that many other cell types populate the nerve 

bridge after injury, this study showed that only macrophages exhibited a hypoxic response, 

whilst the other cell types responded differently to the bridge microenvironment. This 

demonstrated a specific role for macrophages in the regenerative response, which can be 

compared to their role in tumourigenesis in which macrophages were shown to promote 

vascularisation in hypoxic regions of tumours (Murdoch et al., 2008; Qian and Pollard, 2010). 

Within the distal stump, SCs and macrophages (see also inflammatory response paragraph 

below) clear the myelin and axonal debris in order to provide a more conducive environment 

for axonal regrowth (Figure 1.11B) (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016). The clearance of axonal and 

myelin debris is integral for successful axonal regrowth as myelin contains proteins such as 

myelin associated glycoprotein (MAG) that inhibit axonal regrowth (Chen et al., 2007; Kang 

and Lichtman, 2013; Mukhopadhyay et al., 1994; Schafer et al., 1996; Shen et al., 1998). 

Dedifferentiated SCs activate a cell-intrinsic myelin breakdown process, which accounts for 

the majority of the myelin breakdown during the first 5-7 days after injury (Hirata and 

Kawabuchi, 2002; Rotshenker, 2011). In this intrinsic process, SCs use autophagy to degrade 
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the myelin, which was shown to be dependent on mTOR activation after injury (Gomez-

Sanchez et al., 2015). Moreover, this process is dependent on the interaction of galactose-

specific lectin MAC-2 that is expressed by SCs, with Galoctosylceramidase (GalC and sGalC) 

presented on myelin debris following injury (Reichert et al., 1994).  

Following SC dedifferentiation, SCs re-enter the cell cycle and proliferate at the site of nerve 

injury and throughout the entire distal stump following nerve injury (Liu and Shen, 1985). 

Different mechanisms seem to control SC proliferation throughout SC development and 

following nerve injury, whereas the mechanisms controlling SC redifferentiation and 

remyelination seem largely similar in development and throughout nerve repair (Chen et al., 

2007; Hall, 2005; Walikonis and Poduslo, 1998; Zhang et al., 2000). Initially, it was thought 

that NRG1-ErbB2/B3 signalling initiates SC proliferation following injury, as it is critical for SC 

proliferation and survival during development. However, studies using SC-specific ErbB2 

conditional knockout mouse models showed that the ErbB2 signalling pathway is dispensable 

for SC proliferation and survival but critical for SC remyelination following nerve injury 

(Atanasoski et al., 2006; Fricker et al., 2011; Stassart et al., 2013). In addition, using cyclin D1 

knockout mice it was shown that SC proliferation is independent of cyclin D1 during 

development, whereas cyclin D1 was required to initiate SC proliferation following sciatic 

nerve crush (Kim et al., 2000). Surprisingly, in contrast to studies performed following nerve 

transection (Chen 2005), Kim et al showed that although SC proliferation was absent, axonal 

regrowth occurred normally suggesting that SC proliferation is dispensable for successful 

nerve repair after sciatic nerve crush. 

 

1.2.3. Inflammatory response  

As discussed above, the activation of Raf in mSCs triggers the infiltration of inflammatory 

cells into peripheral nerves, which was shown to correlate with breakdown of the Blood Nerve 

Barrier, similar to that after injury, implying that Raf activation in mSCs may lead to release of 

signals that initiate these processes (Napoli et al., 2012). The signals that mediate the 

breakdown of the Blood Nerve Barrier remain unknown (L.Malong, ongoing study in the lab), 

however Napoli et al. showed that following Raf activation dedifferentiated SCs initiate 
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inflammatory cell recruitment by secreting pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines such 

as monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, c-kit ligand, tumour necrosis factor α (TNF-α), 

Interleukin 1α (IL-1α) and Interleukin-6 (IL6). These cytokines are sustained by the infiltration 

of inflammatory cells such as neutrophils that further contribute to the expansion of this pro-

inflammatory network (Chen et al., 2005; Shamash et al., 2002).  

Neutrophils are the first inflammatory cells that enter the regenerating nerve to phagocytose 

debris and to recruit other leucocytes within the first 24 hours (Hall, 2005; Kennedy and 

DeLeo, 2009; Nathan, 2006; Perkins and Tracey, 2000). A recent study demonstrated that 

myelin clearance was decreased upon neutrophil depletion following nerve injury (Lindborg et 

al., 2017) suggesting that neutrophils probably cooperate with SCs and macrophages to 

myelin debris clearance. However, apart from the clearance of debris, the contribution of 

neutrophils to the peripheral nerve injury response is not well understood. In the process of 

nerve repair, neutrophils likely undergo apoptosis, as they have high cell turnover in other 

tissues (Kennedy and DeLeo, 2009).  

Similarly to neutrophils, resident macrophages respond rapidly to tissue damage (Mueller et 

al., 2001) and monocyte derived macrophages are recruited to aid the resident population 

following nerve injury (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016; Mueller et al., 2003). In addition to the role of 

macrophages in initiating vascularisation of the nerve bridge, as discussed above, 

macrophages are considered as the major cell type, along with SCs, that remove cellular and 

axonal debris in the distal stump (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016; Martini et al., 2008). Monocytes are 

recruited by pro-inflammatory cytokines such as macrophage inflammatory protein and 

tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα) to the injured nerve, where they differentiate into 

macrophages (monocyte-derived macrophages). The contribution of these monocyte-derived 

macrophages was shown to be important for efficient myelin clearance (Klein and Martini, 

2016). Furthermore, B-lymphocytes promote macrophage recruitment to the injured nerve by 

secreting antibodies against myelin proteins, which was also shown to be important for the 

efficiency of the myelin clearance process (Vargas et al., 2010). Macrophages produce 

cytokines that can recruit and/or activate SCs such as Il-1 (La Fleur et al., 1996) and CCL3 (L. 
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van Emmenis, ongoing study in the lab). Additionally, macrophages may also secrete trophic 

factors that stimulate neuronal regrowth, as shown in vitro (Hikawa and Takenaka, 1996). 

In addition to macrophages and neutrophils, other inflammatory cells such as mast cells and 

T-cells are recruited to the injured nerve. T-cells are known to secrete both pro- and anti- 

inflammatory cytokines and have been shown to be the last immune cells to reach the injured 

nerve around 14-28 days following nerve injury (Moalem et al., 2004). Mast cells are though 

to increase the permeability of the Blood Nerve Barrier by secretion of vasoreactive agents 

(Hall, 2005). However, the contribution of mast cells and T-cells to nerve repair is not very 

well understood and requires further investigation. Following nerve repair, the inflammatory 

response resolves and most macrophages either undergo apoptosis or migrate to the lymph 

nodes and the spleen (Kuhlmann et al., 2001). The mechanisms and kinetics of the resolution 

of the inflammatory response remains poorly understood. However, in addition to providing 

insight into the mechanism of SC dedifferentiation, Napoli et al showed that downregulation of 

Raf actively resolves the inflammatory response suggesting that SC differentiation status may 

regulate both the initiation and termination of the inflammatory response (Napoli et al., 2012).  

 

1.2.4. Final steps of nerve repair: Axonal regrowth and Schwann cell redifferentiation 

and remyelination 

Successful nerve regeneration depends on axonal reinnervation of the correct distal target 

sites (Nguyen et al 2002). In this process, SCs provide trophic support and physical guidance 

to the regrowing axons by forming Bands of Büngner in the distal stump, which provide a 

sustaining substrate and guidance cues for axonal regrowth to reconnect with their original 

distal targets (Figure 1.11D) (Chen et al., 2007; Nguyen et al., 2002). Furthermore, 

dedifferentiated SCs also secrete many neurotrophic factors such as NGF, BDNF, NT3 and 

Artemin (Fontana et al., 2012; Funakoshi et al., 1993) and express adhesion molecules such 

as N-cadherin, L1 and NCAM, which have been shown to increase neurite outgrowth in vitro 

(Bixby et al., 1988; Bixby and Zhang, 1990; Tacke and Martini, 1990; Thornton et al., 2005). 

In addition to the crucial contribution of SCs, laminin, collagen and fibronectin expression is 

strongly upregulated in injured nerves (Lefcort et al., 1992) and the interaction between these 
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ECM matrix proteins and axonal proteins may facilitate axonal regrowth by providing 

structural and trophic support (Agius and Cochard, 1998; Toyota et al., 1990; Vogelezang et 

al., 2001).  

At the site of transection, axonal sprouting leads to the emergence of several sprouts from 

each parental axon and subsequently to an excess of regrowing axons into the distal stump 

(Aguayo et al., 1973; Sanders and Young, 1946). Axons, which fail to reconnect to their distal 

targets are pruned away and disappear (Campbell, 2008; Dyck PJ, 1993). During this 

process, the nerve trunk also reorganises into so called minifascicles, which are surrounded 

by a perineurium (Geuna et al., 2009). The formation of these minifascicles occurs at the 

proximal stump, the site of injury and in the distal stump (Morris et al., 1972) and is thought to 

be an active process which rapidly restores the endoneurial environment to protect the 

regenerating nerve (Birch, 2013; Lundborg et al., 1981).  

Following axonal regrowth, SC redifferentiation is initiated upon re-establishment of SC-axon 

contact within the regenerating nerve and involves the transient expression of Oct-6, followed 

by upregulation of Krox-20 and the subsequent induction of myelin genes (Scherer et al., 

1994; Zorick et al., 1996). Whilst SC myelination is driven solely by the axonal NRG1 type III 

isoform during development, a recent study demonstrated that soluble NRG1 type I, which is 

secreted by dedifferentiated SCs, is required for efficient remyelination following nerve injury 

(Stassart et al., 2013). This study suggested that SC NRG type I promotes SC 

redifferentiation in addition to signals from axonal NRG1 type III. Surprisingly, a recent study 

showed that following sciatic nerve crush remyelination is possible in adult mice that lack 

NRG1 in all cells, implying that an additional factor that remains to be identified must 

compensate for the loss of NRG1 (Fricker et al., 2013; Fricker et al., 2011; Mei and Nave, 

2014). These studies underline that SC remyelination is not a simple recapitulation of nerve 

development, as myelination is dependent on different factors during development and nerve 

injury. Moreover, neurotrophic factors also appear to be involved in SC remyelination, as p75 

null mice exhibited reduced numbers of myelinated axons and thinner myelin sheaths 

following nerve injury (Song et al., 2006).  
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Strikingly, a regenerating nerve resembles neurofibromas that develop in association with the 

tumour predisposition syndrome Neurofibromatosis type I. This implies an important link 

between injury and tumorigenesis, which is consistent with previous reports in other tissues 

(Balkwill and Mantovani, 2001; Martins-Green et al., 1994). 

 

1.3. Neurofibromatosis type I (NF1) 

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is an autosomal inherited disorder and is one of the most 

common tumour predisposition syndromes, affecting 1 in 3500 individuals worldwide. NF1 

patients develop a wide spectrum of clinical presentations such as learning disabilities, 

pigmentary lesions of the skin (café au lait macules) and iris (Lisch nodules) and skeletal 

abnormalities (eg. spinal deformations, scoliosis). Additionally, NF1 patients are prone to 

develop benign and malignant tumours including gliomas, glioblastomas and astrocytomas. 

However, the development of Schwann cell-derived neurofibromas is the hallmark lesion of 

NF1. Neurofibromas are heterogenous benign tumours of the peripheral nerve sheath, which 

can develop in many different parts of the body and can spread to surrounding tissues/organs 

(eg skin, bones and muscle) (Friedman and Birch, 1997; McClatchey, 2007; Riccardi, 1981, 

1992a). Affected individuals are born with one mutated and one wild type Nf1 allele.  The loss 

of the second Nf1 allele is required for tumourigenesis, although NF1 heterozygous patients 

exhibit learning disabilities and pigmentary defects. Consequently, NF1 follows Knudsons 

two-hit hypothesis of tumour formation, as NF1 heterozyous patients develop neurofibromas 

upon somatic mutation of the second wild-type Nf1 allele (Serra et al., 1997; Upadhyaya et 

al., 1994).  

 

1.3.1. Neurofibromas  

Neurofibromas are highly heterogenous, benign tumours that develop along peripheral 

nerves. Neurofibromas are composed of a mixture of SCs, axons, perineurial-like cells, 

inflammatory cells (eg. mast cells and macrophages), vascular cells and morphologically 

appear very disorganised in contrast to a healthy peripheral nerve (Figure 1.13). Furthermore, 

an abundant collagenous extracellular matrix encloses neurofibromas  
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Figure 1.13. Structure of a normal uninjured peripheral nerve and a neurofibromatic 
nerve 
Schematic representation of a normal uninjured peripheral nerve (LHS) and of a 
neurofibromatic nerve (RHS), in which SC mainly exist in a dedifferentiated state and are 
devoid of axonal contact. Many other cell types, which are not present in a healthy peripheral 
nerve, exist in neurofibromas such as mast cells and perineurial-like cells. Furthermore, many 
macrophages, fibroblasts and vascular cells can be found within neurofibromas. 
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(Friedman and Birch, 1997; McClatchey, 2007; Riccardi, 1981, 1992a). 

Neurofibromas are commonly described as unrepaired wounds, as striking similarities exist 

between the processes involved in wound healing and the composition of neurofibromas. 

Similarly to injured nerves, within neurofibromas, SCs exist in a dedifferentiated state and 

proliferate in the absence of axonal contact whilst surrounded by a complex 

microenvironment consisting mainly of fibroblasts and inflammatory cells (Ribeiro et al., 2013) 

(Figure 1.13). The link between tumourigenesis and wound healing has been drawn 

frequently for many tumour types (Balkwill and Mantovani, 2001; Martins-Green et al., 1994). 

The wound environment is similar to the tumour environment, suggesting that it may be 

permissive for tumour growth and in line with this, studies based on patient observations 

suggested that neurofibroma formation can be triggered by local injury (Ribeiro et al., 2013; 

Riccardi, 1992b).  

Neurofibromas can form in many different parts of the body and they can be classified as 

dermal, developing in the skin or plexiform, developing along the nerve plexus, 

neurofibromas. Most NF1 patients develop dermal neurofibromas, which are superficial 

tumours and are mostly associated with single, small nerves, but they can add up to several 

thousand and be extremely disfiguring for the affected patient. Dermal neurofibromas usually 

increase in number throughout puberty and their numbers are known to increase during 

pregnancy, however they have never been observed to undergo malignant transformation. In 

contrast, plexiform neurofibromas arise within larger nerves or nerve plexus resulting in 

extensive enlargement of the nerve. Plexiform neurofibromas are benign tumours, but large 

benign plexiform neurofibromas can compress vital organs and thereby severely impact the 

patient’s lifespan. Only plexiform neurofibromas can progress to highly aggressive malignant 

tumours known as malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours (MPNSTs) that affect 

approximately 8-13% of NF1 patients and will be discussed in more detail below (Friedman 

and Birch, 1997; McClatchey, 2007; Riccardi, 1981, 1992a) (Figure 1.14).  

 

1.3.2. Nf1  

The Nf1 gene was identified and cloned in 1990 and is one of the larger genes in the human  
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Figure 1.14. Representative images of dermal, plexiform neurofibromas and malignant 
peripheral nerve sheath tumours 
A NF1 patient with dermal neurofibromas growing on the chest and abdomen (LHS). 
Magenetic resonance images of NF1 patients with plexiform neurofibroma (RHS). The 
plexiform neurofibroma of the patient on the left, highlighted with an arrow, is growing in the 
sciatic nerve, whereas the plexiform neurofibroma of the patient on the right is growing in the 
nerve roots and is compressing the spinal cord. Lower panel: Axial CT, PET and overlayed 
CT/PET image of high grade malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumour that formed within the 
left flank. Figure is adapted from (Hirbe and Gutmann, 2014; Savva et al., 2010; Staser et al., 
2010; Warbey et al., 2009) 
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genome. In humans, Nf1 is localised at chromosome 17q112 (chromosome 11 in mouse) and 

is comprised of 62 exons, which span over 350kb of genomic DNA with this large size is 

thought to render Nf1 more susceptible to mutations. Consequently, the mutation rate for Nf1 

is one of the highest (~1:10,000) with approximately 50% of the mutations are thought to be 

de novo (Thomas et al., 2010). Most of the reported mutations (90%) are point mutations 

(nonsense, missense and frameshift mutations), which lead to synthesis of a truncated, non-

functional protein. All these mutations are completely penetrant but the clinical presentation of 

the disease varies wildly, even between family members (Wimmer et al., 2007; Wimmer et al., 

2006). 

The Nf1 gene consists of 23 transcripts of which 8 are protein-coding, 4 out of the 62 exons 

are alternatively spliced (9a, 10a-2, 23a and 28a) (Cawthon et al., 1990b; Marchuk et al., 

1991; Wallace et al., 1990). The Nf1 gene sequence and structure is highly conserved 

between species and its promoter region contains transcription binding sites that include a 

cAMP response element, an SPI site, multiple AP2 binding sites and a serum response 

element (Hajra et al., 1994). To date the transcriptional regulation of Nf1 is not well 

understood and it remains to be shown how genetic and/or epigenetic regulators can regulate 

Nf1 expression. 

Three additional genes are localized within intron 27b on the antisense strand: a membrane 

glycoprotein called oligodendrocyte myelin glycoprotein (OMGP) and two genes involved in 

the development of mouse leukemia, EVI2A and EVI2B (Cawthon et al., 1991; Cawthon et al., 

1990a). To date, no mutations have been identified in any of these three proteins and none of 

these three genes have been shown to be involved in NF1 pathogenesis. 

In addition to Nf1, many other genes are found mutated in NF1 malignant tumours, including 

cell cycle regulatory proteins such as TP53, CDKN2A, RB1 and mice carrying cis linked Nf1 

and TP53 mutations undergo malignant progression to MPNST (Stewart et al., 2008; 

Upadhyaya et al., 2008).   

 

1.3.3. Neurofibromin  

Neurofibromin is a large 220-250kDa cytoplasmic protein that is highly expressed in neurons, 
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SCs, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and leukocytes (Daston et al., 1992; DeClue et al., 1991; 

Gutmann et al., 1991). Neurofibromin is a member of the mammalian Ras-GTPase activating 

proteins (Ras-GAPs) (Brossier and Carroll, 2012) that are negative regulators of Ras, as they 

downregulate Ras signalling by accelerating the conversion of active Ras-GTP to inactive 

Ras-GDP (Martin et al., 1990; Xu et al., 1990) and thereby diminish the activity of the Ras 

signalling pathways (Ballester et al., 1990; Xu et al., 1990). Positive regulators of Ras are 

called guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), which stimulate Ras to release GDP and 

bind to GTP that is the predominant intracellular guanine nucleotide. The balance between 

GAP and GEFs determine the activation state of Ras and its downstream target pathways 

(Bos et al., 2007; Vigil et al., 2010) (Figure 1.15).  

The binding of Ras by neurofibromin is mediated by the GTPase activating protein (GAP) 

related domain (GRD domain). This domain is sufficient to stimulate the GTPase activity of 

Ras and thereby is able to reverse the tumourigenic properties of Nf1 deficient cells (Martin et 

al., 1990; Xu et al., 1990). The GRD domain of neurofibromin is highly conserved between 

species and by stimulating the intrinsic GTPase activity of Ras it diminishes Ras-mediated 

mitogenic signalling, which is consistent with neurofibromin acting as a tumour suppressor.  

Many other protein domains of neurofibromin have been identified such as a cysteine/serine 

rich domain (CSRD), tubulin-binding domain (TBD), a Sec14 homology domain (Sec14), a 

pleckstrin homology domain (PH), a nuclear localization sequence (NLS) and a FAK 

interacting domain (Figure 1.16). Two of these domains, the TBD and the CSRD domain, 

regulate the GAP activity of neurofibromin. The interaction of the TBD domain of 

neurofibromin with tubulin was shown to inhibit the GAP activity, whereas phosphorylation of 

the CSRD domain by PKC enhances the GAP activity of neurofibromin (Bollag et al., 1993; 

Mangoura et al., 2006). Furthermore, neurofibromin contains a functional NLS 

(Vandenbroucke et al., 2004) and a FAK-binding region at its C-terminal domain that may be 

involved in controlling cell adherence (Kweh et al., 2009). The function of these domains other 

than the GRD domain is not well understood. 

The molecular mechanisms that regulate neurofibromin expression are not completely 

understood. Following growth factor (eg PDGF, EGF) treatment of cells in vitro, neurofibromin  
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Figure 1.15. Loss of Nf1 impacts many signalling pathways 
Scheme displays intracellular pathways that are deregulated upon loss of Nf1 in SCs. The 
loss of Nf1 is affecting signalling pathways that are dependent on Ras signalling such as 
MAPK and PI3K but also other pathways are deregulated such as calcium signalling 
pathways.  
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Figure 1.16. Schematic representation of neurofibromin domains 
Many domains have been identified within the neurofibromin sequence, some of which are 
more studied than others. These domains encompass a cysteine/serine rich domain (CSRD), 
tubulin-binding domain (TBD), a GAP related domain (GRD), a Sec14 homology domain 
(Sec14), a pleckstrin homology domain (PH), a nuclear localization sequence (NLS) and a 
FAK interacting domain. The GRD domain defines Nf1 function, as it decreases Ras 
signalling through stimulation of the intrinsic GTPase activity of Ras.  
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expression is rapidly degraded due to the activation of receptor tyrosine kinases and G-

protein coupled receptors (Cichowski et al., 2003).  The rapid degradation of neurofibromin is 

mediated by the ubiquitin degradation machinery and appears independent of Ras 

downstream pathways as MEK and PI3K inhibitors did not prevent neurofibromin 

degradation. Degradation of neurofibromin is instrumental to achieve the maximal activation 

of Ras and was shown to be dependent on growth factor concentration. Consequently, 

lowering growth factor concentration correlated with incomplete neurofibromin degradation 

and lower levels of Ras-GTP. Following neurofibromin degradation, neurofibromin expression 

levels are rapidly re-elevated and this was shown to correlate with downregulation of Ras 

activation. In Nf1-deficient cells, Ras-GTP levels were sustained and the levels of Ras-GTP 

were independent of growth factor concentration. This appears to make Nf1-deficient cells 

more sensitive to growth factor stimulation as they proliferate in concentrations that were non-

mitogenic for Nf1 WT cells. Overall, neurofibromin appears to regulate both the levels of 

activation of Ras and the duration of its activation. 

Loss of Nf1 is linked to malignancy by allowing hyperactivation of the Ras signalling pathway 

(Basu et al., 1992; Cichowski and Jacks, 2001; DeClue et al., 1992; Kim et al., 1995) (Figure 

1.15). Importantly, elevated levels of activated Ras-GTP were found in Nf1-/- SCs isolated 

from neurofibromas and MPNSTs (Cichowski and Jacks, 2001; Sherman et al., 2000) and 

maintaining high Ras-GTP levels were demonstrated to be crucial to maintain the transformed 

phenotype (Basu et al., 1992; DeClue et al., 1992; Kim et al., 1997; Kim et al., 1995).  

Furthermore, the loss of Nf1 was shown to impact other signalling pathways other than the 

ERK signalling pathway. For example, neurofibromin regulates intracellular cAMP levels, so 

that loss of Nf1 increased cAMP levels in SCs (Kim et al., 2001). Recently, it was shown that 

cAMP regulation by neurofibromin is not mediated by downstream signalling to MEK or AKT, 

but by protein kinase C zeta, resulting in Gα inactivation and a subsequent increase in cAMP 

levels (Anastasaki and Gutmann, 2014). Moreover, deregulated calcium signalling was 

observed upon loss of Nf1 in MPNST cell lines, however the mechanism with which 

neurofibromin regulates intracellular calcium levels have not been identified yet (Dang and 

DeVries, 2005) (Figure 1.15).  
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1.3.4. Ras effector pathways  

Many different extracellular stimuli can activate Ras signalling such as growth factors, 

cytokines, hormones and neurotransmitters (Pylayeva-Gupta et al., 2011; Simanshu et al., 

2017). The binding of these extracellular stimuli to receptors on the membrane such as 

tyrosine kinases receptors (eg. EGFR), G-protein coupled receptors, cytokine receptors and 

ECM receptors leads to receptor activation and downstream signalling to several adaptor 

proteins, which then ultimately results in activation of Ras. Activated Ras (Ras-GTP) 

interacts with and activates multiple downstream effector pathways such as the 

Raf/MEK/ERK, phosphatidylinositol 3’kinase (PI3K) and Ral guanine dissociation 

stimulator (RalGDS), that control cell proliferation, migration, cell differentiation and 

survival (Schubbert et al., 2007) (Figure 1.17). Constitutively active mutations in Ras are 

frequently associated with human cancers (Downward, 2003; Weiss et al., 1999). Activating 

point mutations in Ras are found in about 20% of all human tumours and most of these 

mutations abrogate interactions with Ras-GAPs and thereby cause the accumulation of the 

GTP-bound active form of Ras (Bos, 1989).  

The Ras/Raf/ERK pathway is arguably the best characterised Ras effector pathway (Repasky 

et al., 2004) and deregulation of the Ras/Raf/ERK pathway is frequently observed in cancer 

cells and its uncontrolled or maintained activation is associated with uncontrolled cell 

proliferation. Activation of Ras initiates a kinase cascade that ultimately results in the 

activation of ERK (Figure 1.17).  Raf is a serine/ threonine kinase that is directly activated by 

Ras (Rapp et al., 1983). GTP- bound Ras binds to Raf kinase, which in turn relocates to the 

plasma membrane. The relocation of cytosolic Raf kinase is critical for its function, as other 

proteins contribute to the activation of Raf at the plasma membrane (Leevers et al., 1994; 

Marais et al., 1995). Activated Raf then phosphorylates and activates the mitogen-activated 

protein kinase kinases 1 and 2 (MEK1 and MEK2), which are dual specificity kinases that 

phosphorylate and activate the mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPKs) ERK1 and ERK2. 

ERK phosphorylates and activates several cytosolic proteins and/ or it can translocate into 

the nucleus, where it regulates transcription by phosphorylating transcription factors such as 

c-JUN and the ETS family of transcription factors including ELK1. ELK1 is a component of the  
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Figure 1.17. Ras activation and downstream effector pathways 
Scheme depicts activation of Ras and its downstream effector pathways following growth 
factor stimulation. Growth factors bind receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) and RTK activation 
results into activation of Ras via adaptor proteins (eg. Grb2). Adaptor proteins interact which 
Ras-GEFs, the positive regulators of Ras (eg. Sos), which accelerate the conversion of Ras-
GTP into the active form of Ras-GTP. Nf1, as a negative regulator of Ras signalling, 
stimulates the intrinsic GTPase activity of Ras and promotes the conversion of Ras-GTP into 
Ras-GDP. Activated Ras regulates and interacts with many other effector pathways such as 
PI3K to transmit signals to cytoplasmic and nuclear targets. The best characterised Ras 
effector pathway is the Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway which ultimately results into 
activation of ERK.  
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Serum Response Factor that regulates the expression of FOS, which together with c-JUN 

forms the AP1 early response transcription factor. Activation of these transcription factors can 

lead to the expression of proteins involved in cell cycle regulation such as cyclin D1, which in 

turn enables the cell to progress through the G1 phase of the cell cycle (Pruitt and Der, 2001; 

Schubbert et al., 2007) (Figure 1.17). 

The activation of the Ras/Raf/ERK pathway can cause opposing effects in the same cells 

depending on the duration and level of the signalling (Marshall, 1995). For example, the 

activation of this pathway can cause contrary effects in SCs. On one hand Ras/Raf/ERK 

signalling mediates SC differentiation during development (Newbern et al., 2011), but on the 

other hand the activation of this pathway in adult SCs drives SC dedifferentiation and 

proliferation (Harrisingh et al., 2004) with high levels of ERK associated with SC 

dedifferentiation at very early timepoints and lower levels with SC proliferation at later 

timepoints following injury.   

Beside the activation of the Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway, Ras has been shown to activate 

several other effector pathways such as phosphaditylinositol 3-kinases (PI3K) (Figure 1.17). 

Ras-GTP directly interacts with the p110α subunit of PI3K, which results in activation of the 

kinase due to its relocation to the plasma membrane and conformational changes (Castellano 

and Downward, 2011; Rodriguez-Viciana et al., 1994). PI3K then phosphorylates 

phosphaditylinositol 4,5- biphosphate to generate phosphaditylinositol-3,4,5 triphosphate 

(Pylayeva-Gupta et al., 2011; Simanshu et al., 2017). PIP3 binds to many proteins through its 

pleckstrin homology domain and other domains and thereby regulates the activity of 

downstream effectors such as 3-phosphoinositide dependent protein kinase (PDK1) and AKT 

(Bader and Vogt, 2005). AKT can also be activated by PDK1 and is known as mediator of the 

survival signal downstream of Ras by inactivating several pro-apoptotic proteins such as BAD 

(Khwaja et al., 1997; Vivanco and Sawyers, 2002). Moreover, AKT activation is known to 

initiate TOR signalling by inactivating the TOR tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC), which 

negatively regulates TOR activation (Figure 1.17). Importantly, constitutive activation of TOR 

is found in Nf1-/- SCs and in human neurofibromas (Johannessen et al., 2005) and strikingly 

treatment with the TOR inhibitor rapamycin led to suppression of tumour growth in a mouse 
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model of malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours (MPNSTs) (Johannessen et al., 2008). 

In addition to AKT, ERK phosphorylates and inactivates TSC (Ma et al., 2005) and it remains 

to be clarified, if the high levels of mTOR signalling are due to increased signalling through 

the PI3K or the Ras/Raf/ERK pathway in the absence of Nf1. In addition, to the Ras 

downstream signalling pathways that are discussed here, Ras activates many other effector 

proteins such as RAS-related RAL proteins (Albright et al., 1993; Ferro and Trabalzini, 2010). 

Both the loss of Nf1 and activating mutations in Ras lead to aberrant activation of Ras, 

however the downstream effects are not identical. Whilst activating mutations in Ras render 

Ras independent of upstream signalling and non-responsive to GAPs, Nf1-deficient cells still 

depend on upstream activators of Ras signalling and other Ras GAPs, such as p120GAP, 

might partially compensate the loss of Nf1 and decrease Ras signalling (Brightman and Fell, 

2000; Holt et al., 1996). These differences likely explain the increased tumourigenic capacity 

of Ras activating mutations opposed to the loss of Nf1.   

 

1.4. Mouse models of neurofibromatosis type I 

It is well established that neurofibromas arise from SCs (Serra et al., 2000), which have lost 

the second Nf1 allele. However, whilst several studies in mice have shown that both SC 

precursor cells (Parrinello and Lloyd, 2009) and adult SCs (Ribeiro et al., 2013) can initiate 

neurofibroma formation, it is unclear which cell type within the SC lineage undergoes loss of 

Nf1 in human tumours. In the next section, I discuss mouse models that were initially 

developed to study the effect of loss of Nf1 and those that helped to shed a light on the ability 

of cells within the SC lineage to act as the cell of origin for neurofibromas. Although none of 

the transgenic mouse models of Neurofibromatosis Type I truly mimic the human disease, 

each of them contributed to our understanding of possible mechanisms of tumour formation in 

NF1. 

 

1.4.1. Germline knockout of Nf1 

To study the role of Nf1 in development and disease, mice were created, which carry a null 

mutation at the Nf1 locus. The point mutation was introduced in exon 31 (Brannan et al., 
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1994; Jacks et al., 1994) and importantly mutations in this exon are frequently found in NF1 

patients (Cawthon 1990). Nf1-/- mice die in utero at E13.5 as a result of delayed and abnormal 

cardiac development, accompanied by severe cardiac dysfunction. However, in contrast to 

the cardiac abnormalities that arise in homozygous mice, only a few NF1 patients develop 

congenital heart disease (Brannan et al., 1994; Jacks et al., 1994; Lakkis and Epstein, 1998). 

This discrepancy is very likely due to that human are heterozygous for Nf1. Germline 

knockout of Nf1 also resulted in a developmental delayed hypoplasia in other organs such as 

the liver (Brannan et al., 1994; Jacks et al., 1994). 

Nf1+/- mice do not develop neurofibromas (Jacks et al., 1994). However, consistent with the 

role of Nf1 as a tumour suppressor, Nf1 heterzygosity does increase the rate of 

tumourigenesis. It was demonstrated that 75% of Nf1 heterozygous animals developed a 

wide spectrum of tumours that includes lymphomas, lung adenocarcinomas, hepatomas and 

fibrosarcomas over a period of 27 months. Moreover, Nf1 heterozygous mice also developed 

tumour types such as neurofibrosarcoma and adrenal tumours that are found in NF1 patients. 

Consistent with the human disease, most of the these tumours showed loss of the wild type 

Nf1 allele (Cichowski and Jacks, 2001).  

Despite the predisposition for tumourigenesis, Nf1 heterozygous mice did not develop the 

hallmark features of human NF1 and consequently do not provide an adequate model for the 

human disease (Jacks et al., 1994). However, Nf1+/- mice did develop other NF1 related 

symptoms such as learning disabilities, possibly as a result of increased ERK signalling in 

inhibitory neurons resulting in greater GABA release and long-term potentiation (Costa et al., 

2002; Cui et al., 2008; Silva et al., 1997). Strikingly, genetic or pharmalogical inhibition of ERK 

rescued the learning defects (Costa et al., 2002).  

The isolation of Nf1-deficient SCs, prior to embryonic death in utero, allowed the 

demonstration that they had elevated levels Ras activity (Kim et al., 1997; Kim et al., 1995) 

and additionally Nf1-deficient SCs exhibited functional abnormalities such as enhanced 

angiogenic and invasive properties (Muir, 1995; Sheela et al., 1990), which are known 

characteristics of cancer cells. However, Nf1-deficient SCs proliferated less in response to the 

mitogenic signal NRG1 or axonal contact (Kim et al., 1995), which is consistent with high 
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levels of Ras signalling causing cell cycle arrest in primary cells (Lloyd et al., 1997; Mathon 

and Lloyd, 2001; Ridley et al., 1988; Serrano et al., 1997). Later studies showed that loss of 

Nf1 induced oncogene induced senescence (OIS) in SCs in vitro and in vivo, which can only 

be overcome by additional genetic mutations in the p53 or Rb signalling pathways (Courtois-

Cox et al., 2006; Mathon and Lloyd, 2001; McGillicuddy et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2005). 

Strikingly, cAMP mediated PKA activation induces hyperproliferation in Nf1-deficient SCs 

demonstrating that Nf1-/- SC behavior can be altered by factors from the microenvironment 

(Kim et al., 2001).  

Overall, the benign characteristic of neurofibromas may be due to senescence induction of 

Nf1-deficient SCs (Courtois-Cox et al., 2006) but importantly, senescence induction seems to 

be a temporal effect, which can be influenced by additional signals from the microenvironment 

and/or additional genetic mutations (Cichowski et al., 1999). 

 

1.4.2. Nf1 chimeric mice  

The Nf1 chimeric mouse model is partially composed of Nf1-/- cells and was generated to test 

whether loss of the second Nf1 allele is sufficient for the formation of neurofibromas in Nf1+/- 

mice (Cichowski et al., 1999). Mice with moderate chimerism exhibited frequent 

myelodysplasia and progressive neuromotor defects and importantly, all of these mice 

developed neurofibromas. The tumours generally emanated from the dorsal root ganglia and 

several tumours were found per mouse. However, no dermal neurofibomas, which are very 

common in NF1 patients, were detected. In contrast, plexiform neurofibromas developed in 

the Nf1 chimeric mice. Mice with a low chimerism (~15%) did not develop neurofibromas 

demonstrating that the number of Nf1-/- cells is rate-limiting and that loss of the second allele 

is needed to initiate tumour formation.   

It is thought that loss of the second Nf1 allele occurs rarely in mice compared to humans and 

explains the absence of neurofibroma development in the Nf1+/- mouse model. It was 

hypothesised that the frequency of the loss of the second Nf1 allele might differ between 

humans and mice because of interspecies differences in target cell number, lifespan and the 

mutational propensity of the Nf1 locus, but this remains to be clarified (Cichowski et al., 1999).  
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Overall, the tumours exhibited many similarities to human neurofibromas, such as the 

presence of perineurial-like cells within the tumour mass demonstrating that chimeras provide 

an adequate model for the disease (Cichowski et al., 1999). 

 

1.4.3. Loss of Nf1 in neural crest stem cells  

In recent years, a small subset of cells have been isolated from tumours and identified as 

stem-cell like cells that possess an unlimited capacity to self-renew and to differentiate into all 

cell types within the tumour (Pardal et al., 2003; Reya et al., 2001). Their self-renewal 

capacity made these cells ideal candidates as the cell of origin for tumourigenesis, as the 

classic multistep model of carcinogenesis postulates that tumour initiation requires a long 

living cell in which multiple genetic lesions can occur (Kreso and Dick, 2014; Nguyen et al., 

2012).  

Cells with stem-like properties have been identified as possible tumour initiating cells in brain 

tumours (Singh et al., 2004) and recently a cancer stem cell population has been isolated 

from NF1-associated low grade gliomas (astrocytomas) (Chen et al., 2015). However, the 

contribution of this cancer stem cell-like population to astrocytoma formation is not yet known, 

although it is hypothesised that they may be contribute to the differential drug responses 

observed in NF1 patients (Chen et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2010).  

Initially, it was believed that the loss of Nf1 in astroglial progenitor cells was sufficient for the 

development of NF1-associated low grade gliomas (astrocytomas) in the CNS (Bajenaru et 

al., 2002). However, the conditional loss of Nf1 in astrocyte progenitor cells did not results in 

CNS tumour formation, implying that other factors are required. Interestingly, it was shown 

that astrocytoma formation requires both the loss of Nf1 in astroglial progenitor cells and 

reduced Nf1 expression (Nf1+/-) in non-neoplastic cells (eg. Stromal cells) (Bajenaru et al., 

2003). Due to the abundance of microglia (resident immune cells of the brain) within NF1-

associated astrocytomas it was hypothesised that these cells were likely the Nf1 

heterozygous cell population that contributes to tumour formation (Bajenaru et al., 2005; 

Watters et al., 2005). In line with this, recent studies demonstrated that both the genetic 

inactivation and the pharmalogical inhibition of microglia reduced NF1-associated 
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astrocytoma formation in mice (Daginakatte et al., 2008; Daginakatte and Gutmann, 2007; 

Simmons et al., 2011). Importantly, these studies emphasise the importance of the tumour 

microenvironment, which will be further discussed below. 

In contrast to the CNS, the origin of PNS tumours is not known. In the gut, neural crest stem 

cells (NCSCs) persist into adulthood (Kruger et al., 2002). However, in all other regions of the 

PNS, NCSCs have not been found postnatally as they terminally differentiate during 

embryogenesis (Kruger et al., 2002). NCSCs were considered as a potential cell of origin of 

neurofibromas, because it was suggested that deletion of Nf1 in embryonic NCSCs may 

result in their continuous expansion and postnatal persistence, which may enable them to 

give rise to neurofibromas in the adult nerve. Studies addressed the impact of Nf1 loss in 

NCSCs and showed that, although Nf1-deficient NCSCs showed increased proliferation, 

gliogenesis and self-renewal in vitro, the loss of Nf1 in neural crest cells did not induce 

neurofibroma formation in vivo (Joseph et al., 2008). Joseph et al demonstrated that although 

the loss of Nf1 in NCSCs increased NCSCs frequency during mid-gestation, their numbers 

declined progressively during late gestation and Nf1-deficient NCSCs did not persist 

postnatally in the sciatic nerve, DRGs and sympathetic ganglia into adulthood. These findings 

suggest that N1-deficient NCSCs differentiate in a similar manner to WT NCSCs during late 

gestation. Furthermore, Joseph et al failed to isolate Nf1-/- NCSCs from neurofibromas and the 

engraftment of E13 Nf1-/- NCSCs did not lead to neurofibroma formation in Nf1+/- animals 

(Joseph et al., 2008). Overall, these studies indicate that loss of Nf1 in neural crest cells does 

not render them tumourigenic and suggests that more differentiated SCs are likely the cell of 

origin of neurofibromas.  

 

1.4.4. P0A-Cre:Nf1fl/- mouse model  

The P0-promoter drives the inactivation of Nf1 at E12.5 in SCPs during nerve development 

(Zheng et al., 2008). This mouse model develops neurofibromas in adult nerve trunks in old 

age with 70% of the mice developing plexiform neurofibromas, which have clinical 

presentations similar to the human disease such as the appearance of elongated spindle 

shaped cells and infiltrating mast cells in a collagenous matrix. Importantly, Zheng et al. 
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demonstrated that, Nf1-/- SCPs developed normally and there was no persistence of 

stem/progenitor cells in adulthood. The only phenotypic abnormality, prior to tumour 

formation, was the presence of a subpopulation of Remak bundles with a Schwann cell 

“pocket defect”, which probably derives from a failure in the axonal segregation process. This 

Remak-phenotype resembles mice with a targeted mutation in NRG1 type III (Taveggia et al., 

2005), which may suggest that Nf1 is acting on the NRG1/ErbB2/3 signalling pathway at this 

stage of development. These abnormal Remak bundle progressively degenerate and 

dissociate from the axons and ultimately develop into smaller abnormal Remak bundles with 

less axons per Remak bundle. Finally, several abnormal Remak bundles, which contained 

dissociated SCs, were observed and SCs devoid of any axonal contact could also be found 

within these nerves and some of them seemed to ensheath collagen fibers. In summary, 

Zheng et al. postulated that an abnormal nmSC population was likely responsible for 

neurofibroma initiation (Zheng et al., 2008).  

 

1.4.5. Dhh-Cre:Nf1fl/fl mouse model 

The Desert Hedgehoc (Dhh) driver leads to loss of Nf1 at E12.5 in both boundary cap cells 

and SCPs but not in neural crest cells, neurons or in the CNS (Wu et al., 2008). As described 

earlier, boundary cap cells do not contribute to the formation of the spinal nerve trunks, but 

these cells differentiate into the SCs of the ventral and dorsal roots. The loss of Nf1 at E12.5 

in SC precursors gave rise to plexiform neurofibromas, neurofibromas in peripheral nerve 

roots and hyperplasia in nerve trunks. These tumours formed very rapidly and exhibited high 

morbidity and mortality by 15 months of age. In contrast to the P0A-Cre and Krox-20-Cre 

Nf1fl/-mouse model, dermal neurofibromas were observed and their number increased with 

the age of the animals. 

The location and the rapid development of these tumours suggested that boundary cap cells 

were the cell of origin, opposed to a SC precursor cell. Although no neoplastic lesions were 

found in Dhh-Cre:Nf1fl/fl sciatic nerves, examination of the nerve demonstrated hyperplasia 

with disrupted Schwann cell-axon interactions within Remak bundles. Interestingly, these 

observations are similar to the first neoplastic events detected in the P0A-Cre mice that 
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develop tumours in old age, making it likely that if the Dhh-Cre:Nf1fl/fl mice survived longer, 

they would also develop neurofibromas in peripheral nerves.  

Overall, both Dhh-Cre and P0A-Cre mouse models emphasise the importance of the 

disruptions of Schwann cell-axon interactions as a key event in neurofibroma formation and 

also suggest that tumour initiation can occur during development. Importantly, both mouse 

models show that despite of loss of Nf1 in the SC lineage the vast majority of the SCs 

developed normally.  

 

1.4.6. Krox20-Cre:Nf1fl/- mouse model 

The Krox-20 mouse model induces the loss of Nf1 at E10.5 in boundary cap cells and at 

E15.5 in immature SCs. However, the loss of Nf1 in the SC lineage is required but is not 

sufficient to induce tumour formation in this mouse model (Zhu et al., 2002). Strikingly, 

neurofibromas only developed in a Nf1+/- background and neurofibroma formation was shown 

to be dependent on interactions between Nf1-/- SCs and Nf1+/- cell types in the tumour 

microenvironment. Later studies then showed that c-kit signalling in Nf1+/- mast cells was 

necessary for neurofibroma development in this mouse model (Yang et al., 2008a). These 

studies demonstrated for the first time the contribution of the tumour microenvironment in 

neurofibroma formation.  

Furthermore, these mice only developed multiple neurofibromas in cranial nerves or spinal 

nerve roots but not within the sciatic nerve at 15 months of age. Although no neurofibromas 

were observed within the sciatic nerve, microscopic regions of hyperplasia were found. 

Comparing the Krox20-Cre:Nf1fl/- with the P0A-Cre:Nf1fl/- and Dhh-Cre:Nf1fl/fl mouse models 

led to the conclusion that the timing of Nf1 loss is important and suggested that to induce 

neurofibromas, Nf1 loss needed to occur at the earlier SCP stage. This may partially explain 

why neurofibromas develop in the absence of an Nf1+/- background in both Dhh-Cre:Nf1fl/fl 

and P0A-Cre:Nf1fl/- mouse models, as it could be that the Nf1+/- background is required to 

compensate for the fewer numbers of Nf1--/- SCPs in the Krox-20 mouse model.   
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1.4.7. Conclusions drawn from Nf1 mouse models 

Together these studies suggest that an important cell of origin for neurofibromas is the 

transient SC lineage progenitor cell that undergoes loss of Nf1 during development. However, 

while these cells go on to form tumours, the majority of Nf1-/- SC precursor cells differentiated 

normally and generated normal proportions of both nmSCs and mSCs, implying that in 

absence of Nf1 the Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway may be regulated by additional 

mechanisms to ensure appropriate levels of ERK activation in order to allow SC differentiation 

during development. Although SC development appeared normal, Nf1 mutant nerves often 

exhibited axonal segregation failures within Remak bundles that progressively disintegrated 

and led to neurofibroma formation at an older age (Wu et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2008). 

Importantly, it seems like that the timing of Nf1 loss is a key event for neurofibroma formation, 

as neurofibroma development within a peripheral nerve requires the inactivation of Nf1 at the 

late SC precursor- early immature SC stage (E12-E13). Consistent with this, tumours did not 

form in the Krox-20-Cre:Nf1fl/fl mouse model, in which Krox-20 expression induces the loss of 

Nf1 at E15.5. Consequently, it was hypothesised that the loss of Nf1 at this later timepoint 

leads to lower numbers of Nf1-deficient SCs suggesting that tumour formation requires the 

contribution of Nf1+/- mast cells in this model (Zhu et al., 2002) (Figure 1.18). Additionally, the 

comparison of the Krox20-Cre:Nf1fl/-, P0A-Cre:Nf1fl/- and Dhh-Cre:Nf1fl/fl mouse models led to 

the hypothesis that Nf1 loss in boundary cap cells at E10.5 can induce neurofibroma 

formation in the nerve roots, whereas Nf1 loss in SC-precursors cells at E12.5 can drive 

neurofibroma formation in the nerve trunks. 

These findings could partially explain the broad clinical manifestations of the disease in Nf1 

patients, especially among members of the same family (Parrinello and Lloyd, 2009). For 

example, affected siblings often have different clinical manifestations with one sibling 

developing multiple neurofibromas whereas the other only a few (Carey et al., 1979; 

Friedman, 1999; Rieley et al., 2011). Consequently, it was speculated that the somatic 

inactivation of the second allele of Nf1 occurred earlier in the sibling with the more severe 

symptoms and therefore affected a larger number of SCs, whereas in the sibling that  
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Figure 1.18. Timing of Nf1 loss in Schwann cell precursors is critical for neurofibroma 
development in peripheral nerve trunks 
Scheme displays the timeframe of SC development and the transient SC precursor cells that 
originate from neural crest cells. Furthermore, this scheme indicates neurofibroma 
development from transient Nf1-/- SC precursor cells within the sciatic nerve. Neurofibroma 
formation requires the loss of Nf1 at the late precursor/ early immature SC stage (E12-13 in 
sciatic nerve), as highlighted in the scheme. Loss of Nf1 in immature SCs at a later stage is 
not sufficient to induce neurofibroma formation and requires the contribution of the 
microenvironment. Figure adapted from (Parrinello and Lloyd, 2009). 
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exhibited less severe symptoms, the loss of the second Nf1 allele occurred later (Parrinello 

and Lloyd, 2009). 

In addition, the broad clinical manifestations may also be caused by modifying genes (Easton 

et al., 1993; Rieley et al., 2011; Sabbagh et al., 2009). Recently, SUZ12, which is a 

component of the polycomb repressive complex, has been identified as a modifying gene in 

NF1 patients. This gene was discovered in NF1 patients that carry large germline deletions of 

Nf1 and exhibit a fourfold increased risk of malignancies (De Raedt et al., 2014). Further 

studies then showed that loss of SUZ12 increased the risk of malignant progression of NF1, 

demonstrating that it acts as a cooperating tumour suppressor (De Raedt et al., 2014; Lee et 

al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014b). 

Mechanistically, it was shown that the loss of SUZ12 potentiates Ras driven transcription 

indicating a potential mechanistic link between loss of SUZ12 and Nf1, which may provide a 

new therapeutic strategy for NF1. Moreover, further supporting the role of modifying genes in 

NF1 are studies that reported race and gender specific differences in the clinical 

manifestation of NF1 (Diggs-Andrews et al., 2014; Ratner and Miller, 2015; Zhang et al., 

2014b).  

The studies using Dhh-Cre and P0A-Cre:Nf1fl/fl mice also underline the importance of the loss 

of SC-axonal interactions at the onset of neurofibroma formation. As explained above, axonal 

signals control SC survival, proliferation and differentiation during SC development and likely 

maintain SC differentiation and function in the adult nerve (Chan et al., 2006; Corfas et al., 

2004; Michailov et al., 2004; Taveggia et al., 2005). Consistent with the importance of SC-

axonal interactions during development, previous studies demonstrated that the loss of SC-

axon interactions can results in neuropathy and the majority of SCs within neurofibromas are 

found devoid of axonal contact (Corfas et al., 2004).  

A study from the Lloyd lab has provided mechanistic insight in SC-axonal dissociation 

(Parrinello et al., 2008). This study demonstrated that the loss of Nf1 in primary SCs led to SC 

dissociation from the axons in vitro and mechanistically we showed that axonal dissociation is 

due to Ras-Raf-ERK dependent downregulation of semaphorin 4F (Sema4F), which is 

expressed on the SC surface. Interestingly, Sema4F expression is detectable in adult nerves 
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in vivo but is strongly downregulated in neurofibromas. Moreover, in established SC-axon co-

cultures, SCs associated with axons, do not proliferate in response to mitogen stimulation, but 

strikingly the loss of Nf1 renders SCs susceptible to the stimulation with mitogens and 

induces them to proliferate. Importantly, in the absence of serum, Nf1-/- SCs did not proliferate 

demonstrating that Sema4F does not have a direct impact on the cell cycle but rather induces 

proliferation indirectly by triggering SC-axon dissociation. Our findings confirm the anti-

proliferative impact of axons on SCs and also demonstrate that these anti-proliferative axonal 

signals seem to be dominant over pro- environmental mitogenic stimulation. Furthermore, we 

demonstrated the potential impact of axonal- SC dissociation at the onset of tumourigenesis, 

as it renders SC more responsive to pro-proliferative stimuli from the environment.  

 

1.4.8. Mouse model of dermal neurofibromas 

Many mouse models, which develop plexiform neurofibromas such as Krox20-Cre:Nf1fl/- and 

P0A-Cre, fail to develop dermal neurofibromas and consequently it was argued that dermal 

and plexiform neurofibromas originate from a different cell type. Subsequently, it was 

hypothesised that dermal neurofibromas derive from adult tissue stem cells, as these 

increase in numbers during adolescence. Skin-derived progenitors (SKPs), which are neural 

crest-like stem cells present in both human and mouse dermis, have been suggested as a 

potential cell of origin of dermal neurofibromas, as SKPs possess a certain pluripotency and 

can differentiate into glial, neuronal and melanocytic cell lineages (Fernandes et al., 2006; 

Fernandes et al., 2008; McKenzie et al., 2006; Toma et al., 2001; Toma et al., 2005). 

Moreover, the loss of Nf1 in SKPs can lead to plexiform and dermal neurofibroma 

development (Le et al., 2009). Isolated SKPs from CMV-CreER:Nf1fl/- mice were treated to 

recombine Nf1 in vitro and then re-transplanted. The Nf1-deficient SKPs formed plexiform 

neurofibromas when implanted close to the nerve plexus. However, no formation of dermal 

neurofibromas was observed, when Nf1 deficient SKPs were implanted subcutaneously. 

Dermal neurofibroma formation was only observed in female mice that were pregnant at the 

time of Nf1-deficient SKPs implantation indicating a critical contribution of the hormonal milieu 

to tumour formation. To address whether endogenous SKPs formed dermal neurofibromas in 
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situ, the authors induced loss of Nf1 in SKPs by topical tamoxifen administration in vivo. 

Dermal neurofibroma formation was observed, however these tumours developed with a 

latency period of 7-8 months indicating that additional microenvironmental cues are required 

for tumour formation. Importantly, as topical tamoxifen administration would induce loss of Nf1 

in all cell types in the skin, including SCs, it cannot be concluded, that SKPs are the cell type 

of origin of dermal neurofibromas (Le et al., 2009). 

 

1.4.9. Mouse models of malignant peripheral nerve sheath (MPNST) tumours  

In humans, MPNSTs frequently arise in the context of plexiform neurofibromas but can also 

arise sporadically with no obvious precursor lesion (Evans et al., 2002; Ferner and Gutmann, 

2002; Tucker et al., 2005; Widemann, 2009). NF1 patients are predisposed for MPNST 

formation (8-13%) and the 5-year survival rate (both sporadic or NF1 derived MPNST) is poor 

(42% and 21% respectively). In mouse models, malignant tumours only rarely develop from 

pre-existing plexiform neurofibromas, which is possibly because mice that develop large 

plexiform neurofibromas have to be sacrified before the natural progression to MPNSTs can 

occur. In addition, the life-span of a mouse is significantly shorter compared to humans, 

indicating that the timeframe in which additional genetic mutations that are required for 

MPNST formation is shortened.  

The most frequently mutated genes in MPNSTs are p53 and the CDKN2A locus that encodes 

for both the Ink4a gene (p16CDKN2A) and the Arf gene (p19CDKN2A) tumour suppressors 

(Mantripragada et al., 2008; Rubin and Gutmann, 2005). Consequently, mouse models, which 

harbor mutations in these tumour suppressors in addition to Nf1 mutations, have been 

generated (Evans et al., 2002; Ferner and Gutmann, 2002; Riccardi, 1992b; Tucker et al., 

2005; Widemann, 2009; Woodruff, 1999). Both the Ink4a/Arf-/-/Nf1+/- and the Nf1+/-/p53+/- 

mouse models develop GEM PNSTs, which are the counterpart of human MPNSTs and 

recapitulate the mutations in the human disease (Cichowski et al., 1999; Joseph et al., 2008; 

Vogel et al., 1999). Furthermore, it was shown that the mutation of Ink4a or Arf alone was not 

sufficient to induce tumour formation, suggesting that both p53 and Rb pathways need to be 

deregulated in order to trigger MPNST formation in the context of Nf1 heterozygosity (Joseph 
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et al., 2008; King et al., 2002). MPNSTs often arise in the context of pre-existing plexiform 

neurofibromas suggesting that additional mutations likely drive the malignant progression to 

MPNSTs. Multiple studies have investigated the role of p53 in this process and found a 

cooperative effect of the loss of Nf1 and p53 in MPNST formation that supports a causal role 

for p53 mutations in the malignant progression from plexiform neurofibromas to MPNSTs 

(Cichowski et al., 1999; Menon et al., 1990; Vogel et al., 1999).  

In addition to loss of p53, overexpression of the EGFR was observed in many human MPNST 

tumours and in both human and mouse MPNST cell lines implying the potential involvement 

of the EGFR in MPNST formation (DeClue et al., 2000; Li et al., 2002; Perry et al., 2002). In 

line with this, a recent study demonstrated that overexpression of the EGFR in Nf1-deficient 

SCs was sufficient to drive MPNST progression in a mouse model of NF1. Moreover, EGFR 

overexpression was shown activate the JAK-STAT3 signalling pathway in Nf1-deficient SCs 

and inhibiting STAT3 resulted in delayed MPNST growth in vivo. This study demonstrated a 

critical role of the EGFR-STAT3 signalling pathway in the malignant progression of NF1 (Wu 

et al., 2014).  

MPNSTs exhibit reduced expression of SC markers such as Sox10 and S100, but elevated 

expression of markers that are characteristic for migrating NCSCs such as Twist1 and Sox9, 

indicating that the loss of SC identity may be an important event for the progression of 

neurofibromas to MPNSTs (Joseph et al., 2008; Levy et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2009; Miller et 

al., 2006). 

Recent studies also demonstrated an involvement of the CXCR4/CXCL12 signalling in 

MPNST progression (Mo et al., 2013). The receptor CXCR4 is enriched in Nf1-deficient 

MPNSTs, similarly to other tumours (Kijima et al., 2002; Koshiba et al., 2000; Laverdiere et 

al., 2005; Muller et al., 2001; Oh et al., 2001; Righi et al., 2011; Sehgal et al., 1998; Sengupta 

et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2002) and is associated with a poor clinical outcome (Li et al., 2004; 

Wang et al., 2008). Strikingly, Mo et al. showed that CXCR4 inhibition decreased MPNST cell 

proliferation in vitro and MPNST tumour growth in vivo (Mo et al., 2013). Consequently, 

inhibiting CXCR4 signalling may provide a promising new therapeutic target for NF1-

associated MPNSTs.  
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Therapeutic options for MPNSTs are very limited and surgical resection is the standard 

treatment but is often ineffective, as some tumours cannot be completely surgically resected 

and others exhibit high tumour recurrence and/or metastasis. Although a recent clinical study 

showed that inhibiting MEK decreased tumour volume in plexiform neurofibroma patients 

(Dombi et al., 2016) and targeting MEK was shown to decrease MPNST growth in mice 

(Jessen et al., 2013), single agent therapy against MEK was not successful for MPNST 

treatment. Similar to MEK, no beneficial effect was observed when inhibiting EGFR in MPNST 

patients (Albritton et al., 2006). Consequently, combination therapies have been tested and 

co-targeting MEK together with the TOR pathway has shown some initial success in MPNST 

mouse models (Watson et al., 2014). The identification of additional targets and broadening of 

the knowledge about the signals that determine neurofibroma progression to MPNSTs will be 

instrumental to improve the therapeutic approaches for MPNSTs in the future. 

 

1.4.10. The P0-CreERT2:R26RYFP:Nf1fl/fl mouse model 

In P0-CreERT2 transgenic mice, the Cre recombinase is driven by the well characterised 1.1kb 

P0 rat promoter fused to the 5’ untranslated region of the human connexin32 gene upstream 

of CreERT2 (Messing et al., 1992; Messing et al., 1994). The activity of the P0 promoter is 

confined to mSCs in adult mice and is not active in nmSCs (Messing et al., 1992). The P0-

CreERT2 mice express a tamoxifen (tmx) inducible variant of Cre recombinase, in which Cre is 

fused to a mutated estrogen receptor ligand- binding domain (ER). The CreERT2 fusion 

protein is not able to bind the endogenous estrogen and instead binds to the synthetic ligand 

4-hydroxy tamoxifen (4-OHT). Tmx is metabolized in the liver into active metabolites such as 

4-OHT. In the absence of the ligand, the CreERT2 fusion protein is inactive as it is prevented 

from entering the nucleus due to binding to HSP90 (Nagy, 2000). Upon tmx administration, 4-

OHT binds the CreERT2 fusion protein, HSP90 is released and CreERT2 enters the nucleus. 

Thus the CreERT2 recombinase under the myelin specific promoter permits recombination of a 

specific gene, at a defined timepoint in adult mSCs.  

The Lloyd laboratory previously showed that activation of Ras is sufficient to cause fully 

dedifferentiated SCs to revert to a progenitor-like state and dissociate from axons. Therefore,  
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Figure 1.19. Neurofibroma formation upon loss of Nf1 in adult mSCs 
Scheme displays the hypothetical neurofibroma formation upon loss of Nf1 in adult mSCs. 
The hypothesis was that the loss of Nf1 in adult mSCs will results in the hyperactivation of 
Ras, which in turn will trigger an inflammatory response and SC dedifferentiation and 
dissociation from axons. These downstream consequences mediated by the hyperactivation 
of the Ras signalling pathway would then ultimately lead to neurofibroma formation within 
peripheral nerve.  
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it was suggested that loss of Nf1 in SCs should be sufficient to drive the formation of 

neurofibromas (Napoli et al., 2012) (Figure 1.19). However, recent mouse models, which 

were designed to lose Nf1 in SCs during embryonic development, showed that this appeared 

not to be the case, as these mice developed structurally normal nerves (Joseph et al., 2008; 

Le et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2008). Nevertheless, spontaneous tumour 

formation occurred in adulthood, suggesting that loss of Nf1 is not sufficient for tumour 

formation but requires, in addition, a triggering event in adulthood. 

To investigate the acute loss of Nf1 in adult mSCs, the Lloyd laboratory developed a mouse-

model that enables the deletion of Nf1 specifically in adult mSCs (Ribeiro et al., 2013). A 

tamoxifen- inducible Cre-line driven by the P0 promoter was crossed with mice containing an 

Nf1 floxed allele in both Nf1+/+ and Nf1+/- backgrounds. Hence, Nf1 is floxed out upon 

treatment with tamoxifen, specifically in adult mSCs. These mice additionally express YFP in 

recombined cells, which allows the tracking of SCs that lack Nf1. Using this mouse model, the 

Lloyd laboratory was able to show that loss of Nf1 in adult mSCs was not sufficient to induce 

the activation of ERK in mSCs and consistent with this, no tumour formation was observed. 

This finding is in line with previous studies, as discussed above, and underline that 

neurofibroma formation requires an additional triggering event in adulthood. However, we 

found that after nerve injury, Nf1- deficient mSCs formed neurofibromas specifically at the 

wound site (Ribeiro et al., 2013). The frequency of tumor formation was independent of the 

genetic background, eliminating a role for Nf1 haploinsufficiency in this model. Remarkably, 

Nf1- deficient SCs redifferentiated normally in the distal stump in contrast to the tumorigenic 

behavior at the wound site. Consistent with this, activation of ERK appeared to be sustained 

at the wound site, whereas it is decreased seven days after injury in the distal stump. 

Therefore, it was suggested that the normal nerve environment suppresses neurofibroma 

formation, whereas the injury site of the nerve converts to a tumour-promoting environment 

that fosters the development of neurofibromas. These findings suggested an essential role of 

the injury microenvironment that cooperates with loss of Nf1 to drive tumour formation. 
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1.5. The tumour microenvironment  

The tumor microenvironment (TME) is complex, consisting of multiple cell types such as 

endothelial cells, pericytes, smooth muscle cells, fibroblasts, myofibroblasts, and immune 

cells such as macrophages and neutrophils (Mueller and Fusenig, 2004; Quail and Joyce, 

2013). In addition, connective tissue surrounds the tumour and is composed of multiple cells 

and a specific ECM; the so called tumour matrix. The formation of the TME resembles a 

wound healing process in which immune cells, endothelial and mesenchymal cells are 

recruited to the site of injury (Dvorak, 1986; Mueller and Fusenig, 2004) (Figure 1.20). 

The concept that the microenvironment of a developing tumour is a crucial regulator of 

carcinogenesis was originally proposed by Paget in his famous 'seed and soil' hypothesis 

(Langley and Fidler, 2011; Paget, 1989). However, for many years the scientific focus 

concentrated on identifying the molecular determinants of the cancer cell themselves, as 

tumourigenesis was originally defined as a multistep process during which cancer cells 

acquire multiple genetic alterations. Recently, the TME has been identified as an important 

contributor to tumor development and the importance of crosstalk between different cell types 

within a tumour and the surrounding tissue (the so called tumour stroma) has been 

recognised (Elenbaas and Weinberg, 2001; Tlsty and Coussens, 2006).  

Importantly, recent studies revealed that bidirectional interactions between cancer cells and 

their microenvironment are critical for tumour formation and progression (Friedl and 

Alexander, 2011; Hanahan and Coussens, 2012; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011; Joyce and 

Pollard, 2009; Quail and Joyce, 2013). Consistent with this, it was shown that the tumour 

microenvironment accommodates tumour growth by providing a permissive and supportive 

environment for tumour development and progression. On one hand, factors secreted from 

cancer cells (eg proteases, growth factors) can modulate the tumour microenvironment and 

induce angiogenesis, recruitment and activation of inflammatory and stromal cells (Bergers 

and Benjamin, 2003; Coussens and Werb, 2002; Manabe et al., 2003). On the other hand, 

cells in the tumour microenvironment undergo phenotypic changes such as shown with 

macrophages and fibroblasts, which convert into tumour-associated macrophages (TAMs) 

and cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs)  
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Figure 1.20. The tumour microenvironment  
Illustration of the tumour microenvironment, which surrounds the tumour. The different cell 
types of the TME have been highlighted. Figure is adapted from (Balkwill et al., 2012). 
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(Condeelis and Pollard, 2006; De Wever and Mareel, 2003; Kalluri, 2016; Kalluri and 

Zeisberg, 2006). These activated cells then further contribute to the secretion of growth 

factors (eg. IGF and EGF) and proteases that sustain tumour growth, provide resistance to 

therapy and induce tumour cell invasion into surrounding tissue (Lin et al., 2008; Straussman 

et al., 2012; Vermeulen et al., 2010).  

One of the earliest pieces of convincing evidence that support an important role for the 

tumour microenvironment was that many cancers arise in the context of chronic inflammation 

(~20%) and even cancers, which lack a causal role for chronic inflammation, possess an 

inflammatory microenvironment (Balkwill and Mantovani, 2001; Elinav et al., 2013; 

Grivennikov et al., 2010; Grivennikov and Karin, 2011; Mantovani et al., 2008; Martins-Green 

et al., 1994). This demonstrates an important link between cancer and inflammation that is 

now widely recognised (Coussens and Werb, 2002; Mantovani et al., 2008). In line with this, 

inflammatory cells within the tumour microenvironment have been shown to influence almost 

every aspect of carcinogenesis including the onset of cancer, tumour progression and 

metastasis (Grivennikov et al., 2010; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011; Mantovani et al., 2008). 

For example, it is well documented that tumour associated macrophages contribute to 

malignant tumour progression by producing a wide range of signals such as cytokines (eg. 

ILs), growth factors (eg. EGF and TGFβ) and matrix-degrading enzymes (eg, matrix 

metalloproteases), that promote tumour angiogenesis and invasion (Wyckoff et al., 2007; 

Yang et al., 2008b).  

Moreover, tumour angiogenenesis and the altered ECM are well known to promote tumour 

growth and may provide resistance to therapy (Bergers et al., 1999; Cox and Erler, 2011; 

Hanahan and Folkman, 1996; Lu et al., 2012). Furthermore, the tumour matrix can also 

influence the behavior of neighboring stromal cells and promote angiogenesis and 

inflammation (Pickup et al., 2014; Weis and Cheresh, 2011).  

Targeting the TME could provide an alternative therapeutic approach for neoplasms, including 

neurofibroma (Joyce, 2005; Valkenburg et al., 2018). The TME provides an attractive target, 

as it is not as genetically unstable as cancer cells and is therefore less likely to develop drug 

resistance. Moreover, targeting the TME may complement existing treatment options and 
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remodeling of the TME may help to enhance drug delivery to the tumour. Consequently, 

approaches that target the TME have already been undertaken, with some showing initial 

success. For example, with acute myeloid leukemia and acute lymphoid leukemia cancer cell 

survival is supported by growth factors and chemokines (eg. CXCL12) of the bone marrow 

microenvironment. Targeting these factors within the TME has been promising, as inhibiting 

CXCR4 led to leukemia regression in mouse models (Burger and Peled, 2009; Nervi et al., 

2009; Zeng et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2017) and resulted in the increased 

survival of patients (Habringer et al., 2018). The beneficial effects of targeting the CXCR4-

CXCL12 axis are not restricted to leukemia, as targeting of either CXCR4 or CXCL12 showed 

anti-tumourigenic effects in other cancer models such as breast and epithelial cancer models 

(Domanska et al., 2013; Lefort et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2017). 

Targeting the activated stromal cell population of the TME by limiting the interaction of the 

tumour with stroma or by converting activated stromal cells to a quiescent state has been 

shown to improve the survival and delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs in mouse models of 

pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (Ijichi et al., 2011; Sherman et al., 2014). In contrast, 

targeting matrix metalloproteases, which are known to be essential for cancer progression, 

with common matrix metalloprotease inhibitors had no beneficial effect on patients (Stetler-

Stevenson and Yu, 2001). This suggests that interrupting the pro-tumourigenic effect of the 

TME is more challenging than expected and underlines the complex contribution of the TME 

to tumourigenesis (Klemm and Joyce, 2015). 

 

1.5.1. The role of the tumour microenvironment in neurofibromatosis type I 

Recent studies, from others, and us have described an important role of the 

microenvironment in neurofibroma formation. Using the Krox20-Cre:Nf1fl/- mouse model, in 

which Nf1 is depleted during development, Zhu et al. showed that tumours developed 

exclusively in a Nf1+/- background implying the contribution of Nf1 heterozygous cells of the 

tumor microenvironment to neurofibroma development (Zhu et al., 2002). Extensive mast cell 

infiltration was observed in these tumours and bone marrow transplantations confirmed the 

important contribution of Nf1+/- mast cells to neurofibroma formation. Later studies then 
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demonstrated that inhibiting c-kit signalling in Nf1 haploinsufficient mast cells reduced tumour 

size confirming the critical role of Nf1+/- mast cells (Yang et al., 2008a). Moreover, Nf1+/- mast 

cells exhibited increased c-Kit receptor expression and the recruitment of Nf1+/- mast cells to 

the peripheral nerve was fostered by Nf1-/- SCs that secrete c-kit ligand (Ingram et al., 2001; 

Ingram et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2003), which has a key role in in mast cell development and 

function and is a known growth factor for the c-kit receptor tyrosine kinase (Huang et al., 

1990). In agreement with the contribution of mast cells to neurofibroma formation in the Krox-

20 mouse model, extensive mast cell infiltration was observed presumably due to axonal 

degeneration within Remak bundles in other NF1 mouse models. 

Mast cells and other immune cells that infiltrate neurofibromas provide a potential source of 

growth factors and other factors such as inflammatory mediators (eg. histamines) and pro-

angiogenic factors (eg. VEGF) that could promote various aspects of neurofibroma formation 

and progression (Boesiger et al., 1998; Galli et al., 1993; Sondell et al., 1999). In line with 

this, another study has shown that Nf1+/- mast cells produce increased levels of transforming 

growth factor- beta (TGF-β), which induced elevated collagen synthesis and proliferation of 

Nf1+/- fibroblasts (Yang et al., 2006). The role of TGF-β signalling in neurofibroma formation 

remains to be addressed, however TGF-β is known to initiate carcinogensis in many 

organs/tissues and also has been shown to regulate fibroblast proliferation, collagen 

synthesis and malignant transformation (Bhowmick et al., 2004).  

Targeting of the infiltrating mast cells can be achieved using Imatinib mesylate inhibitor, which 

inhibits c-kit. A human case study demonstrated that imatinib mesylate treatment of a child 

with a plexiform neurofibroma, which was blocking the upper airways, led to a 70% reduction 

in tumour volume (Yang et al., 2008a). However, a later clinical study using imatinib mesylate 

to treat plexiform neurofibromas was only able to reduce tumour growth in 17% of patients, 

whilst the majority of the patients exhibited side effects ranging from harmless rashes to more 

severe side effects such as decreased white blood cells and high blood sugar. Although the 

initial clinical study showed little success, improving the dosage of this drug may provide 

future clinical benefits (Robertson et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2006).  

In our P0-CreERT2:R26RYFP:Nf1fl/fl mouse model, the frequency of tumour formation was 
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independent of the genetic background, which may be because sufficient wild type mast cells 

are recruited to the site of injury. Importantly, Nf1-deficient SCs cooperated with unknown 

signals from the injury environment to produce neurofibromas only at the site of injury, 

whereas Nf1-/- SCs remyelinated and redifferentiated normally in the distal stump, 

downstream from the injury site. This suggests that the normal regenerative nerve 

environment suppresses tumour formation in the distal stump and promotes nerve repair in 

this region. Importantly, these findings indicate a critical contribution of the injury 

microenvironment to tumour formation in our injury induced NF1-associated mouse model.  

 

1.6. Thesis aims  

As outlined in this introduction, SCs have many key roles in peripheral nerve homeostasis 

and regeneration and upon loss of the tumour suppressor Nf1 they drive neurofibroma 

formation in this tissue. Whilst important insights into the biology of SCs and neurofibromas 

have been gained previously, many outstanding questions remain to be addressed. In this 

thesis, I will investigate and determine: 

 

1. Peripheral nerve cell composition, structure and plasticity (cell turnover) of the nerve 

in homeostasis in order to understand how it changes during the regenerative 

response.  

2. mSC behaviour, plasticity and contribution during the regenerative response by 

performing lineage tracing studies following injury. These lineage tracing studies will 

determine whether additional (stem) cell populations contribute to replenish the SC 

population and whether SCs retain multipotency during peripheral nerve regeneration. 

3. The early stages of tumour formation in our injury induced NF1 mouse model in order 

to determine differences in the behaviour of Nf1-deficient SCs. 

4. Pro- and anti- tumorigenic signals from the injury microenvironment by performing a 

molecular analysis at an early timepoint of tumour formation (Figure 1.21). 

5. Plasticity of Nf1-deficient mSCs in order to understand whether the loss of Nf1 alters 

the plasticity of mSCs.  
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6. Clonality of Nf1-deficient neurofibromas to determine whether neurofibromas are 

monoclonal or polyclonally derived.  

 

Overall, I am aiming to demonstrate both the mechanism by which the peripheral nerve 

maintains itself in homeostasis and how this changes during the regenerative response in 

order to be able to understand the link between tissue repair and tumourigenesis. Moreover, I 

aim to identify signals in the injury microenvironment that could contribute to neurofibroma 

formation. Finally, with this work I endeavoured to contribute to the understanding of the NF1 

tumour biology by determining novel mechanisms important for the development of 

neurofibromas and potentially identify new approaches for the treatment of neurofibromas and 

other neuropathies.  
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Figure 1.21. Nf1 loss and peripheral nerve injury initiates neurofibroma formation at 
the site of injury   
Loss of Nf1 in adults mSCs in not sufficient to induce neurofibroma formation but requires a 
tumour promoting environment that can be provided by an injury environment. The nerve 
environment is normally tumour suppressive and blocks the activation of ERK upon loss of 
Nf1 in adult mSCs in the absence of nerve injury. The loss of Nf1 in combination with injury of 
the sciatic nerve results in Ras hyperactivation in mSCs. At the injury site, ERK activation is 
maintained, whereas at the distal stump the nerve environment ablates p-ERK levels, which 
ultimately results in normal regeneration in this area. Unknown factors from the injury 
microenvironment are pro-tumourigenic at the injury site and induce neurofibroma formation 
from Nf1-deficient SCs, whereas in the distal stump anti-tumourigenic signals prevent tumour 
formation and promote nerve repair.   
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Chapter Two: Materials and Methods 

 

2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Chemicals  

All chemicals were purchased bought from Sigma unless stated otherwise.  

 

2.1.2. Antibodies 

Please see table Table 2-1 for a full list of primary antibodies and concentrations used. For 

immunofluorescence staining, Alexa Fluor secondary antibodies were obtained from 

Invitrogen and used at a concentration of 1:400.  

  

Table 2.1. Primary antibodies 
 
Antibodies Source Dilution Method  
pERK Cell signaling 

#9101 
1:100 (IF) 
1:1000 (WB) 

rabbit polyclonal 

Neurofilament (NF) Abcam 
#ab4680 

1:2000 (IF) chicken polyclonal 

GFP  Abcam  
# ab13970 

1:1000 (IF and 
WB) 

chicken polyclonal 

anti-nerve growth 
factor (NGF-
receptor) p75 

Millipore 
# 07-476 

1:500 (IF) rabbit polyclonal 

S100β DAKO 
# Z0311 

1:500 (IF) rabbit polyclonal 

Iba1 WAKO  
# 019-19741 

1:500 (IF) Rabbit  polyclonal 

CD90.2 Millipore 
MABF461 

1:100 (IF) Rat  polyclonal 

glucose transporter 
1 (GLUT1) 

Abcam  
# ab652 

1:500 (IF) rabbit polyclonal 

F 4-80 Bio-Rad / AbD 
Serotec  
# MCA497G 

1:100 (IF) Rat  Monoclonal 

NG2 chondroitin 
sulfate proteoglycan 
antibody 

Abcam 
# ab5320 

1:500 (IF) rabbit polyclonal 

NG2 chondroitin Thermo Fisher 1:100 (IF) Rat  Monoclonal 
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sulfate proteoglycan 
antibody 

# MA5-24247 

actin alpha-smooth 
muscle- Cy3 
conjugated (Clone 
1A4) 

Sigma-Aldrich 
# C6198 

1:1000 (IF) Mouse Monoclonal 

CD31 platelet 
endothelial cell 
adhesion molecule 
(PECAM) 

BD Biosciences 
# 553370 

1:100 (IF) Rat Monoclonal 

Laminin 
 

Abcam 
# ab11575 

1:1000 (IF) Rabbit  polyclonal 

collagen III Abcam 
# ab7778 

1:1000 (IF) Rabbit  polyclonal 

Fibronectin Sigma-Aldrich 
 

1:500 (IF) Mouse polyclonal 

PDGF Receptor 
Beta (Y92) 

Abcam 
# ab32570 

1:500 (IF) Rabbit polyclonal 

myelin protein zero 
(P0) 

Abcam 
ab39375 

1:500 (IF) Chicken polyclonal 

 

2.1.3. Genotyping primers  

 

Table 2.2. Genotyping primers 
 
Primers Name  Sequence  
Nf1 flox P1  5’- CTT CAG ACT GAT TGT TGT 

ACC TGA-3’ 
P3 5’- ACC TCT CTA GCC TCA GGA 

ATG A-3’ 
P4 5’- TGA TTC CCA CTT TGT GGT 

TCT AAG-3’ 
Nf +/- NF31a 5’- GTA TTG AAT TGA AGC ACC 

TTT GTT TGG-3’ 
NeoTkp 5’- GC GTG TTC GAA TTC GCC 

AAT G-3’ 
Nf131b 5’- CTG CCC AAG GCT CCC 

CCA G-3’  
YFP  R26kof1 5’- GCG AAG AGT TTG TCC TCA 

ACC-3’  
R26wtr1 5’- GGA GCG GGA GAA ATG 

GAT ATG-3’  
R26wtf1 5’- AAA GTC GCT CTG AGT TGT 

TAT-3’  
Cre Forward 5’-CGG TCG ATG CAA CGA GTG 

ATG AG-3’ 
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Reverse 5’- CCA GAG ACG GAA ATC CAT 
CGC TC - 3’  

11341 Confetti forward 5’- GAA TTA ATT CCG GTA TAA 
CTT CG- 3’ 

oIMR8545 Confetti wild type forward 5’- AAA GTC GCT CTG AGT TGT 
TAT- 3’ 

oIMR8916 Confetti reverse 5’- CCA GAT GAC TAC CTA TCC 
TC- 3’ 

oIMR9020 Wild Type Forward 5’-AAG GGA GCT GCA GTG GAG 
TA-3’ 

oIMR9021 Wild Type Reverse 5’-CCG AAA ATC TGT GGG AAG 
TC-3’ 

oIMR9103 Mutant Forward 5’-CTG TTC CTG TAC GGC ATG 
G-3’ 

oIMR9105 Mutant Reverse 5’-GGC ATT AAA GCA GCG TAT 
CC-3’ 

oIMR8699 Forward 5’-TTC CTT CGC CTT ACA AGT 
CC-3’ 

oIMR8700 Reverse 5’-GAG CCG TAC TGG AAC 
TGG-3’ 

 

 

2.1.4. qRT-PCR primers 

Primers that target mRNA and span at least 1 or more introns were designed using Primer 3 

and Blast tool (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/). Please see table 2-3 for 

primer sequences.  

 

Table 2.3. qRT-PCR primers 
 

Gene Forward Primer (5’-3’) Reverse Primer (5’-3’) 
Mouse 
B2M CAGTCTCAGTGGGGTGAAT ATGGGAAGCCGAACATACTG 
Cilp GTTCCGAGTTCCTGGCTTGT AATGTATGGGGTCTCTGCCC 
Cre-ERT2 AGCCGAAATTGCCAGGATCA AACCAGCGTTTTCGTTCTGC 
Cre-ERT2 CGCGGTCTGGCAGTAAAAAC CGCCGCATAACCAGTGAAAC 

Cxcl14  GTTATCGTCACCACCAAG CTCTCAACTGGCCTGGAGT 
Cx3cl1 GTGCTGACCCGAAGGAGAAA CACCCGCTTCTCAAACTTGC 
CyclinB2 CGACGGTGTCCAGTGATTTG GTTCTGAGGTTTCTTCGCCAC 
Edil3 CTGTGAGTGTCCAGAAGGCT AGGCTTCGCTTATCTCACAGG  
Emilin1 AGCACCCTCCACACCACT CTGCTGCACCTTCTCTGAC 
Esm TGTCCCTATGGCACCTTC TCACGCTCTGTGTGGGAG 
Igf1 AGACAGGCATTGTGGATGAG TGAGTCTTGGGCATGTCAGT 
Il6 GAGGATACCACTCCCAACAGACC AAGTGCATCATCGTTGTTCATACA 
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Itgae  AAGAAAATGTAACCGTGGCCG CAGTGATCTTCGTCCTGTGG 
Nf1 CAACTTGCCACTCCCTACTGA CAAGCCCCTTTCAATTCTAGG 
Pappa ATCACAGGGCTGTATGACAAAT GCGTGGATCTCTGTTGCCTT 

Slitrk6 GCTTTACAGAGTCAGATCCAATCAT AAAGAGTGTCGCAAGAGCCT 
Spock3 TCAGGGAGAGGAAGATGCTCA AGAAAATTACCGCCGTCCGA 
Spon1 CTGAGTGCCATACCATCCCG CCACAGGTCACGCTACAGTC 
Tgfb1  CCCTATATTTGGAGCCTGGA CTTGCGACCCACGTAGTAGA 
Tgfb2  CTCCCCTCCGAAACTGTCTG TGTCTGGAGCAAAAGCTG 
Tnc CCATGCTGAGATAGATGTTCCAA CTTGACAGCAGAAACACCAATCC 
Tnfsf18  TCAAGTCCTCAAAGGGCAGAG GGCAGTTGGCTTGAGTGAAGTA 
Vcan TCCTGATTGGCATTAGTGAAG CTGGTCTCCGCTGTATCC 
YFP GAAGTTCATCTGCACCACCG GCTTCATGTGGTCGGGGTAG 
 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. In vivo experiments 

2.2.1.1. Transgenic mouse strains 

All animal work was performed in accordance with the United Kingdom Home Office 

legislation. Mice were housed in a temperature and humidity controlled vivarium on a 12-hour 

light-dark cycle with free access to food and water.  

Female and male (4 week- to 1 year-old) mice of the following genotypes and strains were 

used: For lineage tracing of mSCs, P0-CreERT2 C57Bl/6 mice (Leone et al., 2003; Ribeiro et 

al., 2013) were crossed with R26R-YFP (Srinivas et al., 2001), R26R-tdTomato (Madisen et 

al., 2010) or R26R-Confetti reporter mice (Livet et al., 2007; Snippert et al., 2010) to generate 

P0-CreERT2:YFP, P0-CreERT2:tdTomato and P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice. To visualise all SCs, 

P0-Cre mice (Feltri et al., 1999) were crossed with R26R-tdTomato mice to generate P0-

Cre:tdTomato and Plp-eGFP transgenic mice (Mallon et al., 2002) were used.  NG2-dsRed 

mice were used to confirm the identity of NG2+ cells (Zhu et al., 2008). For studying the early 

time points of tumourigenesis and SC plasticity in a nerve tumour environment, P0-

CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mice were used (Ribeiro et al., 2013). As control animals P0-

CreERT2:YFP mice were used.  For studying neurofibroma clonality P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl 

mice were crossed with  R26R-Confetti reporter mice (Livet et al., 2007; Snippert et al., 2010) 

to generate P0-CreERT2:Confetti:Nf1fl/fl mice. As control animals P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice 

were used. In all studies, both male and female mice were used. In both Nf1 mutant mice, 
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administration of tamoxifen activates Cre and thereby produces Nf1 KO in myelinating 

Schwann cells. Animals were genotyped and identified using earhole punches upon weaning.   

 

 

Table 2.4. Transgenic mice  
 
Mice strains Reference  Identifier  
P0A-Cre  
(P0-Cre) 

 RRID: IMSR_RBRC01459  

PLP-eGFP (Mallon et al., 2002) N/A 
NG2-dsRedBAC 
(NG2-dsRed) 

(Zhu et al., 2008) RRID: IMSR_JAX:008241 

B6.Cg-
Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-

tdTomato)Hze 

(R26R-tdTomato) 

 RRID: IMSR_JAX:007909 

Tg(Mpz-cre/ERT2)2Ueli 
(P0-CreERT2) 

 (Leone et al., 2003) RRID:IMSR_MGI: 2663097 

R26R-YFP  (Srinivas et al., 2001)   
Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1(CAG-

Brainbow2.1)Cle 
(R26R-Confetti) 

(Snippert et al., 2010) RRID: IMSR_JAX:013731 

P0-CreERT2:R26R-YFP:Nf1fl/fl (Ribeiro et al., 2013)  
 

 

2.2.1.2. DNA extraction from animal tissue  

Genomic DNA was extracted from ear notches. Animal tissue was lysed with 100 ul Viagen 

Direct PCR DNA Extraction Reagent ON and Proteinase K (1:100, Roche Laboratories) at 

56°C. The next day the extracts were incubated for 45 min at 85°C in order to deactivate the 

Proteinase K. Remaining tissue was pelleted by centrifugation and the supernatant was used 

for PCR reactions.  
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Table 2.5. Genotyping reactions  
 

 

 

2.2.1.3. Genotyping  

Mice were genotyped by PCR. Reactions were set up as described in Table 2-5. Go Taq 

Green Master Mix (Promega) was used for the Nf1 flx, Nf1 +/-, YFP and P0 PCR reactions; 

Phusion Hot start polymerase (NEB) was used for the Confetti PCR reaction. The PCR 

programs used for the amplification of the different genes are shown in Table 2-6 and Table 

2-7. Primers used for PCR reactions are detailed in Table 2-2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Nf1 
flx 

Nf1 
+/- YFP  Cre Tomato 

WT 
Tomato 
Mutant NG2  Confetti 

DNA 1 1 1 DNA 1 1 1 1 DNA 2 

Buffer 
5x 6 6 5 Buffer 

5x 5 5 5 5 Buffer HF 
5x 5 

MgCl2 
(50mM) 4.2 4.2 2 MgCl2 

(50mM) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 MgCl2 
(50mM) 0.25 

Primer 
(F+ R 
10uM) 

1 1 1 

Primer 
F 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 

Primer 
1341 

(100uM) 
0.15 

Primer 
R 0.15 

0.15 0.15 0.15 
Primer 

oIMR8545 
(100uM) 

0.15 

0.15 0.15 0.15 
Primer 

oIMR8916 
(100uM) 

0.15 

dNTPs 
(25mM) 0.2 0.2 0.2 dNTPs 

(25mM) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 dNTPS 
(25mM) 0.2 

Pol (U) 0.2 0.2 0.2 Pol (U) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 Phusion 
HS Pol 0.25 

H2O 17.1 17.1 15.3 H2O 16.8 16.8 16.8 16.8 H20 16.85 
Total 
volume 30 30 25 Total 

volume 25 25 25 25  25 
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Table 2.6. Standard Genotyping PCR program 
 

Step Temperature 
(°C) 

Time  

1. Polymerase activation 94°C 3min 
2. Denaturation 94°C 30 sec 
3. Annealing 55°C 1 
4. Extension 72°C 2min 
Repeat Step 1-4 for 35 cycles 
5. Final Extension 72°C 10min 
6. Hold 4°C ∞ 
 

 

Table 2.7. Confetti mice PCR program 
 

Step Temperature 
(°C) 

Time  

1. Polymerase activation 94°C 2min 

2.Denaturation 94°C 20 sec 
3. Annealing 65°C 15sec (-

0.5°C 
per 
cycle) 

4. Extension 68°C 10sec 
Repeat Step 2-4 for 10 cycles 
5.Denaturation 94°C 15sec 
6. Annealing 60°C 15sec 
7. Extension 72°C 10sec 
Repeat Step 5-7 for 28 cycles 
8. Final Extension 72°C 2min 
9. Hold 4°C ∞ 
 

 

2.2.1.4. Tamoxifen administration 

For lineage tracing experiments, Cre-mediated recombination was induced in 4-5 week-old 

mice by intraperitoneal injection (IP) or oral administration of 2mg of Tamoxifen (Sigma) daily 

for 5 consecutive days. Tamoxifen was dissolved in EtOH at a concentration of 200mg/ml and 

diluted 10 times in sunflower oil (Sigma, S5007) to reach a final concentration of 20 mg/ml. To 
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ensure that the tmx was completely dissolved before storage at -80C, the tamoxifen-oil 

solution was vortexed for at least 3 hours at RT.   

 

2.2.1.5. EdU administration 

To cumulatively label newly generated cells, adult c57bl/6 or PLP-eGFP mice received 

0.2mg/ml EdU (Invitrogen) in their drinking water 0.2mg/ml for up to 70 days as indicated 

(Young et al., 2013). The water was changed every 48h. For pulse-labelling experiments, a 

single EdU injection (2mg of EdU in PBS) was given IP, 3h prior to tissue collection. For 

investigation of cell proliferation at the early time points of tumour formation in Nf1 KO animals, 

a double EdU injection (2mg of EdU in PBS) was given IP, 6h and 3h prior to tissue collection. 

Cell proliferation was determined by measuring EdU incorporation detected using the Click-iT 

EdU Imaging kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.   

 

2.2.1.6. Sciatic nerve transection 

14 days after Tamoxifen administration, mice were anaesthetized with isofluorane under 

aseptic conditions and the right sciatic nerve was exposed at the sciatic notch. The nerve was 

fully transected or half-transected, as indicated, and the wound closed with clips (Fine Science 

Tools). Nerves were dissected at the indicated days for analysis by immunostaining, electron 

microscopy or RNA expression analysis.  

 

2.2.1.7. Preparation of nerves for immunofluorescence 

Harvested nerves were fixed for 4 hours at room temperature (RT) in 4% PFA, unless 

otherwise stated, and cryo-protected in 30% sucrose (w/v) in PBS overnight at 4°C. The 

nerves were then incubated for 2 hours at RT in 1:1 w/v 30% sucrose in PBS:optimal cutting 

temperature (OCT) solution (VWR) solution. Then, the nerves were embedded in OCT in a 

cryosection mould and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen.  
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Figure 2.1. Sciatic nerve half transection  
Schematic displays sciatic nerve transection that is performed on the right side of mice. 
Sciatic nerves were exposed just below hipbone under general anaesthesia in aseptic 
conditions and transected below the sciatic notch. The wound was closed with clips and pain 
relief was administrated, as required, prior to recovery in heated chambers.  
 
 

2.2.1.8. Standard Immunofluorescence staining protocol  

10-25μm longitudinal or transverse cryosections (Leica) were permeabilised in 0.3% Triton-

X100 in PBS for 30 minutes, blocked in 10% goat serum/PBS for ≥1 hour and incubated in 

primary antibodies (see Table 2-1) diluted in blocking buffer overnight (O/N) at 4°C. The 

following day, sections were washed 3 times with PBS and the appropriate fluorescent 

secondary antibodies were used with Hoechst to counterstain the nuclei for 1h at RT. Samples 

were mounted in Fluoromount G (Southern Biotechnology) before imaging. Sciatic nerves from 

P0-CreERTR:Confetti mice were fixed in Antigenfix (DiaPath) to preserve the endogenous 

fluorescence and RedDot (Biotium) or To-Pro-3 (Thermo Fisher) was used as a nuclear 

counterstain. For better preservation of axonal proteins, PBS containing 1mM CaCl2, 0.5mM 

MgCl2 was used when needed. For P0 staining, harvested sciatic nerves were instead 

immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. After cutting 10-25μm transverse cryosections, the 

sections were post-fixed for 10min using 4% PFA at RT and washed thoroughly with PBS 

before blocking with 10% goat serum/PBS. The rest of the immunostaining protocol was as 

the staining protocol for the prefixed nerve.  
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2.2.1.9. p-ERK Immunofluorescence staining protocol  

Nerves that were used to detect pERK by immunofluorescence staining were not fixed in PFA 

for 4 hours as described in 2.2.1.3, instead after dissection the nerves were embedded in 

cryosection mould and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. 10μm longitudinal or transverse 

cryosections were cut with a Leica cryostat. After cutting, the sections were immediately fixed 

with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10min.  After fixation, the sections were washed with TBSTi 

(TBS with 0.1% Triton X-100) for 5 minutes, then the intrinsic auto fluorescence quenched for 

10min with 0.27% NH4Cl and 0.37% Glycine in TBSTi. Sections were washed with TBSTi for 

5 minutes, then permeabilised with 1% NP-40, 0.1mM tetramisol for 10 minutes. Then, 

sections were washed three times with TBS and treated with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 20 

minutes, in order to block the endogenous peroxidase activity. Sections were washed another 

three times with TBS, blocked with 3% BSA- TBSTi for 30 minutes and incubated with primary 

antibodies overnight. The following day, sections were washed three times with TBSTi and 

the appropriate secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor, Life technologies) were applied in 3% 

BSA-TBSTi for 1h. Sections were washed three times with TBSTi, then incubated with 

tyramide reagent (Tyramide Signal Amplification kit from Molecular Probes T-20935) for 10 

minutes in the dark. Next, sections were washed three times with TBSTi before the Click-iT 

EdU imaging protocol was performed. Sections were washed another three times with TBS 

before counterstaining nuclei with Hoechst (1:1000) in TBS for 30 minutes. Finally, sections 

were washed another three times in TBS and mounted in Fluormount-G (Southern 

Biotechnology) before imaging.  

 

2.2.1.10. Click-iT EdU detection protocol 

Before sections were mounted with Fluoromount, EdU can be detected using the Click- iT 

EdU Alexa Fluor Imaging Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Incorporated EdU can be 

fluorescently labeled with a bright photostable Alexa Fluor dye in a fast and highly specific 

reaction. For each slide approximately 200ul of EdU reaction mixture was added for 30 

minutes in the dark. After staining with EdU it is important to wash the sections at least three 

times with PBS as the EdU reaction mixture can give quite high background.  
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Table 2.8. EdU detection 
 

 Vol (ul) 
MQ water 324 
10x Reaction 
buffer 32.25 
CuSo4 15 
Alexa Fluoride 0.9 

Buffer additive 3.75 
Total volume 375 
This volume is sufficient for 2 slides 

          

2.2.11. RNA extraction from tissue 

Nerves were dissected at the indicated time following surgery, and immediately snap frozen in 

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. Please refer to the molecular biology subchapter for the 

detailed protocol of RNA extraction from sciatic nerves.  

 

2.2.2. Microscopy  

2.2.2.1. Confocal microscopy  

Confocal images were acquired using an inverted SPE or SP8 confocal microscope (Leica). A 

Multiphoton microscope (Zeiss) was used to image confetti samples. Within each experiment, 

the same acquisition settings were used, the same volume imaged and the same number of z-

stacks acquired. Fiji software (https://imagej.net/Fiji/Downloads) was used to make a 

projection of the z-stacks. Longitudinal reconstructions of nerves were done using the 

photomerge function in Photoshop CS4.  

 

2.2.2.2. Imaging of confetti samples  

The acquisition settings of the confetti samples were optimised in order to excite the four 

fluorophores without spectral overlap. Initially, the confetti samples were imaged with 

FluoView FV1200 microscope (Olympus) and the emission spectrum of each fluorescent 

protein set manually in order to ensure that no spectral overlap occurred. Importantly, CFP 

requires a laser that excites at ~440-455nm in order to obtain maximum emission. 
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Furthermore, to achieve faster imaging, the confetti samples were imaged with a multiphoton 

microscope (Zeiss) in lambda acquisition mode. The lambda acquisition mode acquires all the 

wavelengths at once and the individual fluorescent proteins are separated from each other by 

spectral unmixing (linear unmixing) after the acquisition. Depending on the image size, the 

typical lambda stack consists of thousands to millions of individual spectra, with one spectra 

for each pixel. Spectral unmixing decomposes the mixed fluorescence signals and determines 

the relative contribution of each fluorophore to every pixel of the image. Prior to performing 

the experiment, control samples for each fluorophore in the experiment have to be acquired in 

order to obtain the individual emission spectra.  

 

2.2.2.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Sciatic nerves were dissected and fixed O/N at 4ºC in 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.2M phosphate 

buffer. Nerves were then post-fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide for 1.5 hours at 4ºC, and 

incubated in 2% uranyl acetate for 45 minutes at 4ºC. The nerves were washed three times 

with water and were dehydrated in an ethanol series (5 min in 25%, 5 min in 50%, 5 min in 

70%, 10 min in 90% and 4x10 min in 100% ethanol) before being incubated with propylene 

oxide (3x10 min) to ensure complete removal of the propylene oxide solution. Finally, the 

nerves were embedded in epoxy resin. Resin was prepared by mixing TAAB 812 (47%), 

DDSA (18.5%), MNA (32.5%) and DMP30 (2%). Nerves were incubated in 50% resin- 50% 

propylene oxide for 1 hour and in 100% resin O/N. The resin was renewed the next day and 

the nerves were embedded in resin at the end of the day. The embedded nerves were 

incubated at 60 ºC to allow the resin to set.  70nm ultra-thin sections were cut with a diamond 

knife, collected onto formvar coated slot grids and visualised using a transmission electron 

microscope (TEM, T12 Tecnai Spirit, FEI) using a Morada camera and iTEM software 

(Olympus SIS). 

 

2.2.2.4. Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM)  

Regenerated sciatic nerves from P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice were harvested 3 months following 

injury and fixed in antigenfix (Diapath) O/N. The following day, nerves were embedded in 2.8% 
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low melting point agarose in PBS. 200mm sections of the embedded nerve were cut in cold 

PBS using a vibrating microtome. Sections were screened using a widefield fluorescence 

microscope to identify sections containing a large number of fluorescently-labelled cells. These 

sections were imaged with a 40x lens using a SP8 confocal microscope (Leica). YFP, GFP 

and RFP was acquired (CFP excitation is not possible on this microscope. After image 

acquisition, samples were fixed in 2% (wt/vol) PFA, 1.5% (wt/vol) glutaraldehyde (both EM 

grade from TAAB) in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer for 30 mins at RT. Samples were then 

secondarily fixed in 1% (wt/vol) osmium tetroxide, 1.5% (wt/vol) potassium ferricyanide for 1h 

at 4 °C. After washes in 0.1M sodium cacodylate, samples were incubated in 1% (wt/vol) 

tannic acid in 0.5M sodium cacodylate at room temperature for 45 min. Further washes in 

0.5M sodium cacodylate were followed by a final wash in distilled water, before the samples 

underwent dehydration by sequential short incubations in 70% (vol/vol) and 90% (vol/vol) 

ethanol and then two longer incubations in 100% ethanol. Samples were transferred to a 1:1 

mix of propylene oxide and Epon resin (TAAB) for 90 min, then 100% Epon for two more 

incubations, one of several hours and one O/N. Finally, samples were polymerised by baking 

at 60°C O/N. It is important that the side of the sample that was imaged by confocal 

microscopy faces the top of the resulting resin block to ensure correlation between LM images 

and EM section images. Ultrathin sections were collected and imaged as explained below in 

paragraph transmission electron microscopy.  

 

2.2.3. Molecular biology  

2.2.3.1. Standard RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis 

Harvested nerves were rapidly snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. As a first step the nerve was 

disrupted using a pestle and liquid nitrogen. Next, the tissue was immersed in 200μl Trizol 

Reagent and homogenized using a pellet pestle. Another 300ul of Trizol was added and the 

sample was incubated for 5min at RT. 0.1ml chloroform was added per sample and the tubes 

were vortexed for two minutes before centrifugation for 15min at 13000rpm at 4°C. The upper 

colorless phase was transferred to a fresh RNA free tube and 250ul of isopropanol was 

added. The samples were incubated for 10min at RT before centrifugation for 10min at 
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13000rpm. Liquid was decanted and 800ul of 80% ethanol was added. Another centrifugation 

step of 5min at max. speed was performed, before liquid was decanted again and pellet dried. 

The pellet was resuspended in RNAse free water. RNA concentration was measured by 

Nanodrop and 500-1000ng was used to synthesize complementary DNA using the 

Superscript II kit (Invitrogen). RNA was incubated with 25µM random hexamers (Invitrogen) 

and 0.5µM dNTPS (Invitrogen) for 5 minutes at 65°C. 40U RNaseOUT, 0.02M DTT and 1x 

first strand buffer were added to the samples and incubated for 2min at RT. Superscript II was 

added at 20U/µl and the samples were incubated for 10min at RT, 50 minutes at 42°C and 

finally the reverse transcriptase was inactivated by incubating for 15 minutes at 70°C.  

 

2.2.3.2. qRT-PCR 

The Mesa Blue qPCR Master Mix Plus (Eurogentec) kit was used for the RT-qPCR reaction. 

Forward and reverse primers were mixed together to a stock solution of 5µM. 5µl of template 

cDNA (diluted 1:4 in RNase free water), 0.16µM forward and reverse primers, 12.5µl of Mesa 

Blue Mix and 7.7µl was added in each well. ddH20 was used as negative control. Primers 

used for qRT- PCR reactions are detailed in Table 2-3. The Nf1 primers are binding to the 

exon 31 and 32 which are floxed, hence in the animals with a successful recombination the 

primers should not be able to bind anymore. 

 

   Table 2.9. qRT-PCR program 
 

Step Temperature 
(°C) 

Time  

1. Meteor Taq 
activation  

95°C 5 minutes 

2. Denaturation 95°C 20 seconds 
3. Annealing/ 
extension  

58°C 30 seconds 

4. Extension 72°C 20 seconds 
Repeat Step 2-4 for 40 cycles 
5. Melt curve 60-98 °C 95°C for 10 

seconds, 65°C 
for 5 seconds, 
95°C for 5 
seconds 
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2.2.3.3. RNA extraction for RNA seq.  

The same protocol was used than for the standard RNA extraction until the separation of 

nucleic acids from proteins via phase separation. The upper colourless phase was transferred 

to a fresh RNA free tube and an equal volume of 70% Ethanol was added in order to obtain 

an ethanol concentration of 35%. The samples were mixed well before transferring to the 

PureLink columns (Invitrogen). The protocol was performed as described by the manufacturer 

(see page 51 of the PureLink RNA Micro Kit Protocol). The optional DNA digestion step was 

performed in order to remove the genomic DNA using RNase free DNase kit (Quiagen) 

according to manufacturers instructions. RNA was eluted in 30µl of RNAse free water and 

concentration was measured by Nanodrop.  

 

2.2.3.4. RNA seq 

RNA sequencing was performed by the Genomic Facility at the University of Liverpool. The 

whole procedure including preparation of the samples is explained in detail Chapter 5. Briefly, 

quality controls were performed, ribosomal RNA was removed and RNA was enriched prior to 

preparing the RNA library. The quantity and quality of the libraries were determined by 

Bioanalyzer and subsequently by qPCR using the Illumina Library Quantification Kit from 

Kapa (KK4854) on a Roche Light Cycler LC480II. The template DNA was denatured and 

loaded at 300 pM. The sequencing was carried out on two lanes of an Illumina HiSeq4000 at 

2x150 bp paired-end sequencing (Borodina et al., 2011; Parkhomchuk et al., 2009). Prior to 

the bioinformatics analysis, the quality of the raw data was assessed and the data was 

normalised (Chapter 5 and RNA sequencing reports in Appendix). Two independent 

bioinformatics analyses were performed: The first by the genomic facility in Liverpool (see 

Appendix) and the second in collaboration with Dr. Christina Venturini (Group of Judith 

Breuer, Division of Infection and Immunity, UCL) (see Chapter 5 and Appendix). The analysis 

of Dr. Venturini was performed using R software (Team, 2014), Bioconductor (Gentleman et 

al., 2004) packages including DESeq2 (Anders and Huber, 2010; Love et al., 2014) and the 

SARTools package developed at PF2 (Institute Pasteur). Normalization and differential 

analysis were performed according to the DESeq2 model and package.  
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2.2.4. Quantification and Statistical Analysis  

2.2.4.1. Cell composition quantification 

For the cell type quantifications, z-stack projections were done with an equal number of z-

stacks. 4 or more non-overlapping fields of each section were imaged using a 63x objective on 

a SPE microscope. Three different sections were quantified per mouse (≥4 animals per 

group). Confocal images were counted manually using Fiji software. To determine the 

recombination rate by counting GFP+ mSCs, cells were counted both manually and 

automatically using a pipeline in Icy programmed by L. Malong 

(http://www.ucl.ac.uk/lmcb/users/alison-lloyd). Within TEM images each cell type was 

identified and quantified based on their morphology and the presence of a nucleus. mSCs, 

nmSCs, pericytes and endothelial cells are morphologically very different, however, we were 

unable to differentiate between the pericyte-like cells and macrophages. Therefore, these cell 

types were quantified as a single category.  

 

2.2.4.2. Determination of proliferation rates 

Turnover of each cell-type was determined by using measurements taken following 30 days of 

continuous EdU administration. The calculation used was: proportion of each cell-

type/(proportion of each proliferating cell-type x the total proliferation rate at 30 days). 

 

2.2.4.3. Area measurements and intensity analysis  

For area measurements, 4 or more different fields of each section were imaged, with three 

sections counted for each mouse (≥4 mice per group). Images were converted to 8-bit grey 

scale TIFF images using Fiji software. For each image, a threshold was set and made binary. 

The threshold area was outlined using the “Create Selection” function was used and the 

immunostained area quantified using the measurement function. For intensity measurements, 

projections used an equal number of z-stacks. The intensity of 9 different fields per image was 

measured and averaged using Fiji software (3 images were acquired for each section, 3 

sections per animal, 6 animals per group).   
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2.2.4.4. Axon quantification 

The diameter of individual axons measured from 6 images per mouse and 8 mice per group 

was binned to assess distribution. All measurements were done with Photoshop to draw the 

axons and Fiji software to measure their diameter. 

 

2.2.4.5. Software 

For image quantification Fiji (https://imagej.net/Fiji/Downloads) (Schindelin et al., 2012) and 

Icy (Institute Pasteur, http:// bioimageanalysis.org) programs were used. For 3D 

reconstructions Imaris was used (http://www.bitplane.com/imaris).  

 

2.2.4.6. Statistical Analysis 

Statistical and graphical data analyses were performed using Prism 7 (GraphPad). For all 

measurements, three or more biological replicates were used. Information regarding the 

number of biological replicates or “n” used in each experiment is reported in the relevant figure 

legends. The data are represented as mean values ± standard error of the mean (SEM). 

Unpaired two-tailed Student's t test was used for statistical analysis except when ANOVA is 

indicated. p value significance indicated by asterisks as follows:  ns p≥0.05, ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 

0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001. 
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Chapter Three: Mouse models to study the early stages of neurofibroma 

formation and to determine tumour clonality 

3.1. Chapter Introduction  

The Lloyd laboratory has developed a mouse-model, P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl, that enables the 

conditional deletion of Nf1 specifically in adult mSCs and the labelling of these recombined 

cells with a YFP reporter cassette (Ribeiro et al., 2013). In line with previous studies (Joseph 

et al., 2008; Le et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2008), we demonstrated that loss of Nf1 in adult mSCs 

was not sufficient to induce neurofibroma formation (Ribeiro et al., 2013). Importantly 

however, we found that after nerve injury, Nf1-deficient mSCs formed neurofibromas 

specifically at the wound site. Remarkably, Nf1-deficient SCs behaved and repaired normally 

in the distal stump in contrast to their tumorigenic behaviour at the wound site. Therefore, the 

P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mouse model provided a potentially powerful model to study the early 

events driving neurofibroma formation, as we knew exactly where the tumour would form 

following a nerve injury (Ribeiro et al., 2013).   

However, the use of this mouse model for studying the early events of tumourigenesis was 

limited by the initial findings that tumours only developed at the site of injury in around 30% of 

the mice (Ribeiro et al., 2013) preventing a meaningful study of the early events leading to 

tumourigenesis. Whilst there were potentially several explanations for this lack of penetrance 

such as a requirement for secondary mutations, variability in Cre-mediated recombination 

efficiency was considered the most likely explanation, as the efficiency of Cre-recombination 

is known to vary depending on the target gene and can vary between animals (Richardson et 

al., 2011).  

In the work described in this chapter, we have addressed why tumours only develop in 30% of 

the P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mice and determined how to select the mice, which would 

eventually develop tumours. Furthermore, we developed a new mouse model, which allows 

us to track individual SCs and perform lineage and clonality studies specifically on Nf1-

deficient SCs, in order to further analyse the role of the microenvironment on neurofibroma 

formation.  
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3.2. Optimisation of the Nf1 KO mouse model to study the early stages of tumour 

formation  

In unpublished observations (unpublished data of N. Garcia- Calavia), we noted that the Cre-

mediated recombination efficiency appeared to vary between animals in our cohort. To 

determine whether the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency correlated with tumour growth, 

we set up a long-term tumour study of the P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl transgenic mice. These 

mice express a tmx inducible variant of Cre recombinase specifically in mSCs, hence tmx 

needs to be administrated to achieve the knock-out of Nf1 and the expression of the YFP 

reporter cassette. Throughout this thesis, most of the studies described were performed in 

P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mice using P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1+/+ mice as controls. For simplicity, in 

this thesis we will refer to the P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mouse strain as Nf1 KO and the P0-

CreERT2:YFP:Nf1+/+ mouse strain as Nf1 WT animals  (Figure 3.1). 

P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mice (24 in total) were injected intra-peritoneally with tmx, sciatic 

nerve partial transection performed two weeks after injection and the animals were harvested 

8 months following nerve injury. Sciatic nerve half transection was performed to facilitate 

reconnection of the two stumps following injury, in order to reduce the variability between the 

experiments. Furthermore, the intact half of the nerve provided an internal control. Cre-

mediated recombination efficiency was determined by counting the percentage of YFP+ 

mSCs in the contralateral nerve in each individual animal (Figure 3.2). The quantification of 

YFP+SCs was performed manually and with an automatic programme 

(http://www.ucl.ac.uk/lmcb/users/alison-lloyd), which was generated using Icy software 

(Institute Pasteur, http:// bioimageanalysis.org). Both quantification methods gave similar 

results. The injured nerves were categorised as either normal regenerated nerves or tumour 

bearing nerves according to the proportional enlargement of the injury site compared to the 

distal stump (Figure 3.3). The diameter of a normal regenerated nerve is equal at the injury 

site and distal stump, whereas the diameter of a tumour bearing nerve was defined as more 

than twice the size of a regenerated distal stump.  Furthermore, the tumours were analysed at 

the cellular level in order to establish the pathology of the area (Figure 3.4).  

Firstly, we observed a large variability in Cre-mediated recombination efficiency (from 0 to 
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Figure 3.1. Mice used in this study 
The P0-CreERT2:YFP mouse line expresses a tmx inducible Cre recombinase under the 
control of a mSC specific promoter, P0. Upon tmx administration, the Cre recombinase is 
active and induces recombination of the YFP reporter cassette specifically in the mSC 
population. YFP expression allows us to determine the Cre mediated recombination efficiency 
and to track the labelled cells in vivo.  
In most of the experiments, P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mice (Nf1 KO) and P0-CreERT2:YFP 
control mice (Nf1 WT) were used, unless otherwise specified. All mice were treated with tmx, 
unless otherwise stated.  
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Figure 3.2. Representative images of Cre-mediated recombination efficiency 
Cre-mediated recombination efficiency was analysed in the uninjured contralateral nerve, 8 
months following injury. Cryosections of Nf1 KO mice were stained for the Schwann cell 
marker S100 (red) and YFP was detected using an antibody to GFP (green). Nuclei were 
counterstained with Hoechst. The Cre-mediated recombination efficiency was determined by 
counting the YFP+mSCS over the total number of mSCs. Representative images are shown 
of an animal with A) low and B) high recombination efficiency. Note that axons are also 
stained by the S100 antibody.  
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Figure 3.3. Correlation between Cre-mediated recombination and tumour growth at the 
wound site 
Animals were harvested 8 months following nerve injury and sciatic nerves were categorised 
into tumour bearing or normal regenerated nerves. In the contralateral uninjured nerve, Cre-
mediated recombination efficiency was assessed in each individual animal and correlated to 
tumour growth. (A) Left side: Representative image of an animal with a normal regenerated 
nerve. Right side: Representative image of an animal with a tumour bearing nerve (B) Graph 
shows the average recombination efficiency for all normal regenerated (13.8% average 
recombination) and tumour bearing nerves (39.7% average recombination) of the Nf1 KO 
nerves. The dashed line displays the threshold of 30% above which almost all animals (88%) 
developed tumours at the injury site (n=24). 
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Figure 3.4. Highly disorganised nerve structure of animals with tumour formation at 
the injury site, 8 months following nerve injury  
(A) 8 months following injury, longitudinal cryosections of sciatic nerves from Nf1 KO were 
immunolabelled for neurofilament (grey), S100 (red) and nuclei were counterstained with 
Hoechst. High magnification image of (B) a normal regenerated Nf1 KO nerve showing no 
structural abnormality and (C) a tumour at the injury site, which showed an increased cell 
density and a highly abnormal organisation.  
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80%) with several animals showing zero levels of recombination. Consistent with our previous 

results (Ribeiro et al., 2013), tumours only arose at the injury site in the Nf1 KO mice. The 

total tumour formation rate in this experiment was 45%, slightly higher than the 30%, which 

was previously observed (Ribeiro et al., 2013). In all cases, the injured sciatic nerve of the 

animals with 0% recombination rate was indistinguishable to a control (Nf1 WT) regenerated 

nerve at 8 months. As shown in Figure 3.3, all but 1 animal (88%) with more than a 30% 

recombination rate developed tumours at the injury site, 8 months following injury. One outlier 

was observed; animal # 6, which had a 40% YFP recombination rate but a normal 

regenerated nerve.  

Importantly, when the tumour bearing nerves were analysed at the cellular level, tumour 

formation was associated with a highly disorganised structure, whereas the normal-looking 

nerves had a more organised structure (Figure 3.4). This disorganised structure is consistent 

with the pathology of Nf1 KO tumours as previously (Ribeiro et al., 2013), whereas a more 

organised structure indicates that the nerve has regenerated normally.  

In conclusion, we have found that animals with a low recombination efficiency did not develop 

tumours, whereas animals with a recombination efficiency higher than 30% formed tumours at 

the injury site. These findings demonstrated that recombination rate was sufficient to predict 

the formation of neurofibromas at the injury site.  

The identification of a threshold (YFP recombination > 30%) above which tumour growth is 

highly likely to occur had key implications for this project, as it allowed the prediction of the 

fate of a regenerating nerve before a tumour had formed. This provided us with a more 

powerful and tractable model to investigate the very early stages of tumour development, 

months before tumours were visible, as we could be confident that animals with a 

recombination efficiency higher than 30% would go on to form tumours. This should 

strengthen our analyses to detect the molecular and cellular changes responsible for 

determining why a tumour only forms at the injury site. For all studies performed after this 

analysis, only animals with a recombination rate higher than 30% were selected.  
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3.3. Determination of Cre-mediated recombination variability in P0-CreERT2 mice 

We next aimed to optimise Cre-mediated recombination efficiency in our mice strain in order 

to obtain a higher and more consistent recombination efficiency, which would greatly reduce 

the numbers of animals required for the tumour studies. We have previously noted that the 

age of the animals at the time of peritoneal tmx injection appeared to affect the Cre-mediated 

recombination rate, with animals injected at a younger age (P31) showing higher levels of 

recombination. 

This suggested that P0 promoter activity may decrease with the age of the animals or that the 

nerve perhaps becomes less permeable to tamoxifen, as the Blood Nerve Barrier is 

established at this developmental stage. Other studies, in line with our observations, 

demonstrated that the expression of certain transgenes was reduced with the increased age 

of the animals (Feil et al., 2009; Monvoisin et al., 2006; Robertson et al., 1996). 

Consequently, we used a standard protocol for tmx administration-the intraperitoneal injection 

of 2mg of tmx a day over a period of 5 consecutive days in P31 mice, as this protocol has 

been previously reported to be the most efficient at inducing Cre activity in mSCs (Leone et 

al., 2003). 

We initially determined the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency in a panel of animals, in 

order to determine the variability of the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency of this age 

group. For the RNA sequencing analysis, described in Chapter 5, in which large numbers of 

animals were used, we needed to ensure that the recombination frequency was over 30%, 

consequently, a large panel of animals was analysed for the percentage of recombination. 

P0-CreERT2 mediated recombination was assessed by the expression of YFP in sciatic 

nerves of the Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice, 15 days following the first tmx injection. 

Immunostaining with an antibody against GFP (which binds to YFP) and a pan Schwann cell 

marker, S100 was used to discriminate between the recombined mSCs (YFP+/S100+) and 

the unrecombined mSCs (YFP- S100+). S100 also labels the nmSCs but these can be 

morphologically distinguished from mSCs. As shown in Figure 3.5, the average recombination 

efficiency of this large cohort was only 27% and we observed a large amount of variation in 

Cre-mediated recombination efficiency, ranging from 0-80%, with many animals (~10%) 
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Figure 3.5. High variation of Cre-mediated recombination efficiency in P0- CreERT2 

mice  
Tmx-treated mice were analysed for recombination of the YFP reporter cassette, 2 weeks 
after peritoneal injection. Cryosections of Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice were stained for 
the Schwann cell marker S100 (red) and YFP labelled with an antibody to GFP (green). 
Nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst. The efficiency of Cre-mediated recombination was 
calculated by counting YFP+ mSCs over total mSCs. Representative image of an animal with 
(A) a low and (B) a high Cre- mediated recombination efficiency. (C) Graph shows the 
quantification of the percentage of YFP+ mSCs. Each circle in the graph displays the 
recombination rate of one animal and the average recombination efficiency is displayed as a 
line. (D) Graph shows the average recombination rate of 27% (n=110±SEM). 
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showing no recombination at all.  

After determining the variation in the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency in the P0-

CreERT2:YFP mouse strain, we aimed to achieve a higher, less variable recombination rate by 

testing the effects of: 1. Homozygosity of the P0-CreERT2 transgene; 2. Gender of the 

parental P0-CreERT2 carrier and 3. Tamoxifen administration route. Some of these 

parameters have been shown previously to impact the recombination efficiency or variability 

in other transgenic mouse models (Heffner et al., 2012; Park et al., 2008; Soriano, 2010).  

1. The zygosity of the P0-CreERT2 transgene could affect the recombination efficiency, as 

higher levels of Cre could induce more efficient recombination. In these studies, breeding 

pairs consisted of parents either heterozygous or homozygous for the P0-CreERT2 transgene, 

which results in a mix of zygosity in the next generation. However, as the P0-Cre genotyping 

primers cannot discriminate between homozygous or heterozygous animals, we could not test 

this directly. We therefore used mice which were derived from a breeding pair in which either 

a P0-CreERT2:YFP female or male was crossed with a Cre negative animal. Crossing with a 

Cre negative animal ensured that all the Cre positive progenies were heterozygous for the P0-

CreERT2 transgene (P0-CreERT2+/-:YFP:Nf1fl/fl).  

Following tmx administration, we compared the average recombination rate of the P0-

CreERT2 heterozygous progenies to the rate determined in the mixed population analysed 

previously (Figure 3.5). As shown in Figure 3.6, the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency 

remained highly variable in the P0-CreERT2 heterozygous animals, but was on average 

slightly lower, although this effect was not statistically significant (p-value=0.078). However, 

the trend towards a lower recombination efficiency in the heterozygous population suggested 

that while gene dosage may influence the recombination efficiency it was not responsible for 

the large variability seen in this mouse strain. 

To increase the proportion of P0-CreERT2 homozygous progenies for future experiments, we 

decided to select breeding pairs from which all progenies are positive for the P0-CreERT2 

transgene, which should increase the average Cre-mediated recombination efficiency in the 

experimental animals.  
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Figure 3.6. Cre-mediated recombination efficiency is lower in Cre heterozygous 
animas but remains highly variable  
All analysed animals carried the P0-CreERT2 transgene in heterozygosity (P0-CreERT2 +/-

:YFP:Nf1fl/fl), were the same sex (males) and were injected at the same age (P31). The tmx-
treated Cre heterozygous mice were analysed for YFP expression, 2 weeks after injection. 
The efficiency of Cre-mediated recombination was calculated by counting the YFP+ mSCs 
over total mSCs. Cre-mediated recombination efficiency remained highly variable, whereas 
the average recombination rate was lower, although this was not statistically significant (p-
value=0.078) compared to the previously analysed average recombination indicated by the 
dashed line of the mixed Cre homo- and heterozygous animals. The average recombination 
efficiency is displayed as a line (n=8). 
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2. The chromosomal location of the P0-CreERT2 transgene is unknown and therefore it could 

be inserted in a sex chromosome, as been demonstrated for other transgenic mouse strains 

(Pinkert, 2014). Furthermore, the gender of the transgene carrier may impact Cre 

recombination at the epigenetic level. Consequently, we tested whether the gender of the 

parental transgene carrier affects the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency by analysing 

progenies of breeding pairs in which either the female or male breeder carried the P0-

CreERT2 transgene. Analysis of the mice showed that the average recombination efficiency 

and variability in the tmx treated progenies of was not different depending on a female or 

male P0-CreERT2 carrier (Figure 3.7). These findings indicate that Cre expression level and 

recombination rate variability between the progenies is independent of the gender of the 

parental transgene carrier in this mouse strain.  

3. We tested if the intraperitoneal route of tmx administration might be suboptimal, as it has 

been shown previously that altering the administration route can result in more efficient 

recombination. Some studies suggested that oral tmx administration can result in more rapid 

and uniform Cre mediated recombination and can be less toxic in comparison to 

intraperitoneal injections, as the latter can cause tamoxifen accumulation in the peritoneum 

(Park et al., 2008; Soriano, 2010). We tested this by administrating tamoxifen orally (using 

gavage) instead of intraperitoneally. In agreement with these studies, our results showed that 

the Cre mediated recombination was much higher (male: 56%, female: 54%, combined: 55%) 

in mice, in which tmx was administrated orally compared to those with peritoneal 

administration (27%) (Figure 3.8A-D). Importantly, the vast majority (90%) of the analysed 

animals had a recombination efficiency > 30%, which is the recombination efficiency 

previously determined to predispose the Nf1 KO animals to tumour growth at the injury site. 

The identification of a more optimal administration route for tmx delivery provides a method to 

obtain more animals prone to tumour development and consequently will help us to reduce 

the animals required for future experiments. Nevertheless, the variation in recombination 

frequency between littermates remained (Figure 3.8C). 

In summary, we have improved the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency in our mouse 

model. We have shown that Cre-mediated recombination efficiency is independent of the 
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Figure 3.7. Cre-mediated recombination efficiency is independent of the gender of the 
transgene carrier 
Tmx-treated mice were analysed for recombination of the YFP reporter cassette, 2 weeks 
after injection. All the animals analysed were the same sex (females) and were injected at the 
same age (P31). Two panels of mice were analysed: Progenies of a male P0-CreERT2 carrier 
and progenies of a female P0-CreERT2 carrier. The efficiency of Cre-mediated recombination 
was calculated by counting the YFP+ mSCs over total number of mSCs. No difference in Cre-
mediated recombination efficiency was observed between the two panels indicating that the 
distribution of Cre mediated recombination rates is independent of the gender of the 
transgene carrier. The average recombination efficiency is displayed as a line in both panels 
(n=4-5).  
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Figure 3.8. Higher average recombination efficiency was obtained by oral tmx 
administration  
Nf1 KO mice were orally administrated with tmx and analysed for YFP expression, 2 weeks 
after oral administration. Cryosections were stained for the SC marker S100 (red) and YFP 
was labelled with an antibody to GFP (green). Nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst. The 
efficiency of Cre-mediated recombination was calculated by counting the YFP+ mSCs over 
total number of mSCs. Representative images of an animal with (A) 30% recombination and 
(B) 80% recombination. (C) Graph shows the percentage of YFP+ mSCs. Each circle or 
square in the graph displays the recombination rate of one animal and the average 
recombination efficiency of either female (56%) or male (54%) is displayed with a line (n=15). 
(D) Graph shows the average recombination rate of animals administrated with tmx orally 
(Gavage) or peritoneally. The average recombination rate of animals that were administrated 
orally with tmx was 55% (n=30), which is significantly higher (p-value of < 0.001) compared to 
the previous determined average intraperitoneal recombination rate (27%) 
(Gavage:n=30±SEM, Peritoneal: n=110±SEM).  
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gender of the P0-CreERT2 carrier. Moreover, we have shown that homozygous expression of 

the P0-CreERT2 transgene resulted in a slightly enhanced average recombination rate. 

Finally, we demonstrated that oral administration of tmx is more efficient at inducing Cre 

recombination compared to intraperitoneal administrated tmx.  

As the optimisation of the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency was performed in parallel 

with other experiments, many experiments described in this thesis have used the 

intraperitoneal tmx injection route. However, Cre recombination efficiency was analysed in the 

contralateral nerve of each animal to ensure that the recombination rate was > 30% 

irrespective of the administration route. To reduce animal numbers in future projects, oral tmx 

administration will be the default route of administration. 

 
3.4. Cre expression level correlates with recombination efficiency  

Oral tmx administration resulted in increased average recombination efficiency, however the 

variation in the recombination efficiency amongst animals of the same litter remained. A 

possible explanation for the variation in recombination rate is that the Cre RNA expression 

level could be lower in some animals due to transcriptional inhibition by, for example, 

epigenetic modifications of the promoter sequence (Harno et al., 2013; Schulz et al., 2007). It 

is known that foreign DNA is prone to methylation and other modifications after integration 

into the mammalian genome (Doerfler et al., 2001).  Furthermore, the Cre gene sequence has 

a high frequency of CpG dinucleotides, which can lead to epigenetic silencing as 

demonstrated previously for other CpG dinucleotide sequences (Shimshek et al., 2002). 

Alternatively, the low level of recombination could be caused by epigenetic modification of the 

loxP sites, the substrate for the Cre recombinase, in our mouse strain, which could prevent 

recognition of the site by the Cre recombinase (Rassoulzadegan et al., 2002).  

To test this, we performed qRT-PCRs using primers for the P0-CreERT2 transgene and the 

YFP reporter cassette to detect RNA from these two loci. Previous studies have 

demonstrated robust activation of Cre one week after tmx administration (Reinert et al., 

2012). We therefore chose one week after the last tmx administration as the timepoint to 

analyse Cre and YFP mRNA expression levels. One nerve was analysed for YFP protein 
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expression levels by immunofluorescence (IF) staining using an antibody to GFP and RNA 

was extracted in parallel from the contralateral nerve of each animal.  According to the YFP 

protein expression level, the animals were categorised into high or low YFP protein 

expression (high and low recombination rates) and Cre and YFP mRNA expression levels 

were determined by qRT-PCR in the contralateral nerve. We used animals, which were 

constitutively active for P0-Cre and animals negative for the Cre transgene, as positive and 

negative controls for Cre mRNA expression respectively. As expected, our analysis showed, 

that the YFP mRNA levels were consistent with the YFP protein expression levels, which 

were determined by IF and used for categorisation prior to the qRT-PCR (data not shown). 

However, we found that Cre mRNA expression level varied between littermates in the P0-

CreERT2 mouse strain and importantly that the level of Cre mRNA expression correlated with 

recombination efficiency (Figure 3.9). These findings suggest that Cre mRNA expression is 

transcriptionally silenced, presumably by epigenetic modification, within the low recombined 

animals implying that the animals may have to be more frequently backcrossed in order to 

refresh their gene pool.   

 

3.5. Generation of a confetti mouse model for lineage analysis of neurofibromas 

In patients with Neurofibromatosis type I (NF1) it is well established that tumours arise from 

SCs that have lost expression of the Nf1 gene, however it remains unknown whether one or 

many Nf1 KO SC cell populations drive tumour growth. In the case of a dominant tumour-

driving Nf1 KO clone, neurofibromas would be monoclonal, whereas if several Nf1 KO clones 

contribute to tumour growth the resultant tumour would be polyclonal. Several lineage tracing 

methods have been developed to address the question of whether one or many cell 

subpopulations are responsible for tumour development. In mouse models, the most popular 

technique has been the labelling of cells based on a drug inducible Cre recombinase together 

with a reporter system (Kretzschmar and Watt, 2012; Van Keymeulen and Blanpain, 2012). 

Using these systems, the behaviour of a single cell-derived clone can be studied if the tissue 

is labelled at clonal density.  

Multicolour reporter constructs have also been developed for lineage tracing studies, which  
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Figure 3.9. qRT-PCR shows that Cre mRNA expression levels correlate with 
recombination efficiency 
Nf1 KO and control mice (Nf1 WT) were analysed 1 week after the last tmx administration. 
One sciatic nerve was processed for immunofluorescence staining for YFP and the animals 
categorised as low or high YFP protein expression. RNA was extracted from the contralateral 
nerve and YFP and Cre mRNA expression levels were analysed. P0-Cre constitutive animals 
were used as a positive control for Cre expression and P0-Cre negative animals as negative 
controls. Both the P0-Cre+ (P0+) and P0-Cre- (P0-) mice are negative for the YFP reporter 
cassette. A) Graph shows Cre mRNA expression levels in littermates. Cre mRNA levels 
correlated with low and high expression of YFP. Fold change was compared to the P0+ 
sample. B) Graph shows YFP mRNA expression levels in the same animals as (A). Fold 
change was compared to “WT low” sample. Bars show the mean ±SEM for five independent 
experiments.   
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allow expression of random different multicolour combinations in order to follow the 

contribution of individual cell subpopulations to cancer growth, and to facilitate the 

identification of the cell of origin (Livet et al., 2007; Snippert et al., 2010).  

A widely used multicolour reporter system is the R26R-Confetti mouse model (also known as 

the R26RBrainbow 2.1 mouse model), in which the Brainbow 2.1 construct is inserted into the 

R26R locus. This mouse model enables the expression of 4 fluorescent proteins in a 

stochastic manner (Livet et al., 2007). Mice homozygous for the R26R-Confetti conditional 

allele are viable with a CAG promoter, loxP site, and STOP cassette preventing transcription 

(Livet et al., 2007; Snippert et al., 2010). The Brainbow 2.1 region contains two loxP-flanked 

dimers (Figure 3.10B). One dimer contains nuclear-localised green fluorescent protein 

(hrGFPII) and a reverse-oriented cytoplasmic yellow fluorescent protein (mYFP). The other 

dimer contains cytoplasmic red fluorescent protein (tdimer2(12)) and a reverse-oriented 

membrane-tethered cyan fluorescent protein (mCerulean) (Livet et al., 2007). 

Using this mouse model, work from the Clevers group (Snippert et al., 2010) has shown that, 

although an intestinal crypt is initially multiclonal (derived from several stem cells within the 

crypt), a shift towards monoclonality is observed over time. However, despite their power 

these multicolour systems have several technical challenges such as the visualisation of the 

fluorescent reporter proteins after tissue processing and co-staining with antibodies is limited 

due to the restricted availability of additional fluorophores.  

To test if neurofibromas are monoclonal, we required a system that would allow us to 

distinguish between individual, adjacent recombined SCs. Therefore, we used the R26R-

Confetti mouse model, which we crossed to P0-CreERT2 mice and to P0-CreERT2:Nf1fl/fl mice 

to generate P0-CreERT2:Confetti and P0-CreERT2:Confetti:Nf1fl/fl mice (Figure 3.10A). For 

simplicity, we will refer to these mouse strains as Nf1 KO-Confetti mice and control- (Nf1 WT) 

Confetti mice throughout this thesis. Another advantage of this mouse model is that it enables 

us to study the behaviour of individual neighbouring SCs at the early stages following nerve 

injury (Chapter 4).  In order to confirm the crossings, we performed PCRs to detect the 

insertion of the Brainbow 2.1 construct. PCR showed a band of 300bp (mutant band) in 
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homozygous animals and a band of 386bp (wt band) and of 300bp in heterozygous animals 

(Figure 3.10B).  

Upon recombination, this mouse model stochastically expresses one of four endogenous 

fluorophores in different subcellular locations, generating ten possible different colour 

combinations when two alleles are recombined in homozygous mice (Figure 3.10C). In order 

to test the functionality of the confetti reporter cassette in the mSC population, we 

administrated 2mg of tmx a day over a period of 5 consecutive days to Nf1 KO and control 

confetti mice. 2 weeks following the first tmx administration, the sciatic nerves were harvested 

and processed for immunostaining, as shown in Figure 3.10C. We optimised nuclear co-

staining and confocal imaging conditions to visualise the endogenous fluorescent proteins. As 

Hoechst cannot be used as a nuclear counterstain, because its excitation spectra would 

overlap with CFP, we established a protocol to detect TO-PRO-3 (see materials and 

methods), a nuclear counterstain that is excited at a wavelength of ~640nm.  We then 

established acquisition settings to optimise the lasers to excite the four fluorophores and the 

nuclear counterstain, without spectral overlap. For example, the excitation wavelengths of 

GFP and YFP are very close to each other and accordingly, their excitation spectra have to 

be set to ensure that they do not overlap. In addition, CFP required a laser which excites at 

~440-455nm, as we could not obtain sufficient emission using a 405nm laser light. We 

successfully optimised the imaging conditions for the confetti system and we found that the 

endogenous confetti reporter cassette expression was detected specifically in mSCs, 

whereas no expression was observed in nmSCs within the sciatic nerves (Figure 3.11). No 

fluorescent mSCs were detected in mice, which did not express active Cre recombinase (data 

not shown) demonstrating that the Confetti reporter cassette expression is not leaky in the 

absence of Cre recombinase. 

Before we set up the lineage tracing and clonality studies described in Chapter 4 and 5 we 

first tested the efficiency of Cre-mediated recombination to investigate whether we could 

obtain sufficient recombination to achieve a recombination efficiency of > 30% in order to 

induce tumourigenesis. Furthermore, it was important to determine the frequency of each 

colour recombination in order to calculate whether a specific clone expanded in size within 
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Figure 3.10. Generation of P0-CreERT2:Confetti mouse model 
A) P0-CreERT2 and P0-CreERT2:Nf1fl/fl mice were crossed to R26R-Confetti mice to generate 
P0-CreERT2:Confetti and P0-CreERT2:Confetti:Nf1fl/fl mice. B) Schematic representation of the 
(i) P0 promoter and (ii) the R26R-Confetti reporter cassette. iii) PCR detection of the R26R-
Confetti construct in genomic DNA from adult sciatic nerve of control, ConfettiWT/fl and 
Confettifl/fl mice. The WT allele is 386bp and the floxed allele is 300bp. C) Schematic 
representation of the ten different colour recombinations possible in mSCs after tmx 
treatment.  
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Figure 3.11. mSCs specifically express the fluorescent reporter cassette in the confetti 
mouse model 
Representative confocal images of tamoxifen treated P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice. Mice were 
analysed 2 weeks after tmx administration. No expression of the Confetti reporter cassette 
could be detected in P0-CreERT2 negative littermates. Nuclei were labelled with RedDot. 
(white). 
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the tumour mass.  

The overall Cre mediated recombination efficiency was calculated by counting the 

recombined mSCs over the total number of mSCs. As with the P0-CreERT2:YFP mouse 

model, we found the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency was highly variable and ranging 

from 0-80% (Figure 3.12B). The recombination efficiencies of both genotypes were combined 

in order to compare the average recombination rate of this Confetti mouse model to the 

previously determined average recombination rate of the P0-CreERT2:YFP mouse model. This 

showed that the average recombination efficiency of the confetti mouse model was 

significantly higher (41%) compared to the P0-CreERT2:YFP mouse model (27%) (Figure 

3.12D). The increased recombination efficiency of the confetti mouse model was probably 

due to the “refreshment” of the P0-CreERT2 mice gene pool by crossing to a different line. As 

recombination was induced by peritoneal tmx administration, this suggested that even higher 

recombination rates should be obtained by using oral tmx administration. 

The frequency of each colour recombination was determined by counting the individual colour 

recombination over the total number of recombined mSCs (Figure 3.12A). Analysis of the 

nerves showed that red (Nf1 WT 35% and Nf1 KO 28%) was the most frequent single colour 

recombination followed by similar levels of yellow and blue (blue: Nf1 WT 19% and Nf1 KO 

24%, yellow: Nf1 WT 19% and Nf1 KO 24%), whereas green (Nf1 WT 4% and Nf1 KO 4%) 

and all the double colour recombinations such as blue-red (Nf1 WT 13% and Nf1 KO 11%) 

and red-yellow (Nf1 WT 5% and Nf1 KO 5%) occurred less frequently. The average colour 

recombination frequency of each of the 10 colour combinations was not significantly different 

between Nf1 KO and control confetti mice as shown in Figure 3.12C. However, the colour 

recombination frequencies differed between animals (Figure 3.12B) and this variation needs 

to be taken into account when analysing the prevalence of colour recombination within the 

tumours. Therefore, in order to determine whether a clonal Nf1 KO subpopulation has 

expanded in size, each colour recombination frequency within the tumours will be compared 

to the average colour recombination frequencies of all the uninjured contralateral nerves.  
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Figure 3.12. Frequency of individual colour recombination and Cre-mediated 
recombination in Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) confetti mice  
Tmx-treated Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) confetti mice were analysed 2 weeks after tmx 
injection. A) Graph shows the colour recombination frequency for the individual colour 
combinations in each animal. B) Graph shows the Cre mediated recombination efficiency in 
each animal. Note that the recombination efficiency was variable in both genotypes. C) Graph 
shows the average colour recombination frequency for each of the 10 different colour 
combinations in Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) confetti mice. There is no significant difference 
between Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice (n=6-7±SEM). D) Graph shows the average 
recombination efficiency (41%) obtained with the Confetti mouse model (n=13±SEM). The 
average recombination rate of the confetti mouse model was observed to be higher (p-
value=0.0381) than the previously determined average recombination rate (27%) of the P0-
CreERT2:YFP mouse model, which is indicated with a dashed line. 
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3.6. Chapter discussion and conclusions 

Early detection and treatment is significantly improving the long-term survival of cancer 

patients, however, it remains challenging to detect cancers at their very early stages. Many 

cancers still elude early detection and are only detectable at later stages (Rempe et al., 

2006), as common cancer screening methods fail and tumour-specific genomic, proteomic  

and epigenetic signatures are not known at these early stages. The generation of mouse 

models, which imitate these early stages, may contribute to the identification of new tumour -

specific signatures and conse 

quently to the development of new therapies. The LSL KrasG12D mouse model, for example, 

is a widely used model for analysing the early stages of lung cancer and has led to the 

identification of a new cell type, which contributes to the development of the disease (Jackson 

et al., 2001; Tuveson et al., 2004).  

In this chapter, I have described the establishment of a powerful and tractable mouse model, 

which will enable the study of the early stages of neurofibroma formation. I have shown a 

direct correlation between Cre mediated recombination efficiency and tumour growth and 

identified a Cre mediated recombination efficiency threshold of > 30%, above which tumour 

growth is expected at the injury site of the Nf1 KO animals. The power of this system is that 

the specific location of tumour formation is known and we have established a methodology to 

identify the animals prone for tumour development at the later stages. Furthermore, as the 

tumour only develops at the injury site, our system allows us to follow both how the Nf1 KO 

SCs together with the injury microenvironment contribute to tumour formation at the site of 

injury and how Nf1 KO SCs are instructed to re-differentiate within the normal nerve 

environment at the distal stump. In future experiments, we aim to identify both the signalling 

pathways responsible for creating a pro-tumourigenic environment at the site of injury and the 

signalling pathways providing an anti-tumourigenic environment in a normal nerve 

microenvironment. Identification of either signal may identify new molecular targets, which 

may be important for the development of therapeutics for this disease, some of which may be 

of use prophylactically. 
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We also aimed to optimise the Cre-mediated recombination efficiency in the P0-CreERT2 

mouse model to reduce the animals needed for our studies. Firstly, we showed that 

homozygous expression of the P0-CreERT2 transgene slightly increases the average 

recombination rate in our mouse strain. Secondly, we found that the Cre-mediated 

recombination efficiency is independent of the gender of the P0-CreERT2 transgene carrier. 

Finally, we have chosen the oral tmx administration route as the administration route for 

future experiments, as we found that oral tmx administration, as opposed to intraperitoneal 

injection, improved the average recombination efficiency significantly, although variation 

between animals of the same litter remained. This finding should greatly reduce the number 

of animals needed for future experiments. We also found that the recombination efficiency 

variation between littermates was likely due to transcriptional silencing of the Cre construct by 

for example methylation of the P0-promoter or the Cre recombinase gene. In agreement with 

our findings, it has been shown previously, that the prokaryotic Cre transgene sequence is a 

favourable target of methylation (Feng et al., 2001). In future, Cre transgene expression could 

be improved by for example using iCre (Shimshek et al., 2002), in which the prokaryotic 

codon of the Cre recombinase has been switched to a mammalian codon that is less prone to 

methylation. Alternatively, more frequent backcrossing may also contribute to “refresh” the 

gene pool of the P0-CreERT2:YFP mice line.  

Finally, I have described the generation of a new mouse model, the P0-CreERT2:Confetti 

mouse model, to perform lineage-tracing experiments in order to determine the clonality of 

neurofibromas and to perform lineage studies of Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) SCs. I have 

demonstrated functionality of the confetti reporter cassette upon tmx administration and the 

specificity of its expression in mSCs. I have successfully optimised (nuclear) co-staining and 

imaging settings and demonstrated the frequency of each single and double colour 

recombination. Furthermore, I have shown that we can achieve sufficient recombination 

(>30%) to obtain tumours for our long-term clonality studies.  

The power of this inducible genetic labelling system lies in its ability to investigate individual 

cell-fate or cell population behaviour. Lineage tracing of a cell population, such as the Nf1 KO 

SCs, will help to investigate potential proliferative lineage hierarchy, cell fate and the 
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behaviour of neighbouring cells over time. However, these lineage tracing systems harbour 

several technical and experimental challenges. Technical challenges include the efficiency of 

cell labelling, as the extent of cell labelling can vary between different areas of the same 

tissue. In the mammary gland for example, although the recombination efficiency was 

determined as 30% overall, the degree of cell labelling was observed to be different between 

distinct areas (Rios et al., 2016). In addition to regional variations in cell labelling efficiency, 

the emission intensity of the 4 different fluorophors is unequal as for example the RFP 

intensity is much brighter than CFP, which could lead to an underestimation of certain cell 

subpopulations. For successful lineage tracing experiments, these technical challenges need 

to be taken into account whilst designing the experiment. Consequently, prior to starting the 

clonality analysis we ensured that the CFP emission intensity was equal to the other 

fluorophors. However, we cannot exclude variations in regional labelling but these should be 

taken into account by analysing several regions of each animal.  

In future studies, we will firstly perform a clonality analysis of the neurofibromas at 8 months 

following injury in order to determine, whether neurofibromas are monoclonal or polyclonal. 

This analysis will indicate whether the tumour initiating Nf1 KO SCs requires an additional 

mutation prior to tumour formation at the injury site. Furthermore, we will perform lineage 

tracing studies to investigate the contribution of neighbouring mSCs to the regenerative 

response and to study their plasticity following nerve injury.  

Interestingly, a recent study that used the confetti mouse model has demonstrated that the 

progression from papillomas to skin carcinomas involves a switch from monoclonality to 

polyclonality implying that the interactions between different subclones and their regional 

microenvironment is crucial for malignant transformation (Reeves et al., 2018). In order to 

investigate potential interactions between Nf1 KO mSCs and other neighbouring cell types we 

will use 3D confocal microscopy. This will allow us to visualise neighbouring Nf1 KO SCs in 

3D and allows us to study their behaviour and interaction with other cell types during tumour 

initiation and progression.  

In conclusion, in this chapter we successfully optimised Cre-mediated recombination 

efficiency in our mouse model and we have generated a mouse model in order to investigate 
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the clonality of neurofibromas and to perform lineage tracing studies.  Importantly, we 

established a methodology, which allows us to discriminate between animals predisposed for 

tumour growth at a later stage, and this now provides us with a unique model to study the 

early stages of tumour initiation in neurofibroma.  
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Chapter Four:  Peripheral nerve homeostasis and regeneration are 

distinct from the CNS and are independent of a stem cell population 

4.1. Chapter Introduction  

Once formed in the adult, peripheral nerves are relatively stable structures befitting of their 

role in transmitting signals back and forth between peripheral tissues and organs and the 

central nervous system (CNS). However, in contrast to the CNS, peripheral nerves are able to 

regenerate following an injury (Mahar and Cavalli, 2018). This requires not only the regrowth 

of the neurons, but the creation of new tissue to repair the wound site, together with the 

remodelling of the remaining nerve tissue to provide an environment conducive for axonal 

regrowth (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016; Zochodne, 2008). Following injury, the highly specialised 

SCs cells rapidly dedifferentiate to a proliferating, progenitor-like SC, which orchestrates the 

regenerative response, as they initiate an inflammatory response that clears axonal and 

myelin debris and remodels the nerve environment (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016) 

The behaviour of mSCs is in stark contrast to the comparable cell of the CNS, the 

oligodendrocyte (OL). Once an OL has myelinated a neuron, it is post-mitotic in that it cannot 

return to a proliferative state. In order to produce new OLs throughout life, the adult CNS 

maintains a pool of slowly-proliferating oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) into adulthood 

(Birey et al., 2017; Dimou and Simons, 2017; Kang et al., 2010; Young et al., 2013). Previous 

studies have addressed the cell turnover in the CNS and demonstrated that it is a relatively 

quiescent tissue (Young et al., 2013). However, to date, it is unclear if and how SCs and other 

peripheral nerve cells turnover throughout adulthood.   

It is not clear why the CNS and PNS have evolved distinct mechanisms to produce new cells 

and have such different regenerative capabilities. Moreover, the apparent lack of a stem 

cell/progenitor population in the PNS to produce new cells, either during homeostasis or 

following injury is unusual for a mammalian tissue. This has led to speculation that an 

additional stem cell population contributes to the production of new SCs during the 

regenerative process (Amoh et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2012; McKenzie et al., 2006) and that 

SCs retain some multipotency that SC precursors exhibit during development in order to 
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regenerate new nerve tissue (Petersen and Adameyko, 2017). 

In this chapter, we have investigated the behaviour of cells within the peripheral nerve in the 

adult and during the regeneration of a normal nerve. In particular, we determined the normal 

turnover, cell fate and behaviour of mSCs and showed how this can change following injury. 

Using lineage analysis we compared the plasticity of mSCs during peripheral nerve 

regeneration to their plasticity in tumourigenesis in order to understand whether a 

tumourigenic mutation (loss of Nf1) and a conducive microenvironment impacts SC plasticity. 

Finally, we performed clonal analysis using the Nf1 KO Confetti mouse model in order to 

understand whether neurofibromas are monoclonal or polyclonally derived. By studying the 

clonality of the tumours we should gain a deeper understanding of whether the signals of the 

injury microenvironment are sufficient to trigger tumourigenesis or if additional genetic 

mutations may be required. 

 

4.2. Cell composition of peripheral nerve 

We initially performed a detailed characterisation of the cell types and their turnover rates 

within the endoneurium of sciatic nerve. To do this, we used a number of transgenic mice, 

which express lineage-specific fluorescent labels together with immunofluorescence staining 

against endogenous specific cell markers. Furthermore, we quantified the different cell types 

by the analysis of EM images. Consistent with previous findings (Salonen et al., 1988), we 

found that the majority of cells within the endoneurium are SCs (~ 70%), as determined by 

staining with the cytoplasmic Schwann cell marker S100 and EM analysis (Figure 4.1A and 

4.1B). To confirm this further, we analysed PLP-eGFP mice, in which all SCs express eGFP 

and found a similar percentage (~70%) of SCs (Figure 4.1A and 4.1B). To distinguish 

myelinating SCs (mSCs) from nonmyelinating (nmSCs) we performed immunostaining for 

myelin protein zero (P0, a marker for mSCs) (Figure 4.1C) and p75 (a marker for both nmSCs 

and dedifferentiated SCs (Jessen et al., 2015) (Figure 4.1D). From this analysis, we observed 

that the majority of SCs were mSCs with a ratio of mSCs to nmSCs roughly 2:1 (Figure 4.1B 

and 4.5A). This finding is in agreement with our EM analysis, in which we quantified the cell 

types by their morphology (Figure 4.1B).  
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During this analysis, we observed a proportion of p75+ cells that did not appear to be 

associated with axons and had a distinct morphology (Figure 4.2A). Moreover, these cells 

were negative for eGFP in nerves from PLP-eGFP mice indicating that they are not SCs 

(Figure 4.2B). To confirm these studies, we analysed p75+ in a separate mouse model (P0-

Cre:tdTomato mice) in which SCs are labelled with tdTomato during development (Madisen et 

al., 2010). This analysis showed that a proportion of p75+ cells are clearly negative for 

tdTomato indicating that these cells are not SCs (Figure 4.2C). To test, whether these p75+ 

cells are SCs or are derived from SCs, we stained for the SC marker S100 and found that 

these cells were clearly negative as shown in Figure 4.2D. 

Interestingly, we found that this p75+ population expressed two commonly used pericyte 

markers NG2 and PDGFRβ in nerves from PLP-eGFP mice, which was surprising as these 

cells were often not associated with blood vessels (Figure 4.3A). Furthermore, we 

determined, whether NG2 is co-expressed with PDGFRβ and we observed complete overlap 

between the two pericyte markers in these cells (Figure 4.3B). In order to confirm NG2 

expression in these cells, we used NG2- dsRed mice (Zhu et al., 2008) that express dsRed in 

a NG2-driven expression construct and found complete overlap between NG2/PDGFRβ 

immunostaining and ds-Red expression (Figure 4.3C).  

In the progress of this analysis, we identified three populations of NG2+/ PDGFRβ+ cells 

within the nerve endoneurium. Classical pericytes (Armulik et al., 2011) were identified as the 

first population, and were defined as cells which co-express NG2,PDGFRβ and α-smooth 

muscle actin (αSMA), but were negative for p75  (Figure 4.4A). Moreover, morphologically, 

they were tightly associated with CD31+ blood vessels and EM analysis showed that they 

were within the basal lamina of the blood vessels (Figure 4.4B). These cells comprised 1.5% 

of the total cells within the nerve endoneurium (Figure 4.5A). 

A much larger population (12.5%) of the total peripheral nerve cell expressed NG2, PDGFRβ, 

and p75 and were identified as non-associated with axons, as discussed above (Figure 4.2 

and Figure 4.5A). We also noticed that a proportion of these cells were found loosely 

associated with blood vessels, whereas others appeared to be within the endoneurium away 

from blood vessels (Figure 4.4C and 4.5A). 
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Figure 4.1. Schwann cell population of the peripheral nerve 
A) Representative confocal immunofluorescence (IF) and EM images showing the  
SC population in transverse sections of mouse sciatic nerve. SCs are labelled either by 
immunofluorescence staining with a S100 antibody (red) or endogenously using PLP-eGFP 
mice (green). B) Graph shows quantification of the proportion of SCs in mouse sciatic nerve. 
mSCs cells were labelled with P0 and nmSC with p75 in transverse sections of WT animals. 
(n=4 mice, mean±SEM). Representative confocal images of C) mSCs (P0+) and D) nmSCs 
(PLP+/ p75+). 
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Figure 4.2. p75+ cells that are not associated with axons and are negative for SC 
markers 
Representative confocal images of transverse mouse sciatic nerve sections of nerves labelled 
as indicated. A) Arrowhead indicates a p75+ cell (red) that is not associated with axons 
(labelled for neurofilament (white)). B) Arrowhead indicates a p75+ cell (red) that is not 
associated with axons (white) and does not express eGFP in nerves isolated from PLP-eGFP 
mice. C) Arrowheads indicate tdTomato-/p75+ cells in nerves isolated from P0-Cre:tdTomato 
mouse. D) Arrowhead indicates a p75+ (grey) S100- (red) and eGFP- cell in nerves isolated 
from PLP-eGFP mice.  
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Figure 4.3. p75+ cells co-express the pericyte marker NG2 and PDGFRβ    
Representative confocal immunofluorescence (IF) images of transverse mouse sciatic nerve 
sections, labelled as indicated. A) Arrowhead indicates a PLP-eGFP-/p75+/NG2+ cell in 
nerves isolated from PLP-eGFP mice. B) Arrowhead indicates a PLP-eGFP- cell that co-
expresses NG2 (white) and PDGFRβ (red) in nerves isolated from PLP-eGFP mice. C) Arrow 
indicates a dsRed+ cell that co-expresses p75 (green) in sciatic nerves isolated from NG2-
dsRed mice and is loosely associated with a CD31+ blood vessel. Asterisk indicates a 
p75+/dsRed+ cell that is not associated with a CD31+ blood vessel. 
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As we were unable to distinguish these two populations by markers, we classified them as 

blood vessel associated (4.5%) or blood vessel non-associated (8%) (Figure 4.4C and 4.5A). 

We next investigated the association of these cells with blood vessels at higher resolution 

using EM analysis and we found that in contrast to the classical pericytes, they were not 

found within the basal lamina of the blood vessels (Figure 4.4D). Additionally, in the EM 

analysis, we also observed high amounts of endoplasmic reticulum within these cells 

indicating that they may be the same cells previously characterised as neural crest derived 

fibroblasts (Figure 4.4D) (Joseph et al., 2004).  

Finally, we identified the remaining cell types in the peripheral nerve as endothelial cells (6% 

CD31+) and macrophages (8% F4/80+/Iba1+) (Figure 4.5A and 4.5B). No other inflammatory 

cells such mast cells, neutrophils or dendritic cells were detected within an uninjured 

peripheral nerve (data not shown).  

In summary, we have identified all cell types within the endoneurium of the peripheral nerve, 

which enables us to determine their behaviour in adult nerve and following nerve injury.  

 

4.3. Adult peripheral nerve is a quiescent tissue  

Following the identification of all the cell types within the peripheral nerves, we aimed to 

determine the cell turnover within the nerve in order to understand how and if peripheral nerve 

cells proliferate in the adult PNS. Previous studies have investigated cell turnover in the CNS 

using cumulative long-term EdU labelling studies and have shown that the CNS is relatively 

quiescent (Young et al., 2013). These studies showed that all OPCs, which produce 

oligodendrocytes in the adult CNS, proliferate, though slowly, with turnover times ranging from 

1 week to > 1 month in different regions of the brain, spinal cord and optic nerve.  

To investigate this mechanism and to determine the overall proliferation rate, we used the 

same protocol of cumulative EdU labelling as the Richardson lab (Young et al., 2013) to mark 

proliferating peripheral nerve cells for up 70 days. We used 5-ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine (EdU), 

instead of its analogue bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), as BrdU has been previously shown to be 

inaccurate in determining the rate of cell division in the CNS (Psachoulia et al., 2009). 
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Figure 4.4. NG2 and PDGFRβ  staining identifies three populations of cells 
A) Representative confocal image of a transverse section of sciatic nerve isolated from WT 
mice. Arrow indicates a αSMA+/p75- pericyte in close contact with a CD31+ blood vessel 
(white). B) Representative EM image showing a classical pericyte (red), which is in tight 
contact with a blood vessel and is within the basal lamina. C) Sections of sciatic nerve from 
NG2-dsRed mice were co-stained for (i) NG2 (green) and (ii) PDGFRß (green). Arrows 
indicate cells that are loosely associated with CD31+ blood vessels, asterisks indicate cells 
that are non-associated with CD31+ blood vessels. D) Representative EM images show an 
elongated cell, rich in endoplasmic reticulum, closely associated with a blood vessel. The 
higher magnification image shows that it is not surrounded by the basal lamina.   
 
 
 
 
 
\ 
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Figure 4.5. Cell composition of peripheral nerve 
A) Pie chart and graph showing quantification of the cell types present in sciatic nerve. Both 
show the percentage of individual cell types within mouse sciatic nerve. Cryosections of 
sciatic nerves were immunolabelled with cell type specific markers as indicated. Pericytes are 
defined as NG2+/ PDGFRß+/ αSMA+. The NG2+/ PDGFRß+ / αSMA- cell population is 
classified as either associated or non-associated with CD31+ blood vessels. Iba1 and F4/80 
are both expressed by macrophages. (n=4 mice, mean±SEM). B) Representative confocal 
images of transverse sections of sciatic nerve from WT mice immunolabelled with i) Iba1 
(green) and F4/80 (red) to detect macrophages ii) and CD31 (white) to detect endothelial 
cells.  
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Furthermore, EdU labelling does not require DNA denaturation for its detection, allowing for 

better preservation of nerve structure (Cappella et al., 2008; Taupin, 2007). For each time 

point (8, 30 and 70 days), we calculated the percentage of cells that had accumulated EdU 

and this increased in a linear manner over time showing that the proliferation rate remains 

constant during early adulthood (Figure 4.6). However, the overall proliferation rate was very 

low (~0.8% per week) with less than 10% of the cells having incorporated EdU within the 70 

day time period.  This implies that if all peripheral nerve cells were proliferating at the same 

rate, the tissue would turnover within 2.4 years. These findings emphasise the quiescent 

nature of the peripheral nerve.  

To identify the proliferating peripheral nerve cells, we analysed EdU incorporation together 

with immunostaining against the cell type specific markers defined above (Figure 4.7A and 

4.7B). This analysis failed to detect a single EdU+ mSC within the 70 day time period 

indicating that mSCs do not proliferate within adult peripheral nerve. In contrast, we detected 

a few EdU+ nmSCs in Remak bundles (Figure 4.7A). To confirm that these nuclei were 

associated with Remak bundles, as the nmSC marker p75 is also expressed by the NG2+/ 

PDGFRβ+/ αSMA- cell population, we administrated EdU to PLP-eGFP mice over a time 

period of 30 days. This analysis detected EdU+/ eGFP+/ p75+ cells and 3D reconstructions 

clearly showed the association of these cells within eGFP+ Remak structures that contain 

small calibre axons (Figure 4.8A and 4.8B). However, we found that the nmSC turnover rate 

was relatively low (~ 72 months) which exceeds the lifespan of a normal mouse (Figure 4.9).  

The most highly proliferative cell in peripheral nerve was the resident macrophage, with a 

turnover rate of ~ 4 months (Figure 4.9, 4.7A and 4.7B), which was similar to the turnover rate 

of resident macrophages (microglia) in the brain (Askew 2017, Tay 2017). All the other cell 

types in the nerve also showed detectable but low levels of proliferation. We determined the 

turnover rate of CD31+ endothelial cells, NG2+/ PDGFRβ+/ p75+/ αSMA- cells and pericytes 

as 15, 7.5 and 6 months respectively (Figure 4.9, 4.7A and 4.7B). This analysis highlights the 

slow turnover of cells within peripheral nerve and importantly demonstrated that peripheral 

nerve glial cells possess very different proliferative dynamics compared to the glial cells of the 

CNS. Strikingly, mSC do not turnover and nmSC only rarely turnover in the adult peripheral 
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Figure 4.6. Peripheral nerve cell turnover is low and increases linearly           
EdU was administered continuously in the drinking water of WT mice for 8, 30 and 70 days. 
Cryosections of sciatic nerve were processed to detect EdU. The graph shows the mean 
percentage of EdU+ cells against time of EdU administration. Note that cell proliferation 
increased linearly over time (n=4-7 mice, mean±SEM). 
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Figure 4.7. Peripheral nerve cells proliferate in a linear manner over time 
A) Cryosections of mouse sciatic nerves were labelled with cell specific markers and 
processed to detect EdU+ cells. The graph shows the mean percentage of EdU+ nmSCs 
(p75+), endothelial cells (CD31+) and macrophages (F4/80+) within the 70 day labelling 
period (n=4 mice, mean±SEM). B) Representative confocal images of (i-v) transverse 
sections of sciatic nerve from WT mice and (vi) PLP-eGFP mice treated continuously with 
EdU for 30 days, processed to detect EdU (red) and immunolabelled for (i) CD31, to detect 
endothelial cells (white). (ii) F4/80 (green)/ Iba1 (white), to detect macrophages. (iii) NG2 
(green) and αSMA (white) to detect pericytes and pericyte-like cells. (iv) NG2 (green), and 
CD31 (white) to detect NG2+ cells non-associated with CD31+ blood vessels. (v) NG2 (green) 
and αSMA (white) to detect pericytes. (vi) p75 (white) to detect PLP-/ p75+/ EdU+ cells. 
Nuclei are stained with Hoechst (blue). Arrows indicate proliferating cells.  
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Figure 4.8. nmSC proliferate at low levels in the adult 
A) 3D projection of confocal images and B) Representative confocal images of 20μm 
transverse sections of mouse sciatic nerve isolated from PLP-eGFP mice treated 
continuously with EdU (red) in the drinking water for 30 days. Nuclei are stained with Hoechst 
(blue). A) shows a EdU+ eGFP+ nmSC that is associated with small calibre axons (white). B) 
Arrowheads indicate three separate examples of proliferating nmSCs (PLP+/ EdU+).  
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Figure 4.9. Identification of proliferating peripheral nerve cells in homeostasis 
A) The mice were treated with EdU in the drinking water for 30 days, the nerves were 
harvested and cryosections of sciatic nerve were labelled with cell specific markers described 
above and processed to detect EdU+ cells. Pie chart shows the proportion of proliferating cell 
types within adult mouse sciatic nerve. The graph shows the mean percentage of proliferating 
cell types within the 30 Day labelling period (n=4-6 mice, mean±SEM). B) Graph shows the 
calculated turnover time for each cell population.  
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nerve, whereas new oligodendrocytes are produced throughout life in the CNS.  

 
 

4.4. All myelinating Schwann cells proliferate following injury  

The analysis of adult peripheral nerve demonstrated a mostly quiescent tissue consistent with 

the stable architecture required for this tissue. However, peripheral nerve is highly 

regenerative requiring that the tissue retain plasticity. Following an injury, the distal stump of 

the injured nerve undergoes extensive breakdown and subsequent clearance of the axonal 

and myelin debris in order to provide an environment conducive to axonal regrowth. Upon 

axonal regrowth, the nerve then undergoes extensive remodelling to produce a functional 

nerve (Jessen et al., 2015; Zochodne, 2008).  

SCs possess key roles during the peripheral nerve repair process and in order to perform 

these roles SCs have been shown to dedifferentiate into progenitor-like SCs that re-enter the 

cell-cycle (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016; Jessen et al., 2015). However, it remains unclear, whether 

all SCs possess an equal capacity to dedifferentiate into progenitor-like SCs or whether some 

SCs possess a stem cell-like role and replenish the entire population following nerve injury. 

Alternatively, other unknown stem cell compartments may be recruited to the regenerating 

nerve that could replenish SCs (Amoh et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2012; McKenzie et al., 2006). 

To determine the proliferative capacity of mSCs and whether all mSCs are capable of re-

entering the cell cycle, it is necessary to distinguish them from the non-myelinating 

population. To do this we made use of a transgenic mouse (PO-CreERT2:YFP), which has 

been extensively characterised by us and others (Leone et al., 2003; Ribeiro et al., 2013). 

These mice express a tamoxifen-inducible Cre under the control of the P0 promoter, which 

directs Cre expression specifically to mSCs in the adult and induces recombination of the 

YFP reporter cassette. This allows lineage analysis of mSCs because the P0 promoter is 

highly specific for mSCs in adulthood.  

To analyse the initial stages of the regenerative process and to investigate the proliferative 

potential of the mSCs, we performed cumulative EdU labelling, as shown in Figure 4.10A, 

following sciatic nerve transection in adult PO-CreERT2:YFP mice. This enabled us to analyse 

the accumulation of both EdU+ and YFP+ EdU+ cells (those derived from mSCs) over time 
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following nerve injury. First, we determined the proportion of cells, which proliferated until Day 

10 following injury by analysing the distal stump (downstream of the cut). Our analysis 

showed a dramatic switch in the proliferative status of the nerve with >80% of all cells within 

the nerve accumulating EdU by Day 8 following injury (Figure 4.10B). Remarkably, despite 

being completely quiescent in the adult nerve, >80% of the YFP+ cells in the nerve 

proliferated within 6 days of the injury with close to 100% proliferating by Day 10. This result 

shows that, despite being such quiescent, specialised cells, all mSCs cells have the capacity 

to proliferate following an injury (Figure 4.10B-D).  

In order to determine the kinetics of mSC proliferation, we performed EdU pulse-labelling as 

shown in Figure 4.11A, at specific time-points after nerve transection. We found that the peak 

of mSC proliferation was reached at Day 4 following injury and returned to lower but still 

detectable levels at Day 8-10 following injury (Figure 4.11B-C). Total cell proliferation followed 

a similar dynamic and reached its peak at Day 4 following nerve injury (Figure 4.11). We 

further analysed the cell composition and the proportion of each cell type proliferating at both 

Day 4 and Day 10 following injury and found that the composition of the nerve changed in that 

the proportion of SCs decreased, while the macrophage population increased from 8% to 

22%, following the recruitment of monocytes from the blood stream. Moreover, the proportion 

of NG2+/ PDGFRβ+/ αSMA- cells increased from ~12% to 22% reflecting the higher 

proliferative rate of this cell type (Figure 4.12). Furthermore, neutrophils and other 

inflammatory cells were recruited into the regenerating nerve, likely accounting for the minor 

unknown cell population at this timepoint (Figure 4.12A) (Lindborg et al., 2017; Napoli et al., 

2012). Both peripheral nerve cell composition and the proportion of proliferating cell types 

was found to be quite similar at Day 4 and Day 10 following nerve injury (Figure 4.12A and 

4.12B). Overall, a dramatic increase in cell numbers occurred at these early time points as 

shown in Figure 4.13A, in which the cell numbers per field were compared between Day 4 

following injury and the uninjured nerve.  

Moreover, in parallel, we aimed to determine the cell composition of the injured nerve 

morphologically by EM analysis at the same time points, however, because the injured nerve 

drastically changed due to SC dedifferentiation and infiltration of inflammatory cells, we were 
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Figure 4.10. All mSCs proliferate following injury 
A) Schematic showing the protocol used to assess accumulated proliferation following nerve 
transection. P0-CreERT2:YFP mice were injected with tmx for 5 consecutive days. 2 weeks 
following the last injection, the right sciatic nerve was transected and EdU was administered 
continuously in the drinking water for up to 10 days. Mice were harvested at the indicated time 
points and EdU+ cells were counted in the distal stump of the injured sciatic nerve. B) Graphs 
show the percentage of proliferating cells (EdU+/Hoechst) and the percentage of proliferating 
mSCs (YFP+, EdU+/YFP+) plotted against time of EdU administration (n=4 mice, 
mean±SEM). C) Representative confocal images show only few (YFP+) mSCs proliferating at 
Day 3 following injury, whereas almost all mSCs have proliferated by Day 10. D) Higher 
magnification images show proliferating YFP+ labelled mSCs at Day 10 following injury. 
Arrowheads indicate proliferating YFP+ mSCs. Analysis was performed in collaboration with a 
previous master’s student, N. Garcia-Calavia.  
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Figure 4.11. The peak of mSC proliferation is at Day 4 following injury 
Schematic showing the protocol used to assess mSC proliferation at the indicated early 
timepoints following nerve injury. Mice were treated as shown in the scheme and as 
described in Figure 4.10 but EdU was administrated by intraperitoneal injection 3 hours 
before harvesting at the indicated timepoints. B) Graphs show the mean percentage of 
proliferating cells (EdU+/ Hoechst) and the percentage of proliferating mSCs (YFP+, EdU+/ 
YFP+) at the indicated timepoints (n=4-6 mice, mean±SEM). C) Representative confocal 
images of transverse sections of the injured distal stump at Day 4 following injury. Arrows 
indicate proliferating EdU+/ YFP+ SCs.  
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Figure 4.12. The cellular composition of peripheral nerves changes following nerve 
injury  
A+B) P0-CreERT2:YFP mice were injected with EdU 3 hours prior to harvesting at Day 4 (A) 
and 10 (B) following injury. Cryosections of injured sciatic nerves were labelled with cell type 
specific markers and processed to detect EdU+ cells. Pie charts show the cell composition 
and relative contribution of each cell type to the proliferating population in the distal stump of 
an injured sciatic nerve at both timepoints, as indicated (n=8 mice, mean±SEM). This analysis 
was performed in collaboration with a previous Research Assistant, A. Monteza-Cabrejos 
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not confident in morphological identification of the cell types. The EM analysis showed a few 

intact axons and myelin sheets, as indicated by arrowheads and arrows respectively, 

whereas many are in the process of degradation at Day 4 following injury (Figure 4.13B). Both 

axons and myelin sheaths appeared to be fully degraded by Day 10 following injury (Figure 

4.13B) and the nerve filled with extracellular matrix, as shown in the higher magnification 

image in 4. 13C.  

 

4.5. Myelinating Schwann cells contribute to the regenerative response following 

nerve injury 

Our analysis of the initial stages of the regenerative process has shown that all mSCs are 

capable of switching from a quiescent state to a proliferating state. We have previously 

demonstrated that an important function of SCs during peripheral nerve regeneration is to 

form cellular cords that guide regrowing axons across the nerve bridge into the distal stump 

(Parrinello et al., 2010). However, to date the source of these migratory SCs, which enter the 

nerve bridge is not clear. In order to study the behaviour of individual mSCs, we used the P0-

CreERT2:Confetti mouse model, which was described in Chapter 3. In this mouse model, 

recombined mSCs stochastically express a combination of four different fluorophores (nuclear 

localised GFP, membrane targeted Cyan and cytoplasmic RFP or YFP), which can result in 

10 distinctively labelled mSC populations in homozygous mice (Figure 4.14A). This mouse 

model allowed us to trace the migration of individual mSCs in order to determine their 

migratory behaviour at early time points following nerve injury.  

In order to do this, we performed a sciatic nerve full transection in tmx treated P0-

CreERT2:Confetti mice and harvested the injured and uninjured sciatic nerve at Day 5 

following nerve injury. We performed immunofluorescence staining with the axonal marker 

neurofilament to investigate whether the mSC-derived cells are associated with axons in the 

nerve bridge. Furthermore, we used p75 in order to identify all dedifferentiated SCs.  

First, we observed SCs of each colour migrating into the bridge following injury (Figure 

4.14B). Higher magnification confocal images showed that different coloured mSC- derived 

cells migrate next to each other in cellular cords indicating that the migrating mSC- derived 
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Figure 4.13. Axons and myelin sheets are degraded following nerve injury 
A) Cryosections of uninjured and injured nerve at Day 4 following injury were immunolabelled 
for cell type specific markers, as indicated, and the number of the different cell types were 
quantified. Graphs shows the quantification of different cell types per field (n=4-10 mice, 
mean±SEM). B) Representative TEM images of the distal stump of the injured nerve at Day 4 
and Day 10 following transection. Arrowheads and arrows indicate intact axons and myelin 
sheaths respectively. C) Higher magnification TEM image of the distal stump of the injured 
nerve at Day 10 following injury. 
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Figure 4.14. mSC-derived cells migrate into the newly formed nerve bridge following 
nerve injury 
A) Representative confocal images of transverse (Upper panel) and longitudinal (Lower 
panel) cryosections of uninjured contralateral sciatic nerve showing the high recombination 
rate in P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice. Nuclei were counterstained with RedDot (Upper panel) and 
nmSCs were labelled with p75 (Lower panel). B) Representative images of longitudinal 
cryosections (Upper panel) and higher magnification (Lower panel) of a transected sciatic 
nerve showing that mSC-derived cells have migrated into the nerve bridge, at Day 6 following 
nerve injury. An antibody to p75 was used to label dedifferentiated SCs. This analysis was 
performed in collaboration with Dr. A. Cattin. 
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cells are a polyclonal population (Figure 4.15A). Moreover, these SC cords were associated 

with axons within the sciatic nerve bridge demonstrating that the mSC derived cords transport 

regrowing axons across the injury site (Figure 4.15B). These results show that previously 

quiescent mSCs can undergo extensive structural and functional remodelling to become 

highly migratory cells within a few days of an injury.  

We also observed a significant number of p75+ SCs in the migrating cellular cords that were 

not labelled with a confetti-derived fluorophore (Figure 4.14B). This observation suggested 

that nmSC-derived cells also contributed to the SC population migrating out of the nerve 

stumps into the bridge. To determine the proportion of mSCs versus nmSCs, we compared 

the percentage of recombined SCs in the uncut nerve of individual P0-CreERT2:tdTomato 

mice (Madisen et al., 2010) compared to those migrating in the bridge region of the injured 

contralateral nerve (Figure 4.16A). For this analysis, we used the P0-CreERT2:tdTomato 

mouse model, because staining with additional markers is limited in the confetti mouse model 

due to the co-emission spectra of the four endogenous fluorescent reporter cassettes. The 

P0-CreERT2:tdTomato mouse model induces recombination of the tomato reporter cassette 

specifically in mSCs upon tmx administration.  

We performed sciatic nerve injury and harvested the injured and uninjured nerve at Day 6 

following nerve injury. First, we determined the recombination rate by quantifying the 

recombined mSCs over the total mSCs in the uninjured nerve and we observed, as shown in 

the left panel of Figure 4-16B, high recombination in the P0-CreERT2:tdTomato mice. Then, we 

determined the percentage of recombined SCs by quantifying the tomato+ mSCs over the total 

number of SCs in both the uninjured contralateral nerve and at the injury site. This analysis 

showed that, whereas > 60% SCs were tdTomato+ in the uninjured nerve of all 4 animals 

(Figure 4-16B), the proportion of recombined mSC-derived cells was lower in the nerve bridge 

of the injured nerve in 3 out of the 4 mice analysed (Figure 4.16B). This result suggests that 

both nmSCs and mSC-derived cells migrate into the bridge following injury but that nmSC-

derived cells tend to make a greater contribution to this process.  

A second role for SCs during the regenerative response is to contribute to the clearance of the 

axonal and myelin debris that accumulates in the distal stump, as the axons degenerate and 
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Figure 4.15. Migrating mSC-derived cells are associated with regrowing axons within 
the nerve bridge following injury 
A) Representative longitudinal cryosection (left panel) and higher magnification (right panel) 
of the newly formed nerve bridge at Day 6 following nerve injury. Right panel: Arrowhead 
indicates a SC cord that was formed by two migrating SCs that have derived from different 
mSCs (as seen by their distinct colours, YFP and RFP). B) Representative longitudinal 
cryosections of uninjured (left panel) and injured (right panel) sciatic nerve at Day 6 following 
nerve injury. Longitudinal sections were labelled with neurofilament (NF) antibody (white) to 
detect axons in order to show that the migrating mSC-derived cells associate with axons 
within the nerve bridge. Arrowheads indicate migrating SCs associated with axons. This 
analysis was performed in collaboration with Dr. A. Cattin. 
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Figure 4.16. mSCs are migratory but nmSCs contribute more to the SC population in 
the nerve bridge  
Representative image of a transverse cryosection of uninjured (left panel) and injured (right 
panel) sciatic nerve of tamoxifen injected P0-Cre-ERT2:tdTomato at Day 6 following nerve 
injury. Left panel: Transverse sections were immunostained with antibodies against S100 and 
neurofilament (NF) to detect SCs and axons, respectively. Right panel: Transverse sections 
were labelled with antibodies to p75 and neurofilament (NF) to detect dedifferentiated SCs 
and axons, respectively. Arrowheads indicate Tomato+/p75+ cells and arrows indicate 
Tomato-/p75+ cells. B) Graph shows (left panel) the recombination rate in uninjured nerve 
and (right panel) the percentage of recombined SCs within the uninjured contralateral nerve 
and the nerve bridge at Day 6 following nerve injury. The recombination rate was determined 
by quantifying the recombined mSCs over total mSCs in the uninjured nerve, whilst the 
percentage of recombined SCs was determined by quantifying the recombined mSCs over all 
SCs in both the uninjured contralateral nerve and at the injury site. Each coloured dot 
represents an individual animal. The line shows the mean percentage±SEM. This analysis 
was performed in collaboration with Dr. A. Cattin. 
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mSCs dedifferentiate following a transection injury (Zochodne, 2008). To determine whether 

mSC- derived cells contribute to axonal and myelin debris clearance following injury, we 

investigated myelin protein zero (P0) expression within the injured distal stump of P0-

CreERT2:tdTomato mice. Consistent with previous studies, this analysis showed that mSC-

derived cells engulfed myelin debris in the distal stump and therefore, demonstrated that mSC-

derived cells contribute to the debris clearance process in injured peripheral nerves (Figure 

4.17) (Brosius Lutz et al., 2017).  

 

4.6 The regenerated nerve has structural abnormalities 

It is well established that a regenerated nerve is distinct from an uninjured nerve. In particular, 

that there is an increase in the number of axons due to increased axonal sprouting during the 

regenerative process and that mSC internodal distances decrease in the regenerated 

compared to an uninjured nerve (Aguayo et al., 1976a; Bray and Aguayo, 1974; Bray et al., 

1972; Schroder, 1972; Zochodne, 2008).  However, the changes remain to be fully 

characterised. 

In order to determine the differences in cell composition and nerve structure of the 

regenerated nerve, we analysed the regenerated nerve at 6 months following nerve injury 

using EM and the cell type specific markers characterised above. Using EM analysis, we 

confirmed, as shown in previous studies (Carter and Lisney, 1987; Salonen et al., 1988; 

Zochodne, 2008) an increase in the density of myelinated axons per field (Figure 4.18A and 

4.18B). This finding reflects the axonal sprouting that takes place during axonal regrowth, 

which may be responsible for this increase in myelinated axons in the regenerated distal 

stump. Previous studies showed that the normal ratio between axon diameter and myelin 

sheath thickness (defined as g-ratio) is lost and the regenerated axons were observed as 

hypomyelinated within a regenerated nerve (Schroder, 1972; Sherman and Brophy, 2005). 

In agreement with this, we observed that myelinated axons exhibited a significant decrease in 

axonal diameter in the regenerated nerve (Figure 4.18C). Moreover, we also found a 

prominent difference in Remak bundle structure with a large decrease of the number of small 

calibre axons within each individual Remak bundle (Figure 4.18A and 4-18B).  
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Figure 4.17. mSCs-derived cells contribute to myelin debris clearance following nerve 
injury  
Representative image of a longitudinal section of the distal stump of P0-Cre-ERT2:tdTomato 
mice. Transverse sections were immunostained with P0 antibody to label degraded myelin. 
Arrowheads indicate myelin debris that has been engulfed by mSC-derived cells. This 
analysis was performed in collaboration with Dr. A. Cattin. 
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Subsequently, we quantified the total number of cells and observed a striking increase in cell 

density (~three-fold) in the regenerated nerve (Figure 4.19). To determine whether any cell 

type is over-represented within the regenerated nerve we performed immunofluorescence 

analysis using the cell type specific markers identified above. In parallel, we also quantified 

the cell types morphologically by EM analysis. This analysis showed that the increased cell 

density represented a proportional increase of all cell types within the nerve indicating 

interactions between the cell types act to maintain the composition of the tissue (Figure 4.20A 

and 4.20B). Moreover, the previously observed decrease in axons per Remak bundle 

correlated with the increased cell density, as in the absence of neuronal death its likely more 

SCs would be needed to form the Remak bundles. Importantly, we were able to identify all of 

the cells within the regenerated nerve (Figure 4.21A and 4.21B) suggesting that all cell-types 

retain their identity during the regeneration process.  

In other tissues, it is known that extracellular matrix levels increase during a regenerative 

process (Eming et al., 2017). In keeping with this, we have shown that ECM deposition is high 

at the initial stages of nerve regeneration (Cattin et al., 2015), however, it is unclear whether 

the deposited ECM is cleared. To investigate this, we stained for several ECM proteins such 

as laminin and fibronectin and determined their expression level by quantifying intensity and 

the percentage of stained area in each confocal image. We observed much higher levels of 

laminin within the basal lamina of SCs and blood vessels in the regenerated nerve (Figure 

4.22A and 4.22B). Moreover, the levels of fibronectin and collagen Type III were considerably 

higher throughout the regenerated nerve (Figure 4.22A and 4.22B). This analysis showed that 

the additional ECM was not cleared during peripheral nerve regeneration. These findings are 

consistent with the perceived fibrotic nature of repaired tissue and suggest that whereas 

many cellular changes and the inflammatory response associated with a regenerative process 

successfully resolve, the increased matrix deposition associated with tissue regeneration 

remains within the tissue. Together these findings demonstrate that the peripheral nerves are 

regenerative compared to these of the CNS, but the regenerative process cannot fully restore 

the structure to that prior to nerve injury.  
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Figure 4.18. Regenerated nerve is structurally distinct from uninjured nerve 
A) Representative EM pictures of uncut contralateral (left panel) or regenerated nerve (right 
panel) at 6 months following injury. Note that the regenerated nerve has a higher density of 
myelinated axons compared to the uncut nerve. Lower panel: Higher magnification EM 
images in which nmSCs are highlighted in green and small calibre axons in orange to indicate 
the decreased numbers of small calibre axons per Remak bundle in the regenerated nerve. 
B) Graphs show the quantification of A) to show the density of myelinated axons and number 
of axons per Remak bundle in uninjured and regenerated nerve (n=3 mice, mean±SEM). C) 
Graphs show the quantification of axon diameters to show that the average axon diameter is 
significantly decreased in the regenerated compared to the uninjured nerve.  Photoshop was 
used to draw the axon diameters in the EM images and the diameter was measured with Fiji 
(n=8 mice, mean±SEM). This analysis was performed in collaboration with Dr. I. Napoli. 
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Figure 4.19. Increased cell density in regenerated nerve  
A) Representative confocal images of transverse sections of uninjured (left panel) and 
regenerated (right panel) sciatic nerve, 6 months following injury. Nuclei were labelled with 
Hoechst (blue) in the uncut or regenerated nerve. Graph shows the quantification of the 
number of nuclei per field in uninjured and regenerated nerve. Note that the number of nuclei 
is significantly increased in the regenerated compared to the uninjured nerve. (n=8 mice, 
mean±SEM). 
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Figure 4.20. Increased cell density represents a proportional increase of all cell types  
A) Cryosections of uninjured and regenerated sciatic nerve were immunolabelled for cell type 
specific markers, as indicated, and the number of different cell types quantified. Graphs show 
the quantification of different cell types per field (left panel) and the proportion of each cell 
type (right panel) in the uncut and regenerated nerves, 6 months following injury. The markers 
used to identify the cell types are indicated in the graph (n=4 mice, mean±SEM). The area of 
each quantified field was 0.0135mm2. B) Quantification of EM images showing the number of 
specific cell types per field (left panel) and the proportion of each cell type (right panel) in the 
uncut and regenerated nerves, 6 months following injury. Cells were identified by morphology. 
EC= endothelial cells, PC= pericytes. We were not able to distinguish macrophages (Mϕ) 
from NG2+/ PDGFRβ/ αSMA-/ P75+ cells, labelled as P-LCs (pericyte-like cells), and 
consequently we grouped these two cell types together in one category (n=4 mice, 
mean±SEM). Statistical analysis: Two-way ANNOVA Sidaks’ multiple comparison test. This 
analysis was performed in collaboration with Dr. I. Napoli. 
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Figure 4.21. Cell composition of fully regenerated nerve  
A) Pie chart shows the cell composition of regenerated sciatic nerve, 6 months following 
nerve injury. The markers used to identify the cell types are indicated in the chart (n=4 mice). 
Pie charts of uninjured and injured nerve at Day 4 following injury are shown to facilitate the 
comparison between the different pie charts. B) Representative confocal images of 
transverse sections of fully regenerated sciatic nerve, 6 months following injury showing the 
different cell types Sections were immunostained with i) p75 (red) and P0 (green) to detect 
nmSC and mSCs, respectively. ii) PDGFRß (green), αSMA (red) and CD31 (white) to detect 
pericytes, NG2+/ PDGFRβ+/ αSMA-/ P75+ cells and blood vessels. iii) NG2 (green) and 
CD31 (white) to detect pericytes, NG2+/ PDGFRβ/ αSMA-/ P75+ cells and blood vessels. iv) 
Iba1 (green) and F4/80 (red) to detect macrophages. Nuclei were counterstained with 
Hoechst in blue. ii-iii) Arrows indicate pericytes associated with CD31+ blood vessels and 
asterisks indicate NG2+/ PDGFRβ+/ αSMA-/ P75+ cells that are either loosely associated or 
non- associated with blood vessels.  
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Figure 4.22. Enhanced ECM deposition in regenerated nerve 
A) Representative confocal images of transverse sections of uninjured (left panel) and fully 
regenerated nerve (right panel), 6 months following injury. Cryosections were immunostained 
for laminin (upper panel, red), fibronectin (middle panel, red) and collagen type III (lower 
panel, red). Graphs shows B) quantification of ECM staining in the regenerated nerve 
compared to the uninjured nerve. C) quantification of ECM area in the regenerated nerve 
compared to the uninjured nerve (n=6 mice mean±SEM). 
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4.7. Myelinating Schwann cells retain their SC identity in a regenerated nerve 

It has been shown previously that adult SCs retain a certain level of multipotency, however 

most of these studies have been performed in vitro (Real et al., 2005; Widera et al., 2011) or 

alternatively were performed in relatively non-physiological conditions such as when 

preventing axonal regrowth in vivo (Adameyko et al., 2009). Studies in other tissues have also 

demonstrated the importance of the physiological environment to maintain cell identity 

(Anderson, 2001). For example, the reported multipotency of pericytes in vitro was 

contradicted by recent lineage analysis in the brain that showed that pericytes maintain their 

cell lineage in their physiological environment in vivo (Guimaraes-Camboa et al., 2017).   

To determine the plasticity of mSCs within the nerve, we performed a lineage analysis to 

follow the fate of the mSCs following nerve injury. To do this, we used both P0-CreERT2:YFP 

and P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice. We treated the mice with tamoxifen 2 weeks prior to nerve 

transection and the injured and uninjured contralateral sciatic nerves were harvested at 6 

months following nerve injury. Firstly, we investigated, whether mSCs-derived cells that 

proliferated early after injury could redifferentiate and remyelinate normally. This study was 

performed by injecting a single dose of EdU at Day 3 following injury and the nerves of P0-

CreERT2:YFP analysed at 6 months following nerve injury. This analysis detected YFP+/ 

EdU+ mSCs that co-expressed P0 within the regenerated nerve demonstrating that these 

mSCs have redifferentiated and remyelinated normally in the progress of peripheral nerve 

regeneration (Figure 4.23A and 4.23B). 

We have then used the P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice to trace the cell fate of the mSC-derived 

cells throughout the regenerative process. To determine whether mSC-derived cells retain 

their cell identity, we analysed the morphology of the cells and their association with large 

calibre axons at 6 months following nerve injury. Consequently, we visualised the 

endogenous fluorescence of the Confetti reporter cassette and in parallel performed 

immunofluorescence staining to detect the axons within the regenerated nerve. This analysis 

demonstrated that the majority of the labelled mSCs redifferentiated to mSCs, as shown by 

their typical mSC morphology and association with large calibre axons (Figure 4.24A).  

Although we showed previously that all mSC proliferate following nerve injury, additional stem  
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Figure 4.23. Proliferating mSC-derived cells redifferentiate and remyelinate axons  
A) Schematic representation of the protocol used to determine whether proliferating cells 
derived from mSCs redifferentiate and remyelinate axons. P0-CreERT2:YFP mice were 
injected intraperitoneally with tmx for 5 consecutive days. 14 days following tmx 
administration, the right sciatic nerve was transected and EdU was injected at Day 3 following 
injury. Mice were harvested 6 months following injury. B) Representative confocal images of 
transverse sections of the regenerated nerve, 6 months following injury. Left panel: The arrow 
indicates YFP+ mSC that proliferated at Day 3 following injury and redifferentiated to a mSC 
within the regenerated nerve. Right panel: The arrowhead indicates a SC that has proliferated 
at Day 3 following injury and redifferentiated to a mSC, as indicated by P0 staining.  
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cell populations could still contribute to the production of new SCs during the regenerative 

process as has been suggested by previous studies (Amoh et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2012; 

McKenzie et al., 2006). Consequently, we investigated whether cells derived from mSCs 

contributed proportionally to the new mSC population in regenerated nerve. To do this, we 

compared the rate of recombination in the contralateral uninjured nerve to the distal 

regenerated nerve in mice with lower recombination rates. We found that the proportions 

remained the same (Figure 4.24B) providing strong evidence that an additional stem cell or 

progenitor population was not contributing to the production of mSCs in the regenerated 

nerve. In contrast, the percentage of recombined cells was lower in some animals in the 

region of the cut site (Figure 4.24B). This is consistent with our findings that in some animals, 

proportionally fewer mSCs migrated into the bridge region compared to those derived from 

nmSCs (Figure 4.16). This is most likely due to the nmSC population contributing to the mSC 

population at the injury site. However, to ensure that the original SC populations are not 

diluted by an influx from stem cells, future experiments will need to compare the proportion of 

total SCs at the regenerated injury site with the uninjured contralateral nerve by analysing 

nerves in which all SCs are labelled with a fluorescent reporter cassette.  

To determine the plasticity of mSCs following nerve injury, we investigated whether all mSC-

derived cells retain their cell fate during nerve regeneration. We initially analysed the new 

tissue of the bridge region, as the disruption of the perineurium and the SC basal lamina 

increases the exposure of SCs to factors of the regenerative environment. Strikingly, using 

immunofluorescence analysis, we observed several examples of labelled mSC-derived cells 

that were associated with small calibre axons indicating that they had redifferentiated to 

become nmSCs (Figure 4.25). We also found these cells within the distal stump region, 

although to a lesser extent than at the injury site. As it is difficult to visualise the small calibre 

axons by conventional confocal microscopy because spatial resolution is limited, we 

performed correlation light electron microscopy (CLEM) that combines light with electron 

microscopy in order to determine whether mSC-derived cells can re- differentiate to nmSCs. 

First, we imaged regions of the injury site that contained large number of fluorescently 

labelled cells. Subsequently the sections were processed for EM analysis and the identical  
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Figure 4.24. Most mSC-derived cells redifferentiate back to a mSC  
A) Representative confocal images of uncut and regenerated distal stumps of P0-
CreERT2:Confetti mice, 6 months following injury. The majority of the labelled mSCs 
redifferentiated to become mSCs, as seen by their typical morphology and association with 
large calibre axons, labelled for neurofilament (white). Nuclei were counterstained with TO-
PRO. B) Graphs show the percentage of recombined mSCs in the distal stump (left panel) 
and at the injury site (right panel) of P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice, 6 months following injury 
compared to the uninjured contralateral nerve. Each coloured dot represents an individual 
animal and the line shows the mean percentage±SEM.  
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Figure 4.25. Labelled mSC-derived cells are associated with small calibre axons in 
regenerated nerve 
Representative confocal images of transverse sections of regenerated sciatic nerves fromf 
P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice, 3 months following nerve injury. Transverse sections were 
immunostained with neurofilament (NF) antibody to detect axons and show labelled mSC-
derived cells that have redifferentiated to nmSCs. Arrowheads indicate labelled Remak 
bundles associated with small calibre axons. 
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nerve regions imaged by EM and correlated to the immunofluorescence image. Using this 

technique, we observed multiple examples of labelled Remak bundles within the regenerated 

injury site (Figure 4.26). We also observed mSC-derived cells that have become nmSCs 

within the distal stump of the regenerated nerve (data not shown here). 

The finding that mSCs can switch to a nmSC fate may imply that nmSCs derived cells can 

also redifferentiate to mSCs following nerve injury. This could explain the decreased numbers 

of recombined mSC within the nerve bridge of regenerated sciatic nerves (Figure 4.24B), as 

nmSCs could contribute to the regenerated mSC population within this newly formed tissue.  

Importantly, we did not find any mSC-derived cell that became another cell type within the 

endoneurium of a normal regenerated nerve. Overall, these findings demonstrate that while 

mSC derived cells retain their SC identity, they are able to switch to a nmSC fate during 

regeneration. These findings suggest that as has been shown for other cell types, the 

reported plasticity of cells is due to the non-physiological environment in which the 

experiments were performed and that the microenvironment is critical for maintaining cell 

identity (Guimaraes-Camboa et al., 2017; Snippert and Clevers, 2011).   

 

4.8. mSC plasticity within tumourigenesis  

In order to determine whether the loss of Nf1 together with the microenvironment of the injury 

site influences the cell fate of the Nf1 KO SCs, we performed lineage tracing studies to follow 

the cell fate of the Nf1 KO SCs.  To do this, we used the Nf1 KO mouse model (P0-

CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl ) that was introduced in Chapter 3. In this mouse model neurofibromas 

form specifically at the injury site and we have shown that these are derived from Nf1 KO 

mSCs (Ribeiro et al., 2013). We observed previously that some of the YFP expressing Nf1 

KO mSC-derived cells within the neurofibromas co-expressed Glut1 (Ribeiro et al., 2013). 

Glut1 is a marker for perineurial-like cells within the tumours, whereas in a healthy peripheral 

nerve it is only expressed by endothelial cells in the nerve endoneurium and by perineurial 

cells in the perineurium. The expression of Glut1 implies that the Nf1 KO SCs 

transdifferentiated into perineurial like cells within the tumour mass.  

This suggested that Nf1 KO mSC-derived cells were either more plastic than normal SCs, the 
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Figure 4.26. mSC-derived cells can redifferentiate to become nmSCs following nerve 
injury 
Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) images of transverse section of 
regenerated sciatic nerve of P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice, 3 months following nerve injury. 
Panels show several examples of labelled mSC-derived cells that have redifferentiated to 
nmSCs during the progress of peripheral nerve regeneration. The arrows indicate mSC-
derived cells that have become nmSCs and the arrowheads indicate labelled mSCs.   
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tumour environment was more conducive to SC plasticity or both. To examine this in more 

detail, we analysed the fate of Nf1 KO mSCs at both the tumour site and within the distal 

stump, where the mSCs behave normally. With this analysis, we were aiming to compare the 

plasticity of mSC during tumourigenesis to mSC plasticity within a normal nerve regeneration 

process, as shown in chapter 4.7.  

To do this, we immunolabelled transverse sections of regenerated control (Nf1 WT) sciatic 

nerve, regenerated Nf1 KO distal stump and Nf1 KO neurofibromas with Glut1 (Figure 4.27A) 

to detect perineurial like cells and NG2 to detect pericytes and the NG2+/PDGFRβ+/αSMA- 

cell population (Figure 4.27B). Analysis of these nerves showed that whilst cells derived from 

Nf1 KO mSCs redifferentiated into mSCs at the distal stump or became tumour cells at the 

injury site, a proportion appeared to become other cell types within the tumours, whereas this 

was never observed within the distal stump. These included a large number of cells that 

expressed Glut1 and resembled perineurial-like cells within the tumour mass (Fig 4.27Aiv). 

Moreover, we found several examples of YFP+ cells that had integrated into the perineurium 

(Fig 4.27Aiii). These cells were never seen in control animals (Figure 4.27Ai) or in the distal 

stump of Nf1 KO animals (Figure 4.27Aii). Furthermore, we found that some YFP+ cells co-

expressed NG2, as indicated by arrowheads in Figure 4.27B, and these cells exhibited a very 

atypical SC morphology suggesting that they possibly transdifferentiated into a NG2+/ 

PDGFRβ+/p75+ αSMA- cell population, which has been described in Chapter 4, within the 

neurofibromas. No abnormal expression of NG2 was observed within the control (Nf1 WT) 

regenerated nerve (Figure 4.27B) and in the regenerated Nf1 KO distal stump (data not 

shown) and as shown in Chapter 4.6 no mSC-derived cells were found to become another 

cell type following normal nerve regeneration.  

Interestingly, these results show that Nf1 KO SCs could develop a different cell fate at the 

injury site, whereas in the distal stump these cells behaved as control (Nf1 WT) SCs, showing  

that Nf1 KO SCs retain their identity within the context of a regenerating nerve and exhibit 

limited plasticity, whereas a tumourigenic genetic change and the microenvironment 

synergise to increase the plasticity of these cells.  
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Figure 4.27. Nf1 KO mSC-derived cells become perineurial-like cells within 
neurofibromas  
A) Representative confocal images showing (i) a normal regenerated nerve of a P0-
CreERT2:YFP and (ii)  regenerated distal stump of P0-Cre:ERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mice in which 
mSCs retain their lineage as no other YFP+ cells  than mSCs were observed and (iii+iv) 
neurofibromas of P0-Cre:ERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mice that specifically form at the injury site.  
Arrowheads indicate Nf1 KO YFP+ mSC-derived cells, which have taken a different cell fate 
within the tumour. (iii) shows a YFP+ cell which has integrated within the perineurium and (iv) 
shows YFP+ perineurial -like cells that exhibit a typical perineurial-like cell morphology and 
are labelled with Glut1, which is a perineurial cell marker. B) Representative confocal images 
of transverse sections of regenerated injury site of control animal (Nf1 WT) (left panel) and 
neurofibromas (right panel) labelled with NG2 (red), GFP(green) and nuclei were 
counterstained with Hoechst. Arrowheads indicate YFP+ mSC-derived cells that express 
NG2.  
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4.9. Analysis of the cellular composition of Nf1-deficient neurofibromas  

As we have shown in 4.8 Nf1 KO SCs can transdifferentiate into other cell lineages such as 

perineurial-like cells within the tumours, however in order to understand whether these cells 

may play an important role in these tumours, we wanted to determine their prevalence within 

the tumour mass. Clinical studies have previously shown that perineurial-like cells are very 

prominent in human neurofibromas and these cells have been characterised morphologically 

to possess long cytoplasmic processes that contain pinocytotic vesicles (Erlandson, 1985, 

1991). In addition to perineurial-like cells, human neurofibromas have been shown to consist 

of axonal processes, increased numbers of “perineurial-like” cells, endothelial cells, 

fibroblasts, mast cells and mostly dedifferentiated SCs, all of which are embedded in an 

abundant collagenous matrix (Carroll and Ratner, 2008; D., 2008; Jouhilahti et al., 2011; 

Serra et al., 2000; Upadhyaya, 2012). We also investigated the prevalence of activated 

fibroblasts, as these cells are well known to play a critical role in wound healing, fibrosis and 

carcinogenesis (Chang et al., 2004) Importantly, these activated fibroblasts secrete several 

pro-tumourigenic factors that could contribute to drive tumour formation, as shown in other 

cancers (Bhowmick et al., 2004; Franco et al., 2010; Kalluri, 2016; Kalluri and Zeisberg, 

2006).  

To determine the prevalence of these two cell types, we performed sciatic nerve half 

transection on a cohort of tamoxifen treated Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice and we 

harvested the injured nerves at 8 months following injury. Transverse sections of 

neurofibromas and regenerated injury region of control (Nf1 WT) nerves were immunolabelled 

with cell type specific markers, as indicated in Figure 4.28. Glucose transporter 1 (Glut-1) was 

used to label the perineurial-like cells within the neurofibromas, as shown previously (Ribeiro 

et al., 2013). CD90.2 was used to label fibroblasts as it was shown to be expressed by 

fibroblasts in other tissues and was previously reported to be expressed by cancer-associated 

fibroblasts (CAFs) within tumour microenvironments (Franco et al., 2010; True et al., 2010; 

Zhao and Peehl, 2009; Zhu et al., 2014).  

This analysis showed that perineurial-like cells are highly abundant within the neurofibromas 

at the injury site (Figure 4.28A). Moreover, they have a distinct morphology in that they are 
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extremely thin with long cytoplasmic protrusions with which they enwrap other cells within the 

tumour microenvironment (Figure 4.28B). Importantly, these cells appear to form a structural 

network within the tumour, as shown in the low magnification image in Figure 4.28B, and this 

network could potentially facilitate intercellular interactions by connecting the different cell 

types within the tumour. Moreover, the high abundance of the perineurial-like cells and their 

close contact with other cell types within the tumour microenvironment implies that they likely 

possess an important role within these tumours and it will be of great interest to investigate 

their interactions with the Nf1 KO SCs in future experiments.  

We also found CD90.2+ fibroblasts throughout the neurofibromas as shown in Figure 4.28C 

and 4.29, which were not found within a normal regenerated nerve or in the uninjured regions 

(Figure 4.29A-C), implying that these cells are recruited specifically into neurofibromas. 

However, we found lower levels of these activated fibroblasts compared to the perineurial-like 

cells and we also observed that the levels vary regionally, as some regions contained very 

high levels (Figure 4.29C), of these cells whilst others low levels (Figure 4.28C). 

We co-stained for Glut1 in order to determine, whether the perineurial-like cells also 

expressed CD90.2 within the neurofibromas (Figure 4.29D) and found that Glut-1 and CD90.2 

were not co-expressed in the tumour stroma (Figure 4.29D) suggesting that these markers 

identify two different cell populations. Overall, the observed increase in Glut1+ perineurial- like 

cells and CD90.2+ activated fibroblasts befits the reported fibrotic characteristic of a 

neurofibroma.  

We also analysed the cell composition of the Nf1 KO distal stump and we observed it was 

similar to the regenerated control (Nf1 WT) nerve with no detectable expression of CD90.2 

(Figure 4.29A-C) and with Glut1 expression restricted to endothelial cells within the 

regenerated nerve endoneurium and to perineurial cells (Figure 4.29D) within the 

perineurium. These findings demonstrate that the tumour microenvironment, once it is 

formed, is different in its cell composition and is highly distinct from normal or regenerated 

nerve.  

Furthermore, to determine whether SCs can myelinate within the tumours, we analysed, 

whether mSCs are present within the neurofibroma samples. In order to do so, we  
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Figure 4.28. Cellular composition of neurofibromas 
Sciatic nerves of tmx treated Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice were harvested at 8 months 
following injury and transverse sections were immunolabelled with cell type specific markers, 
as indicated in the graphs. A) Graph shows the proportion of mSCs (P0+), perineurial like 
cells (Glut1+) and activated fibroblasts (CD90.2+) in the tumours compared to the 
regenerated injury site of the control animals (n=4, mean±SEM). Representative confocal 
images of transverse sections of a neurofibroma. Low magnification (left panel) and high 
magnification (right panel). Transverse sections were labelled with: B) Glut1 to detect 
perineurial-like cells. C) CD90.2 to detect fibroblasts. D) P0 to detect mSCs.  
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Figure 4.29. Different cell populations express Glut1 and CD90.2 within Nf1 KO 
tumours 
Representative confocal images of longitudinal sections of regenerated control (Nf1 WT) 
nerve and neurofibromas, 8 months following injury.  Cryosections were labelled with CD90.2 
(red) and nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst (blue). A) Representative confocal images 
at low magnification showing full length control regenerated and Nf1 KO tumour bearing 
nerve. Higher magnification confocal images of B) regenerated injury site of control (Nf1 WT) 
animal and of C) neurofibroma at the Nf1 KO injury site. D) Representative confocal images 
of transverse sections of Nf1 KO neurofibromas, 8 months following injury. Cryosections were 
labelled with CD90.2 (red), Glut1 (green) and nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst. Note 
that Glut1 and CD90.2 were not co-expressed indicating that these markers label two different 
cell populations within the Nf1 KO tumours.  
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immunolabelled the neurofibroma samples with the mSC marker PO and as shown in Figure 

4.28A and 4.28D, we observed a significant number of mSCs within the tumours. This finding 

shows that myelination can still occur within the tumour microenvironment, indicating that the 

signals that maintain SCs in a dedifferentiated state likely act locally, however we don’t know 

yet whether Nf1 KO SC can myelinate within the tumours and this will be addressed in 4.10.  

 

4.10. Tumour Clonality analysis 

Neurofibromas are SC derived tumours but to date it is not known, whether they arise from a 

single transformed SC or are polyclonal. Nf1 KO SCs are highly proliferative and 

consequently more vulnerable to acquire new mutations, however no studies have addressed 

the clonality of the Nf1 KO SCs within neurofibromas. 

Early studies of tumourigenesis suggested that tumours arise from a single cell, which 

gradually acquires mutations that ultimately initiate tumour development (Fearon and 

Vogelstein, 1990; Nowell, 1976). Recent studies updated this model of tumour formation, as 

next generation sequencing showed that the majority of cancers consist of multiple subclones 

that carry common but also different mutations (McGranahan and Swanton, 2017). It is 

important to understand, how this intratumoural heterogeneity contributes to tumour formation 

and progression and how it impacts cancer treatment, as these various subclones very likely 

respond differently to therapy.   

A recent study using the K5-CreER:Confetti mouse model that labels skin cells demonstrated 

that benign skin papillomas are usually monoclonal, however malignant transformation was 

observed to be correlated with the emergence of multiple coloured subclones in the tumour 

(Reeves et al., 2018). This study suggested that additional mutations have diversified the 

original clonal population during the course of tumourigenesis and that tumour progression 

may require interactions between these clonal populations. Similarly, in lung (de Bruin et al., 

2014; Zhang et al., 2014a) and colon cancers (Kim et al., 2015; Sottoriva et al., 2015), key 

driver mutations have been demonstrated to be clonal, but nevertheless the fully grown 

tumour is highly heterogeneous with spatially distinct subclones.  

Similar to the malignant progression of papillomas to skin carcinomas, malignant peripheral 
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nerve sheath tumours can develop from neurofibromas, however the malignant 

transformation of neurofibromas to MPNST is poorly understood, although it is thought to 

involve mutations in tumour suppressor genes and oncogenes, additionally to the loss of Nf1 

in SCs (Bradtmoller et al., 2012; Farid et al., 2014; Gregorian et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2014).   

Here, we investigated, whether neurofibromas are mono or poly- clonal to understand if 

additional mutations may be required to initiate neurofibroma formation at the injury site. 

Moreover, we determined whether Nf1 KO SCs can myelinate within the tumours mass, as 

mSC can be differentiated from Nf1 KO tumour cells by their morphology and their 

association with large calibre axons. For this analysis we used the P0-

CreERT2:R26RConfetti:Nf1fl/fl (Nf1 KO Confetti mouse model) that I have generated, as 

described in Chapter 3. This model allows us to distinguish between individual, adjacent 

recombined SCs. For the clonality analysis, there are two possible outcomes: 1) Monoclonal 

tumours consisting of uni-coloured Nf1 KO SCs. 2) Polyclonal tumours with equal colour 

recombination frequencies or unequal colour recombination frequencies. The latter outcome 

would suggest that one or many colour recombinations have expanded in size probably due 

to a later mutational event, which provided a survival or proliferative advantage.  

Using the confetti mouse model, we performed a half transection of the sciatic nerve on a 

cohort of tmx injected Nf1 KO and control mice and harvested them at 8 months following 

injury. Following harvesting of the tumour we processed the tumour tissue for immunostaining 

and we analysed the distribution, frequency and morphology of the differentially coloured Nf1 

KO SCs. This analysis showed that neurofibromas are clearly polyclonal as displayed in 

Figure 4.30 demonstrating that the loss of Nf1 is sufficient to drive tumourigenesis at the Nf1 

KO injury site. 

Strikingly, we observed that neighbouring differently coloured Nf1 KO SCs seemed to exhibit 

distinct cell morphologies within the tumours. Consistent with the previous analysis that 

showed the presence of mSCs within the neurofibromas, we found that some of these Nf1 KO 

SCs exhibited the typical morphology of mSCs (outlined with arrows in Figure 4.30). For 

example, in Figure 4.30, the red Nf1 KO SCs morphologically reassemble dedifferentiated 

SCs, as indicated with arrowheads, whilst the yellow Nf1 KO SCs reassemble mSCs. 
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However, as shown in Figure 4.30B, there was no correlation between colour recombination 

and cell morphology, as some of the red Nf1 KO SC either morphologically resemble 

dedifferentiated SC or mSCs within the same tumour region. To ensure that these cells are 

Nf1 KO SCs that have differentiated to mSCs within the tumour, we investigated whether 

these cells are associated with large calibre axons by labelling the axons with the axonal 

marker neurofilament. As shown in Figure 4.31, we found several Nf1 KO SCs that are 

associated with large calibre axons within the tumours demonstrating that these cells have 

remyelinated. However, we also observed some abnormal SC-axon structures, in that some 

Nf1 KO SC appear to ensheath several axons and even ensheath other Nf1 KO SCs. These 

findings further suggest that Nf1 KO SCs likely are a heterogeneous population, as some Nf1 

KO SCs become tumour cells that can transdifferentiate to other cell types, whilst others 

redifferentiate to mSCs. Moreover, these observations indicate that the signals, which 

maintain Nf1 KO SCs in their dedifferentiated state act very locally within the tumour 

microenvironment, as Nf1 KO SC can still differentiate to mSCs within the tumour.  

Furthermore, we observed spatial segregation of distinctly coloured Nf1 KO cell populations. 

For example, as shown in Figure 4.30, in some tumour regions there are mainly red Nf1 KO 

SCs, whereas in others yellow Nf1 KO SCs. Moreover, in some regions, rare colour 

combinations can be found such as shown in Figure 4.33. In many other cancers, it was 

shown previously that spatial segregation of tumour cells can involve specific interactions with 

neighbouring cells and/or the ECM suggesting that spatial segregation may not be random 

within the neurofibromas (Cleary et al., 2014; Greaves and Maley, 2012). 

Because we observed spatial segregation of Nf1 KO SCs in some regions, we tested whether 

a distinct Nf1 KO SC colour combination was overrepresented within the tumour compared to  

the uninjured contralateral nerve. To do this, we compared the frequency of colour 

recombination of the tumour with the average colour recombination frequency of analysed 

uninjured contralateral nerves. We have excluded the Nf1 KO SCs that resemble 

morphologically mSCs in this analysis, as these cells do not constitute the Nf1 KO tumour 

cells. This analysis showed that, although some Nf1 KO SCs colour combinations were highly 

enriched within certain regions (spatially segregated), none of the distinctly coloured Nf1 KO 
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Figure 4.30. Neurofibromas are polyclonal  
Representative confocal images of transverse cryosections of Nf1 KO neurofibromas at 8 
months following injury. Cryosections were stained with To-Pro-3 (white), which is a far red 
nuclear counterstain. Note that neurofibromas are polyclonal, however we observed spatial 
segregation of distinctively coloured Nf1 KO subclones. Furthermore, we also observed 
recombined mSC-derived cells that exhibit different morphologies such as mSC-derived cells 
that reassemble morphologically dedifferentiated SCs, as indicated by arrowheads, and 
others that reassemble mSCs as indicated by arrows. Normal nerve and tumour area is 
outlined within the image. 6 Animals were analysed in total and representative images of A1 
A) and A2 B) are displayed.  
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Figure 4.31. Nf1 KO SCs can remyelinate within tumours 
Representative confocal images of transverse cryosections of Nf1 KO neurofibromas at 8 
months following injury. Cryosections were stained with neurofilament (white) to detect the 
axons and the nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst (blue). Note that due the Hoechst 
staining, the CFP positive Nf1 KO SCs cannot be visualised as the CFP emission overlaps 
with the emission of Hoechst. Arrowheads indicate Nf1 KO SCs that have differentiated to 
mSCs within the tumours and asterisks indicate abnormal Nf1 KO SC axon structures.   
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SC subpopulations were found overrepresented within the entire tumour mass (Figure 4.32). 

These findings suggest that the Nf1 KO SCs do not require any further mutations to trigger 

tumourigenesis at the injury site, however the observed spatial segregation implies that some 

Nf1 KO SC subpopulations possess regional preferences for their expansion within the 

tumour. The latter observation indicates potential interactions of the Nf1 KO SCs with their 

regional microenvironment, which may correlate with the acquisition of additional mutations 

that are not driver mutations (not required for tumour initiation) but which may provide regional 

selective advantage. In future studies, we could use mathematical modelling in order to 

investigate whether the spatial segregation of the Nf1 KO SCs is random within the tumour 

mass. In the case that the spatial segregation is significant, it will be important to determine 

whether it correlates with Nf1 KO SC heterogeneity, as cancer cell heterogeneity is strongly 

associated with poor prognosis and resistance to therapy.  

As shown in Figure 4.30 the tumour mass exhibits high cellularity and seems disorganised in 

contrast to the neighbouring regenerated nerve. However, we have shown previously that the 

highly abundant perineurial-like cells form a structural network within the tumour mass (Figure 

4.28) and consequently we wanted to investigate whether the Nf1 KO SCs are closely 

associated with the Glut1+ perineurial-like cells. To test this, we co-stained the confetti 

neurofibromas with the perineurial–like cell marker Glut1.  Interestingly, we observed that the 

Nf1 KO tumour driving SCs mostly reside within these perineurial-like cell structures 

suggesting that the Nf1 KO SCs interact with the perineurial-like cells (Figure 4.33). 

Moreover, these perineurial-like cells appear to spatially organise the Nf1 KO SCs within the 

tumour and may mediate intercellular interactions between the Nf1 KO SCs and other cell 

types within the tumour mass. Additionally, we confirmed the transdifferentiation of the Nf1 

KO SCs into perineurial-like cells as indicated by the arrowheads in Figure 4.32.  

Overall, we showed that the neurofibromas are polyclonally derived, however some distinctly 

coloured Nf1 KO SC populations appear to be spatially segregated within the tumour mass.  

Importantly, we found that Nf1 KO SCs can remyelinate within the tumour mass, implying that  

signals act locally to maintain Nf1 KO SC dedifferentiation, whereas these signals are either 

absent or suppressed by a pro-differentiating signal that drives myelination in neighbouring 
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Figure 4.32. Frequency of colour recombination is similar between tumours and 
uninjured contralateral nerves 
Neurofibromas were analysed at 8 months following injury. Transverse sections of tumours 
and uninjured contralateral nerve were counterstained with nuclear marker To-Pro and the 
frequency of each individual colour recombination was quantified by counting the number of 
each coloured Nf1 KO subpopulation over the total number of recombined Nf1 KO mSC 
derived cells. The colour recombination frequencies were averaged of the uninjured 
contralateral nerves. We have excluded the Nf1 KO SC that reassemble morphologically 
mSCs in this analysis, as these cells do not constitute the Nf1 KO tumour cells. This graph 
shows that none of the individually coloured Nf1 KO subpopulations were found 
overrepresented within the tumours compared to the average colour recombination frequency 
of the analysed uninjured contralateral nerves.  
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Figure 4.33. Nf1 KO tumour cells are closely associated with perineurial-like cell 
structures within neurofibromas 
A+B) Representative confocal images of transverse cryosections of Nf1 KO neurofibromas at 
8 months following injury. Cryosections were stained with Glut-1 (white), which is a 
perineurial-like cell marker. B) Confocal images show Nf1 KO SCs that transdifferentiated into 
perineurial-like cells, as indicated with arrowheads. 6 animals were analysed in total.  
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Nf1 KO SCs. It will be of great importance to further characterise the interactions of Nf1 KO 

SCs with their adjacent microenvironment by performing a temporal 3D analysis, as 

discussed in Chapter 6. Visualising the interactions of the Nf1 KO SCs in 3D will demonstrate 

whether the interactions of the dedifferentiated Nf1 KO SCs are different from those of the Nf1 

KO mSCs. Furthermore, in addition to the 3D analysis, we could isolate the highly abundant 

perineurial-like cells from the tumour and analyse their interactions with the Nf1 KO SC in 

vitro.  

 

4.11. Chapter discussion and conclusions 

One of the fundamental questions in biology is how tissues maintain cells over a lifetime and 

how cells are replenished in pathological conditions such as injury. In vitro studies have 

demonstrated previously that plasticity can be induced in almost all somatic cells (Takahashi 

and Yamanaka, 2006), however, in vivo, cell plasticity is mostly linked to tissue damage and 

injury (Blanpain and Fuchs, 2014; Tata and Rajagopal, 2016; Wells and Watt, 2018). In 

multicellular organisms, especially in proliferative tissues, multipotent stem cells or pluripotent 

precursor/progenitor cells have been thought to produce the multiple cell types of a tissue. 

The peripheral nerve, in contrast to many other tissues (Simons and Clevers, 2011), contains 

no stem  or progenitor cells, implying that the peripheral nerve uses other mechanisms to 

maintain itself in adulthood.  

Consequently, it is becoming increasingly clear that different tissues have distinct 

mechanisms to maintain themselves in the adult and to repair the tissue following an injury 

and the classical model of stem and progenitor cells responsible for generating new tissue 

cells has been recently supplanted by more diverse models (Ge and Fuchs, 2018; Varga and 

Greten, 2017; Wells and Watt, 2018). These models postulate the existence of stem cells that 

divide frequently and of reserve stem cell compartments that can be activated upon loss of 

the primary stem cell compartment (Tian et al., 2011) Furthermore, it has been shown that 

cell lineage committed cells possess the ability to dedifferentiate into stem cells such as 

observed in the skin (Donati et al., 2017; Stange et al., 2013), intestine (Beumer and Clevers, 

2016), stomach and trachea (Tata et al., 2013) Upon injury, separate stem cell compartments 
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(such as, amongst others, the reserve stem cell compartment) can become activated (Ito et 

al., 2005; Tetteh et al., 2016) and committed cells can dedifferentiate and contribute to the 

stem cell compartment in order to replenish the damaged tissue (Ge and Fuchs, 2018; Ito et 

al., 2007; van Es et al., 2012; Varga and Greten, 2017; Wells and Watt, 2018). Moreover, the 

mechanism to produce new cells often varies dramatically between the homeostatic, injured 

and repairing states. Nevertheless, the replacement of damaged cells by any of these stem 

and/or progenitor cells has to be tightly controlled in order to prevent tumourigenesis (Simon 

and Frisen, 2007).  

Here, we have systematically characterised the cells that make up the endoneurium of 

peripheral nerves. We find it is a highly quiescent tissue with most cell types proliferating 

rarely whereas the main cell type of the nerve, the mSC, does not divide at all in the adult. 

The stability of this tissue is presumably possible because peripheral nerves once formed and 

matured tend to retain their structure and their connections. Moreover, peripheral nerves are 

protected by the Blood Nerve Barrier (BNB), which perhaps contributes to the low turnover 

rate of cells within this tissue. However, once injured, all cell types within a peripheral nerve 

are able to re-enter the cell-cycle and do so at very high efficiency, apparently obviating the 

requirement for a stem cell population to produce new cells for the regenerative process. This 

switch from a highly quiescent tissue to a highly proliferative tissue - with all cell types 

contributing to the regenerative response - represents a further model of how tissues maintain 

and repair themselves.  

We have characterised the behaviour of the mSC in most detail, which has been possible 

because of a highly specific driver for this cell type in adulthood that permits credible lineage 

analysis. We were unable to detect a single proliferating mSC throughout the nerves of 

multiple animals, which indicates that once formed, these highly specialised cells do not 

turnover. Despite being completely quiescent in homeostasis all mSCs dedifferentiate and 

proliferate following nerve injury, demonstrating that they have retained the necessary 

plasticity to revert their genetic programme from a very stable to a highly active state. This 

emphasises the extremely efficient reprogramming process and underlines the non post-

mitotic nature of adult mSCs. Moreover, they showed a dramatic change in their behaviour to 
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become the migratory cells that transport regrowing axons across the injury site.  

The ability of all mSCs to proliferate following an injury would seemingly indicate the lack of 

need for a further stem cell population to produce new SCs during the regeneration of 

peripheral nerves. This view is further substantiated by lineage analysis of animals with lower 

levels of recombination, in which we found a similar proportion of recombined mSCs in an 

individual animal’s uncut and contralateral regenerated sciatic nerve, showing the original 

population is not diluted by an influx of stem cells from another source. It could thus either be 

argued that there is not a stem cell/progenitor population to produce new mSCs in the adult or 

that all mSCs have the capacity to act as stem/progenitor cells. The latter argument is 

augmented by studies showing that dedifferentiated SCs have unlimited proliferative capacity 

(Mathon and Lloyd, 2001) and retain the ability to redifferentiate back to a more differentiated 

cell state.  

It is particularly striking that very different mechanisms are used to maintain the myelinating 

cells of the PNS and CNS. The myelinating glial cells of the CNS, the oligodendrocytes (OLs) 

are produced throughout life. Whilst much of this is thought to be to myelinate new axons and 

is associated with learning and memory (Kaller et al., 2017; McKenzie et al., 2014), there also 

appears to be a higher turnover of mature cells, as axons in the optic nerve are fully 

myelinated yet appear to turnover throughout adulthood (Young et al., 2013).  

Why mSCs are more stable than OLs in the optic nerve is not clear, as the environments 

appear similar in that they are both stable structures and are protected by the BNB and Blood 

Brain Barrier respectively. The mechanisms to produce new myelinating cells are also 

completely different. There only appears to be a requirement to produce new mSCs following 

injury, as normally these cells do not turnover in the adult. However, following injury, new cells 

are produced by the dedifferentiation and proliferation of the mSCs themselves. In contrast, 

the CNS is populated throughout by a precursor cell type (OPCs), which proliferate throughout 

adulthood to maintain themselves and differentiate throughout life to produce new OLs (Birey 

et al., 2017).  

Why such differences exist can only be speculated upon but is likely to reflect a trade-off 

between the increased plasticity required by the CNS versus the stability required by the PNS. 
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The presence of a continually proliferating progenitor population whilst allowing a rapid source 

for new myelination also provides a pool susceptible to tumour development. This has been 

shown in other tissues previously in which the presence of stem or progenitor cells was 

correlated to an enhanced tumourigenic potential (de Sousa e Melo et al., 2017; Ge et al., 

2017; Petersson et al., 2015; Soteriou and Fuchs, 2018; Wang et al., 2011; Wong and Reiter, 

2011). 

Consistent with this, malignant tumours are more frequent in the CNS compared to the PNS, 

which perhaps reflects the presence of a more susceptible proliferating progenitor population. 

Moreover, some studies have demonstrated a correlation between tissue cell turnovers and 

cancer incidence (Barker et al., 2009; Kong et al., 2011). For example, epithelial tissues such 

as the intestine are known to have a high cell turnover and also possess one of the highest 

frequencies of cancer occurrence (Frank, 2007). In line with this, a previous study suggested 

that neurofibromas may originate from the nmSC population as they were shown to be more 

proliferative and genetically more unstable at the early stages of tumourigenesis (Zheng, 

Chang et al. 2008). Consequently, the observed low turnover of nmSCs may increase their 

vulnerability to acquire new mutations and may predispose them to an enhanced 

tumourigenic capacity compared to the completely quiescent mSCs. However, our studies 

demonstrated that adult mSC can form neurofibromas upon loss of Nf1 and exposure to a 

conducive microenvironment, which is provided by the Nf1 KO injury microenvironment. 

Interestingly, in agreement with our studies, studies based on patient observations suggested 

previously that neurofibroma formation can be triggered by local injury indicating a link 

between small tissue injuries and neurofibroma formation (Riccardi, 1992a). 

We have investigated the cell fate of mSC-derived cells throughout nerve regeneration in order 

to determine whether progenitor-like SCs possess similar multipotent capacities as SC 

precursors during development, as has been suggested previously by others (Petersen and 

Adameyko, 2017). Using lineage analysis, we showed that SCs retain their cell identity during 

the regenerative process. In agreement with our study, Adameyko et al. demonstrated 

previously that in order to render SCs multipotent, axonal regrowth needs to be prevented by 

deflecting the nerve following injury (Adameyko et al., 2009). It was speculated that by 
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preventing axonal regrowth SCs can escape the lineage restricting influence of axonal signals 

and can give rise to melanocytes. Interestingly, NRG1, which is a very well described axonal 

signal regulating SC development and myelination (Newbern and Birchmeier, 2010) may act to 

inhibit melanocyte differentiation as reported previously in vitro (Buac et al., 2009). A recent 

study demonstrated that NRG1 type I which is secreted from dedifferentiated SCs promotes 

SC redifferentiation in addition to signals from axonal NRG1 type III (Stassart et al., 2013). 

Both signals may contribute to maintain SC lineage differentiation, however, this remains to be 

clarified and the signals that maintain SC lineage differentiation during peripheral nerve repair 

remain to be identified. 

Overall, our study and the study of Adameyko et al. emphasise the importance of the 

physiological environment in restricting cell plasticity. Moreover, modulating the physiological 

environment can release this restriction and may enable cells to produce cells from other cell 

lineages. Furthermore, in vitro culture environments are considered non- physiological 

environments and recent in vivo lineage analysis has contradicted the findings of previous in 

vitro studies (Anderson, 2001; Guimaraes-Camboa et al., 2017). In line with this, our study 

contradicts the findings of previous in vitro studies that have shown that adult SCs retain 

multipotency and can give rise to other cell types. (Dupin et al., 2003; Widera et al., 2011).  

Whilst retaining a SC identity, we did find that dedifferentiated mSCs were able to become 

nmSCs, showing that these cells retained the ability to respond to the axonal environment 

and choose between a myelinating or non-myelinating fate. Moreover, this clearly shows that 

mSC- derived cells are not predisposed to produce myelin and possess the capacity to 

differentiate into a nmSC that ensheaths multiple small calibre axons. This is in agreement 

with previous cross-anastomose experiments, which joined myelinated to unmyelinated 

nerves and vice versa (Aguayo et al., 1976b), that suggested that SCs could switch from one 

form to the other.  

In contrast, SCs are more plastic within the tumourenvironment as they can transdifferentiate 

into other cell types within a neurofibroma (Ribeiro et al., 2013). We find that this requires 

both a conducive microenvironment (such as the injury environment) and an oncogenic 

genetic change such as the loss of Nf1 in SCs in neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). In 
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agreement with this, NF1 patients, who develop peripheral nerve sheath tumours also show 

skin hyperpigmentation which could possibly derive from Nf1 KO SCs that have become 

melanocytes (Fetsch et al., 2000). Moreover, Nf1 KO SCs are mostly devoid of axonal contact 

within neurofibromas and this may allow them to escape the potential SC lineage restricting 

signals from axons and may increase their multipotent potential. Consequently, it is of great 

interest to further characterise the interactions of the Nf1 KO SCs with the regrowing axons at 

the early timepoints, as discussed in Chapter 6 in order to investigate whether the 

proliferating Nf1 KO SCs are associated with axons. Additionally, Nf1 KO SCs are invasive 

(Sheela et al., 1990) and this may expose them to different microenvironments that similarly 

to the non-physiological in vitro environment may enhance their multipotent potential. 

Furthermore, previous studies have postulated that Nf1 KO SCs resemble more closely 

multipotent SC progenitor cells (Kim et al., 1997; Kim et al., 1995), as Nf1 KO SCs for 

example express the EGFR, which is not expressed by adult SCs but by neural crest cells. 

The closer resemblance of Nf1 KO SCs to SC progenitor cells could also contribute to their 

increased multipotent capacity, as SC progenitor cells are known to differentiate into other cell 

lineages such as melanocytes (Adameyko et al., 2009) and endoneurial fibroblasts (Joseph et 

al., 2004). The mechanisms that regulate SC multipotency are not known, but it may be that 

ERK signalling (that is deregulated in NF1) is involved in regulating SC plasticity (Rizvi et al., 

2002), however this hypothesis remains to be proven.   

Finally, our characterisation of the cell composition of adult peripheral nerve has identified a 

new cell population that makes up a considerable proportion out of all cell types within a 

peripheral nerve. Here, we have defined this cell population as NG2+/PDGFRβ+/p75+/αSMA- 

cell population or pericyte-like cells, as we found that these cells express the nmSC marker 

p75 and are also positive for the pericyte markers NG2 and PDGFRβ. However, these cells 

are not associated with axons, instead they can be found either non associated or loosely 

associated with blood vessels. In contrast to pericytes, these cells are not localised within the 

basal lamina of the blood vessel. We are highly interested in the role of these cells as we 

observed in our EM analysis that they emanate long cytoplasmic protrusions into the nerve 

endoneurium that could potentially establish interactions between the different cell types and 
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that may form a plexus that supports the integrity of the peripheral nerve. Interestingly, in 

agreement with the potential supporting role of these cells, we observed that they contain a 

high density of endoplasmic reticulum implying that these cells are highly biogenic and likely 

produce factors that maintain peripheral nerve integrity or mediate intercellular 

communication. Due to the high density of endoplasmic reticulum, these cells probably have 

been identified previously as fibroblasts by other groups (Martin et al., 2001; Morgenstern et 

al., 2003; Richard et al., 2014). Interestingly, these cells seem morphologically similar to a 

stromal cell, a so-called telocyte, that has been identified in various tissues recently (Popescu 

and Faussone-Pellegrini, 2010). These telocytes were shown to express NG2 and PDGFRβ 

in certain tissues (Mirancea, 2016) and were characterised as having unique extremely long 

cytoplasmic processes (telopodes) (Popescu and Faussone-Pellegrini, 2010). Importantly, 

telocytes were shown to form a tissue supporting interstitial plexus in other tissues such as 

the heart and the intestine (Bani et al., 2010; Gherghiceanu et al., 2010; Rusu et al., 2012; 

Shoshkes-Carmel et al., 2018). In the latter, a recent study demonstrated that these cells 

provide a supporting niche for intestinal stem cells by providing Wnt signals that are required 

for the stem cells to proliferate (Shoshkes-Carmel et al., 2018). This study has demonstrated 

the importance of this cell type in regulating homeostatic cell renewal in the intestine and 

implies that these cells likely possess a similar role in other tissues such as in the peripheral 

nerve. 

To identify the role of this cell type in the peripheral nerve, we will isolate these cells from 

mice that express dsRed by virtue of an NG2-driven expression construct (NG2-dsRed mice) 

(Zhu et al., 2008) and perform a transcriptomic analysis. The transcriptomic analysis will 

clarify their cell identity and identify the factors, which they produce. Moreover, in order to 

gain a better understanding of the three-dimensional nature of these cells we will perform a 

3D analysis following tissue clearing of the peripheral nerve. Additionally, we will co-culture 

these cells with SCs in order to study their interactions in vitro. 

Peripheral nerves regenerate even following a full transection and functionality can be restored 

in contrast to the poor regenerative capability of the CNS. However, our studies, and others, 

show that a regenerated nerve differs markedly from an uninjured nerve (Napoli et al., 2012; 
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Salonen et al., 1988; Zochodne, 2008). This includes a large increase in the cellularity of 

regenerated nerve. Interestingly, the relative proportion of all cell types remained the same 

indicating a homeostatic mechanism exists to ensure the structure of the nerve. However, a 

major difference appears to be increased matrix levels in regenerated nerve. Matrix deposition 

is a key aspect of an injury response (Eming et al., 2017), and it is likely that the failure to 

clear injury-induced matrix contributes to the inability of repaired tissue to return to the 

uninjured state. Targeting the clearance of accumulated matrix could thus provide a strategy 

for improving tissue repair. 
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Chapter Five.  Characterisation of the early stages of neurofibroma 

formation and molecular analysis of the microenvironment 

5.1. Chapter introduction  

The loss of Nf1 in mSC is not sufficient to induce tumourigenesis, however, we found that 

after nerve injury, Nf1- deficient mSCs formed neurofibromas specifically at the wound site 

(Ribeiro et al., 2013). Remarkably, in contrast to the tumorigenic behaviour of Nf1- deficient 

SCs at the wound site, they behaved and repaired normally in the distal stump. This indicated 

that whereas the normal nerve environment suppresses neurofibroma formation, the injury 

site of the nerve is a tumour- promoting environment, fostering the development of 

neurofibromas. 

 In Chapter 3, I defined a Cre-mediated recombination threshold, above which the Nf1 KO 

animals were prone to develop tumours at a later stage. The optimisation of this model 

provides a more powerful and tractable model to investigate the very early stages of 

neurofibroma development. We decided to take a transcriptomic approach in order to explore 

the initial mechanisms underlying tumour formation. Importantly, this should allow the study of 

both the early stages of tumour formation at the injury site and how Nf1 KO SCs are 

instructed to redifferentiate within the distal section of the nerve. 

 The first part of this chapter, describes the cellular changes of mutant and normal nerve 

following an injury in order to shed light on the early stages of neurofibroma formation and to 

select a timepoint at which the cellular behaviour of Nf1 KO SCs at the injury site diverges 

from normal SC behaviour following nerve injury. In the second part of this chapter, I describe 

a molecular analysis using RNA seq at the selected timepoint with an aim to identify pro-

tumourigenic signals of the injury microenvironment and tumour suppressive signals of the 

normal regenerating nerve environment. Identification of either pro- or anti- tumourigenic 

signals of the nerve microenvironment could have important clinical implications and may be 

helpful for the development of new therapeutic approaches for neurofibromas and other 

neuropathies.  
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5.2. Definition of regenerating nerve following injury  

Following injury, we defined three main regions of the regenerating nerve: the proximal 

stump, the bridge region and the distal stump. The proximal stump is located upstream of the 

site of injury, where the nerve structure remains intact except at the very distal region. At the 

site of injury, a bridge of new tissue forms spontaneously (defined as the sciatic nerve bridge) 

to rejoin the proximal and distal stump. The sciatic nerve bridge initially consists of 

inflammatory cells, fibroblasts and vascular cells, before the repair of the nerve (Cattin et al., 

2015). The distal stump is defined as the region downstream of the bridge and reaches to the 

distal target. Proximal and distal stump were each further segmented into two parts: the part 

closer to the injury site (P1 and D1) and the more distal part starting 0.5cm away from the 

injury site (P2 and D2) (Figure 5.1). Importantly, in contrast to Chapter 4 but consistent to the 

previously performed study with the Nf1 KO mice (Ribeiro et al., 2013), sciatic nerve partial 

transection was performed throughout this Chapter. 

 

5.3. Increased cell proliferation in regenerating Nf1 KO nerve following nerve injury  

Following an injury, SCs dedifferentiate to a progenitor-like state at both stumps and along the 

length of the distal stump and these dedifferentiated SCs enter the cell cycle and proliferate 

(Jessen et al., 2015). Our earlier studies indicated that there is increased proliferation in the 

sciatic nerve bridge of Nf1 KO mice upon nerve injury when compared to control (Nf1 WT) 

mice (Ribeiro et al., 2013) and it is clear that inappropriate proliferation has to occur for a 

tumour to form.  

Initially, we investigated if there was a difference in total cell proliferation within the 

regenerating nerve of the Nf1 KO mouse model. The total number of proliferative cells was 

analysed following the injection of EdU prior to harvesting the animals at Day 7 following 

injury. Analysis of confocal sections showed that proliferation occurred in all regions of the 

injured nerve but was highest in the nerve bridge and in the proximal stump close to the injury 

site (P1) decreasing with distance from the injury site in both Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) 

animals (Figure 5.2). Furthermore, we found that there was higher levels of proliferation both 

within the nerve bridge and along the length of the distal stump in the Nf1 KO mice compared  
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Figure 5.1. Illustration of a sciatic nerve post-injury  
The proximal and distal stumps were separated into two regions: the section closer to the 
injury site (P1 and D1) and the more distal section starting 0.5cm away from the injury site 
(P2 and D2). Following nerve transection, the proximal and distal stump are reconnected by 
newly formed tissue, termed the nerve bridge. Initially, the nerve bridge is composed mainly 
of matrix and inflammatory cells. Downstream of the injury site in the distal stump, the axons 
degenerate in a process known as Wallerian degeneration. SCs disassociate from the 
degenerating axons and dedifferentiate to a progenitor-like state that mediates many aspects 
of the regenerative process. After vascularisation of the nerve bridge, SCs migrate along the 
vasculature, taking the regrowing axons across the bridge and into the distal stump. Upon 
axonal regrowth, SCs redifferentiate and the inflammatory response resolves. For 
simplification in this scheme, only the injured nerve fascicle is displayed.  
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Figure 5.2. Total cell proliferation is increased after injury in Nf1 KO mice.  
 7 days after injury, Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice were injected with EdU, 3 and 6 hours 
before harvesting. Sciatic nerves were harvested and processed for immunostaining to detect 
EdU+ cells. Bars show the mean of EdU+ cells/ total nuclei ±SEM for 4 independent 
experiments. Only animals with a recombination rate higher than 30% were included in this 
analysis. Statistics: Two-way ANOVA Sidaks’ multiple comparison test.  
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to control animals. This indicates that depletion of Nf1 in a subpopulation of mSCs is sufficient 

to increase the proliferative response of the nerve after injury. Interestingly, elevated cell 

proliferation was also observed in the more distal part of the Nf1 KO proximal stump (P2), 

whereas in control animals, cell proliferation remained at a very low level. This observation 

was quite surprising, as the nerve structure remains intact in this part of the nerve and, as 

shown previously, SCs dedifferentiate only in the tip of the proximal stump (Carroll et al., 

1997). This finding indicates that despite the intact nerve structure, pro-proliferative signals in 

the Nf1 KO animals can act on cells within this region. 

 

5.4. Nf1 KO SC proliferation is maintained at the injury site  

It is well established that neurofibromas originate from SCs that have lost Nf1, implying that 

these tumour-driving cells must behave differently compared to control SCs at the onset of the 

disease. Therefore, we performed a temporal analysis to investigate if YFP-labelled Nf1 KO 

SCs proliferate differently at the injury site compared to the distal stump. 

The aim was to identify a timepoint at which Nf1 KO SC proliferation remained high at the 

injury site, but returned to control levels in the distal stump. To do this, we quantified the 

proliferation of the cells derived from Nf1 KO mSCs by counting EdU+ YFP+ cells in the 

bridge region and distal stump (D2) at day 7, 10 and 14 after injury. The mice were injected 

with EdU before harvesting at the indicated time points and EdU detection was performed in 

parallel with immunofluorescence staining for YFP.  

This analysis showed that Nf1 KO SCs maintained high levels of proliferation at the injury site 

(Figure 5.3A and 5.3C), whereas Nf1 KO SC proliferation rate decreased gradually in the 

distal stump to levels equal to the control at Day 14 following injury (Figure 5.3B and 5.3C). 

This suggested that the Nf1 KO SCs maintain a proliferative advantage that is stimulated by 

unknown factors in the injury microenvironment and identified a timepoint of Day 14 when Nf1 

KO SC behaviour differs from control SCs at the injury site. 
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Figure 5.3. Nf1 KO SC proliferation is maintained in the bridge region compared to the 
distal stump  
Following injury, Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice were injected with EdU at 3 and 6 hours 
prior to harvesting at the indicated timepoints. Transverse sections were stained for EdU (red) 
and YFP (green). Representative images of the A) bridge region and B) distal stump from Nf1 
KO and control mice. Arrows indicate proliferating YFP+ SCs.  C) Graphs show the 
percentage of EdU+/YFP+ SCs in Nf1 KO and control mice.  EdU+/YFP+ SCs were quantified 
by counting EdU+/YFP+ cells over total YFP+ cells at the indicated time points. Bars show 
the mean EdU+,YFP+/YFP+ ±SEM (n=5 mice). Only animals with a recombination rate higher 
than 30% were included in this analysis. Statistics: Two-way ANOVA Sidaks’ multiple 
comparison test.  
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5.5. Nf1 KO SCs possess a proliferative advantage in the bridge region  

To test whether Nf1 KO SCs possess a proliferative advantage compared to normal SCs in 

the same microenvironment, we compared the proliferation rate of recombined YFP+ p75+ 

Nf1 KO SCs to neighbouring unrecombined SCs (YFP-/p75+) within the same nerve and with 

YFP+ and YFP-/p75+ SCs from control (Nf1 WT) animals. As discussed in Chapter 4, p75 

does not only label dedifferentiated and non-myelinating SCs, it also labels the 

NG2+/PDGFRβ+/αSMA- cell population. Consequently, the YFP-/p75+ cells of both 

genotypes may also include NG2+/PDGFRβ+/αSMA- cells.  

In this analysis, we observed that the YFP+ Nf1 KO SCs proliferated at higher levels and 

importantly this was maintained at Day 14 following injury (Figure 5.4A and 5.4C), whereas 

the proliferation rate of the neighbouring YFP- Nf1 WT SCs returned to control levels. This 

finding indicated that signals derived from the injury microenvironment provide a proliferative 

advantage to the Nf1 KO SCs over the neighbouring YFP- Nf1 WT within the same nerve 

(Figure 5.4B and 5.4C). Consistent with the previous analysis (Figure 5.3C), in the distal 

stump Nf1 KO SC proliferation decreased to control levels by Day 14. A surprising result was 

that the YFP-/p75+ control cells proliferated at higher levels than the YFP+/p75+ control cells 

at the injury site at Day 7 following injury. The increased proliferation of these YFP-/p75+ cells 

may be due to the previously observed high proliferation rates (Chapter 4) of the 

NG2+/PDGFRβ+/p75+/αSMA- cell population, which would be included in the YFP-/p75+ 

population. In future experiments, the NG2+/PDGFRβ+/p75+/αSMA- cell population would be 

differentiated from the YFP- p75+ cells by co-staining with NG2 or PDGFRβ, which is not 

expressed in dedifferentiated SC.  

To test whether the increased cell proliferation within the Nf1 KO bridge is associated with an 

expansion in tissue size in this region, we compared the area of the Nf1 KO bridge to its distal 

stump and to both regions of the control (Nf1 WT) animal. Consistent with the high level of 

cell proliferation, the Nf1 KO injured nerve was significantly enlarged at the injury site, at Day 

14 following injury. This analysis shows that even at this early timepoint, the increased cell 

proliferation in the Nf1 KO injury site is sufficient to result in a detectable enlargement of 

tissue that will progressively increase over time to ultimately form neurofibromas (Figure  
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Figure 5.4. Nf1 KO SCs proliferate at a higher rate compared to neighbouring Nf1 WT 
SCs  
Following injury, Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice were injected with EdU, 3 and 6 hours 
prior to harvesting at the indicated timepoints. EdU detection was performed together with 
immunofluorescence staining. Transverse sections were stained for EdU (red), YFP (green) 
and p75 (grey). Representative images of the A) bridge region and B) distal stump (D2) of 
Nf1 KO and control mice. Arrows indicate proliferating YFP+ p75+ SCs. C) Graphs shows the 
percentage of EdU+/ p75+ (YFP+ or YFP-) cells in Nf1 KO and control mice at the indicated 
timepoints. Bars show the mean±SEM (n=6 mice). Only animals with a recombination rate > 
30% were included in this analysis. Statistics: Two-way ANOVA Sidaks’ multiple comparison 
test.  
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5.5).  

Overall, we identified Day 14 following injury as the timepoint at which Nf1 KO SC behaviour 

differs from control SCs at the injury site. Specifically, Nf1 KO SC proliferation was maintained 

at the injury site, whereas it had decreased to control levels in the distal stump. To identify 

differences in the microenvironment we chose to perform a RNA seq analysis at this 

timepoint. 

 

5.6. Macrophages and NG2+ cells show higher proliferation rates in Nf1 KO mice  

Analysis of the cellular composition of neurofibromas has shown increased numbers of 

macrophages (Choi et al., 2017; Prada et al., 2013), perineurial-like cells (Riccardi, 1992a) 

and NG2+/PDGFRβ+/p75+/αSMA- cells (our unpublished data) within the tumours. The 

functional role of macrophages in neurofibroma formation has been addressed recently using 

a Dhh-Cre:Nf1fl/fl mouse model, in which Nf1 is ablated in the SC lineage during development 

and which go on to develop plexiform neurofibromas in peripheral nerve roots (Prada et al., 

2013). This study showed that macrophages appear to be anti-tumourigenic initially but pro-

tumourigenic at later stages of the disease. We therefore investigated if the conditional loss of 

Nf1 in adult mSCs influences the proliferative behaviour of macrophages and 

NG2+/PDGFRβ+/p75+/αSMA- cells at the early stages of tumourigenesis to determine 

whether they may contribute to tumour initiation in our mouse model. To test this, we injected 

EdU before harvesting and quantified the number and proliferation rate of these two cell 

types.  

Consistent with the previous analysis (Chapter 4), following nerve injury we observed a 

dramatic increase in the number of both macrophages and NG2+ cells in both genotypes and 

regions compared to the uninjured Nf1 WT nerve (macrophages ~2 and NG2+ cells ~3 per 

field) as determined in Chapter 4 (Figure 5.6 and 5.7). The higher macrophage density 

showed that the inflammatory response remained elevated in both genotypes. However there 

are more macrophages in the Nf1 KO bridge. This increase in macrophage density could 

potentially secrete factors, such as cytokines, that could alter the injury microenvironment 

(Figure 5.6C). Consistent with the increased macrophage and NG2+ cell density in the Nf1  
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Figure 5.5. The bridge region of Nf1 KO injured nerve is enlarged by Day 14 following 
injury  
 Sciatic nerve area was measured in tmx untreated, tmx injected non-injured and injured Nf1 
KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice. A) Representative images of the measured bridge region of 
Nf1 KO and Nf1 WT mice at Day 14 following injury. Transverse sections were labelled with 
Hoechst and the nerve area was outlined and measured using Fiji. B) Graph shows 
quantification of the nerve area. (n= 4 mice, mean±SEM). 
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KO bridge, this analysis also showed that macrophages and NG2+ cells proliferated slightly 

more in both the Nf1 KO bridge and distal stump region compared to control (Nf1 WT) 

animals (Figure 5.6A, 5.6C, 5.7A and 5.7C) and this will contribute to the increased overall 

proliferation rates, shown in Figure 5.2. Moreover, the high proliferation rates of the NG2+ 

population will contribute to the higher proliferation rates of YFP-/p75+ cells (Figure 5.4C). 

However, the proportions of both cell types remained similar to control levels, indicating that 

the proliferation rate likely increases proportionally in both genotypes (Figure 5.6 and 5.7). In 

the distal stump, macrophage and NG2+ cell density was similar to control levels, indicating 

that a normal nerve regenerative process occurs in this region (Figure 5.6B, 5.6C, 5.7B and 

5.7C). Consistent with this, the cellular composition of the Nf1 KO distal stump was found to 

be similar to the control (Nf1 WT) distal stump at 8 months following nerve injury (data not 

shown) demonstrating that the Nf1 KO distal stump regenerates normally opposed to the Nf1 

KO injury site at which a neurofibroma forms.   

 

5.7. High levels of ERK signalling in regenerating Nf1 KO nerve  

Sustained ERK signalling is sufficient for SC dedifferentiation and dissociation from axons 

and is required for SC proliferation following nerve injury (Harrisingh et al., 2004; Napoli et al., 

2012; Ribeiro et al., 2013). However, as shown by Ribeiro et al, loss of Nf1 is not sufficient to 

activate ERK signalling in uninjured adult mSCs nor to drive neurofibroma formation, 

indicating an additional requirement of signals from the injury microenvironment. In line with 

this, we have shown previously that p-ERK levels remained elevated in the sciatic nerve 

bridge in Nf1 KO mice, whereas it decreased to control levels by Day 7 days after injury in the 

distal stump (Ribeiro et al., 2013). This suggested that activation of ERK signalling is either 

maintained at the injury site through an unknown factor or that ERK activation is suppressed 

by a pro- differentiating signal in the distal stump, which is absent at the injury site.  

Initially, we decided to perform a more detailed temporal analysis of ERK activation due to the 

key role of ERK in regulating SC differentiation and proliferation. At first, we harvested the 

injured nerves at Day 3 following injury and performed immunofluorescence stainings for p-

ERK and the axonal marker neurofilament on longitudinal cryosections of the nerve to  
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Figure 5.6. Increased numbers of macrophages at the Nf1 KO injury site  
Following injury, Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice were injected with EdU 3 and 6 hours 
prior to harvesting at the indicated timepoints. Injured sciatic nerves were harvested and 
transverse sections of the injury site and distal stump from Nf1 KO and control mice were 
stained for EdU (red) and Iba1 (green). Representative images of (A) The injury site and (B) 
Distal stump. Arrows indicate EdU+ macrophages. C) Graphs show EdU+ macrophages, 
macrophage density and proportion of macrophages in both regions. The area of the field 
quantified was 0.014mm2. Bars show the mean±SEM (n=4 mice). Only animals with a 
recombination rate > 30% were included in this analysis. Statistics: Two-way ANOVA Sidaks’ 
multiple comparison test.  
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Figure 5.7. NG2+ cells tend to proliferate more in the Nf1 KO mice 
 Following injury, Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice were injected with EdU 3 and 6 hours 
prior to harvesting the injured sciatic nerve at the indicated timepoints. Transverse sections of 
the injury site and distal stump from Nf1 KO and control mice were stained for EdU (red) and 
NG2 (grey). Representative images of (A) The injury site and (B) Distal stump. Arrows 
indicate EdU+ NG2+ cells. C) Graphs show EdU+ NG2+ cells, NG2+ cell density and 
proportions of NG2+ cells in both regions. The area of the quantified field was 0.014mm2. 
Bars show the mean±SEM. (n=4 mice). Only animals with a recombination rate > 30% were 
included in this analysis. Statistics: Two-way ANOVA Sidaks’ multiple comparison test.  
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determine ERK activation in the different regions of the nerve. Elevated levels of p-ERK were 

detected in the proximal stump close to the injury site (P1) and along the entire length of the 

distal stump (D1 and D2) in both Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice, although the levels were 

higher in the Nf1 KO mice (Figure 5.8A-C). This showed that p-ERK levels were higher in the 

Nf1 KO nerve, even at the early timepoints, suggesting a potential ablation of signals that 

downregulate ERK activation. In the newly-formed nerve bridge, p-ERK levels were low, 

presumably as dedifferentiated SCs have not yet migrated into this area.  

As shown in Figure 5.8C, p-ERK levels decreased with distance from the injury site in both 

genotypes but were surprisingly found to be highest in the proximal stump surrounding the 

regrowing axonal growth cones in both genotypes. It has previously been reported that axonal 

ERK signalling is important for axonal regrowth (Chierzi et al., 2005; Perlson et al., 2005; 

Reynolds et al., 2001), however, high magnification images of the proximal stump (Figure 

5.8B) showed that p-ERK staining was more strongly associated with SCs in the area 

surrounding the axonal growth cones. Axonal regrowth requires local protein synthesis, 

however axonal cell bodies are located at a great distance from the site of injury (Donnelly et 

al., 2013; Verma et al., 2005) and consequently previous studies have suggested that SCs 

may contribute to axonal protein synthesis during axonal regrowth (Court et al., 2008; Lopez-

Verrilli and Court, 2012). Consistent with this, our observations indicate that SCs are highly 

activated around the region of the regrowing axons and possibly act to metabolically support 

axonal outgrowth from this area.  

We also analysed the levels of p-ERK at Day 14 following injury, the timepoint selected for the 

RNA seq. analysis. As only the bridge region and the distal stump (D2) were compared in the 

RNA seq analysis, only these two regions were analysed. However, we could not detect p-

ERK expression either in the bridge region or in the distal stump (D2) in either Nf1 KO and 

control (Nf1 WT) mice at Day 14 following injury (Figure 5.9). Consistent with axonal regrowth 

into the distal stump, we observed that SC remyelination has begun at this timepoint in both 

genotypes and regions, as shown with P0 staining in Figure 5.9. High level of ERK signalling 

are associated with SC dedifferentiation, whereas lower levels of ERK activation are required  
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Figure 5.8. High levels of p-ERK are found in the area surrounding the axonal growth 
cone and along the length of the distal stump 
 (A) Representative images of longitudinal cryosections of sciatic nerves, Day 3 after injury, 
immunolabelled for pERK (red), EdU (green) and neurofilament (grey). Nuclei were 
counterstained with Hoechst. (B) Higher magnification images showing ERK activation in SCs 
and axons in the axonal growth cone area in LHS control (Nf1 WT) and RHS Nf1 KO mice. 
(C) The intensity of p-ERK staining was quantified using Fiji. Graph shows the quantification 
of the intensity of the p-ERK signal. Only animals with a recombination rate > 30% were 
included in this analysis. (n=6 animals of each group).  
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Figure 5.9. p-ERK expression is not detectable in Nf1 KO and control, Nf1 WT mice at 
Day 14 following injury    
5mm nerve fragments were isolated from the sciatic nerve bridge and from the distal stump 
(D2) of the injured nerve at Day 14 following injury and sections were immunolabelled for p-
ERK (red) and myelinating SC marker, P0 (green). Nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst. 
The positive control is a nerve from a P0-RafTR mouse, Day 4 post-tamoxifen injection 
(Napoli et al., 2012). An uncut contralateral nerve was used a negative control for ERK 
activation. Only animals with a recombination rate > 30% were included in this analysis and 
representative images of the 4 animals analysed for each group are shown. 
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for SC remyelination and to maintain SC proliferation (Harrisingh et al., 2004; Napoli et al., 

2012). Consequently, ERK activation had likely decreased in order to allow SC remyelination 

and may been too low to be detected. Although, SCs are mostly in their dedifferentiated state 

in neurofibromas (Ribeiro et al., 2013), this analysis also indicated that high levels of ERK 

activation are only associated with the SC dedifferentiation process at early timepoints, whilst 

lower levels together with additional factors likely maintain Nf1 KO SC proliferation and 

dedifferentiation at later timepoints following injury.  

 

5.8. Quality control of RNA seq. samples  

Our findings show that early signals from the injury microenvironment provide a proliferative 

advantage to Nf1 KO SCs. The proliferation of Nf1 KO SCs was also initially higher in the 

distal stump compared to Nf1 WT SCs, but whereas levels remain elevated in the bridge 

region, they returned to control levels by Day 14 following injury in the distal stump. We 

therefore chose the Day 14 timepoint to analyse differences in the microenvironment of the 

bridge and the distal stump by performing a RNA seq analysis, as at this timepoint only Nf1 

KO SCs maintain high proliferation at the injury site, at which they will go on to form tumours.  

We isolated the nerves at Day 14 following injury and we selected nerves for the RNA seq. 

analysis according to the recombination efficiency (>30%) in the contralateral uninjured nerve. 

The RNA seq. analysis was performed without purification of the different cell types, as we 

wanted to analyse the contribution of the entire microenvironment. The injured nerves of both 

Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) mice were dissected into equally sized fragments (0.5mm) 

containing either the bridge or the distal stump. We combined 6 nerve fragments from multiple 

mice for each sample, in order to decrease biological variability and we prepared independent 

triplicates for each area of interest. 

Previously, we tested different RNA extraction methods and determined the protocol that 

provided the best RNA quality after RNA isolation and purification from mouse sciatic nerve 

and based on this, RNA was extracted and purified using the Pure Link RNA Micro Scale Kit 

from Invitrogen. Purified RNA samples were quantified using a Nanodrop to determine RNA 

concentration and purity, to ensure that the samples had both a 260/280 and 260/230 ratio of 
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~ 2 (Table 5.1), as expected for high quality RNA. RNA Sequencing was performed by the 

Genomic Facility at the University of Liverpool, who performed a more sensitive quality 

assessment of the RNA using a Agilent 2100 bioanalyser (2100 Bioanalyser Software, Agilent 

Technologies), which produces an electropherogram and a “gel- like image” of the RNA 

(Figures 5.11-5.12). The integrated software automatically assigns a RNA integrity number 

(RIN) which is based on a numbering system from 1 to 10 with 1 being the most degraded 

profile and 10 being the most intact, as shown in Figure 5.10 (Endrullat et al., 2016; Imbeaud 

et al., 2005; Mueller O., 2004; Schroeder et al., 2006). For each of our samples the software 

calculated a RIN number (Table 5.1). The ideal RIN number of a sample for RNA seq. 

analysis should be around 8. All our samples passed this quality control. Table 5.1 below, 

summarises the quality measurements performed on the RNA samples. 

 

5.9. Ribosomal depletion and library preparation of the RNA seq. samples  

After quality control of the samples, the ribosomal RNA (rRNA), typically constituting over 

90% of the total RNA of a cell, needs to be removed in order to enrich for the less abundant 

mRNA prior to preparation of the library. Two methods are commonly used to remove the 

rRNA: pol(A) selection or depletion of rRNA. We chose to use the ribosomal depletion 

method, as it is reported to be the more preferable method for mouse samples as poly(A) 

selection can give a 3’-bias (Weedall, Irving et al. 2015). 

750 ng of total RNA was depleted with the Ribo-Zero Gold Kit from Illumina. The Ribo Zero 

gold kit removes both cytoplasmic and mitochondrial rRNAs and maintains both coding and 

non-coding RNA. The extent of rRNA depletion was checked on a Bioanalyser RNA pico chip. 

The NEB Ultra Directional RNA Library Preparation Kit was used to prepare the RNA-Seq 

libraries from the enriched material using (Figure 5.13). All of the enriched material was used 

and following 15 cycles of amplification, the RNA was purified using AMPure XP beads. 

AMPure XP beads are magnetic beads, which bind PCR amplicons longer than 100bp and 

efficiently remove unincorporated NTPs, primers, salt and other contaminants. The libraries 

were quantified using Qubit and the size distribution was analysed using the Agilent 2100 

Bioanalyser. The final libraries were pooled in equimolar amounts.  
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Figure 5.10. Example of electropherogram of an intact (A) and degraded (B) RNA 
sample 
 In the electropherogram, a high percentage of fragments with > 200 nucleotides indicates 
good RNA integrity, whereas a low percentage relates to enhanced RNA degradation and low 
quality. Important features such as the 5s,18s and 28s rRNA are outlined in the 
electropherogram. (A) Electropherogram of an intact RNA sample with a RIN of 8.9. (B) 
Electrophergoram of a heavily degraded RNA sample with a RIN of 1.9. A shift towards 
shorter fragment sizes can be observed as RNA degradation is a gradual process. Image 
adapted from (Peiro-Chova, Pena-Chilet et al. 2013).  
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Figure 5.11. Agilent bioanalyser gel-like image of total RNA of samples 1-12  
The image shows the total RNA gel like-image of the 12 RNA samples produced by the 
Agilent bioanalyzer. The 28s and 18s distinctive ribosomal bands are observed for all 
samples.  
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Figure 5.12. Electropherogram of RNA samples 1-12  
Sample label and RIN number is displayed in the blue box above the electropherogram. The 
electropherogram shows a distinct profile for each sample and the amount of measured 
fluorescence correlates with the RNA concentration of the sample. Note that for example, the 
measured fluorescence of the sample “Nf1 bridge_1” is clearly higher compared to the 
sample “Nf1 WT bridge_1”. The 18sRNA subunit can be seen at ~ 2000nt, the 28s large RNA 
subunit at ~ 3800nt. (FU) =Fluorescence units nt= nucleotides. 
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Sample Name  Concentration 
(ng/ul)   260/280  260/230       RIN 

1:Nf1 WT 
bridge_1 94.27 2.03 1.95 8.3 

2: Nf1 WT 
distal_1 89.96 2.01 2.05 8.3 

3:Nf1 KO 
bridge_1 322.46 2.05 2.27 8 

4:Nf1 KO 
distal_1 167.5 2.07 2.17 7.8 

5:Nf1 WT 
bridge_2 105.03 1.98 2.06 8.3 

6:Nf1 WT 
distal_2 73.81 2.01 2.05 8.6 

7:Nf1 KO 
bridge_2 306.8 2.06 2.17 7.7 

8:Nf1 KO 
distal_2 192.35 2.08 1.99 7.3 

9:Nf1 WT 
bridge_3 71.62 2.12 2 8.4 

10:Nf1 WT 
distal_3 62.04 2.14 2 7.9 

11:Nf1 KO 
bridge_3 245.42 2.11 2.06 7.9 

12:Nf1 KO 
distal_3 168.16 2.07 2.06 7.7 

 
 
Table 5.1. Summary of RNA concentration, 260/280 and 260/230 ratios and RIN number 
of RNA seq. samples 
 RNA concentration, 260/280 and 260/230 absorbance ratios were measured with a Nanodrop 
prior to submission of the samples to the RNA sequencing facility. The RIN number was 
measured by the Agilent 2100 bioanalyser at the Genomic Facility of Liverpool. RNA seq. 
samples should have a RIN value of ~8. All our samples, showed a RIN value of 8 ± 0.5 
except Nf1 distal_2 which had a RIN value of 7.3. In general, the average RNA concentration 
was observed to be higher in the Nf1 KO samples than in the control, Nf1 WT samples 
consistent with the increased number of cells in these nerves. 
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The quantity and quality of each pool was determined by Bioanalyzer and by qPCR using the 

Illumina Library Quantification Kit from Kapa (KK4854) on a Roche Light Cycler LC480II. The 

template DNA was denatured and loaded at 300 pM. The sequencing was performed on two 

lanes of an Illumina HiSeq4000 at 2x150 bp paired-end sequencing (Borodina et al., 2011; 

Parkhomchuk et al., 2009).  

An important factor to take into account for an RNA seq. analysis is sequencing depth or 

library size that is defined as the number of sequenced reads for a sample. Deeper 

sequencing results in the detection of more genes that are expressed at a low level, but it also 

results in the detection of transcriptional noise and off-target effects (Mortazavi et al., 2008). 

Increasing sequencing depth increases the cost, hence it is always a trade-off between 

increasing sequencing depth or the number of biological replicates, as reducing the 

sequencing depth allows the inclusion of more biological replicates per condition. Differential 

expression analysis programs such as Deseq2 rely on accurate modelling of the biological 

variability, as increasing the sequencing depth in an experiment with only a few replicates 

was shown to increase the number of false-positive differentially expressed genes (mostly low 

level expressed genes) (Tarazona et al., 2011). In conclusion, increasing the sequencing 

depth will detect genes, which are expressed at a low level, but their relevance in a biological 

context can only be assessed when biological variation can be accurately modelled through 

replication. In general, stable detection of protein coding genes is reached at moderate 

sequencing depths and ultra- high-throughput sequencing is mainly needed for detection of 

non-coding, low-expression RNAs. Furthermore, sequencing reads have increased 

substantially to a maximum of 300bp reads and this has been shown to improve the mapping 

to the reference genome and also allows the detection of both known splice junctions and 

novel splice sites. Consequently, we decided to run three biological replicates and the 

sequencing was carried out for each replicate on two lanes of an Illumina HiSeq4000 at 

2x150 bp, which can result in ~50-60 million reads per sample. This is considered a moderate  

sequencing depth, which we considered most appropriate for our analysis (Chhangawala et 

al., 2015; Conesa et al., 2016).  
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Figure 5.13. RNA- seq. library preparation using NEB Ultra Directional RNA library 
preparation kit   
After rRNA depletion with Ribo Zero gold kit, RNA was fragmented. First strand cDNA was 
reverse transcribed from fragmented RNA using random hexamers or oligo(dT) primers. In 
the second strand synthesis, UTP was incorporated in order to conserve strand information. 
The 5’ and/or 3’ ends of cDNA were repaired and dA tailed. dA tailing incorporates a non-
templated dAMP on the 3’ end of the blunt DNA fragments. This process prevents 
concatamer formation during subsequent ligation steps. Subsequently, the dA tailed 
fragments were ligated to adaptors, which contain sequences to allow hybridisation to a flow 
cell with complementary dT overhangs. USER (Uracil-Specific Excision Reagent) enzyme 
then generated a single nucleotide gap at the location of an uracil which results in custom 3' 
overhangs, which are required for the PCR enrichment step. The subsequent destruction of 
the uridine containing strand allowed identification of the orientation of the transcripts. 
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Libraries were enriched for correctly ligated cDNA fragments by PCR amplification using high 
fidelity polymerase. Primers, that bind fragments with integrated adapters (yellow) at the 3’ 
end, incorporated a barcode (bc) into each fragment. Library concentration was assessed 
using Qubit. Figure was retrieved from https://www.neb.com/products/e7530-nebnext- ultra-
rna-library-prep-kit-for-illumina#Product%20Information.   
 

5.10. RNA seq. analysis  

Prior to the bioinformatics analysis of the RNA seq. data, the quality of the raw data was 

examined, the variability of the samples was assessed and the data was normalised. Two 

independent bioinformatics analyses were performed: The first by the genomic facility in 

Liverpool and the second in collaboration with Dr. Christina Venturini (Group of Judith Breuer, 

Division of Infection and Immunity, UCL).  

The bioinformatics analysis aimed to detect differentially expressed genes between the 

sample group’s, Nf1 WT (control) bridge, Nf1 WT (control) distal, Nf1 KO bridge and Nf1 KO 

distal. By comparing the different regions, we aimed to identify both the potential pro-

tumourigenic signals from the Nf1 KO injury microenvironment and potential tumour 

suppressive signals from the normal nerve microenvironment.  

 

5.10.1. Processing of raw data  

The initial raw data processing steps (basecalling, de-multiplexing and trimming) were 

performed at the Genomic Facility of the University of Liverpool. Further processing of the raw 

data was performed both by the Genomic Facility in Liverpool and by Dr. Venturini.  

Basecalling and de-multiplexing of the indexed reads was performed using CASAVA version 

1.8.2, which is a bioinformatics software package commonly used to process sequencing 

reads. Demultiplexing divides the sequence reads into separate files for each index 

tag/sample and generates fastq files, which are required for downstream analysis. 

Basecalling is the process which determines the sequence of a fragment. Lastly, the raw 

fastq files were trimmed to remove Illumina adapter sequences using Cutadapt version 1.2.1 

(Martin, 2011). Low quality bases were removed from the reads by using Sickle version 1.200 

with a minimum window quality score of 20. After trimming was completed, reads shorter than 

10 bp were removed.  
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Both complete bioinformatics analyses are attached in the Appendix of this thesis, however 

only the analysis of Dr. Venturini is shown in this Chapter. The analysis of Dr. Venturini was 

performed using R software (Team, 2014), Bioconductor (Gentleman et al., 2004) packages 

including DESeq2 (Anders and Huber, 2010; Love et al., 2014) and the SARTools package 

developed at PF2 (Institute Pasteur). Normalization and differential analysis were performed 

according to the DESeq2 model and package.  

For RNA-seq. studies, it is recommended to obtain about 25 million reads per sample, but 

total read counts could vary between the samples due to slight differences in rRNA 

contamination and library concentrations between the samples. Figure 5.14 shows the total 

number of mapped and counted reads for each sample. All the samples have total read 

counts of ~30 million ± 5, except for sample Nf1 KO_distal_1 with the highest read count (38 

million) and Nf1 WT bridge_1 with the lowest read count (~18 million). In addition to total read 

counts, biological replicates and samples derived from the same tissue are expected to have 

similar read count distributions. log2(raw counts+1) are used instead of raw counts in order to 

provide a better readability of the graph. Figure 5.15 shows the distribution of the read counts 

for each sample and all the analysed samples exhibited a similar distribution of the raw read 

counts and no abnormal deviations were observed. Furthermore, the graph shows that there 

were some genes with zero read count (first peak) and some genes, which were very highly 

expressed.  

 

5.10.2. The PCA plot shows little variation between biological replicates  

The main variability within the experiment is expected to come from biological differences 

between the samples. This can be assessed in two ways: 1. Hierarchical clustering of the 

whole sample set or 2. Principal component analysis (PCA). We have performed PCA, in 

which all the genes have been included and each point within the graph represents one 

biological replicate.  The first principal components (PC1 and PC2) of the PCA, as shown in 

Figure 5.16, separates the samples from the different biological conditions, meaning that the 

biological variability is the main source of variance in the data. The PCA plot shows that the y-

axis separates the bridge from the distal stump samples and the x-axis separates the two  
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Figure 5.14. Number of mapped reads per sample  
The total mapped read counts are displayed in millions. In general, all the samples have a 
high total read count with in average 30 millions ± 5 total read counts. The highest read 
counts were obtained with the sample Nf1 KO distal_1 (~ 38 million) and the lowest read 
counts were obtained with the sample Nf1 WT bridge_1 (~ 18 million). Colours refer to the 
biological condition of the sample. Figure was generated by Dr. Venturini. 
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Figure 5.15. Density of counts distribution  
This graph displays the distribution of the raw read counts of all analysed samples. All 
samples show a similar trend and no unusual deviations are observed between the biological 
replicates. Figure was generated by Dr.Venturini. 
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Figure 5.16. The PCA plot shows tight clustering of biological triplicates and 
separation of biological different samples 
The plot shows the first two components of the PCA with percentages of variance associated 
with each axis (all genes have been included in this analysis). Each point represents one 
sample and the biological replicates are color-coded. Principal Component 1 (PC1, x-axis) 
represents 34% and PC2 represents 22% of the total variation in the data. Figure was 
generated by Dr. Venturini. 
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genotypes from each other. Overall, the PCA plot of our RNA Seq. data set showed good 

reproducibility of our samples, as the triplicates of each group are clustered 

together.  However, sample Nf1 KO distal_1 is more different than the other two biological 

replicates, as it does not cluster so tightly and is more closely associated with the Nf1 KO 

bridge samples. The reason for the increased variance of the Nf1 KO distal_1 sample is 

unknown, however we cannot exclude that more of the nerve bridge was included in the Nf1 

KO distal_1 sample, which could explain it’s increased variance from the other two biological 

replicates.   

 

5.10.3.  Differential expression analysis of the RNA seq. dataset  

The differential expression analysis was performed using the Deseq2 package (Love 2014). 

Outliers were detected by calculating the Cook's distance for every gene (Cook, 1977) with a 

large Cook's value corresponding to an outlier count. For genes with a large Cooks distance, 

p-values were not calculated (Love et al., 2014; McCarthy et al., 2012). The calculated p-

values must be adjusted for multiple comparisons, as a typical RNA seq. analysis involves 

comparing a large number of genes (performing a large number of statistical tests) that can 

lead to false positive results purely by chance. For our analysis, a p-value adjustment using 

the Benjamini Hochberg procedure was performed (Hochberg, 1995) and the controlled false 

positive rate was set to 0.05. The Benjamini- Hochberg approach controls the false positive 

rate, which is the proportion of significant results that are actually false positives.  

In Table 5.2, the up-, down- and total number of differentially expressed genes are displayed 

for all the relevant comparisons. The comparisons Nf1 WT bridge vs Nf1 KO distal and the 

comparison Nf1 KO bridge vs Nf1 WT distal had the most differentially expressed genes 

(~4500 genes). This result shows, as already evident in the PCA plot in Figure 5.16, that most 

differentially regulated genes were found by comparing samples that differ in both regions and 

genotypes. In contrast, the comparison of the Nf1KO distal stump with the Nf1 WT distal 

stump had the least number of differentially expressed genes (2190 genes). This is in 

accordance with the biological similarity of the two samples at Day 14 following injury, as 

determined earlier in this Chapter.  
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Table 5.2. Up-, down- and total number of differentially regulated genes for each 
comparison   
This table displays the number of up-, down and total number of differentially regulated genes 
in each comparison. As describe above the raw p-values are adjusted for multiple 
comparisons by performing a false discovery rate p-value adjustment, in which the controlled 
false positive rate was set to 0.05. This false discovery rate p-value adjustment is done with 
the Deseq2 (Love et al., 2014) programme and is based on the Benjamini Hochberg 
approach (Hochberg, 1995). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Test vs Ref  # down # up # total 

Nf1 KO distal vs NF1 WT distal  1002 1188 2190 

Nf1 WT bridge vs NF1 WT distal  1261 1344 2605 

Nf1 KO distal vs NF1 KO bridge  1727 1780 3507 

Nf1 WT bridge vs NF1 KO bridge 1786 1649 3435 

Nf1 WT bridge vs Nf1 KO distal 2374 2196 4570 

Nf1 KO bridge vs Nf1 WT distal 2212 2382 4594 
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Both MA and volcano plots are commonly used to visualise high-throughput sequencing 

analysis (Figure 5.17 and 5.18) and both display the differentially expressed genes of the 

different comparisons (red dots). We have identified several genes, which are either 

differentially over or under-expressed in all relevant comparisons. Out of the 6 comparisons 

made, only the 4 most relevant comparison are shown in Figure 5.17 and 5.18 due to space 

constraints (the remaining data is in the Appendix of this thesis).  

 
 

5.10.4. Functional analysis of differentially expressed genes 

To test whether genes associated with a specific biological function are over or 

underrepresented within the differentially upregulated genes of the 4 different comparisons 

(Nf1 KO ds vs Nf1 WT ds, Nf1 KO b vs Nf1 KO ds, Nf1 KO b vs Nf1 WT b, Nf1 KO b vs Nf1 

WT ds), we have performed a non-biased gene ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis using 

http://pantherdb.org/geneListAnalysis.do (Mi et al., 2013) (Table 5.3). Gene annotation 

overrepresentation analysis functionally annotates differentially expressed genes and 

assesses, whether a particular function is over-represented by comparing the frequency of 

each annotation in the gene list of interest to the background frequency of the reference gene 

list. The background frequency (defined as “expected value” in Table 5.3) is the expected 

number of genes annotated to a GO term out of the entire background gene set, whereas 

sample frequency is the number of genes annotated to the same GO term in the gene list of 

interest. A biological function is overrepresented when the number of genes out of the gene 

list of interest that are annotated to a specific GO term exceeds the “expected value”.  

In the Nf1 KO bridge compared to all other regions, DNA replication, cell proliferation and cell 

cycle genes were overrepresented within the differentially upregulated genes (Table 5.3). In 

contrast, when comparing the differentially upregulated genes in the distal stump of Nf1 KO 

vs Nf1 WT, none of these groups were found to be enriched (Table 5.3). These findings are in 

agreement with our previous analysis, which showed increased proliferation in the Nf1 KO 

bridge at this timepoint. Furthermore, the MAPK (ERK) signalling pathway was 

overrepresented when comparing the Nf1 KO bridge to both its own and to the Nf1 WT distal 

stump, but not when comparing the Nf1 KO vs Nf1 WT bridge. As shown in our previous  
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Figure 5.17. MA plots show differentially expressed genes identified between all the 
conditions  
 The MA plot provides a useful overview for an experiment with a two-group comparison. In 
the plot, each data point depicts a gene. The differentially expressed genes (up-and down 
regulated genes) which possess an adjusted p=value below 0.05 are coloured in red. Genes 
with a similar expression level in both samples will appear around the horizontal line (y=0) 
and are coloured in black. A negative change represents down-regulated genes and a 
positive change represents up- regulated genes. Datapoints, which fall out of the window are 
plotted as open triangles that are pointing either up or down. x-axis: normalized mean 
transformed to log10 scale. Y-scale: log2 Fold change. Figure was generated by Dr.Venturini. 
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Figure 5.18. Volcano plot shows differentially expressed genes identified between all 
conditions   
In the volcano plot differently expressed genes are highlighted as red dots. Genes with a low 
p-value (highly significant) appear towards the top of the plot. The log2 of the fold change is 
plotted so that changes in either direction appear equidistant from the centre. The genes of 
interest are the genes, which are found towards the top of the plot that are far to either the 
left- or the right- hand side. These genes have a large fold change as well as being highly 
statistical significant. A negative change represents the down-regulated genes and a positive 
change represents the up-regulated genes. x-axis: log2 expression fold change. Y-scale: - 
log10 of the adjusted p-value. The adjusted p-value of 0.05 is set as threshold and is shown 
as a dashed line. Figure was generated by Dr. Venturini. 
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Table 5.3. Gene ontology term enrichment analysis 
These tables display the non-biased gene ontology term enrichment analysis that was 
performed on the differentially upregulated genes of the 4 different comparisons: A) Nf1 KO 
bridge vs Nf1 WT distal. B) Nf1 KO bridge vs Nf1 KO distal C) Nf1 KO bridge vs Nf1 WT 
bridge D) Nf1 KO distal vs Nf1 WT distal. The tables are sorted according to the highest fold 
enrichment value and subcategories are indicated by surrounding boxes and separating 
dashed lines. Only biological functions that were statistically significant (Fisher exact Test) 
are shown here and cell cycle related functions are highlighted in red.  
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analysis, the overall proliferation is higher in the bridge region compared to the distal stump in 

both genotypes and it is well known that ERK activation is required for SC proliferation, 

although at lower levels than those required to initiate SC dedifferentiation. As cell 

proliferation is higher in the bridge regions compared to the distal stump, the difference in 

ERK activation may be smaller between these two regions than when comparing the bridge 

region to the distal stump and thereby ERK activation may not been identified as enriched in 

the Nf1 KO bridge compared to the control bridge region.  

Fewer biological functions were found overrepresented when comparing Nf1 KO and Nf1 WT 

distal stump. This is in line with our previous analyses, which has shown that these two areas 

are similar at this timepoint.  

The heatmap, in which all 21821 genes are included, is displayed in Figure 5.19A and shows 

that the majority of the genes are similarly expressed across the conditions. The genes that 

are differentially expressed are displayed in the top panel. Due to the large number of genes, 

it is difficult to see the expression pattern of the genes that are differentially regulated 

between the different conditions, as only a subset of these genes reached a fold-change over 

2, whilst others exhibited smaller differences. In Figure 5.19B, we selected the 100 genes that 

changed the most out of the 21821 genes and interestingly some of these genes are more 

highly expressed in the Nf1 KO bridge and this are candidates as pro-tumourigenic signals. 

However, many genes appear to be highly expressed in the Nf1 WT bridge region and these 

may be candidates for anti-tumourigenic signals. 

 

5.10.5. Identification of genes exclusively overexpressed in Nf1 KO bridge region 

Thousands of differentially expressed genes were identified between the different conditions, 

however, for the scope of this thesis, we have focused primarily on the genes, which were 

more highly expressed in the Nf1 KO bridge compared to the other conditions. The gene lists 

of the differently downregulated genes can be found in the Appendix of this thesis but 

because of time constraints have not been further analysed. To obtain the genes, which are 

exclusively upregulated in the Nf1 KO bridge, we intercalated the different comparisons using 

Venn diagrams http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn/. This was performed by 
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Figure 5.19. Heatmap of all genes  
Heatmap of A) all 21821 genes and B) of the 100 genes that change the most between 
conditions. The Colour corresponds to per-gene z-score that is computed from the Deseq2 
transformed counts (specifically rlog). The z -score scale represents mean-subtracted 
regularised log-transformed read counts. For each gene the distance of each sample from the 
mean for all samples was calculated and the order of the genes was obtained with 
hierarchical clustering. Figure was generated by Dr. Christina Venturini using A) 
pheatmap (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/pheatmap/index.html) and B) superheat 
(https://github.com/rlbarter/superheat). 
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intercalating the upregulated genes of the Nf1 KO bridge vs Nf1 WT bridge, Nf1 KO distal vs 

Nf1 WT distal, Nf1 KO bridge vs WT distal and Nf1 KO bridge vs Nf1 KO distal comparisons 

(Figure 5.20). The comparison Nf1 KO bridge with Nf1 WT distal stump was included, as 

although not biologically as relevant, it was important to ensure that the genes were different 

compared to the Nf1 WT distal stump.  

The red Venn diagram intersection contains the 363 genes that are exclusively upregulated in 

the Nf1 KO bridge compared to the other regions (Figure 5.20), whereas the green 

intersection contains the 143 genes that are highly expressed in the Nf1 KO bridge but these 

genes also show different expression levels between Nf1 KO and Nf1 WT distal stump due to 

their generally low expression in the Nf1 WT animal (Figure 5.20). Furthermore, we were also 

interested in the genes, which were highly expressed in both the Nf1 KO bridge and Nf1 KO 

distal stump but not in the Nf1 WT regions (pink and blue intersection). Although these genes 

are upregulated in both regions in the Nf1 KO animal, they may act very differently in the two 

regions as the disruption of the basal lamina at the injury site could increase exposure to 

factors of the microenvironment. These genes are contained in the pink intersection with 276 

genes and the blue intersection with 385 genes (Figure 5.20). The difference between these 

two Venn diagram intersections is that the genes within the pink Venn diagram segment are 

not differentially regulated between the Nf1 KO and the Nf1 WT distal stump (Figure 5.20).  

To investigate, whether particular biological functions are over-represented within the different 

Venn diagram intersections, we performed a non-biased gene ontology term enrichment 

analysis using http://pantherdb.org/geneListAnalysis.do. In Table 5.4 the enrichment analysis  

of the Venn diagram intersections of interest are shown. Importantly, similar to the findings of 

the GO analysis shown in Table 5.3 above, we observed that cell cycle and mitotic nuclear 

division were highly overrepresented in the red Venn diagram intersection (which are the 

genes exclusively upregulated in the Nf1 KO bridge). This finding is in line with our earlier 

analysis, which showed that cell proliferation is higher within the Nf1 KO bridge at this 

timepoint (Figure 5.2).  

We were especially interested in genes, which encode for secreted proteins such as 

cytokines, cell surface molecules and ECM proteins, as we considered them likely to 
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Figure 5.20. Venn diagram intersections  
The Venn diagram displays the number of genes upregulated in each intersection. The 
differentially upregulated genes of the 4 comparisons: Nf1 KO vs Nf1 WT bridge, Nf1 KO 
distal vs Nf1 WT distal, Nf1 KO bridge vs Nf1 distal and Nf1 KO bridge vs Nf1 WT distal, were 
intercalated in order to obtain the genes exclusively upregulated in the Nf1 KO bridge (red 
Intersection). The red Venn diagram section contains the 363 genes, which are exclusively 
upregulated in the Nf1 KO bridge compared to the other regions, whereas the green 
intersection contains the 143 genes that are highly expressed in the Nf1 KO bridge, but these 
genes are also differentially regulated between Nf1 KO and Nf1 WT distal stump. The 
intersection highlighted in blue (385 genes) and the intersection in pink (276 genes) contains 
the genes that are highly expressed in both Nf1 KO bridge and distal stump. 
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constitute the tumour-promoting environment within the Nf1 KO bridge. We have selected 

genes from the red and the green Venn diagram intersections. Furthermore, we selected 

genes from the blue (eg. Cytokines CX3CL1 and CXCL14) and pink (eg. cytokine IL6) Venn 

diagram intersections that contain the genes highly expressed in both regions in the Nf1 KO 

animals, but expressed at a low level in the Nf1 WT animal.  

Table 5.5 and Figure 5.21 display the genes that we have selected from the different Venn 

diagram intersections. For each gene and sample, the normalised gene reads and the log2 

fold changes are displayed for each of the comparisons used in the Venn diagram. The fold 

change (FC) cut off was set at of 1.5 (log2 fold change ~ 0.58). Out of these selected 

candidates, the ECM proteins, CILP and Spondin 1 (SPON1), tumour necrosis factor 18 

(TNSF18) and the secreted protein ESM1 were found to be the most highly differentially 

expressed genes in the Nf1 KO bridge compared to the other conditions. Edil3, is underneath 

the determined FC cut off of 1.5 in the comparison Nf1 KO bridge to Nf1 KO distal, but was 

kept it for further validations as it is reported to be expressed in certain cancers and can 

initiate neo-angiogenesis (Aoka et al., 2002; Beckham et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2016; Lee et 

al., 2016; Zou et al., 2009). In this table, we also display cell-cycle related genes to confirm 

our previous findings. We observed high expression of cell cycle related genes such as cyclin 

B2 and growth factors such as IGF1 in the Nf1 KO bridge samples. Nevertheless, the cell- 

cycle related genes have not been included in further validations, as they represent 

downstream consequences of the pro- tumourigenic signals within the Nf1 KO tumour 

microenvironment. Furthermore, we also investigated whether TGFβ1 and TGFβ2 are more 

highly expressed in the Nf1 KO bridge compared to the other areas as it is a known SC 

mitogen (D'Antonio et al., 2006; Lamouille et al., 2014; Mirsky et al., 2008) and recently TGFβ 

signalling has been shown to be responsible for reprogramming SCs within the nerve bridge 

to an invasive mesenchymal cell- type (Clements et al., 2017). As shown in Table 5.5 and 

Figure 5.21 TGFβ1 was found to be equally expressed in most regions, except for its low 

expression in the Nf1 WT bridge. Interestingly, in contrast, TGFβ2 was more highly expressed 

in both Nf1 KO and Nf1 WT bridges compared to both distal stump regions. This is in 

agreement with a recent study that demonstrated a specific role for TGFβ2 within the nerve 
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Table 5.4. Gene ontology term enrichment analysis of Venn diagram intersections 
These tables display the gene enrichment analysis performed on the gene lists of the 5 
different Venn diagram intersections. Only biological functions that were statistically 
significant (Fisher exact Test) and which had a fold enrichment value > 1.5 are shown. 
Subcategories are indicated by surrounding boxes and separating dashed lines. Gene 
enrichment analysis was performed on: A) Venn diagram intersection highlighted in red which 
contains the 363 genes which are exclusively upregulated in the Nf1 KO bridge. Note that cell 
cycle and cell division are among the most enriched functional annotations in this region. 
B+C) Venn diagram intersection highlighted in blue (385 genes) and pink (276 genes), which 
contains the genes upregulated in both Nf1 KO bridge and Nf1 KO distal stump. Note that no 
statistically significant enriched gene classes were found within the green Venn diagram 
intersection.   
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Gene name Mean 
normalised
Nf1 WT 
distal 
reads 

Mean 
normalised 
Nf1 KO 
bridge reads 

Mean 
normalised 
Nf1 KO 
distal  
reads 

Mean 
normalised 
Nf1 WT 
bridge 
reads 

Log2 fold 
change 
Nf1 
bridge vs 
Nf1 
distal 

Log2 fold 
change 
Nf1 
bridge 
vs Nf1 
WT 
bridge 

Log2 
fold 
change 
Nf1 
distal vs 
Nf1 WT 
distal 

Log2 
fold 
change 
Nf1 
bridge 
vs Nf1 
WT 
distal 

CILP 2788 24157 5738 6312 1.499 1.405 - 2.178 
EDIL3 472 744 553 345 0.401 1.022 - 0.611 
ESM1 34 277 75 73 1.153 1.183 - 1.705 
SLITRK6 262 599 224 263 1.271 1.063 - 1.072 
SPOCK3 34 76 24 31 1.335 1.036 - 0.965 
SPON1 254 1107 362 343 1.184 1.237 - 1.533 
TNFSF18 17 68 32 14 0.853 1.626 - 1.447 
CX3CL1 157 256 254 111 - 1.034 0.603 0.616 
CXCL14 1966 4730 4693 1952 - 1.234 1.215 1.226 
CCNB2 454 969 641 456 0.568 1.031 0.476	   1.043	  
IGF1 3641 9769 5053 5477 0.934 0.819 0.464 1.398 
ITGAE 69 223 123 79 0.763 1.333 0.707 1.469 
VCAN 1385 5872 2588 2566 1.106 1.117 0.839 1.945 
EMILIN1 1075 1635 1511 763 - 0.977 - 0.543 
IL6 25 97 40 14 - 1.08 - 0.862 
TGFβ1 539	   599	   595	   364	    0.651   
TGFβ2 147 318 136 260 0.919   0.838 

 
Table 5.5. Overview of selected genes, which are more highly expressed in the Nf1 KO 
bridge   
In this table, the means of the normalised reads are displayed for each gene in each sample. 
The log2 fold changes are shown for all the comparisons, which have been used to obtain the 
Venn diagram. The genes are coloured according to the Venn diagram intersection from 
which they have been obtained and are sorted according to their colour. CILP, SPON1, 
TNSF18 and ESM1 are the most differentially expressed genes within the Nf1 bridge 
compared to the other conditions. All the displayed genes, except for the cell cycle related 
gene CCNB2 (cyclin B2), are secreted proteins, cytokines or ECM proteins.  
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Figure 5.21. Heatmap of selected genes which are upregulated in Nf1 KO bridge   
This heatmap displays the expression values of the 14 selected genes that are upregulated in 
the Nf1 KO bridge. Moreover, TGFβ1 and TGFβ2 and cell cycle protein CCNB2 (Cyclin B2) 
are also displayed in this heatmap. The Colour corresponds to per-gene z-score that is 
computed from the Deseq2 transformed counts (specifically rlog). The z -score scale 
represents mean-subtracted regularised log-transformed read counts. For each gene the 
distance of each sample from the mean for all samples was calculated and the order of the 
genes was obtained with hierarchical clustering. Figure was generated by Dr. Christina 
Venturini using superheat (https://github.com/rlbarter/superheat). 
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bridge region (Clements et al., 2017). 

The complete tables of all differentially regulated genes are shown in the Appendix of this 

thesis. We are also interested in the genes, which are underexpressed in the Nf1 KO bridge 

as those genes could promote normal nerve repair in the distal stump (anti-tumourigenic 

properties). A detailed analysis of the underexpressed genes will be undertaken in the future 

but are outside the scope of this thesis.  

In summary, we have selected two main classes of molecules from the differentially 

expressed genes of the different Venn diagram intersections: 1. Extracellular matrix proteins 

such as CILP, F-Spondin 1 (SPON1) and Versican (VCAN) and 2. Cytokines such as Il6, 

CXCL14 and CX3CL1 (Table 5.5 and Figure 5.21). Furthermore, we also selected secreted 

proteins such as growth factor (IGF1), soluble proteoglycan (ESM1) and integral membrane 

protein SLITRK6 for further validation.  

 

5.10.6. Validation of the RNA seq. dataset  

In order to validate the differential expression of the candidates identified by the RNA seq. 

analysis, we performed qRT-PCR analysis on freshly isolated nerve fragments from both 

genotypes. In contrast to the RNA seq analysis, we isolated RNA from single animals for the 

qRT- PCR analysis. We investigated the expression of 14 genes and confirmed a statistical 

significant upregulation of 9/14 candidates in the Nf1 KO bridge, although the others also 

showed a trend of being more highly expressed in the Nf1 KO bridge (Figure 5.22 and 5.23). 

Out of the 4 cytokines analysed, we confirmed CXCL14, IL6 and TNSFF18 and out of the 7 

ECM proteins, we confirmed CILP, EDIL3, SPON1 and VCAN as significantly upregulated in 

the Nf1 KO bridge (Figure 5.22 and 5.23). Additionally, we confirmed high RNA expression of 

the growth factor IGF1 and integral membrane protein SLITRK6 in the Nf1 KO bridge samples 

(Figure 5.23). In future experiments, the function of the identified candidates will be assessed.  
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Figure 5.22. qRT-PCR analysis confirms upregulation of cytokines exclusively in the 
bridge of the Nf1 KO mice   
Validation of RNA expression of A) 4 cytokines (CX3CL1, CXCL14, IL-6 and TNFSF18) and 
B) 1 growth factor, IGF1 by qRT-PCR. Graphs shows that out of the 4, 3 cytokines (CXCL14, 
IL-6 and TNFSF18) were confirmed as significantly higher expressed in the Nf1 KO bridge 
compared to the other conditions. Growth factor IGF1 was also observed as upregulated in 
the Nf1 KO bridge, whereas CX3CL1 did not reach statistical significance probably due to 
high variation between the animals.  Bars show the mean ±SEM for 8 independent 
experiments. Fold change was compared to Nf1 WT distal sample. Statistics: Two way 
ANOVA followed by Sidaks multiple comparison test.  
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Figure 5.23. qRT-PCR analysis confirms upregulation of (A) ECM proteins and (B) 
Integral membrane protein SLITRK6 in the bridge of the Nf1 KO mice    
Validation of RNA expression of (A) 7 ECM proteins (CILP, EDIL3, EMILIN1, ITGAE, SPON1, 
SPOCK3 and VCAN) and (B) integral membrane protein SLITRK6 and secreted protein 
ESM1 by qRT-PCR. Graphs shows that 4 out of 7 ECM proteins (CILP, EDIL3, SPON1 and 
VCAN) and integral membrane protein SLITRK6 were confirmed as significantly higher 
expressed in the Nf1 KO bridge compared to the other conditions. Bars show the mean±SEM 
for 8 independent experiments. Fold change was compared to Nf1 WT distal sample. 
Statistics: Two way ANOVA Sidaks multiple comparison test. 
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5.11. Chapter discussion and conclusions  

5.11.1. Investigation of cellular behaviour at the early stages of Nf1 KO tumour 

formation 

In this chapter, we have investigated both the early cellular changes of tumour driving Nf1 KO 

cells and of stromal cells, such as inflammatory cells, in order to characterise the cellular 

environment and to select a timepoint to perform a molecular analysis when the cellular 

behaviour is different at the injury site compared to the distal stump. The ultimate aim was to 

both characterise the early cellular behaviour associated with tumour formation and to 

determine the signals from the microenvironment responsible for promoting the development 

of the tumour.  

The generation of transgenic mouse models has led to the identification of many pro-

tumourigenic signals such as Wnt signalling that has been shown to have an important role in 

driving colorectal cancer initiation (Bienz and Clevers, 2000; Groden et al., 1991; Korinek et 

al., 1997). Whilst Wnt was identified as an early signal, colorectal cancer progression requires 

the progressive acquisition of other mutations (eg. Activating mutations in proto-oncogene 

Ras) at later stages (Fearon, 2011). The Nf1 KO mouse model provides an excellent model to 

study the early stages of tumour formation as we can select the animals prone to tumour 

formation. Furthermore, as tumours only develop at the injury site it allows us to compare the 

pro-tumourigenic behaviour of the Nf1 KO SCs in this area to their normal regenerative 

behaviour in the distal stump. Importantly, the tumour clonality analysis that was shown in 

Chapter 4 showed that the Nf1 KO SC do not appear to require additional mutations to drive 

tumourigenesis at the injury site. This result further underlines the important contribution of 

signals from the Nf1 KO injury microenvironment to tumour initiation and implies the 

importance of their identification for new therapeutic approaches.  

As an initial parameter, we investigated cell proliferation and found that total cell proliferation 

was enhanced in the Nf1 KO mice in the regenerating part of the nerve, at Day 3 following 

injury. This indicates that the loss of Nf1 in a subpopulation of mSCs changes the overall 

proliferative response after injury. Importantly, we observed that the Nf1 KO SCs maintained 

a higher level of proliferation at the injury site at Day 14 following injury, whereas similar cells 
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proliferated as control SCs in the distal stump. This finding shows that a hyperproliferative 

lesion develops at the injury site very early following the injury response, which is associated 

with an apparent failure of the Nf1 KO SCs to behave normally as the injury response 

resolves. As the Nf1 KO SCs are genetically identical in both areas, this finding indicates that 

pro-tumourigenic signals at the site of injury or anti- tumourigenic signals in the distal stump 

are influencing their proliferative behaviour. Interestingly, in vitro, Nf1 KO SCs devoid of 

axonal contact showed increased proliferation when exposed to cell culture serum suggesting 

that the serum may mimic the wound microenvironment (Parrinello et al., 2008).  

Overall, we have identified the timepoint at which Nf1 KO behaviour differs from control SCs 

and it will be of great interest to determine the interactions of the Nf1 KO SCs with their 

adjacent microenvironment in future studies. Particularly, as discussed in Chapter 6, we are 

highly interested in axonal interactions, as the proliferating Nf1 KO SCs may escape the anti-

proliferative signals of the axons and may instead closely interact with other cell types within 

the nerve bridge.  

Consistent with the increase in tissue size at the Nf1 KO injury site, we also found that 

macrophages and NG2+ cell density is increased in this region. Specifically, elevated 

numbers of macrophages were found and these cells may secrete factors that could 

contribute to a pro-tumourigenic microenvironment in this region. In future experiments, we 

will determine whether Nf1 KO SCs interact with these two cell types and whether these 

interactions may promote Nf1 KO SC proliferation. In order to do so, we can isolate these 

cells types from the Nf1 KO bridge and co-culture them with Nf1 KO SCs. The isolation of 

macrophages will be done via immunopanning, as we have previously established this 

technique to isolate macrophages from the injured nerve in the lab (L. van Emmenis) and the 

NG2+ cells can be isolated from mice that express dsRed under the NG2 promoter (NG2-

dsRed mice, see Chapter 4).  

We also investigated the temporal activation of ERK at the early timepoints following injury 

and consistent with our previous studies, which showed that high levels of p-ERK were 

associated with SC dedifferentiation (Harrisingh et al., 2004; Napoli et al., 2012), we found 

high levels of p-ERK at the early stages following injury. These high levels of ERK activation 
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likely decrease to lower levels that are sufficient to sustain SC proliferation and allow 

remyelination of the injured nerve. These low levels may not be detectable via 

immunofluorescence staining at Day 14 following nerve injury, however, a previous study 

showed that pERK is still detectable by Western Blot in the distal (D1 and D2) and in the 

proximal stump (P1) at Day 16 post injury (Sheu et al., 2000), demonstrating that ERK is 

activated at lower levels at the later timepoints following injury.  

 

5.11.2. RNA seq analysis  

In the second part of this chapter, I described the RNA seq. analysis that was performed in an 

attempt to identify either pro-tumourigenic signals or  tumour-suppressive signals of the injury 

microenvironment and distal stump respectively at the early stages of neurofibroma formation. 

This analysis has identified several genes as being differentially regulated in the different 

conditions. We selected genes that are upregulated exclusively in the Nf1 KO bridge or 

upregulated in both the bridge and distal stump of the Nf1 KO animal for further investigation. 

Moreover, we have selected mainly ECM proteins, cytokines and other secreted proteins, as 

these genes most likely constitute the tumour-promoting environment. In the two paragraphs 

below, I discuss the genes identified within these two categories and their potential impact on 

neurofibroma formation.   

 

5.11.2.1. Cytokine and chemokine expression is increased in the Nf1 KO injury 

site 

The earliest evidence that the tumour microenvironment plays a critical role in tumourigenesis 

was the observation that chronic inflammation is associated with tumour formation in many 

cancers (~20%) and even the cancers, which lack a causal role for chronic inflammation, 

possess an inflammatory microenvironment that exhibits high cytokine expression (Elinav et 

al., 2013; Grivennikov et al., 2010; Grivennikov and Karin, 2011; Mantovani et al., 2008). 

Later studies then demonstrated that inflammatory responses play key roles in 

tumourigenesis including in tumour initiation, promotion, progression and metastasis 

(Grivennikov et al., 2010; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). Cytokines, that are the main 
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mediators of the inflammatory response, have been shown to link the wound healing 

inflammatory response with carcinogenesis and may provide potential therapeutic and 

preventive targets. Moreover, cytokines are known to possess a dual role in tumourigenesis 

and these pro- and anti-tumourigenic signals co-exist in developing tumours. However, if the 

tumour is not rejected, the pro-tumourigenic signals will dominate and contribute to promote 

growth, invasion and survival of the established tumour by activating many pro-tumorigenic 

signalling pathways such as AKT, ERK, NF-kB and JAK/STAT (Coussens and Werb, 2002; 

Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011; Pickup et al., 2014). Consequently, tumour formation and 

progression is sustained by complex bidirectional interactions between cancer cells and 

inflammatory cells, in which cytokines can activate critical signalling pathways in cancer cells 

that in turn can produce chemokines which attract more inflammatory cells into the tumour 

(Elinav et al., 2013). Furthermore, the production of cytokines by inflammatory and immune 

cells provides a constant supply of growth factors and survival signals for the cancer cells 

(Grivennikov et al., 2010; Mantovani et al., 2008).   

We have identified three cytokines, IL6, CXCL14 and tumour necrosis factor 18 (TNSF18) as 

significantly upregulated in the Nf1 KO bridge at Day 14 following injury. The cell type 

expressing these cytokines has not been identified, but it has been shown previously that the 

IL6-receptor is expressed by SCs (Ito et al., 2010; Lara-Ramirez et al., 2008). IL6 is one of 

the best characterised pro-tumourigenic cytokines and is commonly found in tumour 

microenvironments (Grivennikov and Karin, 2011). After binding to its receptor, the activated 

IL6 receptor complex signals downstream to JAK/STAT, PI3K-AKT and ERK signalling 

pathways (Ito et al., 2010; Reichert et al., 1996; Yao et al., 2014). IL6 expression was 

previously detected during sciatic nerve regeneration in vivo and in vitro (Bolin et al., 1995; 

Fregnan et al., 2012) and consistent with this the IL6-receptor was found expressed in 

dedifferentiated SCs (Parrinello et al., 2008), indicating that dedifferentiated Nf1 KO SCs may 

be sensitive to IL6 exposure. Interestingly, it was shown that plasma soluble levels of IL6 are 

upregulated in NF1 cancer patients (Park et al., 2013; Torres et al., 2016) but the relevance of 

this remains unknown. IL6 is well known as one of the major components of the senescence 

associated secretory phenotype (SASP) and is associated with oncogenic stress induced 
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senescence in various cell types (Coppe et al., 2008; Kuilman et al., 2008), whereas in other 

tissues, IL6 mediated activation of STAT3 can stimulate pre-malignant cell proliferation and 

inhibits apoptosis at the early stages of tumourigenesis (Bollrath et al., 2009; Waldner et al., 

2012). Consistent with this, a recent study demonstrated that STAT3 acts as oncogene by 

driving neurofbroma initiation in the Dhh-Cre:Nf1fl/fl mouse model (Wu et al., 2016). Further 

studies support the potential pro-tumourigenic role of STAT3 in the context of Nf1 loss in NF1 

(Banerjee et al., 2010) and in malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumour formation (MPNSTs) 

(Banerjee et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2014). In MPNSTs, EGFR activation induced the activation 

of STAT3, whereas the upstream activator remains to be identified. However, it may be that 

IL6 is fulfilling this role, but this hypothesis requires further testing.  

CXCL14 (also called BRAK) belongs to the CXC chemokine family (Shellenberger et al., 

2004). CXCL14 was originally defined as a tumour suppressor, as it was shown to recruit anti-

tumourigenic leukocytes such as dendritic and neutral killer (NK) cells (Shurin et al., 2005; 

Starnes et al., 2006). In addition to its known role as a tumour suppressor, CXCL14 has 

recently been reported to be overexpressed in pancreatic cancer and colorectal carcinoma 

and was associated with a more aggressive, invasive phenotype and with disease recurrence 

(Wente et al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2013). This suggests that CXCL14 can act either as a pro- or 

anti-tumourigenic factor.  

TNFSF18, also known as GITRL (Kim et al., 2003) is a transmembrane protein of the tumour 

necrosis factor superfamily that is mainly expressed by antigen presenting cells including DCs 

and macrophages and is involved in the regulation of diverse immune system functions 

(Nocentini and Riccardi, 2009). The role of TNFSF18 in tumourigenesis is not well studied, 

but it has been shown to be expressed at a high level by cancer cells and can diminish NK 

cell anti-tumour immunity (Baltz et al., 2008; Baltz et al., 2007).  

 

5.11.2.2. Upregulation of embryonic ECM proteins in the Nf1 KO injury site 

In recent years, it has become evident that the tumour microenvironment plays an important 

role in regulating cancer cell behaviour. To date, the main focus has been set on the cellular 

components of the microenvironment, however, the impact of the ECM has recently been 
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recognised (Erler et al., 2009; Erler et al., 2006; Levental et al., 2009). Furthermore, tumours 

resemble wounds that have not healed and consequently the tumour stroma is similar to the 

microenvironment that is associated with an unrepaired wound (Bissell and Radisky, 2001; 

Egeblad et al., 2010). In both, ECM deposition is elevated and results in increased tissue 

density and stiffness. Elevated ECM deposition or increased tissue stiffness can activate 

several signalling pathways such as AKT and ERK signalling pathways in adjacent cancer 

cells (Levental et al., 2009; Provenzano et al., 2009). Furthermore, ECM organisation is 

altered compared to a normal tissue stroma and the expression of ECM remodelling enzymes 

is deregulated in various cancers (Egeblad et al., 2010; Frantz et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011). 

The ECM, similar to its role in tumourigenesis, is fundamental for many major developmental 

processes such as branching morphogenesis and bone development (Lu et al., 2011; 

Rebustini et al., 2009; Stickens et al., 2004). One of the characteristic features of cancer cells 

is the reactivation of developmental signalling pathways such as Wnt, Hedgehog and Notch 

pathways in adult cells. These developmental signalling pathways are often deregulated in 

cancer and increase tumour growth, metastasis, invasion and can initiate the recruitment of 

stromal cells (Aiello and Stanger, 2016; Bolos et al., 2007; Dempke et al., 2017; Giles et al., 

2003; Nwabo Kamdje et al., 2017; Polakis, 2007; Radtke and Raj, 2003).  

 The expression of three of the four identified ECM proteins EDIL3, F- Spondin 1 (SPON1) and 

Versican (VCAN) is restricted within adult tissue and they have been reported to mainly play 

regulatory roles during embryonic development. Consequently, the upregulation of EDIL3, 

SPON1 and VCAN may indicate the pro-tumourigenic reactivation of developmental signalling 

pathways in the Nf1 KO bridge.  

SPON1 is a secreted extracellular matrix protein which is known to be highly expressed in the 

floor plate during development and has been shown to promote neural adhesion and neurite 

extension (Klar et al., 1992). Additionally, it was shown to be expressed in certain cancer 

stromas such as in breast cancer stroma (Casey et al., 2009), but as it is relatively poorly 

studied, the mechanisms of action of SPON1 are not yet known.  

VCAN is a chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (CSP), which has been shown to be involved in 

cell adhesion, and its expression is associated with a proliferative cell phenotype during 
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development and in a variety of tumours, including breast, brain, prostate and melanoma, in 

which VCAN expression was shown to correlate with greater tumour invasion and poor 

disease-specific survival (Shen et al., 2015; Wight, 2002). In the CNS, CSPGs have been 

found associated with the ECM of reactive astrocytes, whereas in the PNS they are 

expressed in the ECM of dedifferentiated SCs (Castro and Kuffler, 2006). In contrast to the 

CNS, where CSPG expression prevents axonal regrowth, in the PNS it only delays axonal 

regeneration following injury (Zuo et al., 2002). The elimination of CSPGs in vivo can be 

achieved by using an CSPG synthesis inhibitor (eg. beta-D- xyloside) or by enzymatic 

digestion (Bradbury et al., 2002; Moon et al., 2001; Zuo et al., 1998a) and it was 

demonstrated previously that injection of the enzyme chondroitinase ABC effectively 

degraded CSPGs following nerve transection and resulted in enhanced axonal regeneration 

in the PNS  (Zuo et al., 1998b; Zuo et al., 2002).  

EDIL3 is a secreted ECM protein that acts as an integrin ligand and was shown to be involved 

in angiogenesis and cell invasion by activating ERK and TGFβ signalling (Hidai et al., 1998; 

Rezaee et al., 2002; Xia et al., 2015). Importantly, EDIL3 acts as an embryonic angiogenic 

factor during development and similarly to VCAN and SPON1 was found to be re-expressed 

in cancers (Beckham et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016). The re-expression of EDIL3 in cancers 

may facilitate neoangiogenesis and cancer invasion as shown previously (Beckham et al., 

2014; Lee et al., 2016) and downregulation of EDIL3 can attenuate tumour growth by 

decreasing cancer cell proliferation and increasing cancer cell apoptosis (Aoka et al., 2002; 

Jiang et al., 2016; Zou et al., 2009).  

In addition to the three ECM proteins associated with the reactivation of developmental 

signalling programs, CILP, was identified as the most highly upregulated ECM protein in the 

Nf1 KO bridge. However, CILP is relatively poorly studied and has mostly been described to 

be abundant in cartilaginous tissue. Functionally, it may regulate TGFβ signalling by 

antagonising TGFβ1 signalling (Mori et al., 2006; Seki et al., 2005), which may partially 

explain why we have not identified TGFβ signalling as significantly differentially regulated in 

the Nf1 KO bridge (Mori et al., 2006; Seki et al., 2005).  However, this hypothesis will require 

further validation.  
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Lastly, we confirmed the increased expression of insulin growth factor (IGF1) and SLITRK6 

that is a poorly characterised integral membrane protein, within the Nf1 KO bridge.  

Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) is a well-known neurotrophic factor in the CNS and PNS 

that activates several signalling pathways such as PI3K/AKT and MAPK that are instrumental 

for tumour development and progression (Pollak, 2008, 2012).  Interestingly, we showed 

previously that IGF1 stimulates SC biogenesis and in synergy with NRG1 increases SC 

proliferation and drives mitochondrial biogenesis in vitro (Echave et al., 2009). Consequently, 

it is of interest that high levels of IGF1 are associated with tumour formation at the Nf1 KO 

injury site. 

SLITRK6 is an integral membrane protein with extracellular sequence homologies to Slit and 

intracellular sequence homologies to Trk neurotrophin receptors, which both are well known 

to regulate axon guidance during development. (Aruga and Mikoshiba, 2003; Aruga et al., 

2003; Tekin et al., 2013). SLITRK6 is predominantly expressed in the CNS, where it regulates 

neurite outgrowth and survival during neural development (Aruga and Mikoshiba, 2003; Aruga 

et al., 2003; Tekin et al., 2013). Furthermore, it was also found to be expressed in the adult 

brain, but its functional role is not yet understood. Although SLITRK6 is not secreted, it could 

be involved in neurofibroma formation, as it is not expressed in the healthy PNS and has 

recently been reported to be expressed at high levels in certain cancers, including brain 

cancers such as glioblastoma (Aruga et al., 2003; Morrison et al., 2016). 

 

5.11.2.3. Identification of functional role of candidates in future experiments  

In future experiments, the functional role and cellular origin of the selected candidate (s), 

which are discussed above, will be investigated. Initially, the functional role of the candidates 

will be investigated in vitro by determining their impact on SC proliferation, SC-axon 

association and differentiation. We have established an in vitro co-culture system of primary 

rat postnatal dorsal root ganglion (DRGs) and SCs (Parrinello et al., 2008), which resembles 

their normal interactions in the PNS. This in vitro model will be used 1) to stimulate Nf1 KO 

and control SCs with IL6, CXCL14 and TNSF18 and other highly expressed secreted proteins 

such as secreted ECM proteins EDIL3 and SPON1 and 2) to inhibit the identified candidate 
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(s) by either knockdown of the protein or chemical inhibition. Furthermore, the potential pro-

tumourigenic role of the identified ECM proteins VCAN and CILP will be tested by pre-coating 

culture dishes prior to seeding Nf1 KO and control (Nf1 WT) SCs and the impact on SC 

proliferation and differentiation will be analysed. 

Following any interesting observations, we will identify the cell types expressing the 

candidates in vivo by performing immunofluorescence (IF) stainings or in situ hybridisation 

together with well-established markers for specific cell types. Alternatively, candidate 

RNA/protein expression levels can be analysed by isolating the different cell types by FACS 

or immuno-panning techniques. Furthermore, we will inhibit the candidates by either using 

transgenic knock-out mouse models or pharmalogical inhibition of the protein and will 

investigate whether it affects SC proliferation at the early stages and results in reduced 

neurofibroma formation in the Nf1 KO mouse model.   

Following a striking effect upon candidate inhibition on neurofibroma formation, we would 

determine the clinical relevancy of the candidate by analysing its expression level in human 

neurofibromas compared to human peripheral nerve. In order to do so, our lab has previously 

established a successful collaboration with a leading UCL pathologist, Prof. Adrienne 

Flanagan, a worldwide expert on sarcomas, who can provide us with frozen tissue from 

human peripheral nerve, neurofibromas and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours.  

 

5.11.2.4. Comparison of RNA seq analysis with previously performed microarray 

analysis  

We have compared the candidates from the differential expression analysis of our RNA seq. 

dataset with a microarray analysis on SCs (Parrinello et al., 2008), which carries an inducible 

Raf fusion protein (NSΔRafER) (Lloyd et al., 1997). These cells are activated by the addition 

of tamoxifen (tmx) resulting in rapid and sustained ERK activation. We re-examined this 

microarray analysis in order to investigate if any of the candidates from our RNA seq. screen 

were also upregulated in the NSΔRafER cells, which would indicate that these candidates 

may be expressed by dedifferentiated SCs in the nerve bridge. In line with their high 

expression in the Nf1 KO bridge, we found that SPON1 (16.9x) and CXCL14 (6x) were both 
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highly upregulated in the NSΔRafER microarray analysis.  

The identification of common candidates between the RNA seq analysis and the microarray 

analysis implies that CXCL14 and SPON1 are expressed by dedifferentiated Nf1 KO SCs and 

regulated by the Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway. Furthermore, it suggests that SC re-

differentiation is delayed within the Nf1 KO nerve bridge as maintained Ras/Raf/ERK 

signalling prevents SC re-differentiation. This is somewhat in contradiction to our 

immunofluorescence analysis which did not identify any detectable p-ERK expression in the 

nerve bridge at Day 14 following injury. However, as discussed earlier, the levels to maintain 

SC proliferation appear much lower than those that initially drive the dedifferentiation process 

suggesting that the p-ERK expression levels could be too low to detect by 

immunofluorescence staining. Future experiments will determine whether CXCL14 and 

SPON1 are only expressed by dedifferentiated SC in the nerve bridge and determine how the 

Ras/Raf/ERK signalling pathway regulates their expression. The other candidates that were 

identified as highly expressed in the Nf1 KO bridge in the RNA seq. screen were not found 

elevated in the microarray analysis, hence they are likely to be expressed by other cells within 

the injury environment.  

We also compared our candidates with a microarray analysis, which investigated differential 

gene expression in macrophages and SCs in the Dhh-Cre Nf1fl/fl mouse model, where Nf1 is 

lost during embryogenesis (Choi et al., 2017). However, Choi et al. did not identify any 

differentially expressed genes in isolated SCs and macrophages from 1-month-old Dhh-

Cre:Nf1fl/fl nerves compared to these isolated from 1- month-old wild type nerves indicating 

that consistent with no obvious abnormalities no changes in  gene expression were detected 

in this model at the analysed early timepoint. Choi et al. also compared human and mouse 

neurofibroma gene expression profiles with gene expression profiles of injured rat sciatic 

nerves and demonstrated that the gene expression profile of neurofibromas reassembled a 

wounded nerve. These findings are in agreement with the hypothesis that neurofibromas 

reassemble an unrepaired wound.  

In conclusion, in this chapter we identified when Nf1 KO SCs start to behave differently at the 

injury site on their way to form tumours and we have identified several factors that were 
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exclusively upregulated in this region. Future studies will further characterise the early cellular 

changes and determine whether these factors are involved in neurofibroma formation and 

thereby could result in novel therapeutic approaches for the treatment of NF1. 
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Chapter Six:  Discussion and Conclusion 

6.1. Tissue cell turnover  

For many years it was thought that multipotent stem cells were mainly responsible for 

producing new cells for tissue homeostasis and following injury. Moreover, lineage 

differentiation was considered a uni-directional process in which post-mitotic differentiated 

cells are irreversibly formed from stem cells (Biteau et al., 2011; Watt and Driskell, 2010). 

However, recently, it has been shown that different tissues have distinct mechanisms to 

maintain themselves in the adult and to repair following an injury (Ge and Fuchs, 2018; Varga 

and Greten, 2017; Wells and Watt, 2018). These distinct mechanisms encompass the 

activation of resident stem cell populations (Kondo et al., 2003; Osawa et al., 1996; 

Weissman, 2000), recruitment of reserve stem cell populations (Ito et al., 2005; Tetteh et al., 

2016) and the dedifferentiation or transdifferentiation of differentiated cells within the tissue 

(Ito et al., 2007; van Es et al., 2012). The acknowledgement that differentiated cells can 

dedifferentiate and re-enter the cell cycle revolutionised the historical concept of lineage 

specification and determination and has led to the identification of tissues that use specialised 

cell types in order to produce new cells during tissue homeostasis and following injury.  

It is not understood why tissues use different mechanisms to maintain themselves, however it 

was speculated that these distinct mechanisms reflect the different levels of cell turnover 

within tissues. For example, highly proliferative tissue such as the skin or the intestine contain 

continuous cycling resident stem cells to maintain tissue function (Li and Clevers, 2010; 

Simons and Clevers, 2011; van der Flier and Clevers, 2009). In contrast, tissues with a lower 

cellular turnover, such as the lung, mainly use progenitor cells to produce new cells in 

adulthood. Moreover, the mechanism to produce new cells can be different upon injury and 

can involve the recruitment of reservoir stem cells and lineage dedifferentiation of highly 

specialised cells. All these tissue maintenance mechanisms need to be strictly controlled to 

ensure tissue homeostasis and wound healing, as uncontrolled cell turnover is associated 

with malignant transformation and tumourigenesis (Simon and Frisen, 2007). 
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Here, we have performed a systematic characterisation of peripheral nerve and have 

identified all the cell types, which make up the endoneurium of the peripheral nerve. We did 

not identify a stem cell population that produces new peripheral nerve cells, instead we 

demonstrated that peripheral nerve possesses a distinct mechanism for maintaining 

homeostasis in that cells rarely turnover in the homeostatic state. We also found that the 

peripheral nerve is a more quiescent tissue than the CNS with most cell types proliferating 

rarely, whereas the main cell type of the nerve, the mSC, does not divide at all in the adult. It 

is particularly striking that very different mechanisms are used to maintain the myelinating 

cells of the PNS and CNS, in that in the CNS, the myelinating glial cells, the oligodendrocytes, 

are replaced throughout life by oligodendrocyte progenitor cells. In this thesis, we investigated 

the behaviour of mSCs in nerve repair and tumourigenesis by performing several lineage 

tracing studies, as discussed below.  

 

6.2. Lineage tracing studies  

Lineage tracing studies encompass the labelling of a single cell or cell population, moreover, 

the label will be transmitted to the cell’s progeny allowing the investigation of cell fate and cell 

lineages over time. The most widely used technology for genetic lineage tracing studies is the 

Cre-loxP recombination system, which has been introduced in the Introduction of this thesis 

(Sauer and Henderson, 1988). This genetic labelling system has been widely used to 

investigate stem cell compartments and subsequent lineage differentiation in various tissues 

such as the intestine (Snippert et al., 2010) and epidermis (Alcolea and Jones, 2014). In the 

intestine, for example lineage analysis identified that Lrg5, a Wnt target gene, defines the 

stem cell population, which is localised in the base of the intestinal crypt and that maintains 

the intestine (Snippert et al., 2010). Moreover, in contrast to the intestine, a single progenitor 

population was shown to maintain tissue homeostasis in the interfollicular epidermis (Clayton 

et al., 2007), whereas upon injury a reservoir stem cell population gets activated which 

produces new cells (Mascre et al., 2012).  

Throughout this thesis, a highly specific driver for adult mSCs allowed us to perform credible 

lineage analysis in order to characterise the behaviour of mSCs and to understand their 
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contribution to the regenerative response. Moreover, we determined the cell fate of mSCs 

during the regenerative response. We then compared the behaviour of normal mSCs 

following injury to those in a mouse model of NF1 tumourigenesis, in which tumours derive 

from mSCs by performing similar lineage tracing studies (Ribeiro et al., 2013).  

 

6.2.1. Lineage tracing of mSCs following nerve injury 

As discussed above, mSC are completely quiescent in homeostasis, however it is known that 

mSCs retain plasticity and can rapidly dedifferentiate into progenitor-like SCs following nerve 

injury (Cattin and Lloyd, 2016; Mahar and Cavalli, 2018). Nevertheless, it was not clear 

whether all mSCs possess the capacity to dedifferentiate or whether a resident or recruited 

stem-like compartment is responsible for producing new SCs following injury.  

Here, we performed lineage tracing studies using transgenic mice that allow Cre expression 

to be specifically induced in mSCs: P0-CreERT2:YFP and  P0-CreERT2:Confetti mice. Our 

analysis demonstrated that all adult mSCs retained the capacity to dedifferentiate and 

proliferate following nerve injury implying that there is no need for an additional resident or 

recruited stem cell population. Furthermore, we showed that mSC derived cells contribute to 

the regenerative response by migrating in cellular cords into the newly formed nerve bridge 

following injury.  

It is not clear, why some tissues, especially those that possess a resident stem cell 

population, use dedifferentiation to produce new cells following an injury. To date, two 

different dedifferentiation processes have been described that are distinguished based on 

their extent of dedifferentiation. In the first case, dedifferentiation encompasses a smaller step 

back in the differentiation status of a cell such as in the intestine, in which a progenitor cell 

can revert to a stem cell like state following injury (Tetteh et al., 2016; van Es et al., 2012).  

Two different kind of progenitor cells such as the Delta-like protein 1 secretory precursor cells 

and the more committed enterocyte progenitor cells were shown to be able to dedifferentiate 

to stem cells following damage to the intestinal crypt. It is not understood why progenitor cells 

dedifferentiate to stem cells in tissues that possess a resident stem cell population, however 

speculations argue that the resident stem cells may have been damaged or that the 
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progenitor cells aid the stem cell population to produce new tissue cells after injury (Merrell 

and Stanger, 2016).  

In the second case, dedifferentiation occurs from highly specialised differentiated cells into 

progenitor-like cells such as the dedifferentiation of adult SCs into progenitor-like SCs 

following nerve injury or secretory cells of the lung into stem cells after lung injury (Tata et al., 

2013). In this case, dedifferentiation requires that these specialised cell types retain the 

plasticity to dedifferentiate and involves the reversal of these differentiated cells to a cell state 

that is similar to a developmental cell state. This reversal process is associated with complex 

phenotypic and gene expression profile changes and in most cases involves re- entering the 

cell cycle (Jopling et al., 2011). 

In some tissues, it was postulated that dedifferentiation increases the multipotent potential of 

cells for example in the liver, where it was shown that hepatocytes can transdifferentiate into 

ductal biliary epithelial cells following injury (Michalopoulos et al., 2005; Tarlow et al., 2014; 

Yanger et al., 2013). Consequently, it was speculated that dedifferentiated SCs retain some 

multipotency, similar to SC precursors during development, in order to regenerate new nerve 

tissue (Petersen and Adameyko, 2017).   

However, in this thesis we demonstrated that dedifferentiated mSC derived cells retain their 

lineage identity during a normal nerve regeneration process. This finding is in contrast to 

several previously performed in vitro studies that postulated that adult SCs maintain 

multipotency (Dupin et al., 2003; Widera et al., 2011). This suggests that as has been shown 

for other cell types, the reported plasticity of cells is due to the non-physiological environment 

in which the experiments were performed and that the microenvironment is critical for 

maintaining cell identity (Anderson, 2001; Guimaraes-Camboa et al., 2017; Snippert and 

Clevers, 2011). In line with this, stem cells in the intestinal crypt are maintained by their stem 

cell niche, which mainly consists of Paneth cells that provide Wnt, EGF and Notch signals that 

prevent lineage differentiation of the stem cell pool (Sato et al., 2011). The other cells of the 

crypt are not exposed to the factors of the stem cell niche, however, interestingly progenitor 

cells of the intestine can dedifferentiate to stem cells when exposed to Wnt factors in vitro 

(van Es et al., 2012). Consequently, it was speculated that upon injury the stem cell niche is 
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disrupted and progenitor cells of the intestine may be exposed to the stem cell niche factors 

(eg. Wnt), which can initiate their differentiation into stem cells.  

This study further suggests that cell identity depends on the physiological environment and 

that altering it, by for example inducing an injury, can impact cell identity. In line with this, the 

injury environment was shown to be similar to the tumour environment indicating that it could 

likely alters cell plasticity and may be permissive for tumour growth (Arwert et al., 2012; 

Balkwill and Mantovani, 2001; Dvorak, 1986; Martins-Green et al., 1994). However, as we 

have shown in this thesis, mSC-derived cells retain SC identity during normal nerve repair 

demonstrating that the nerve environment maintains cell identity. Although nerve injury is not 

sufficient and additional factors are required for neurofibroma formation, a link between 

neurofibroma formation and wound healing has been drawn previously, in that clinical studies 

reported a correlation between neurofibroma formation and small tissue injuries (Riccardi, 

1992a). Consistent with this, we demonstrated here that the genetic loss of Nf1 in adult mSCs 

requires cooperating factors of the injury environment in order to drive neurofibroma formation 

and the identification of these would greatly benefit the development of new therapeutic 

approaches.  

 

6.3. Transgenic mouse models and cancer  

The use of transgenic mouse models to study tumourigenesis has greatly advanced in recent 

years and has helped shed light on interactions of cancer cells with the tumour 

microenvironment, whose influence was previously underappreciated as it cannot be studied 

using classical cancer cell culture systems (Folkman and Kalluri, 2004). Amongst these 

transgenic mouse models, the field is nowadays mainly dominated by conditional transgenic 

mouse models, such as the P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl, that allow the ablation of a specific gene 

at a given time  (Abate-Shen et al., 2008; Hanahan et al., 2007; Smith and Muller, 2013; Van 

Dyke and Jacks, 2002).  

Transgenic mouse models enable the investigation of pre-malignant lesions and the 

transformation of these into malignant lesions, which is not accessible to study in human 

patients. At the early stage of carcinogenesis, these models provide the opportunity to study 
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molecular pathways responsible for tumour initiation and progression of the disease and to 

test whether cancer progression can be prevented by targeting specific pathways (Green and 

Hudson, 2005; Le Magnen et al., 2016).  

Overall, transgenic mouse models have their caveats such as their limited heterogeneity and 

a different immune system compared to humans, however they provide the most 

experimental accessible mammalian model to study various aspects of human tumour 

pathogenesis, which we would not be able to investigate otherwise (Rangarajan and 

Weinberg, 2003; Van Dyke and Jacks, 2002).  

The P0-CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mouse model provides a powerful model for lineage tracing of the 

Nf1 KO SCs both at the early stages and within an established tumour in order to identify 

factors that promote the onset of tumourigenesis and to study to the plasticity of Nf1 KO SCs 

within the neurofibromas.  

 

6.3.1. Nf1 KO SC plasticity 

Lineage tracing of normal SCs demonstrated that SCs retain their identity within the context of 

a regenerating nerve and exhibit limited plasticity, whereas the loss of Nf1 in adult SCs and 

the injury microenvironment can synergise to increase the plasticity of these cells. Although, 

the clonality analysis that we performed demonstrated that the loss of Nf1 is sufficient to 

initiate neurofibroma formation, Nf1 KO SCs do not behave as a homogenous population as 

some appear to transdifferentiate into other cell lineages such as perineurial-like cells. Cell 

plasticity provides adaptive strategies for cancer cells that can facilitate invasion, therapeutic 

resistance and enables them to adapt to different regions within the tumour 

microenvironment.  

It may also be the case that some Nf1 KO SCs have acquired further mutations that allows 

them to expand regionally, which could explain the spatial heterogeneity that we have 

observed in some tumour regions. Genetic diversity is not the only diversity mechanism 

present within an established tumour as it has been shown that tumour cells with a common 

genetic lineage are functionally heterogenous, exhibiting differences in growth dynamics and 

response to therapy (Gay et al., 2016; Marusyk et al., 2012; McGranahan and Swanton, 
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2017). In these clonal populations, other diversity generating mechanisms such as epigenetic 

regulation or variability in the tumour microenvironment appear to be responsible for the 

observed phenotypic differences (Kreso et al., 2013). The relative fitness of a new mutation or 

of a specific cell phenotype is not only defined by its tumour cell intrinsic advantages such as 

growth but also by its microenvironmental context. For example, in areas of hypoxia, any 

mutation that confers anabolic metabolism provides fitness advantages to the tumour cell and 

consequently results in the expansion of this population (Anderson et al., 2006).  

Tumours with high level of intra-tumour heterogeneity have been associated with a worse 

prognosis as the probability of having a treatment resistant clone is higher in a highly 

heterogenous population (Bochtler et al., 2013; Mroz et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014a). The 

complexity of intra-tumour heterogeneity may explain certain therapy failures and disease 

resistances (Misale et al., 2012; Nazarian et al., 2010; Ostman, 2012; Prahallad et al., 2012; 

Sun et al., 2012). For example, recent publications demonstrated that KRAS mutant clones, 

which existed at a indictable frequency prior to treatment initiation, expand exponentially upon 

anti-EGFR treatment (Diaz et al., 2012) and confer resistance to the treatment.  

Intra-tumour heterogeneity poses a big challenge to cancer therapies and recent strategies to 

tackle this issue have arisen. One approach involves suppressing tumour heterogeneity by 

targeting drivers of genetic instability in order to increase cell homozygosity within the tumour 

mass, which may render the tumour more sensitive to therapy (Gerlinger and Swanton, 

2010). 

6.3.2. Interactions of Nf1 KO SC with regional microenvironment  

As described previously, neurofibromas only develop at the site of injury in the P0-

CreERT2:YFP:Nf1fl/fl mouse model indicating the crucial contribution of the injury 

microenvironment to neurofibroma formation (Ribeiro et al., 2013). The tumour 

microenvironment (TME) is known to be highly complex and consists of multiple cell types 

that have been shown to cross-interact with cancer cells in order to promote various aspects 

of tumourigenesis such as sustaining tumour growth (Lu et al., 2012; Quail and Joyce, 2013). 

In studying the early stages of tumour formation, we observed that Nf1 KO mSC-derived cells 

maintain proliferation at the injury site at Day 14 following injury, whereas these cells behave 
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similar to controls cells in the distal stump indicating that the signals that maintain Nf1 KO SC 

proliferation act regionally. We have identified this timepoint as the point at which the 

behaviour of Nf1 KO SCs diverges from neighbouring Nf1 WT SCs and we investigated 

molecular signals that could drive the pro-tumourigenic behaviour of the Nf1 KO SCs at the 

injury site. Consistent with the regional differences in Nf1 KO SC behaviour at the early 

timepoints, we observed that some of the Nf1 KO mSC-derived cells were capable of re-

myelinating axons within the tumour microenvironment. These observations led to the 

hypothesis that unidentified signals act locally to maintain the tumour driving Nf1 KO SC in 

their dedifferentiated state, by for example sustaining their proliferation, whilst neighbouring 

Nf1 KO SCs may not be exposed to these signals or alternatively are exposed to other 

signals that initiate their redifferentiation.  

As it is known that axonal contact exerts anti-proliferative signals to SCs (Parrinello et al., 

2008) and it has been shown previously that the loss of axonal contact is a critical early event 

in neurofibroma formation (Joseph et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2008), it is 

tempting to speculate that the tumour driving Nf1 KO SCs may escape the anti-proliferative 

signals of the axons at the injury site.   

To determine this, we will investigate interactions of Nf1-deficient mSCs with their local 

microenvironment in vivo in future experiments. These interactions will be investigated by 

using imaging techniques such as intravital microscopy (IVM) and 3D confocal microscopy 

that will enable us to perform a systematic 3D analysis in order to determine whether 

proliferating/dedifferentiated Nf1 KO SCs are associated with axons at the injury site. 

Moreover, this will enable us to establish the geometry of early tumour formation and the 

nature of the microenvironment.  

Whole mount immunofluorescence techniques (Clarity and PACT) will be used to characterise 

interactions in 3D of the Nf1-deficient SCs (Chung and Deisseroth, 2013; Tomer et al., 2014; 

Yang et al., 2014). In parallel, we will perform an ultrastructure analysis using correlative light 

and electron microscopy (CLEM), which allow us to visualise the tumour driving labelled Nf1-

deficient SCs by light microscopy before being transferred to EM in order to perform a 3D 

reconstruction of the area of interest.  
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In contrast to conventional confocal microscopy that provides a static snapshot of a biological 

process, IVM can be used to study spatiotemporal interactions of fluorescently labelled cells 

at a single cell level within a specific time window in live animals (Ellenbroek and van 

Rheenen, 2014; Pittet and Weissleder, 2011). This technique would allow us to specifically 

investigate axonal interactions of individual cells, however in order to do so, we would have to 

establish a new transgenic mouse model in which the axons, in addition to Nf1, are labelled 

with a fluorescent reporter cassette.  

Both techniques will contribute to the visualisation of the interactions of the Nf1 KO SCs with 

their regional microenvironment. In parallel, we will validate the candidates of the RNA seq 

analysis, as discussed in Chapter 5, in order to determine whether these signals possess SC-

specific effects that could mediate these interactions and promote the pro-tumourigenic 

behaviour of the Nf1 KO SCs.  

Both cytokines and ECM proteins that have been identified in the RNA seq. analysis as the 

most upregulated molecule classes at the Nf1 KO injury site are known to play roles 

throughout tumourigenesis by for example acting as growth or survival factors, as discussed 

in Chapter 5 (Coussens and Werb, 2002; Grivennikov et al., 2010; Hanahan and Weinberg, 

2011). Moreover, ECM proteins and cytokines also possess major roles during wound healing 

and many of these factors such as IL6 and TGFβ that are commonly present in both wound 

healing and cancers have been identified previously (Lin and Karin, 2007; Pedersen et al., 

2003; Witsch et al., 2010). However, the level, duration and kinetics of these factors differs 

between wound healing and cancer, as wound healing is a self-limiting process, whilst 

tumours are commonly described as unhealed wounds (Arwert et al., 2012). Moreover, this 

highlights the importance of a controlled wound healing process in order to prevent tumour 

formation. It is tempting to speculate that elevated levels of the identified candidates may 

provide a conducive environment for tumour formation at the injury site but this remains to be 

demonstrated in future.  

Overall, these studies will contribute to broaden the understanding of the physical and 

molecular interactions of the Nf1 KO SCs with their microenvironment at the onset of tumour 

formation and therefore may identify new treatment approaches for NF1. 
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Appendix 

Complete RNA seq analysis (Located on the CD at the back of this thesis): 

 

1. Analysis by the Genomic Facility in Liverpool:  This analysis contains the 

trimmed reads (fastq format) and the differential expression (DE) analysis 

tables. The data can also be accessed via 

http://cgr.liv.ac.uk/illum/LIMS11184_9e0728efb51e3121/ (for trimmed reads) 

and http://www.cgr.liv.ac.uk/illum/LIMS11184Results_ba3c2a163baf7ea1/ (for 

alignments and DE tables) 

2. Analysis by the Dr. Christina Venturini:  This analysis can be accessed via 

file:///Users/salomestierli/Desktop/RNA%20seq/salome_data/Salome's%20project_re

port.html and all Figures and DE analysis tables have been included here. 

 

 


